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IM£1 BX3

Sundog Systems prouaty presents the first SI 2K arcade game
available lor your CoCo til! !f you don't have 512K. you will

want to get it just for ((lis game 1 The evil Sinistaars have in-

vaded the galaxy and it falls to you to tfasuoy tnwi. These
fiends will attempt to hold you with a consiant barrage at

drone ships while they muster their strength, and eventually

find and obliterate you. Vour mission is to mine the myriad
asteroids in search ot the precious ore which can be retired

into slnlbomos, your only weapon against the Sinistaars.

Many surprises await as you advance through the increasing,-

packed with spectacular graphics, se ._

Oaittn of stages will keep you
coming back for more. Red.
51 2K CoCo III and disk drive. .

Paladin's Isgacy

im«
Something is killing oft the members of the legendary order ot

Kyum-Gai. in desperation, its leaders have called upon |he

powers of the life stono to resurrect you, their greatest hero:

the NINJA GAI-DAN. Now, you must find and destroy the evil

forces behind this dark plot. Use a multitude of martial arts

moves to defeat your enemies, obtain treasure and weapons.
and evade obstacles. Kyum-Gai: to be Hmja uses the most
detailed 320*200 resolution. 16 color graphics, the highest
quality digital sound effects, and spectacular animation to
bring you the greatest martial arts game your CoCo ill has
ever seen. Created by the author ot warrior King, this in credi-

ts* arcade game is a definite must tor your CoCo ill software
collection, Join the ranks of the Kyum-Gal and find out what It

means to be Ninja!' fteq. 128K
CoCo 111, disk drive, and
joystick (,2-burton joystick

supported)

SoomtTiax is an unprecedented sound sequencing system lor

the CoCo lit, It requires to extra hardware (i e mid!

keyboards, cables, etc.). All Of it is contained in your CoCo.
This amazing program will read in a digitized sound and play

back all of the notes in the octave in which it was recorded.
And ifs POLYPHONIC! You can sequence up to lour voices at

one time, and not only the same sound! With as many voices
as can be held In your memory, depending on the song, you
can create a score of up to THREE DAYS in length using
drums, horns, strings, even your own voice! And you can
play them all together! Using the built-in windowing poini-

and-ciick editor, you can cut. paste, even synchronize the
score to }usl the way you like it. Use the pr^sampled sounds
from the disk Included, or make your own by Importing them
from some of the more popular digitizers available. Also,

CALL for the availability of extra sound sample disks! Get if

today; you won't believe your

ears! Beg. 1£8K CoCo III.

mouse/joystick, and disk

drive.

ILABLE
UJOKRIOR ««"

Years after the mysterious hero called the Paladin ffisap

peered, loath some creatures, spawned from the bowels of the
planet, have overrun the land of Tarlnth and capiursd the

king. The situation is gtava, toi without the king's ftttuence

the three nations will not unite againsl the growing evil only

one pure of heart can master I he five magics and thereby

fulfill the Paladin's legacy and save IN realm Adventure mi:
this vast land of fantasy, inierract with its inhabitants, explore

the ruinous mines, and do battle with supernatural forces Ex-
perience/the magic of the quest In this fast-paced raie-piavmg
adventure, all in the familiar quick scrolling, bird's eye play

formal. You will love the feeling ot playing an action game
with great graphics, animation, and sound effects, bur all the

while solving one of the most involved adventures yei Tadnih
awaits Its savior! Available for

all CoCo models 1 fteq. 64K t^-A

Hint Sheet: S3. 95

4MIIIIHIIII

rior King

K CoCo lit. S29.9E
n c-ude

L.0C0 $24.9

Hal! of the King I. II or 111 Champion Dragon Blade Whits Fire ot Eternity
S?9 BB oanh SUM <L1Q qc (mni$29,95 each

Hall of the Xing Trilogy

$74.95
*Atl require 64K CoCo.

Visa, Mastercard. Check, Money Order, and COD
(USA only, -please) accepted All foreign orders
must he sent In US currency Money Orders Include

$2.50 lor shipping fn USA and Canada. $5.00
Foreign. $3.00 extra for COO orders. PA residents

add 6% sales tax. Dealer Inquiries welcome
Authors; we're looking lor rmw software!



From Computer Plus to YOU . .

.

PLUS PLUS

L7

Tandy U0OFD$1219
Tandy 102 32K $439
Tandy WP-2 $279

Color Computer 3
W/128K Ext. Basic $159 Tandy 1000 SL $689

Tandy 1000 TL/2 $959

DMM32S199*
Color Computer Disk Drive
Drive $239 Drive 1 $149 TandyFax $929

BIG SAVINGS ON A FULL
COMPUTERS
Tgndy «00 HX 1 Drive 2S6K 349.00"

Tandy 1000TX1 Drive 640K 719.00"

Tandy 3000 NL 1 Drive 51 2K 1279.00

Tandy 4000 1 Drive 1 Meg.Ram 1969.00

Tandy 5000 MC 2 Meg. Ram 3799.00

PRINTERS
Radio Shack DMP-107 120 CPS 219.00

Radio Shack DMP-1 32 1 20 CPS 1 99.00*

Radio Shack DMP-440 300 CPS 449.00*

RadioShack DWP-230 DaisyWheel 269,00*

Tandy LP-1 000 Laser Printer 1899,00

Star MlcronicsNSC-1000 144 CPS 199.00

Star Micronics NX-1000 Rainbow 269 00

Panasonic KXP 1180 192 CPS 219.00*

Panasonic KXP 1 1 91 240 CPS 259.00*

Panasonic KXP 1 1 24 192 CPS 369.00*

Okidata320 300 CPS 369.00

Okidata390270CPS24WlreHd 515-00
NEC Pinwrlter P-2200 170 CPS 399 00

MODEMS
Radio Shack DCM-6 52.00
Radio Shack DCM-7 85.00

Practical Peripheral 2400 Baud 229,00
Practical Peripheral 1200 Baud 149.00 Flight 16 Flight Simul.

COMPLEMENT OF RADIO SHACK COMPUTER PRODUCTS
COLOR COMPUTER MI5C.
Radio Shack Drive Controller 99.00

Extended Basic Rom Kit (26 pin) 14.95

64K Ram Upgrade Kit (2 or B chip) 39.00

Radio Shack Deluxe Keyboard Kit 24.95

HI-RES Joystick Interface 8.95

Color Computer Deluxe Mouse 44.00

Mufti Pak Pal Chip (Or COCO 3 14.95

Multi-Pak Interface 89.95

Serial to Parallel Converter 59.95

Radio Shack Deluxe Joystick 26.95

Magnavox 8515 RGB Monitor 299.00

MognavoxGreen orAmber Monitor99.00

Radio Shack CM-8 RGB Monitor 249.00

Radio Shack VM-4 Green Monitor 99.00

PBJ OK COCO 3 Upgrade Board CALL
PBJ 512K COCO 3 Upgrade CALL
Tandy OK COCO 3 Upgrade Board 24.95

Tandy 51 2K COCO 3 Upgrade 149.00

COLOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE
TAPE DISK

The Wild West (CoCo3) 26.95

Worlds Of Flight 34.9534.95

Mustang P-51 Flight Slmul. 34.95 34.95

COCO Utl 1 11 by Mark Data 39 95
COCO Max III by Colorware 79.95

Max 1 by Colorware 79.95
AutaTerm by PXE Computing 29.9539.95

TW-BO by Spectrum [CoCo3) 39.95

Telewriter 64 49.9559.95
Telewriter 128 79.95

Elite Word 80 79.95

Elite Calc 3.0 69.95
CoCo 3 512K Super Ram Disk 19.95

Home Publisher by Tandy (CoCo3) 35.95

Sub Battle SI m. by Epyx (CoCo3) 26.95

Thexder by Slorra (CoCo3) 22 45
Kings Quest III by Sierra (CoCo3) 31 .45

Flight Slm.il by SubLogic (CoCo3) 31.45

OS9 Level II by Tandy 71.95

OS-9 Development System 89.95

Multi-View by Tandy 44,95
VIP Writer (disk only) 69.95

VIP Integrated Library (disk) 149,95

Prices are subject to change without notice.

Please ca II tor shlpp I ng charges. Prices in our re-

tail store may be higher. Send tor complete
catalog

34.95 34,95 "Sale prices through 9/30/89

CALLTOLL FREE
1-800-343-8124
• LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES

• BEST POSSIBLE WARRANTY
• KNOWLEDGEABLE SALES STAFF

• TIMELY DELIVERY

• SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

com
P.O. Box 1094
480 King Street
Littleton, MA 01460 SINCE 1973
IN MASSACHUSETTS CALL (508) 486-31 93

TRS-80 Is o registered trademark of Tandy Corp.
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Not Just for Programmers

Editor:

The "Doctor ASCII" section (Page 58)

of the September, 1989 issue of rainbow

contains a letter from Jack Williamson of

Bellevue. Ohio. The letter refers to creating

AIFs under Multi-Vue.

While wc have no problem with making

this information available to ourcustomers

and your readers, we feel some clarifica-

tion is in order.

The second paragraph states: "The people

at Tandy said 1h8£Muiti~Vue was originally

intended for program developers . .

." This

is incorrect.

Enclosed is a copy of "Multi Vue and

Pre-Existing Applications," the documen-

tation we provided to Mr. Williamson. As

you can see in the initial paragraph, the

reference to programmers simply pertained

to the style in which the Multi-Vue docu-

mentation was written, not die expertise of

the user.

The document is provided as a conven-

ience to your readers. Feel free to use it in

publication as you see fit.

Thomas J. Halliday

Radio Shack

Computer Customer Relations

Thank yoit for offering as "Multi-Vue

and Pre-Existing Applications." We will

be publishing it in the very near future.

Microware
,

s Secret

Editor:

Lately 1 have been using my CoCo 3 and

05-9 to write programs in FORTRAN-77,

Wait! Did 1 say FORTRAN? I sure did! What

about the August issue when William Bardcn

wrote in his article "Computer Knowledge

in Any Language" (Page 120) that "Lan-

guages .such as COBOL, FORTRAN, PL/1 . AFL.

Modula-2 and Smalltalk, although they are

very popular in other segments of the

computer world, are simply not available

forthe CoCo, . . . don't expect to see COBOL.

FORTRAN or Ada on the CoCo."

The truth is FORTRAN-77 has been avail-

able for the CoCo 3 from Mieroware for

some time now. I purchased the compiler in

November of '88 at a price of $250. Though

this is quite higher than any of the other

languages for the CoCo. I had a specific use

for it. It is an almost complete implementa-

tion of the language and uses the full subset

of the ANSI standard.

Telephones at the rainbow should be

ringing oft their hooks with calls from

Mieroware protesting the unfair treatment

its product has received from your maga-

zine, though 1 doubt that is the case. Even

Microware's brochures imply that l ortran-

77 for the 6809 is currently not available as

it is still under development. How can

hardware/software developers expect their

products to succeed if they will not make a

commitment to market and support them?

It is no wonder the CoCo is still under-

ground, so to speak, when leading propo-

nents such as Tandy and Mieroware take

these positions.

Perhaps you can find room to publish an

article about this language, giving it the

equal recognition it deserves and making

the CoCo community aware of another

programming option. If it were not for n il

rainbow, the CoCo possibly could have

died a long lime ago. So keep up the excel-

lent job. I, for one. greatly appreciate the

fine job all of you are doing in your offices

at THE RAINBOW.

Herschcl B. Eliker

Houston

Your Garden-Variety Users

Editor:

In the August '89 issue ofTHERAINBOW

( Page 80). Jeffrey S. Parker, in his tirade for

OS-9, referred to a great many content Disk

BASIC users as "RS-DOS potatoes." I, and

I'm sure many others, greatly resent having

been identified with this lowly vegetable. I

would be pleased to no end if. in the future,

Mr. Parker might at least limit his refer-

ences to vegetables of a higher order. I

would not be at all offended if. for instance.

I were to be identified with an asparagus or

cauliflower. Thank you very much.

John R Hogerhuis

Fulterton, California

Touche! And 50 lashes with a wet broc-

coli stalkfor us.

HINTS AND TIPS

Editor:

For a long time I couldn't gel on brk

goto and on err goto working properly on

my CoCo 3, I tried the commands in vari-

ous locations in the program, but to no

avail. Then I made the right guess.

pclear and clear statements appearing

afterON brk goto and on err goto prevent

them from working properly. Therefore,

these statements have to appear after any

clear and pclear statements, clear and

pclear cause modifications to memory and

the locations referred to by om brk goto and

on err goto are not adjusted properly.

1 strongly suggest using om ere goto in

your programs to goto a line containing a

slow speed poke if you are using the high-

speed pokes. This way you won't damage

your disks by saving the program while in

the high-speed made as I have done. Having

BREAK immediately issue the slow-down

poke can save a lot of important data.

David B. Smith

Grand Portage, Minnesota

Remedy for Numerous Disk !3waps

Editor:

I enjoyed your excellent review of King's

Quest III 1 think the people at Sierra should

be congratulated for theirwork in computer

graphics and hope to see more of their

games released for the CoCo.

Although I agree that the numerous disk

swaps necessary to play this game in its

original format can be tiresome, I disagree

with your opinion lhai the only remedy for

this is a hard drive.

By following the instructions included

with the game 1 was able to transfer the

entire game onto three 40-traek double-

sided disks without much problem. In its

original 35-track single-sided format there

is a lot of repetition of files as many large

files are needed on several disks. By reduc-

ing the number of disks the total amount of

dala is reduced considerably.

In the 40-track double-sided format the

disk swaps become relatively infrequent

and often provide a welcome break in the

game,

1 did encounter one problem, however.

THE RAINBOW November 1989



FALL BLOWOUT
512K Upgrade: Only $109. See Page 17 Drive : Only $199. See Page 15.

Magnavox RGB Monitor: Only $259. 40 Meg Hard Drive System: Only $569. See Page 15

(For Other Blowout Sale Prices, seepages 7-17)

,
t

jgi^ CIII Pages
by Walter Bayer

The ultimate desktop publishing program for the CoCo 3. Allows COMPLETE CONTROL of all the elements in the
page! Features pull-down menus, icons & dialog boxes, drawing tools (create boxes, polygons, rays, circles, elipses, brush
shapes), cut, copy, stamp, paste, zoom, flip horizontal/vertical, enlarge/reduce, rotate at 45 & 90 degrees, stretch, undo, im-
port any ASCII text (even CoCo Max 1/2 Creations & Fonts!), create 2/3 columns, change fonts/invert text & page preview.
Includes 14 fonts & 60 pieces of dip art. No other desktop program comes even close. Req, CoCo 3, RGB/ Monochrome
Monitor, Min 1 drive, Tandy Hi-Res Interface, Joystick/mouse & DMP 105/106 or Epson/Gemini & Compatible Printer, Only
$49.95. w / Hires Inteface Only $59.95. w/ Hires Interface & Mouse: $79.95

i>j . .
-Uv Color Schematic Designer Ver 2.0

The best Circuit Designer for the CoCo 3. Pull Down Menus, hi-resolution symbol sets, Keyboard / Mouse / Joystick (with
proportional cursor speed system), lightning fast multiple UNDOs, Symbol Add / Modify /Rotate/Line/Box Draw, Hi-res Fonts,
workspace of 640 x 1000 pixels, 3 layers, font styles (fancy, italic, block, computer, etc). Supports DMP/ EPSON / GEMINI
& compatible printers. Supports near laser quality printouts on almost all EPSON Compatibles! Only $39.95. CSD 1.1 /

1 .2 owners can upgrade to version 2.0 by sending $10 with proof of purchase (See Review in September 1989 Rainbow)

MUSIC
Musica II: Best Music Composition program
for the CoCo 1 ,2 & 3. Disk Only $29.95

Lyra: MIDI Based Music Composition

program for the CoCo 1,2 & 3. Disk Only

$49,95

The Lyra Companion (Book): $9.95

CoCo Midi 3 Hardware: Sophisticated

MIDI sequencer / recorder. Only $99.95

CoCo Midi 3 Software: $59.95

TVlax 10: $39.95 \r~
Spelling Checker for Max 10:$29.95

Max 10 Fonts (36 fonts): $29.95

CoCo Max III: $49.95

CoCo Max III Fonts (95 fonts): $49.95

Max Edit (Font Editor): $19.95

NX1000 Rainbow Driver: $19.95

CGP 220 Driver: $19.95 ^^J^s
i CoCo Max II: $69.95

CoCo Max I (Tape): $59.95

MAXPATCH:Run CoCo Max 2 on CoCo

^$19.95

\
Only

VIPCALCIII
Best Spreadsheet for CoCo 3

$69.95

VIP DATABASE III
The Best Database for the CoCo 3

Only $69.95

File System Repack
A must utility for every OS9 owner
Unfragments your hard/floppy disk to

speed up disk operation & reduce

wear on drive heads. Only $29.95

CEBBS
By Kevin Berner

Best BBS for CoCo 3. Features Xmodem
Up/Downloading, unlimited menus, login,

message base, built-in clock/calendar, ex-

ecution of external programs. Sysop has
full control of user's access to menus, time

on system & remote system access. Full

Error Trapping. Even HYPERIO Com-
patible. Req. $59.95. Intro. Special. Only

$49.95, Min Req. CoCo 3, 1 Drive, & RS232
Pack.

DOS
I ADOS 3: Advanced

Operating System for the

CoCo 3. Epromable.

Only $34.95 ADOS
(CoCo 1,2): $27.95(Ex-

tenefed ADOS Might Be Avail by

the time you read this!)

RGB DOS: Supports

double sided drives, up

to 2 hard drives & more.

Epromable. Only $29.95

MJr

f CoCo Util II
Transfer Programs between CoCo & IBM. Will

Transfer Basic Programs & ASCII Files. Req
DOS 3.2 or lower. Req. IBM Compatible with 2

drives. Only $39.95 ^^5^-
Xenocopy "^ **?

An amazingly versatile program that allows

you to format/ duplicate / read/write disks be-

tween 300 different computers. For ex. you
could transfer files between CoCo, IBM, NEC,
Model 3, etc. Requires an IBM Compatible
with 2 drives. Only $79.95

MICROCOM SOFTWARE 2900 Monroe Ave, Rochester, NY 14618.
To OrderRefer to Page 1 7 of our 6-page ad series (Pgs 7-1 7)

Credit Card Toll Free Orderline 1 -800-654-5244 (9AM - spm 7 days/week)
Tech. Info (Between 4-8pm). Order Status, Info: 716-383-8830. Fax: 716-383-0026,



The instructions for updating the TOC file

seemed a bit confusing. When I ran the

game with a completely rewritten file the

system locked up at the first disk swap. The

solution was to edit the original tile, chang-

ing only the disk and side numbers (change

all side numbers to SI.) The game now
works perfectly.

Changing the step rate to 6 milliseconds

also provides a big improvement.

Robert Zaker

Loxahatvhee. Florida

INFORMATION PLEASE

Editor:

1 live in Williams, California, which is

60 miles north of Sacramento and 100

miles south of Redding on the map.

I am having trouble finding anyone in

this area who sells OS-9 based shareware

for the Color Computer 3. I was hoping

someone in the CoCo world could help me.

The software I write is mainly mathe-

matic in nature. I have a fluid engineering

program, as well as a series on silicon chip

design — many more are forthcoming. I

would appreciate yourassistance in finding

a place to share my wares.

John M. Sogers

Williams , Califa i n ia

Contact the OS-9 Users Group at:

OS-9 Users Group

1715 E. Fowler Ave.

Suite R-237

Tampa. FL 33612

The Best Of Both in One

Editor:

I am looking for a program that has the

best things from both ADOS-3 and Basic

Freedom. For instance, it needs the ability

to be customized like ADOS-3, including

the possibility of setting up for 40- or 80-

tracks, different drive speeds, etc. It needs

to have the full-screen editing abilities of

Basic Freedom, as well as automatic key-

repeat. I need automatic line numbering (as

per ADOS), and also to be able to enter

programs and commands in lowercase (and

true lowercase in the 32-column). It should

also have all of the color commands from

the 40-colunm screens available in the 32-

column screen (attr, for instance).

Does anybody know of a program for

the CoCo 3, be it public domain, share-

ware, or commercial? If you have some-

thing like this, please write me and I'll send

you a disk and return postage. If you know

of a commercial program that does all (or

most of) this, please let me know what it is

called, what it costs, and the name and

address of the company.

JcffByers

124 Elizabeth Si.

East Peoria. II 6161

1

See the review ofExtended ADOS-3 in

this (October) issue.

Making Life Easier

Editor:

The Up-Down lis? Utility program by

Grahame Pollack in the July rainbow looks

like just the thing to make my life a lot

easier.

Does anybody have a patch or a modifi-

cation so 1 can run it on my CoCo 3V

Syd Tash

1925 Tricentenaire, Apt. 204

Montreal, QC Canada

HIB 5S5

REQUEST HOTLINE

Editor:

I have acquired several duplicate issues

of THE RAINBOW that I would like to swap

for issues 1 am still missing. If any readers

have January, February and March of "83

and December of '85, 1 would like to hear

from them and possibly swap issues they

are missing for these.

Donald J. Briggs

229 Holland St.

Syracuse, NY 13204

KUDOS

Editor:

First of all, thanks for your fine publica-

tion. I would be tost without my RAINBOW.

However, it is hard to find people locally

who share my interest in the CoCo. Em not

a programmer or hacker, but consider myself

a serious user, especially for my business.

If anyone in the Greensboro. High Point or

Burlington. North Carolina area knows ofa

group locally or would just like to corre-

spond please let me know, I have 512K,

OS-9, two drives, a printer, etc.

Secondly. I want to commend the man-

ager of a local Radio Shack store in the

Friendly Shopping Center, namely Ray

Wachter, for his help and support.

Finally, 1 would like to see more articles

for the novice in the rainbow. Most writ-

ers assume readers know more than they

really do — at least I've felt that way at

times. At any rate keep up the good work.

Ron Russo

!S48 Pembroke Rd.

Greensboro. NC 27408

A Bright Future Indeed

Editor:

1 have to comment on the fine treatment

from the people at Microcom Software. 1

recently bought two 30-Meg hard drives

from them and encountered some difficulty

in installing them in my system. Thanks to

Chris Santwani who went over and beyond

the call of duty, I now have two very good

hard drives up and running on my system.

As long as we have third-party vendors like

Microcom Software, there is nothing but a

bright future for the CoCo,

George Barber

Summit City. California

Another OS-9 Recruit

Editor:

I would like to tell you how much I enjoy

the rainbow. You have an excellent

magazine. I have purchased many products

advertised in the pages of RAINBOW and

from reading "KISSable OS-9," 1 decided

to purchase OS-9-

1 also want to thank you for the series of

articles you had on assembly language by

William P. Nee. I like BASIC and other

languages, but I really go for assembler.

When I feel competent enough to do a small

programming project. I would like to send

it to the rainbow to share with the CoCo
community.

John Collyer

Medina, Ohio

We welcome your submission.

THE RAINBOW welcomes letters to the editor.

Mail should be addressed to; Letters to Rainbow,

The Falsofi Huildiitg. P.O. box 385, Prospect. KV
401)59. Letters should include the writer's full name
,ni(l address. Letters may be edited fur purposes of

clarity or io conserve space.

Letters to the editor may also be sent to us

through our Delphi CoCo SIG. From the CoCo
HHi> prompt, type liAl to take you into the Kain-

lii'u Magazine Services area of the SKi. ,\l the

RAINBOW> prompt, type LET to reach the LET-
TERS> prompt and then .select Letters for Publica-

tion. He sure to include your complete name and

address
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feature—chances
ly that Word Power

Just think of any word
' %

are very like

has it ... packs a lot of features

... excellent word processor.,," -

- Rainbow's Word Processor
Comparison Article 'Deciding

What's Right For You" April
1989 Rainbow: Page 26.

Word
Power 3.2

More Versatile • More Powerful with
Spooler • Calculator • Split-Screen 2-Cotumn Printing

"... friendfy...amazing execu-

tion speed...much easier to use

than VIP software & 2 other

word processing systems I've

iried...very user-fnendty...mas-

sive text storage capacity

-highest among word proces-

sors..." - Rainbow Oct. HH

Review for Word Power

Unparalleled Power packed in this 100% ML Word Processor
written from scratch for the CoCo 3! No other word processor
offers such a wide array of features that are easy to learn & use.

DISPLAY & SPEED
Word Power 3.2 runs at double-clock speed
and uses tin; true 80-column display with

lowercase instead of the graphics screen. The
result is lightning fast screen reformatting and
added speed! All prompts are displayed in

plain English in neatcolored windows. The current column num
ber, line number, page number, percentage of free memory is dis-

played at all times. Even (he page break is displayed so you know
where one page ends and the other begins. The Setup program
allows you to change fore/background colors as well as (in)visible

carriage returns. Word Power 3.2 can be used with RGB/Com-
posite/Monochrome monitors as well as TV.

MAXIMUM MEMORY
Word Power 3.2 gives you over72Kon 128K and over
450K on 512K CoCo 3 for Text Storage - more
memory than any other CoCo word-processor.
Period.

EFFORTLESS EDITING
Word Power 3.2 has one of the most powerful and user-friendly

full-screen editor with word-wrap. All you do is type. Word
Power takes care of the text arrangement. The unique Auto-Save
feature saves text to disk at regular intervals for peace of mind.

Inscrt/Ovcrstrike Mode (Cursor Style Changes to indicate mode);OOPS Recall

during dclctc;Typc-ahead Buffer for fast typers;Key-Repeat (adjustable); Key-

Click; 4-way eursorand scrolling; Cursor to beginning/end of text, beginning/end

of line, top/bottom of screen, next/previous word; Page up/down; Delete charac-

ter, previous/next word, to beginning/end of line, complete line, text before/after

cursor; I Jicaie/Replacc with Wild-Card Search with auto/manual replace; Block

Mark, Unmark, Copy, Move & Delete; Line Positioning (Center/Right Jus-

tified), Set/Reset 120 programmable tab stops; Word-Count; Define Top/Bot-

tom/Left/Right margins & page length. You can also highlight text

(underline-with on-scrccn underlining, bold, italics, superscripts, etc.). Word
Power even has a HELP screen which an be accessed any time during edit.

SPLIT-SCREEN EDITING
Splits the screen in half so you can view one portion of your text

while you edit another. You'll love it!

MAIL-MERGE
Ever try mailing out the same letter to 50 different

people? Could be quite a chore. Not with Word
Power 3.2! Using this feature, you can type a letter,

follow it with a list of addresses and have Word Power
print out personalized letters. It's that easy!

3?

CALCULATOR
Pop-up a 4-function calculator while you edit! Great for tables!

SAVING/LOADING TEXT
Word Power 3.2 creates ASCII format fdes which are compatible
with almost all terminal/spell-checking & other word-processing
programs. Allows you to Display Free Space, Load, Save, Ap-
pend & Kill files. The ARE YOU SURE? prompt prevents ac-

cidental overwriting & deletion. You can select files by simply

cursoring through the disk directory. Supports double-sided
drives & step-rates,

PRINTING
Word Power 3,2 drives almost any printer (DMP, EPSON,
GEMINI, OKIDATA, etc). Allows options such as baud rates,

line spacing, page/print pause, partial print, page number-
ing/placement, linefeeds, multi-line headers/footers, right jus-

tification & number of copies. The values of these parameters &
margins can be changed anytime in the text by embedding Printer

Option Codes. The WHATYOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET fea-

ture allows you to preview the text on the screen as it will appear
in print. You can view margins, page breaks, justification& more.

PRINT SPOOLER
Why buy a hardware Print Spooler? Word Power 3.2 has a built-

in Spooler which allows you to simultaneously edit one document
& print another.

TWO-COLUMN PRINTING
This unique feature allows you to print all or portion of your text

in two columns! Create professional documents without hours
of aligning text.

SPELLING CHECKER
Word Power 3.2 comes with spelling checker/dic-

tionary which finds & corrects mistakes in your
text. You can add words to /delete words from
dictionary.

PUNCTUATION CHECKER
This checker will proofread your text for punctuation errors such
as capitalization, double-words, spaces after periods/commas,
and more. Its the perfect addition to any word processor.

DOCUMENTATION
Word Power 3.2 comes with a well-written instruction manual &

reference card which makes writing with Word
Power a piece of cake! Word Power 3.2 comes on an
UNPROTECTED disk and is compatible with

RSDOS. Only $79.95

MJfMICROCOM SOFTWARE, 2900 Monroe Ave, Rochester^ 14618
orders smppec ontinentai

For Detailed Order Information, refer to Page 17 of our 6-page Ad series(Pgs 7-17).
To I late Crw .'urd ( )rder< (9am-8pm 7 days/week)
Technical Support (4-8pm), Order Status, Info, Technical Info; 716-383-8830
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Spread the Word!
Time to start telling your non-computer friends about the Color Computer again!

CoCo 3s are selling now at a price of $1 99 (expect a holiday season special), but

the really big news is a number of new items to choose from when you look at

software— or firmware, anyway — from Tandy. I am talking about Nintendo software,

which has certainly been a hot item for the last year or so.

There is some excellent software available for the CoCd— there has been for years.

But nnw we are starting to see software available for other systems in formats that will run

on our CoCos.

The question remains; Why would someone buy a pure game machine, a Nintendo for

instance, ifthat software can also be found forareai computer? This is aquestion hundreds

of thousands ofColor Computer owners have asked for years. The answer is simple— the

computer is the way to go!

All this is little-reported, bul I think this is an important step for Tandy. Rather than

porting games from other systems to the CoCo in a disk format, Tandy is buying the game

software on ROMs and handling the import through the cartridge. It is simple, effective

and costs less for development.

The advantages of the CoCo have always been low cost, easy expansion and power.

This move by Tandy increases the advantage of the Color Computer we use today— it

is a major plus.

So, I think it is time to point this out to neighbors and friends who haven't yet joined

the world of computer users. They'll get a computer that plays games as well — sort of

like having your cake and eating it too! The benefit of owning a computer with the power

and software base of the CoCo— especially at the price— is difficult to beat.

While Tandy was making some changes, so were we here at the rainbow.

As I wrote last month, Cray Augsburg has replaced Jutta Kapfhammer as managing

editor. And as I mentioned, Cray brings a wealth of technical expertise with him to the

post, having been technical editor for the rainbow before his promotion.

The change, however, left us with an opening that needed to be filled. I am pleased to

announce that it has been filled most ably by Greg Law. a name I am sure many of you

recognize for his OS-9 expertise, his contributions to this magazine and his work on

Delphi.

One of the reasons for asking Greg to move from Warner Robbins, Georgia, to Prospect

is that we want to incorporate a slightly higher-level technical ability into THE RAINBOW.

As I said last month, we have no intention of abandoning the games, graphics, beginner's

information and ihc like. Our surveys have shown these are the most popular features of

THE RAINBOW.
Bul we also understand that many of you are more technically oriented. Some of you

started that way, and some ofyou have acquired it over years ofworking with your CoCo.

While we have always provided an abundance of technical information, we now have the

ability to produce more.

I think all of you will be pleased with the changes we are making to THE RAINBOW. I

have always seen this magazine as an evolving publication. And if it is to continue to serve

you best, it must constantly evolve.

— Lonnie Falk
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Programming Secrets Galore
Pokes, Peeks and Execs are your guides into the jungle of computer programming.
Machine Language without leaving the security of BASIC. Eaeh book is a collection
and examples to help you immediately put it to use. Everyone from the novice to the
wealth of information.

klO POKES
PEEKS/N EXECS

* Autostart your BASIC programs
* Disable Color BASIC/ECR/Disk BASIC
commands
* Disable Break Key/ Clear Key/ Reset Button
"Generate a Repeat-key
•Transfer ROMPAKs to tape
*Scl 23 different GRAPI IIC modes
* Merge two BASIC programs
*And much much moTc!!J

For CoCo 1 ,2 and 3. Only $16. 95
ALL 3 BOOKS for: $29.95

These commands give you the power of
of "inside" information, with explanations

professional will find these handy books a

300 POKES,
PEEKS, N EXECS
for COCO III

•40/80 column Screen 'text Dump
'Save Text/Graphics Screen to Disk
"Command/I unctions Disables
'Enhancements for CoCo3 BASIC
'128K/512K RAM Test I'rogram
•HPRINT Cha racier Modifier

Only $19.95

SUPPLEMENT TO 500

POKES,PEEKS, 'N EXECS

200 additional l'oke^I'ecks and Iixccs

(500 Pokes Peeks *N lixecs is a prerequisite!
*ROMPAK transfer Lt> disk
* PAINT with liMOO styles
* Use of40 track single/double sided drives
"High-speed Cassetie Operation
"Telewriter, C0C0 Max enhancements
* Graphics Dump (forDMP printers)
/Text Screen [.lump

For C0C0 1,2 or 3. Only $9. 95

gg* UNRAVELLED SERIES jR] COCO LIBRARY

An invaluable aid for Basic and Machine Language programmers, These
books provide a complete disassembly and annotated listing of the
BASIC/ECB and Disk ROMs. These listings give complete, uninterupted
memory maps of the four ROMs, Gain complete contra! over all versions of
the color computer,

EXTENDED COLOR BASIC UNRAVELLED: COLOR
BASIC and EXTENDED BASIC ROM Disassembly: $39.95
DISK BASIC UNRAVELLED: DISK BASIC ROM 1.1 and
1.0 Disassembly : $19.95

BOTH ECB AND DISK BASIC UNRAVELLED: $49.95
SUPER EXTENDED BASIC UNRAVELLED: SUPER EX
TENDED BASIC ROM Disassembly for CoCo 3. $24.95

COMPLETE UNRAVELLED SERIES (all 3 books): $59.95

GAMES

CoCo 3 Service Manual: $39.95
CoCo 2 Service Manual: $29.95

Start OS9 Bonk + Disk: $32,99

Inside OS9 Level II: $19.95

Rainbow Guide To OS9 Level II: $19.95
Rainbow Guide To OS9 Level II Disk: $19.95

Complete Rainbow Guide To OS9: $19.95

Complete Rainbow Guide to OS9 2 Disks: $29.95
Assembly Language Programming(icpeo)
Addendum For CoCo"} (tepee): $12

Color Computer DLsk Manuai: $29.95

Basic Programming Tricks: $5!

CoCo 3 Secrets Revealed: $9!

(CoCo 1,2,3 unless otherwise specified; min 32K)

r| _ r§ u

Warrior King (CoCo 3): $29.95

In Quest of the Star Lord(CoCo3) : $34.95 Hint Sheet: $3.95
Hall of the King 1,2,3: $29.95 ca Trilogy: $74.95
Pyramix (Cubix for CoCo 3): $24.95

Rung Fu Dude: $24.95
,

, r
-

raau ini

m
Dragon Blade: $19.95

Champion: $19.95 \tm
White Fire of Eternity: $19.9S\wh
Quest for the Spirit Stone (CoCo 3): $18
Slots & Cards (CoCo 3): $39.95

TREASURY PACK #1: Lunar Rover Patrol, Cubix,
Declathon, Qix, Keys of Wizard, Module Man, Pengon &
Roller Controller. Only $29.95

TREASURY PACK #2: Lancer, Ms. Gobbler, Froggie, Mad-
ness & Minotaur, lee Castles, Galagon, Devious. Only $29.95
SPACE PAC: Color Zap, Invaders, Planet Invasion, Space
Race, Space War, Galax Atlax, Anaroid Attack, Whirlybird,
Space Sentry & Storm Arrows. Only $29.95

Jiur

WIZARD'S CASTLE: A hi-res graphics adventure game filled

with tricks, traps and treasures, Req Min 64K. Only $19.95
Warp Fighter 3D (I-'or CoCo 3): $24.95

Bash (For CoCo 3): $24.95

Mine Rescue (For CoCo 3): $24.95

Speed Racer: Buckle your seatbelt and gel ready to race in

this Pole Position© type game. Only $34.95
Pinbalt Factory: Design, Build, Edit and Play the classic game
of PinbalL Min 64K. Only $34.95
Demon Seed: Battle the flying, diving& bloodthirsty bats. ( )nlv

$19.95

Cashm an: Explosive color, fast-moving animation and amaz-
ing sound-effects! Has over4(J levels! $29.95
Fury: An action packed airborne dogfight simulation. $29.95
Time Bandit: Fight the Evil Guardians, Killer Smtirphs &
more. Full animation & over 300 screens. $29.95
Rommel 3D: Exciting 3-DTank Combat Game, CoCo2.$34.95
Outhuuse: One of the funniest, most original games. Excel
lent graphics, sound effects & payability. $19.95

Mudpies: Crazy circus Fun! Only $29.95 m»i ra

MICROCOM SOFTWARE 2900 Monroe Ave, Rochester, NY 14618.
To Order:Refer to Page 1 7 of our 6-page ad series (Pgs 7-17)

Credit Card Toll Free Orderline 1-800-654-5244 (9AM - spm 7 DAYS/WEEK)
Tech. Info (Between 4-8pm), Order Status, Info: 716-383-8830. Fax: 716-383-0026.



1 Feature —
dit dit dii dab dab dab dit dit dit , . ,

An Old Code
in a New Mode
By Ray Onley

Since computers were invented,

people have been coming up wilh

all kinds of training programs to

help others learn and use interna-

tional Morse code. Many phi-

losophies on learning code were adopted

and have stood the test of time. CodeMaster

is a new program that incorporates those

philosophies along with new ideas.

Program Objectives

One of CodeMaster*s objectives is to

offer a serious Morse code training pro-

gram to CoCo users who have discovered

that today's radio communications soft-

ware is dominated by PC clones and older

Commodore systems that had a head start

in the amateur radio community. Another

objective is to offer true choices among the

various strategies for mastering modern

Morse communication.

Ideas differ about the best way to learn

the International Morse code, a skill re-

quired for amateur radio licenses as well as

certain U.S. military and communications

industry careers, A primary consideration

in designing CodcMaster was to give you

choices among most nf the popular systems

for learning to copy Morse code transmis-

sions at various speeds.

Some radio professionals believe the

best method is to be able to perfectly copy

random groups of five letters, numerals or

types of punctuation, which is the tradi-

tional format for code tests. Others think

Ray Onley is a sbphmore at Forest Park

High School. Heowns a CoCoS with5l2K.

Besides she computer his interests intitule

hiking, tennis, running and chess.

copying intelligible text is more helpful, A
number prefer classroom-style practice

sessions in contrast to those who encourage

private practice or one-on-one tutoring

sessions. Some believe any text material is

fine for practice while others suggest a

concentration on communications language

and abbreviations. A recently developed

technique starts the transmission at a very

high speed to help get your brain in motion.

Then it gradually slows to the desired speed.

International Morse Code

A - N
B * *

,

C P
D - .

.

Q - -
,
-

E R , ,

F , .-

.

S . . ,

G T -

H , . ,

,

. .

-

I .

,

V , . .-

J W
K X
L . -

.

.

Y ".-
M Z - - . ,

1
.---- period ,

_ ,", -

2 , .
— com m;i "..""

3 . .
. -- 7 ,*--,•

4 . _ . .
- error

5 * , , .

.

dash "....-

6 , , ,

,

wait , -.. .{seiwlAS)

7 - -
. .

.

<;iid m.<ig . - . - . (send ARj

8 --
.

.

transmit -.- (sendK)

9 sign off .,..- (sendSK)

Starting the Program
After you type RUN and the title screen

appears, answer the "Keyboard or Joy-

32 K ECB

stick" question by pressing K for keyboard

or J for joystick. If you press enter, the

joystick input is selected as the default.

Then the command menu appears. This is

the main menu that controls all the routines

and options offered by this program. The

four different control routines are described

below.

Take Test Routine

This is the main test-taking routine. It is

to be selected after changing the speed,

performing the test, and after setting whal-

everoptions you want. In most tests you are

asked how long you want the test to be. This

number represents the test length in words;

if you entered 5 in the random call sign test,

it would send five groups of letters. After

the test is underway, you can pause by

typing P or stop by pressing CLEAR.

Change Speed Menu
This routine allows you to change the

speed at which you are tested. The different

word-per-minute (WPMs) levels are ex-

plained below:

• 3 WPM — speed used by those just

starting out,

• 5 WPM — minimum skill level for

passing novice test.

• 7 WPM— suggested proficiency level

before novice test.

• 10 WPM— typical ability nf experi-

enced novice.

• 1 3 WPM — minimum skill for pass-

ing general class test.

• 17 WPM — suggested proficiency

level before general test.

• 21 WPM — a taste of amateur extra

class proficiency.

Change Test Menu
This routine allows you to choose the

form with which you want to be tested, The

seven test options are explained below:

1

)

Random Characiers

This is the classic hard-core test of code

proficiency. Nothing you hear makes any

sense. You hear a random mix of letters,

numbers and some puncutation in groups

of five, generated at any speed you choose.

This means you need to be sharp with

periods and commas but do not need to

wony about brackets, parentheses and other

characters that exist but are never used.

2) Random Call Signs

Recognizing worldwide station call signs

is an operating skill fundamental to actual

amateur radio communications. This op-
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COCO UTILITIES GALORE
(For CoCo 1,2,3 RSDOS; Min 32K Unless Otherwise Specified)

Super Tape/disk

Transfer

OS9

Transfers Tape to-Disk, Disk-

to-Tape,Disk-to-Disk,Tape-To-

Tapc, Only $24.95 $19.95

Maillist Pro

Add, Edit, View, Print

(Select/All), Sort Mailing

Labels. Only^fesl. $14.95

Computerized
Checkbook

Add, View, Search &_ Print

Checkbook Entries for savings/

checking &. other accounts.

OnlyJJftSf $14,95

CoCo 3 Screen Dumj
32/40/80 column, PMODE 3/4

dump. Allows you to take snap-

shots of screens while program
is running! For DMP & Epson/
Gemini/ Star & Compatibles.

Only-Sifclf $14.95 (CoCo 2 com-

patible)

Displays most graphics in Color
on RGB Monitors. For CoCo
3-Only324SC $19.95

Create up to 20 function Keys.

EPROMable. For CoCo 3.0nly
$19.95

Sixdrive

Allows use of 3 double-sided

drives from RSDOS or ADOS.
Disk Only $16.95

Disk Label Maker
Design Professional labels. Al-

lows expanded, normal, con-
densed text w/ Double-Strike &.

Borders. Supports DMP, Star,

Gemini, Epson & Comp.
Printers. OnlyJG*^ $14.95

W^UUIih^.la
The best disk management
program for the CoCo 2 & 3.

OnlyttfcKg; $9.95

BowMngScwe^eeper
For Team & Individuals. $19.95

Organize your videotapes,Only

m95C $14.95

HomeBiHlVl^nage
Organize your Bills.Only $12.95

Calendar Maker
Calendr & Appts. Only $1235

From Cer-comp...

Window Master: Windowing En-

vironment for CoCo 3. $69.95 w/
HiRes: $79,95

Window Writer: $59.95

Window Basic Compiler: $99
Window ED/TASM: $49.95
Font/Icon Editors: $19.95

Advanced Prog. Guide: $24.95

CBASIClBasic Compiler. Specify

CoCo 1,3 or 3. Only $149.95

The Source: Best Disassembler.

Specify CoCo 1.2 or 3. $49.95

EDT/ASM: Best Assembler. Specify

CoCo 1,2,3. $59.95

Best Word Processor for CoCo
2. Disk: $57.95 Cas: $47.95

Autoterm

Best Terminal Software.

$39.95 Cas: $29.93

Disk:

MJF

From Dr. Preble®

Basic Freedom: $24.95

Vocal Freedom: $34.95

Mental Freedom: $24.95

Hacker's Pac: $14.95

Disk Utilities

Use all 360K from your double
sided drive & more. $17,95

MEMORY MASTER
Run 2 programs at once, fix

disks, scan, edit memory on
CoCo 2. Only $24.95

Vterm

Terminal Software w/ VT
Emulations and much more.
CoCo 3 Only. Only $39.95

Maxsound
A High Quality Digital Audio
Sampler & Sequence for CoCo
3, Only $49.95

The revolutionary program that

allows you to use Basic under
OS9 Level 11 to take advantage
of features such as nohalt flop-

pies, hard disks, 2 Mhz opera-
tion and more. Only $39,95

Power-packed utilities with 15

useful commands such as sort,

base conversion, lost file loca-

tion, disk pack & much more.
Only $24.95

An excellent hands-on guide to

OS9 Level II for the beginner.

Rcq 512K, 2 Drives & Monitor.
Book & Disk Only $32.95

More Good Stuff...

aS9TSv31lMMVn?Tlffi'ab^
solute best BBS program for

OS9. Even comes with its own
terminal Program. Req. 512K &
RS232 Pack. Only $29.95

Level II Tools: 25 utilities such
as windowing, wildcards, tree

and more. Only $24,95

Disk Manager Tree: Change,
copy, view,create directories

with ease. Req 51 2K. $29.95

Warp One: Complete Level II

Windowing Terminal. Rcq5l2K
& RS232 Pack. Only $34.95
The Zapper: Patch Disk Errors.

Disk Only $19.95

Multi-Menu: Create your own
pop-down windows. Req 512K
and Multi-Vue. Only $19.95

Presto Partner: Have a notepad,
calculator, calendar, phone
book,RT clock & more at your
fingertips. 512K Req. $29.95

Transfer Utilities

GSC File Transfer; Transfer
files from MSDOS / OS9/
RSDOS & Flex. Rcq OS9 (Level
II for Muliivue Ver.),2 drives,

SDISK/SDISK3. Standard Ver-
sion: $44.95. Muliivue Version:

$54.95

SDISK3: Standard drive re-

placement module allows use of
40/80 DS/DD drives. Rcq. OS9
Level II. $29.95 SDISK; $29.95

PC-Xfer Utilities: Programs to

format/transfer files to/from

MSDOS disks to CoCo under
Level 1/2. Req SDISK(3); $44.95

OS9 Level II Ramdisk
In-memory disk drive! Req
512K. Disk Only $29.95

Version 2.1: Use
"wildcards" with OS9 & re-ar-

range directory tree. $19.95

EZGen Version 1.04: Powerful
OS9 boolfile editor. Changes
names, add/delete modules,
patch bytes, etc. $19.95

From Microtech®...

XW^^Be^To^9W^Prtces-
sor with True character oriented

& more. $69.95

XMerge: Mail Merge for

XWord. Only $24.95

XSpell: 40000 word spelling

checker. Only $39,95

XED: OS9 Full Screen Editor.

Only $39.95

XDIS: OS9 Disassembler.
$34.95

XTerm; OS9 Communications
Program. Only $49.95

XDir& XCal: Hierarchial direc-

tory, OS9 calculator. $24.95

From Frank Hogg®..,

Dynastar: Most Popular OS9
Word Processor. Only $99.95

Dynnspell: Spelling Checker.
Only $74.95

Both Dynastar & Spell: $124.95

Wiz: Communications Program.

Req RS232 Pack. $59.95

Inside OS9 Level II:$19.95

From Sugar Software®

OS9 Calligraphic: Turn your
printer into acalligraphcr's quill

& make beautiful flyers, invita-

tions, etc. Includes 3 fonts. Only
$24.95

Window Writer

Powerful OS9 word processor

with multi-tasking, pull down
menus & much more. Only $59

Create, Edit Application Infor-

mation Files & Icons for Multi-

Vuc. Only $24,95

MICROCOM SOFTWARE 2900 Monroe Ave, Rochester, NY 14618.

To OrdenRefer to Page 17 of our 6-page ad series (Pgs 7-1 7)

Credit Card Toll Free Orderline 1-800-654-5244 (9AM - spm 7 days/week)
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tion generates whatever number of random

call signs you select. You can expect to

understand each call sign. Each consists of

one or two letters (the prefix), a number,

and one to three letters (the suffix). The

prefix designates the country issuing the

license, the number usually designates the

geographical region within that country,

and the suffix identifies the particular sta-

tion— just like the last four digits of your

telephone number. For a list of what the

prefixes mean, check the ARRL operating

manual, which is available at local amateur

radio stores.

3) Translate Data File

This feature permits you to convert any

CoCo ASCII text file into Morse code. This

is the do-it-yourself option of this program.

You can use any of your existing text files

as practice material, or you can create your

own test using almost any word processor.

4) Character Help

Sometimes it am help to just listen to

what yon choose to transmit whether it's a

single letter, radio abbreviation or other

word. Press any key on your keyboard, and

you can hear the Morse code version at the

speed you have chosen.

5) Character Test

This tests character-hy-character. When
the test starts, you hear a code character and

the computer asks which character you

heard. If your answer is incorrect, you are

shown the character sent and your incorrect

answer. After this, press any key to hear the

next letter. Your score is displayed after the

test.

6)QSOlIelp
A QSO is a two-way communication

between amateur radio stations. This op-

tion gives you practice in recognizing short

words and abbreviations commonly used

in actual communication. It is desirable to

learn to hear these common expressions as

a single unit rather than as a series of

individual letters that you have to think

about. For example, you can practice under

standing QRL? as the message asking if a

particular frequency is occupied, in con-

trast to writing down the characters Q,R.L

and ? and then translating them. The data

line forthis program feature contains all the

simple on-the-air communications expres-

sions typically used.

7) Contest Simulation

This option simulates an amateur radio

operating* event in which random stations

call CQ TEST (which means calling any

station interested in this contest) and then

they receive answers from other randomly-

generated amateur station call signs. The
answering stations are heard on a slightly

different audio frequency, simulating typi-

cal listening conditions on a radio receiver.

When answering the test length ques-

tion for this test, you give a number repre-

senting the amount of entire contacts. These

contacts last about one minute at 13 WPM.

Sample Exchange:

Originating station (lower tone):

CQ CQ TEST DE KA8RZP K

[Meaning: Calling any station in this con-

test from KA8RZP.]

Answering station (higher tone):

KA8RZP DE 0A60AF

[Meaning: KA8RZP, this is 0A60AF.]

Originating station:

OA60AF DE KA8RZP R R NR 774 RST 559 BK

[Meaning: Roger. Roger, your contest se-

rial number is 774 and your signal report is

559. Break,]

Answering station:

QSL NR 663 RST 579 BK

[Meaning: I confirm your transmission.

Your serial number is 663 and your signal

report is 579. Break.]

Originating station:

QSL 73 SK

[Meaning: I confirm your transmission.

Best regards. Break. |

Divider (program-generated) among com-
plete exchanges (lowest lone):

BT (-...- )

[ Meaning: a pause that occursduring acode

conversation.]

After this pause a newly generated origi-

nating station calls CQ TEST and receives

a reply from a new station. It should be

noted that all the numbers and call signs

given are samples and that they are differ-

ent every time. The call sign prefix, how-

ever, means a specific country; for ex-

ample. K means the United States.

Extensive practice with this option helps

you become ready for contest-style radio

communications at higher code speeds than

you think you can handle. Then you find

your next license code exam much less

intimidating.

Option Menu
This menu allows you to control the

features that affect the rest of the program.

These are the five different options:

• Descending Speed — a newly created

testing procedure in which the program

starts out at a very fast speed and then

evenly descends to a desired speed. The

theory behind this is that the higher speed

sets your brain in motion; when the speed

slows down, you find you can handle code

a bit faster than you thought you could,

To use this, select the descending speed

option. You see an overlapping window
pop in. I suggest you answer the "Start

Speed" question by entering a speed two to

three times what you can handle. Also

answer the "End Speed" question by enter-

ing a speed slightly faster than what you

think you can handle. This feature is effec

live in all seven tests.

• Ascending Speed— This option uses the

converse of the theory above. I suggest you

use a start speed of about what you can

handle, maybe a little slower. And for the

end speed, enter twice the speed you can

handle. If those speeds don't work for you,

play with them, Maybe you can find a set of

numbers perfect for your needs,

• Dec/Ace Speed Off — Selecting this

shuts off the descending and ascending

speed options.

• Toggle Random Tones — This option

changes the tone of the code sent every

word. This helps simulate actual listing

conditions heard on a receiver. With this

feature get used to the different tones so

you learn not to get thrown off when hear-

ing a sudden tone change such as you

would encounter on a receiver,

• Toggle Keyboard and Joystick— Select-

ing this changes the control input device

from keyboard to joystick and vice versa.

• Display Line— This option shows what

line is currently being sent and highlights

the individual character being sent. This

option does not work on the Character Help

and Character Test testing routines.

• Command Menu— Selecting this brings

you back to the command menu,

Formation of Morse Code Characters

The ratio of dots (dits), dashes (dahs),

and spaces between each element (dit or

dah), character or word, is controlled by

variables in the program. I chose to make
these spacings user friendly, not exactly

following the classic mechanical propor

tions of length for spacing. This means the

sending speed of each character is a little

faster, with a bit more space between char-

acters and words. This same practical ad-

justment is made in many, but not all,

license exams administered by Volunteer

Examiners (VEs).
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DISTO PRODUCTS
All Disto Products now carry a 1-Year Warranty and are

shipped 2nd Day Air (at no extra charge!) within Continental

US. All Disto Add-Ons (& Super Controller 11) include OS9
Drivers^ unless otherwise specified.

Disto Mini Controller (with RSDOS or CDOS) : $74.95

Disto Super Controller (with RSDOS or CDOS): $99.95

Disto Super Controller II (with RSDOS or CDOS): $129.95

• Mini Eprom Programmer Add On: $54.95

• Hard Disk Adapter: $39.95 w/ RS232; $69,95

• RT Clock & Printer Interface: $34.95 (OS9 Driver: $19.95)

• 3-iJi-l Multiboard Adapter Parallel Port, RT Clock &
RS232 Port. $74.95

• Mi: li Adapter: $34.95

• 4-in-l Board: Parallel Port, RT Clock, RS232 & Hard Disk

Interface: $114.95

RS232 Super Pack: True RS232 Port for your CoCo! Com-
patible with Tandy® RS232 Pack. Includes DB25 Cable. 100%
Compatible with OS9 ACIA Software. Req. Multipak. Only

$54.95

HARD DRIVES, Etc.
Systems w/ Seagate Hard Drive, Controller, Cables, CoCo XT
Interface, Cables, Case (with fan & Power Supply), Software

(OS9 Software & HYPERIO Software!) & Instruction Manuals.

Assembled/Tested/Formatted, Just Phtg'N'Riin. Req. MnHinak
The. Rest Hard Drive Peal for the. CoCo.

Seagate 20 Meg System: $509 J3P SBdQStti
Seagate 30 Meg System: $539

^^
CoCo XT: Use 2 5-120 Meg Drives with your CoCo. Only £69.95

w/ Real Time Clock: $99.95

CoCo XT ROM: Boots OS9 from hard/floppy. Only $19.95

HYPERIO: Allows Hard Drive use with RSDOS. Only $29,95,

HYPERIO Disto Version (for Disto Hard Drive Interface

users).

HYPER1II: Adds RAM Disk & Spooler to CoCo 3HYPER I/O.

Only $12.95

HYPERIO Utilities fhv Kevin Bcmer)

Hard Drive Utilities: MSA Backup, Copy/Kill/Rcname, Hard
Disk Backup to Floppies (vica versa) &, more. Only $21.95

Disk Doctor; Checks/locks out bad sectors, only $17.95

Hard Drive Zap; View tracks, sectors, modify data on your hard
disk. Only $21.95

DRIVES
There are a lot of dealers selling disk drives for the CoCo. Why buy from us? First,

all our drives arc BRAND NEW Fujitsu DOUBLE SIDED Drives. They are sleek,

fast (6ms!), quiet and have a reputation ofsuperb performance and reliability. Second,

our Drive & 2 Drive Systems come with the acclaimed DISTO Controller- with gold

plated contacts& built-in ROM which allows you to accessBOTH sides ofour drives!.

Third, our Drive & 2 Drive Systems come with the OfTicial 200 page Radio Shack
Disk Manual. Fourth, you get $50 worth of our utility software (Disk Util 2.1A &
Super Tape/Disk Transfer). Our drive systems are head & shoulders above the rest!

Drive (with Disto Controller, Case. Power Supply, 1 Drive Cable, Manual, Software): $199

Drive 1 (with Case, Power Supply & Software): $129 Bare 5 1/4" Drive: $89

2 Drive System (Wiih Disto Controller, Case, Power Supply, 2 Drive Cable, Manual & Software):

$299

1 Drive Cable: $16.95 2 Drive Cable: $22,95 4 Drive Cable: $34.95

FD50I Upgrade Kit: Bare Drive, 2 Drive Cable & Instructions: $109
FD502 Upgrade Kit: Bare Drive, 2 Drive Cable, Power Cable & Instructions: $119

MAGNAVOX 8CM515 RGB
Monitor f\

Razor Sharp picture quality

for your CoCo! Has 14"

Screen, Analog/TTL RGB
& Composite Inputs for

CoCo 2/3, Speaker,Text Display Switch,

Tilt Stand & 2 Year Warranty. Compatible

with CoCo, IBM & many other computers!

Only $259 (add $12 S&H/S40 in Canada)
Lowest Price in the Rainbow !

Magnavox RGB Cable for CoCo 3 and
Composite Video / Audio Cable Set with

Purchase of Monitor: $19,95

More Good Stuff...

DS69B Digitizer; Use your CoCo to display pictures from your VCR. Comes complete with CSEE
Software. Only $149.95. CoCo 2 Version: $99.95

*?*Q
Questron Joystick (for CoCo): Atari type joystick w/ Rapid Fire. Only $29.95

Advanced Gravis Joystick: Features tension, rotary-centering, free floating conirols with 3 buttons.

Only $59.95

RS Speech & Sound Cartridge: $39.95 (limit

MPI Locking Plate (Specify 26 3034/3124): $8
5 1/4" DS/DD Disks: $.40 each

5 1/4" Colored DS/DD Disks: $.89 each

3 1/2" DS/DD Disks: $1.49 each

5 1/4" Disk Case (for 70 disks): $9.95

3 1/2" Disk Case (for 40 disks): $7.50

msF

Rascan Video
Digitizer

NX100B Color Ribbon:$12.95

NX1000 Muck Ribbon: $8.50

Seikosha, EPSON, DMP,Panasonic, Okidat

Gemini Ribbons; Only $8.50 each

Stale-of-the art video
I

digitizer for the CoCo 3.

640x200 & 320x200work I

area in color! Includes

pop-up menu system,

driver software & print
|

driver disk.

Only $159

Hardware Hackers: W6
arc interested in your

projects. Excellent royal-

ties. Call 716-383-0026.

VISA

MICROCOM SOFTWARE 2900 Monroe Ave. Rochester, NY 14618.

To OrdenRefer to Page 17 of our 6-page ad series (Pgs7-17)
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Line 1 20 of the program controls some
of these values, and you may wish to try

your hand at lightly adjusting them;

Dits— Tl

Dahs T2

Spacing between dits and dahs— Pi

Spacing between characters— P2

Spacing between words— P3

The above adjustments control their

respective lengths proportionally. This

means that changing any of these numbers

alters the lengths on all speeds. To change

the lengths for each individual speed, the

numbers in Line 800 must be changed.

Line 800 is set up in groups of three num-
bers. The first ofthese numbers is the actual

word-per-minute speed. The second num-
ber is the base timing unit for the elements.

Changing this number proportionally

changes the lengths of both the dits and the

dahs. The smaller this number is, the longer

the dit or the dah. The third nmnber in the

group is the base unit for the spacing.

Altering this number changes the lengths

of all the spaces. Be very careful in adjust-

ing these numbers because any radical

change might throw the timing off. making
the indicated speed inaccurate.

I tried to design this program so it is

practical, easy to use and fun. There are

many options and features in the program

that I encourage you to try. Try to push

yourself into higher code speeds so you can

upgrade your license and explore more in

the world of amateur radio.

(Questions or comments concerning this

article may be addressed to the author at

8W Cascade Road, Cincinnati, OH 45240.

Please enclose an SASE when requesting a

reply.)

240 23
480 220
700 67
840 177
1050 .... 135
1230 89
1480. 159

1700 .... 218
1910 236
2140 186

END 35

The listing: CODEMSTR

' COPYRIGHT 1989 FALS0FT.INC
10 CLS:HL=32:VL-8:F0R TM-0 TO 66
STEP 33:GDSJB 920:HL-HL-2: VL-VL
-1:NEXT
20 PRINT@105."CQDEMASTER I" ; : X-l

123:X1-25:G0SIJB 900
30 PRINT@135,"BY RAY 0NLEY 8/88"

: :X-1155 :G0SUB 900
40 TM-297:HL-14:VL-3: GOSUB 920 :P

RINTO330, "LOADING DATA";
50 CLEAR5000:DIM WS ( 200) , L$ (48 )

,

Wl$(37).Ct(15).Cl*(60)
60 FOR X-l TO 47: READ L$(X):NEXT
70 FOR X-l TO 36:READ W1$(X);NEX
T

80 FOR X-l T015:READ C$(X):NEXT
90 FOR X-l TO 7:READ W(1.X),W{2.
X),W(3,X):NEXT
100 F0RX-1T0 58:READ C1$(X):NEXT
110 FOR X-l TO 7;READ T$(X):NEXT
120 TX-1;T2-3:PX-4;P2-28:P3-75:P
LAY "03" :Ri-CHR$U28) :N-1:WPM~13:
U-16:U2-2:TS-"A"
130 PRINT@416.;:INPUT"KEYB0ARD
R JOYSTICK (K OR J)";K$
140 IF K$-"K" THEN KJ-1
150 'MAIN MENU
160 CLS: PRI NTBtBt" comma nd"BJ"iTien

U"B$B$
170 PRINT STRINGSC16.239)
180 PRINT" TAKE TE$T":PRINT"
CHANGE SPEED

190 PRINT" CHANGE TEST": PRINT"
OPTIONS

200 TM-17:HL-15:VL=6:GQSUB 920
210 P R I N T@5 1

.

"SPEED -"WPM;
220 PRINT@83." TEST M0DE:"::PRIN
T0115.-LEFT$CT$(N) .11)

:

230 PRI NTS147. "CONTROL:";: IF KJ-
1 THEN PRINT"KEY": ELSE PRINT"J0
Y";

240 J1-14;J3-I088;X1-15;GOSUB 16

70
250 ON L+l GOTO 970,1500.1750,19
30

260 'GENERATE RND CHARACTORS
270 FOR Y-l TO K:tJ5(Y)-" " : F

OR X-l TO 5

280 R-RNDC90) ; IF R<44 THEN 280
290 IF R>57 AND R<65 THEN 280
300 MID$(WJ(Y),X,1)-CHR$(R):NEXT
X.Y

310 'TEXT-TO-CODE ROUTINE
320 TM-352:HL-32:VL-3: GOSUB 920:

PRINT@385. "PRESS ANY KEY TO STAR
T TEST. . .": :EXEC 44539 :GOSUB960
330 GOSUB 960:TM-228:HL-12:VL-3:
GOSUB 920:PRINT@2G1, "TESTING.. ."

340 IF RT-0 THEN T*-"A"
350 SF»(SS-ES)/K
360 OM-CCSS+ES)/2)*.06
370 IF DL-1 THEN TM-352 :HL-32: VL

=3:G0SUB 920
380 IF F-3 THEN 1230
390 IF F=2 THEN U=SS*0M : U2-I NT<

5

0/U)
400 FOR V=l TO K:IF DS-1 OR IS-1
THEN U-U-SF:U2=INT(50/U)

410 IF F-2 THEN PRINT058 . INT( U/0
M);

420 IF RT=1 THEN T$=CHR$(64+RND(
7))

430 PRI NT@385. STRINGS! 29, 32);
440 IF DL-1 THEN PRI NT@3B5 , LEFTS
(WKV1.29); :IF LEN t Wt ( V ) )>29 THE
NF-7
450 FOR Y-l TO LEN(W$m)
460 IF Y>29 THEN O-Y-29 ELSEO-Y
470 IF DL-1 AND PEEK(O+1408K64
THEN AN-64 ELSE AN--54
480 IF SL-1 OR Y-l THEN SL-0:GOT

500
490 IF DL-1 THEN POKE 0+1407.

Q

500 IF DL-1 THEN Q-PEEK( 0+1408 )

:

POKE 0+1408. Q+AN
510 IF DL-1 AND Y-29 THEN PRINT®
3S5,STRING$C29.32) ;

:

PRI NT@385 , MI

DI(WUV).30.29);:SL-1
520 A$=INKEYt:IF A$-CHR$U2) THE
N 160
530 IF A$-"P" THEN EXEC 44539
540 N$=MJD$(W$(V).Y.l)
550 IF N$=*'" THEN 650
560 A-ASC(N$)
570 IF A>97 AND A<123 THEN A-A-3
2

580 IF A<45 OR A>90 THEN 650
590 Nl$-L$CA-43)
600 FOR X-l TO LEN(N1$)
610 N2l=MI0t(Nl$.X.l)

620 IF N2$-"Z" I HEN PLAY"L"+S I RI

(INT{U*T1))+T$:GOTO640
630 PLAY"L"+STRJ(INT(U*T2))+TS
640 FORT=1TOP1*U2:NEXT T,X
650 IF F-l THEN RETURN
660 FOR T-l TO P2*U2:NEXT T.Y

670 IF F-3 THEN FOR T-l TO 450:N
EXT: RETURN
680 FOR T-l TO P3*U2:NFXT T.V
690 IF F-2 THEN WPM-ES
700 PRINT@352.STRING$(100.32)
710 TM«353:HL-30:VL=3: GOSUB 920:
PRINT@386, "PRESS ANY KEY FOR ANS
WERS. . .";:EXEC 44539
720 IF N-3 OR N-7 THEN 1550
730 FOR LY-1 TO INT(K/15)-1
740 CLS:F0R X-l TO 30:Z1-CLY-1)*
30+X:PRINT STRtCZl):") "WSCZ1).:
NEXT:EXEC 44539 : NEXT:G0T0 160
750 GOTO 50
760 'DATA
770 DATA ZZXXZZ,,XZXZXZ,ZXXZX,ZZ
ZZZ.XZZZZ.XXZZZ.XXXZZ.XXXXZ.XXXX
X.ZXXXX,ZZXXX,ZZZXX,ZZZZX.ZZZXXX
,zxzxzx.zxzzx,zxxxz.zxzzxz,xxzzx
X,,XZ,ZXXX,ZXZX.ZXX,X,XXZX,ZZX,X
XXX.XX,XZZZ.ZXZ.XZXX.ZZ,ZX,ZZZ,X
ZZX,ZZXZ,XZX,XXX,Z,XXZ.XXXZ,XZZ,
ZXXZ,ZXZZ,ZZXX
780 DATA CQCQ.CQDX.CQTEST.CQCHES
S , QST . ORZ ? . QRT . QRX , PS EQSY , PSEQSL
.QRL? . RST479 , NAME , OP , HR.QTH , RIG

,

RIG1TTW,ANT,WX.0SL,73,88,CLIL.CUA
GN,SK,HW?,BK,KN.CL,FB,PSEQRS.QRN
,QRM,QSB.RST5NN
790 DATA AKRON OH .MONTGOMERY AL,
ALBANY GA.NEW HAVEN CN, COLUMBIA
SC, SPRINGFIELD MS. GRAND RAPIDS M

I, FLAGSTAFF AZ.MESA AZ.GWENSBORO
KY, CINCINNATI OH, NASHVILLE TN.D

AYTONA BEACH FL, MIAMI FL, INDIANA
POLIS IN

800 DATA 3,2.8.5.4.5.7,7,4,10.14
.4.13,16,2,17,20,1,21,26,1
810 DATA K,A.N,W,KB,KA.WA.AA,AB.
AC.KCWB.CE.CO.CP.CT.DL.DK.EA.EI
.F.G.GN.GW.GI.HA.HB.HC.HK.I.IK.O
A.LA,LL,LZ,0A,OE,0H,0K.ON,OZ.PA,
PP.PY,SM.SP,SV,TF,UA,UB.VE.VK,VP
.XE.YN.YU.YV.YO
820 DATA RANDOM CHARACTORS, RANDO
M CALLSIGNS, TRANSLATE DATA.CHARA
CTOR HELP.CHARACTOR TEST.QSO HEL
P, CONTEST SIMULATION
830 'KEYBOARD ROUTINE
840 F-1:Z-1:Y-1
850 TM-321:HL-30:VL-4:GOSUB920:P
RINT@354, "PRESS KEY TO HEAR CHAR
ACTOR": :PRINT@389. "PRESS CLEAR T

EXIT";
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BIG BASIC
Full Power for your CoCo 3!

(From Danosoft)

Gives up to 92K User Memory in 1 28K CoCo and 476K in 51 2K

CoCofrom BASIC with any mix of program/variables. You can

have one BIG program or 58 Separate ones running at once

from computer memory in multiple windows! Big Basic also

allows you to Disk Chain any size program. Step up to the

full potential of your CoCo 3 with Big Basic. Only $39.95

KEYBOARDS, ETC...
Keyboard Extension Cable allows you

to move your keyboard away from the

computer & type with ease. Use your ex

isting keyboard or leave your present

keyboard intact and use a second

keyboard. Only $39.95

CoCo 3 Keyboard: $39.95 w/ Exten-

sion Cable: $69.95

CoCo 2 Keyboard: $19.95

51 2K Upgrades***!!*

w/ Extension Cable: $49.95

(CoCo 3 Keyboard includes free Function Keys Sqttware)

Fully assembled, tested and ready to be shipped NOW! Our

design allows mounting chips on top to prevent any heating

problems. No soldering; Easy instructions for 2 minute instal-

lation! Comes with following software (value $100):

• 512KRamtest

• 512K Backup Lightning

• 512K Print Spooler

• 512K Ramdisk

• OS9 Level II Ramdisk

The absolute best 51 2K Upgrade Package Available!

90 day warranty! New LOW Price $109

OK Upgrade Board (with 512K Ramtest/Ramdisk/Spooler): $39.95

Upgrades for CoCo 2
64K Upgrade (8 chip) for CoCo I, CoCo ll's with Cat # 26-

3026/3027/3134/3136: $29.95

64K Upgrade (2 chip) for 26-3134 A/B CoCo II: $39.95

(Free 64K Software included with 64K Upgrades)

EPROM •iitfitmiftfffi

INTRONICS EPROM PROGRAMMER: Programs 2516 to

27010 & more! Includes software & complete documentation.

Latest version. Lowest Price Anywhere. CoCo 1,2,3. Only

$137,95

DATARASE Eprom Eraser: For 24/28 pin Eproms. Erases up

to 4 EPROMs at a time. Only $49.95

Both Eprom Programmer & Eraser: $179.95 /tu*arm"_'J
2764 Eprom: $8 27128 Eprom: $9 1

ROMPAK (w/ Blank PC Board, 27xx Series): $12.95

BLANK CARTRIDGE (Disk Controller Size): $10.95

COMMUNICATIONS
EXTRAVAGANZA

(1) Avatex 1200e Modem: Fully Hayes Compatible 300/1 200

w speaker, Auto Dial/Answer/Redial.

(2) MODEM CABLE (4pin to DB25; Reg $1995)

(3) Autoterm Software (Reg $39.95)

(4) Free CompuServe Offer & Access Time

(5) UPS 2nd Day Air Shipping

Only $129.95
Avatex 1200e Modem Only : $85
Zoom 2400 Modem Only: $149
Communications Extravaganza 2400: includes

Zoom 2400 baud modem, cable, software & 2nd Day Air Ship-

ping. Only $189.95
Ail our modsms carry a 2 Year Warranty!

CABLES, Etc.
Magna vox 8505/851 5/8CM643 Analog RGB Cable: $24.95

Serial-to-Parallel Interface: Use your parallel printer at high

speed (300-9600 baud) with the CoCo. Comes with all cables.

No software compatibility problems. Only $44.95

15' Shielded Multipak Extension Cable: $36.95

Y Cable: Use your disk system with Speech/RS232 Pack,

DS69 Digitizer, etc. Only $27.95 ij,

RGB Analog Extender Cable: $19,95

SONY Monitor Cable: $29.95

MODEM Cable: 4 pin to DB25. Only $19.95

2 Position Switcher: Hook 2 devices to serial port. $29.95

HI-RES Joystick Interface: $11.99

CHIPS, Etc.^H
Genuine RS Disk Rom 1.1 (Needed for CoCo 3): $29.95

$5.95

ECB Rom 1.1: $29.95

68B09E Chip: $14.95 68B21 Chip

GIME Chip for CoCo 3:$39.95

Genuine RS Multipak PAL Chip (Specify 26-3024 / 26-3124):

$19.95

PAL Switcher: Allows you to switch between CoCo 2 & 3

1

modes when using the Multipak. You need the OLDER &

NEW PAL Chip for the 26-3024 Multipak. Only $39.95. With

NEW PAL Chip Only $49.95 ,mm»» |r==
MJCROCOM SOFTWARE 2900 Monroe Ave, Rochester, NY 14618.

|J^jJ39 W&
To Order; All Orders $76 & above (except Printers, Monitors, Drives, Computers) shipped by UPS 2nd Day Air at

charge in Continental US. We accept Visa, MC, Amex, Discover, Check, MO & School PCs. Please add $3.00 S&H ($10 for

Drives) in Continental US: all others add 10% S&H (Min $5). NYS Residents please add sales tax. Our Australian Agent :

Australian Peripheral Development. Ph: 07-341-9061

Credit Card Toll Free Orderline 1 -800-654-5244 (9AM - 8PM 7 days/week)

Tech. Info (Between 4-8pm), Order Status, info: 716-383-8830. Fax: 716-383-0026.
StfAl*



860 W$-I NKEYS : I F W$="" THEN 860
870 IF WS-CHRM12) THEN F-0:GQTO
160
880 Nt=W$:GOSUB 560
890 GOTO 860
900 POKE X. 128: FOR Z-X+l TO X+Xl
:POKE Z,PEEK(Z)-64:NFXT:RFTURN
910 'WINDOWING ROUTINE
920 CN-RND(8)*16-16:VL-VL-1
930 PRINT@TM.CHRi(142+CN)::PRINT
STRING! (HL- 2. 140+CN) ; ; PRINTCHRI

(

141+CN);
940 FOR X-l TO VL:Z=TM+X*32

:

PRIN
T@Z.CHR$(138+CN);:PRINT@Z+HL-1.C
HRS(133+CN);:NEXT
950 PRINT@TM+32*VL,CHR$a39+CN)

:

STRING$(HL-2,131+CN) ; :PRINTCHR$(
135ICN) ; ; R.CTURM

960 FOR X=0 TO VL : PRINT@TM+32*X

,

STRINGKHL.32); : NEXT : RETURN
970 FOR ZZ-1 TO K;Wt(ZZ )=""; NEXT
980 IF N=4 THEN 840 ELSE IF N=3
THEN 1030 ELSE TM=358 :HL=18: VL=3
: GOSUB 920
990 PRINT@391,"TEST LENGTH: ";:L
INEINPUT K$:IF Kt-"" THEN 160 EL
SE K-VAL(Kt)
1000 IF N-5 THEN 1030
1010 TM=358:HL=20;VL=3:GOSUB920:
PRIHTS391. "GENERATING TEST. .

.";

1020 IF F-2 THEN PRINT@58,SS;
1030 ON N GOTO 260,1050,1120,840
.2180.1200.1210
1040 'CALLSIGN ROUTINE
1050 FOR Y=l TO K

1060 Z$=C1$(RND<59))
1070 Z1$-MID$ESTR$(RND(10M).2„
1)

1080 FOR X=l TO RND(3);Z2J(X)=CH
R$(64+RND(26)):NEXT
1090 W$(Y)=Zt+Zl$+Z2$U)+22$(2)+
Z2$(3)
1100 NEXT: IF F-3 THEN 1250ELSE32

1110 "LOAD ASCII FILE
1120 TM-356:HL-24:VL-3:GQSUB 920
:PRINT@389. : : L INEI NPLIT" F 1 L E NAME
: "; Ft

1130 IF FS-"" THEN 160
1140 IF LEN{FS)>8 AND INSTR(F$,"
."XI THEN 1120
1150 TM=353;HL=30:VL-3: GOSUB 920
:PRINT@386,;:LINEINPUT"CAS5ETTE
OR DISK (C OR D)?";CD$
1160 IF CD$-"C"THEN CD--1 ELSE C

D-l
1170 OPEN "I",CD,F$:K-0
1180 K-K+l: IF EOFCCO)— 1 THEN CL
OSE:GOTO 320
1190 INPUT#CD,W$(K):GOTO 1180
1200 FOR X=l TO K:W$U)-W1$(RND(
36)):NEXT:G0T0 320
1210 F-3:GOTO320
1220 ' CONTEST SIMULATION
1230 FOR 22=0 TO K-I
1240 K-2:GOTG 1050
1250 C1$-W$(1):C2$-W$(2)
1260 M=8*Z2
1270 H$(1)-"CQ TEST DE "+CH+" K

":V-l:T$-"A":GOSUB 430
1280 FMMJ=W$m
1290 W$(2+M)-W$(l)
1300 W$U)=C1$+" DE "+C2*:T$-"B"
:GOSUB. 430
1310 W$(3+M)-H$(l)
1320 W${ 1 )-C2$+" R R NR"+STRi(RN
DC9mSTR$(RND<9mSTR$(RNDC9X:

Tt="A":GOSUB 430
1330 WfC4+M)=W$Cl)
1340 IF RNDC10X7 THEN Rl-5 ELSE
R1=RND(5):IF Rl<2 THEN 1340

1350 R2=RNDC9):IF R2<5 AND Rl>3
THEN 1350
1360 WSC1 )-"RST"+STR$(R1HSTR$(R
2)+"9 BK": GOSUB 430
1370 W$(5+H)-W$(l)
1380 W$(1)="QSL NR"+STR$(RND(9))
+STR$( RND( 9 ) )+STR$( RND( 9 ) ) : TJ-"B
":G0SLIB 430
1390 WS(6+M)-U$<1)
1400 IF RNDC10X7 THEN Rl-5 ELSE
Rl-RNOf 5) : IF RK2 THEN 1400

1410 R2-RNO(9):IF R2<5 AND Rl>3
THEN 1410
1420 W$U)-"RST"+STRt(Rl)+STR$(R
2)+"9 BK":GOSUB 430
1430 Wt(7+M)=W$U)
1440 W$(1)-"QSL 73 SK";Tt-"A" :GO
SUB 430
1450 W$(8+M)=W$(1)
1460 W$(l)=*'=":T$="C":GOSUB 430
1470 NEXT:W$(l)= ,,n :W$(2)=FMM$
1480 F-0:K-ZZ*8:GOTO 1560
1490 'CHANGE SPEED
1500 FOR X=0 TO 6:PRINT@274+(X*3
2XWU.X+1); :NEXT
1510 TM=240;HL=6:VL=9:GOSUB 920
1520 Jl=25:J3=1297:Xl=3:GOSUB 16

70

1530 L=L+l:WPM=Wa.L):U-W£2,L):U
Z-WC3.U
1540 GOTO 150
1550 'LIST ANSWERS
1560 CLS:PRINT@7."CODE TEST ANSW
ERS":PRINTSTRING$(32.175);:C-B
1570 FOR X-l TO K

1580 Cl-INT(LEN(W$(X))/32)+l:C-C
+C1: IF C>13 THEN C-0:GQTO 1610
1590 IF LEN(W$(X))>C1*32 THEN O
C+l
1600 PRINT W$(X):GOT0 1640
1610 AJ=INKEYS:IF A$-""THEN1610
1620 IF AS=CHR$(12) THEN 160
1630 FOR S-2 TO 14: PRINT@32*S,ST
RING! (32, 32) ; : NEXT : PRI NT@64

, ;

1640 NEXT X

1650 EXEC 44539 :GOTO 160
1660 'JOYSTICK INPUT
1670 IF KJ-1 THEN KI=0:GOTO 1810
1680 J2-INT(64/(Jl/4))
1690 H=JOYSTKC0):V-JOYSTK(1)
1700 X=J3+1NT(V/J2)*32:P0KE X.12
7+(16*RHD(8)):F0R T-l TO 50:NEXT
:POKE X.143
1710 IF INKEY$-CHR$<12) THEN160
1720 P=PEEK(65280):IF P=2S4 OR P

-126 GOSUB 900:L=INT{V7J2):RETUR
N

1730 GOTO 1670
1740 'CHANGE TEST
1750 TM=228:HL=23:VL-9:GO$UB920
1760 ZZ-263:F0R X=0 TO
6:Z1-ZZ+CX*3Z)
1770 PRINT@Zl.Tt(X+l);:NEXT
1780 J3-1285:J1-25:X1-=20:GOSJB 1

670
1790 N-L+l:GOTO 160
1800 'KEYBOARD INPUT
1810 X-J3+KI:P0KE X , 127+( 16*RND(
8)) :FOR T-l TO 50:NEXT
1820 AJ=INKEY$:IF AJ-""THEN1810
1830 POKE X.143
1840 IFA$-CHR$(94)THEN Kl-KI-32
1850 IFA$-CHRJ(10)THEN KI-KI+32

1860 IF A$-CHR$(13) THEN GOSUB 9

00; L-KI/32: RETURN
1870 IF KK0 THEN KI-0
1880 IF KI>Jl/4*32 THEN KI-KI-32
1890 GOTO 1810
1900 'TOGGLE KEY. & JOY.
1910 IF KJ-1 THEN KJ-0 ELSE KJ-1
1920 GOTO 1940
1930 'OPTIONS
1940 TM-224:HL-24:VL-8:GQSUB930
1950 FOR X=0 TO 6:PRINT@257+(X*3
2),STRINGt(22.32);:NEXT
1960 PRINTH259, "DESCENDING SPEED
";:IF DS-1 THEN POKE 1302,191
1970 PRINT@291."ACCENDING SPEED"
;:IF IS-1 THEN POKE 1334.191
1980 PRINT@323,"DEC/ACC SPEED OF
F";

1990 PRINT@355."T0G. RANDOM TONE
S"::IF RT-1 THEN POKE 1398.191
2000 PRINT@387, "TOGGLE KEY. & JO
Y,";
2010 PRINT@419, "DISPLAY LINE";; I

F DL-1 THEN POKE 1462,191
2020 PRINTS451, "COMMAND MENU";
2030 J1-25:J3-1281:X1-20:GOSUB 1

670
2040 ON L+l GOTO 2050,2050,2150.
2130,1910.2160.160
2050 TM-397:HL=18:VL=3:GOSUB930
2060 PRINT@462,STRING$(16,32);
2070 PRINT@430,;:BV=PEEK(1470):I
NPUT"START SPEED";SS: POKE 1470.

B

V

2080 PRINT@462. ; :INPUT"END SPEED
";ES:POKE 1502, BV
2090 IF L-0 THEN DS-l:IS-0 ELSE
DS=0: IS-1
2100 FOR XX-0 TO 3:PRTNT(E398+(3?

*XX).STRINGt(17,32); :NEXT
2110 F-2
2120 GOTO 1940
2130 IF RT-1 THEN RT-0ELSE RT=1
2140 GOTO 1940
2150 DS=0:IS=0:F=0:GOTO 1940
2160 IF DL-1 THEN DLH3 ELSE DL-1
2170 GOTO 1940
2180 PRINT@355." "

2190 PRINT@422,"WHAT DO YOU HEAR
I

2200 TM-389:HL-23:VL-3:GOSUB920
2210 CP=PEEK<1467)
2220 F=l : FOR P=l TO K

ZZ30 R-RND(43):IF R>9 AND R<16 T

HEN 2230
2240 Nt=CHRt(R+48): GOSUB 560
2250 PRINT@439,;: INPUT It

2260 IF M$<>IJ THEN 2310
2270 TM=243:HL=10:VL=3:GOSUB920
2280 PRINT@276. "CORRECT!";
2290 NR=NR+1
2300 GOTO 2350
2310 TM-240;HL=16:VL-5:GOSUB920
2320 PRINT@277, "SORRY";
2330 PRINT@305,"CHAR. SENT - "N$

2340 PRI NT@337. "CHAR. RECD. - "1$

2350 EXEC 44539
2360 FOR X-8 TO 4:PRINT@218+(X*3
?l,STRTNGI(lfi,3?)rP0KF 1467,CP:N
EXT X,P
2370 TM-240:HL-14:VL-3;GOSLIB920
2380 PRINT#273. "SCORE :"INTQ00/K
*NR)"5t"; :EXEC 44539
2390 F-0:NR-0:GOTO 160
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Have a Super CoCo Christmas

!

The DazzlinoWord Processor

The Famous Graphics Creator

Save $70

BOTH
CoCo Max
$.

and Max-10for
$7Q95

o^ / *7

With these great bargains:

Max-1 0:the Rolls-Royce of word processors. The only one with true

graphic capability and dozens of type styles. Using your dot matrix printer

you get from iinyfoar>ot« (6 point) to big titles (24 point).

The Rainbow review (1/89) said: "An Incredible Job of providing
power, flexibility and speed in a program that is as easy to use as It Is

to pronouncel ... Max-10 takes a back seat to none, arid Is beyond
comparison with most." Max-1 0, the only word processor with "What
You See Is What You Get". A word processor you will love at first sight.

CoCo Max II I:, iow a classic and probably the most popular CoCo pro-
gram ever. If the price was the reason that stopped you before, this special
will delight you. Listen {Rainbow 3/88): "There are no limits to what you
can do with this fabulous program. Speed, ease, animation, power and
color, all In one package. CoCo Max III Is the ultimate program for the
CoCo 3." Check any Rainbow (up to 4/89) for complete info on CoCo Max.

To top it off, we include a free Demo Disk plus the super CoCo Show
program, which lets you make your own "slide shows".

Desktop Publishing together, CoCo Max III and Max-10 form an
unbeatable system for reports, flyers, invitations, greeting cards, signs,

newsletters, etc. It's far beyond anything you've ever seen on a CoCo.
Here is one of the hundreds of unsolicited letters we got: "Max-10

and CoCo Max III are wonderful. They are the first Color Computer
products I have purchased that were even better than I hoped for."

A1 Colorware. we all work hard to make you feel that way and we"
thrive on your appreciation.

•v^ FREE CHRISTMAS BONUS >
Get any one of the "Add-Ons" below free with CoCo Max III or Max 10.

Select one of these: Max Fonts, Max Edit, the Color Drivers, the Spellchecker, the Max-1 Fonts, or the Hi-Res
Pack. If you get both Max-1 and CoCo Max III. select any two free add-ons!

About Max-1
What the CoCo Community needs is a word
processor that's rock solid, blindingly fast,

feels like a Macintosh, makes all the others
look boring, and does not cost $80.
Max-10 is just that and more. It allows on
screen mixing of graphics and text, large

headlines, multiple columns and full page
preview (with graphics),
We swear that Max-10 will add excitement
to your word processing, and that's no small
task!

PRINTERS SUPPORTED; EPSON FX.mx.Fk.lx
AND COMPATIBLES; DMP 105.108,110.130; CGP220
(B&W): OKI 182.92.192: STAR NX- 10. NX-1DOO.

Max-1 Add-ons
- Max-10 Fonts. 36 super fonts on 2 disks.
Send for list. Order #C-23 $29.95
NOTE: Max-10 and CoCo Max Fonts »ien't int*rchangable.

- Spell Checker 50000 word dictionary for
online spell checking and dictionary lookup.
Perfect seamless integration with Max-10.
Order #C-24 ,. $29.95

System Requirements
Max-10 and CoCo Max III Require; any
CoCo 3: 1 or more disk drives; joystick or
mouse; fladio Shack Hi Resolution joystick
interface; a video or RGB monitor or a TV.

About CoCo Max III

Whether you doodle lor fun or do graphics
for a living. CoCo Max will amaze you. It's a
promise.
Its major features include: Huge picture
area (2 full hi- res 320x192 screens). Large
editing window. Zoom mode for detail work.
26 point and click drawing tools. Shrink and
stretch. Rotation at any angle (1 .5* steps).

51 2K memory support (all features work
with 12SK100). undo (oops) feature to fix

mistakes. Animation. Special effects. Color
sequencing (9 colors, variable speed). 13
fonts (more available). Each font has 8 sizes
and 5 styles for thousands of possible
combinations. Translate program to convert
most types of pictures. CoCo Show "slide

show" program. Miniload program to help
use pictures with your software. Color edit-
ing of patterns. Prints in single or double
size. Select 1 6 of 64 available colors, all 64
colors are shown at once for easy selection.
Pull-down menus. 40 paint brush shapes.
Two color lettering. Spray can. Ama2ing
"flowbrush". RGB and composite monitor
support. Colors print in 5 shades of gray.

PRINTERS SUPPORTED: epson rx.fx.mx.lx
ANO COMPATIBLES; STAR/GEM INI NX- 10. NX- 1000:
OMP100.105.106.1 10.120.130,200: OKI e2A,1&2,162;
C0P-220(B&W)
Color Drivers available. See next column,

CoCo Max III Add-ons
- Max Fonts disks. 95 fonts on 4 disks.
Order #C-73 $49.95
- Max Edll Create new fonts or edit existing

ones. Order #C-16 $19.95
- Color Printer drivers NX-1000 Rainbow.
CGP-220 and Okimate 20. #C-2 $19.95

CoCo Max I and II

- CoCo Max I on tape. See previous ads or
write for info. For Coco 1 or 2.

Order #C-7.... $59.95
- CoCo Max II. For all disk CoCos. Multi-
pak or Y Cable required. #C-85 $69.95

Digitizers
Digitize any picture from any video source
(VCR. camera..,) for use with CoCo Max III

and Max-io.
DS-69. Requires Multipak. 2 pictures per
second, order #c-is,„„„ $99.95
DS-69B Faster; 8 pix/SSC. #C-92... $149.95

Call or Write Now
(203) 348-9436

|
jgjgWeekdays 9-5 EST

Ordering information: We accept Visa. Mastercard. Checks and M.O. C.O.D. is $4 extra
Purchase orders are subject to credit approval. Connecticut residents add 8% sates tax.

Shipping; $4 per order (usually UPS ground). UPS 2nd Day Air: $4 extra. Next Day service
available. Canada: $6 per order (Airmail}. Outside U.S. & Canada: Add 10% of order total.

Colorware

[COLORWARE 242-W WestAve.
Darien, CT 08820
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Keeping an eye on principal payments down the road

Mapping Your Finances
By David Macias

Whether you're trek-

king through the

Himalayas or figur-

ing your finances, it's

important to know
where you are and where you're going.

Because figuring your finances is the less

exciting of the two, you'll welcome know-

ing the CoCn can help with a program

called Amortize.

The basic program, originally written

by Ralph D. Miller, first appeared in the

March '87 issue of THE RAINBOW (Page

82), The program calculates annual interest

rates in percentage form, the number of

interest periods annually (ifynur interest is

compounded daily, this is 365; for interest

compounded monthly, it is 12, etc.), num-

ber of payments per year, the amount of the

loan in dollars, and the term of the loan in

years, You enter digits only — no percent

symbols or dollar signs are needed. The

program checks your printer and notifies

you if it is not online. Ifthe printer is online.

Amortize prints a header describing the

loan and the computed installment amount.

Then each payment is detailed by the amount

of the payment applied to interest, the

amount applied to principal, and the amount

of debt outstanding. The tables are handy

when you prepay principal payments in

nrderto save interest. After printing the last

payment. Amortize goes to the data input

prompts to run another table.

David is attending Cerritos College where

he studies business computer systems. He
works as a Computer operator in the data

processing department and is a tutorfor

the music department in the MID! lab. He
is an advocate of the OS-9 operating

system.

The version included here has been

rewritten to run in OS-9. A utility program

by Burke & Burke makes the conversion.

but 1 wanted additional modifications to

make use of windows and the added speed

of a packed BASIC09 program.

The listing: amortize

PROCEDURE Amortize
***************** AMORTIZE ***************************

by Ralph D, Miller - ********************************
********************** - written in BaslcB 1) **********
***************************

j)^ pavid Macias **********

0039
0071
00AA
00E3
011C
011F
0136
0139
01 40
017C
01A3
01BA
01DD
01F9
021A
0234
0237
0251
0254
026E
028A
02AA
02C6
02C9
02E8
02F4
0318
0328
0333
033A
0341
034S 10
0358
0365
0372
0380
0362
03B4
03B9
03C9
03D5
03D7

040D
0412
0414
0442
0447
0449
047?
0477
0479

* ******************************************************

* .,....,.., .variables

. . JU - Interest
.0 - Number of interest periods per year
.S - Number of payments per year
.A - Loan amount
.8 - Period of loan In years
,D - Monthly interest
,F - Single payment amount
IT - Total Interest

...String Variables

. F$ - Single payment
HM$ - Interest on debt
RT$ - Payment on principle
,LF$ - Outstanding debt

DIM Q,S,B,NP,PF.Y.WY:INTEGER
DIM CHAR: STRING [1]
DIM Cl$,HMKRT$,LF$,JF$,IGJ.SPt:STRING[12]
DIM A$.F*:STRING[12]
DIM path, HC: BYTE
path—

1

KG-0
CHAR-""
R£fl **********

REM Input data
REM **********

SHELL "display 00"

PRINT
PRINT TAB{10); "Enter the annual Interest rate in percent";
INPUT JU
IF JU-0 THEN 1000
M-JU/100
PRINT
PRINT TABf 10)

:

'Enter the number of Interest periods per year"

inpui a

PRINT
PRINT TABU0);
INPUT S

PRINT
PRINT TABC10)

;

INPUT A

PRINT
PRINT TABC10):

'Enter the number of payments per year'

'Enter the loan amount in dollars"

'Enter the period of the loan in years'
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A-BUS m

NEW: REMOTE A-BUSI Use the new Serial {RS-232} Adapter or

Processor to control any A-BUS system. Cards can be up to 500 ft

away using phone type cable, or off premises using a modem. Call or

send for the new A-BUS Catalog which covers all the products.

portant

All A-BUS Systems: * Come assembled and tested Include detailed manuals with schematics

and programming examples Can be used with almost any language (basic, Pascal. C.

assembler, etc.) using simple "IN" and "OUT commands (PEEK and POKE on some computers)

Can grow to 25 cards pn any combination) per adapter Provide jumper selectable addressing

on each card • Require a single low cost unregulated 12V power supply * Are usually shipped

from stock. (Overnight service is available,)

C/sssroom to advancedindustrial applications.

Be a Wizard In your Lab, Factory, College, Home...

It used to be difficult and costly to do process control, robotics, data

acquisition, monitoring and sensing with your computer. Now the

low-cost A-BUS system makes it easy to do almost any project you

can imagine.

Versatility. A-BUS cards handle most interfacing, from on/off

switching, to reading temperatures, to moving robot arms, to

counting events, to sensing switches.,.

Adaptability. The A-BUS is modular, allowing expansion well

beyond your needs. It works with almost any computer, or even as a

remote data station with the new serial adapters.

Simplicity. You can start using the A-BUS in minutes. It's

easy to connect, and software is a breeze to write in any language.

Reliability. Careful design and rugged construction make the

A-BUS the first choice in specialized I/O.

An A-BUS system consists of: An A-BUS adapter plugged

into your computer - A cable to connect the adapter to 1 or 2

A-BUS function cards. The same cable will also fit an A-BUS
Motherboard for expansion to up to 25 cards in any combination.

About Alpha Products ^^^^^^^^_
Founded in 1976 for the purpose of developing low cost I/O devices tor personal computers. Alpha

has grown to serve over 70000 customers in over 60 countries. A-BUS users include many of the

Foitune 500 (IBM, Hewlett-Packard. Tandy. Sell Laos, qm.. .) as wen as most major universities.

a-bus products are U.S. designed. u.s. butt, and serviced worldwide,

Overseae distributors
: England : Caldy Science Assoc. Ltd,, Merseysid e, 051 342 7033.

Australia: Brumby Technologies Ptv. Lid.. NSW. 759163a Fnnet: Coserm, Rungis. 46 86 64 75

Inputs, Outputs, etc.

Analog Input: a analog Inputs. IK.1V In aomV steps (8 bits),

o • 1O0V rajioe possibte. 7500 conversions/sscond. AD-Hfcti«

12 Bit A to D: Analog to digital converter. Input range -4V to

+4V. expandable to 100V. On-board amplifier. Resolution imV.

Conversion time 1 30ms. 1 channel. (Expand to 8 channels win the

RE-156C4Id.) AN-t4R*1H

Relay Card: a ittdMdualry controlled industrial relays each wiifi

status LEffs (3A at 120VAC contacts, SPST). RE-1«:|1«

Reed Relay Card: e reed relays (20mA «i fflVDC. SPST),

Individually conuolled and latched, with status LEDa.HE-1 54: 1 1

M

D/A converter: 4 Channel 6 Bit D/A converter with output

amplifiers and separate adjustable references, DA-U7; $149

24 line TTL I/O: connect 24 input or output signals (TTL 0/5V

levels or switches). Variety oil modes. (Uses 8255A) OG-1 «: $72

Digital Input: e optically isolated inputs, input can r»5toioov

voltage ievetew switch closures. 1N-M1:*65

Digital Output Driver: e outputs; asomA at iav, Drrve relays.

solenoids, stepper motors, lamps, etc. 5T-14J: %it

Clock With Alarm; Powerful clock/calendar. Battery backup.

Timing to 1/100 sec. Alarm relay, LED and buoer. CL-144:*M

Touch Tone Decoder: Each tone is converted Into a number

which is stored on the board, PH- 14**87

A-BUS Prototyping card; 4x4^" cart. W* accept up to 10

!.C.s With power 4 ground bus. PR-IK: tie

Cou rrter Timer: Three 16 bit counters/timers, use separately or

cascade lor long (48 bit) counts. CT-ISfctlSZ

Call 04j appticarion engineefs to dscuss your project

Motion Control

Smart Quad Stepper Controller: TheworWs finest

On board microprocessor controls four motors simultaneous^.

Uses simple English commands like 'MOVE ARM 10.2 (INCHES)

LEFT, For each axis, you control eeordtoates (absolute or iela-

uvej , ramping, speed, units, scale factors, etc. Many inputs for limit

switches, etc. On the fly reporting ol speed, position... Quftt in

dnvers for small motc-rs fsucrttsMO-fCeof 106). SC-i 4**299

Options; * 5 imp/phase power booster for 1 motor; PD-iza *49

* Remote "leach" keypad for direct motor control: RC-izi: JM

A large A- BUS system with two Motherboards

Adapter in the foreground plugs into PCJCT.AT type slot

Stepper Driver Kit; For experimenting with stepper motors.

Includes 2 MO-103 motors and a ST-143 dual driver PA-K1: «9

Stepper Motors: (4 phase, unipolar)

UO-1 03: zw dla. Vt' shaft. 7.57step. 12V, 5 oz-in torque, sis

MO-1M: r dia. WT shaft, 1.87st«p. 5V. 60 oz- in torque, MS
MO-US: 1.7* square, .2' shaft, a.75*fitep, 12V. 6 oz-in. US

A-BUS Adapters
* Can address 84 ports and control up to 25 A-BUS cards.

* Require one cable. Motherboard required tor nwe than 2 cards.

A-BUS Parallel Adapters for:

IBMprjrxT;ATiccmpi6bl«.uw MitaiaimS 4ii AH-133:K<

Appt»U+Jenugtfeb«r*«in«k
Commodore s4,12epiU(li^&pmbnP»i on t»A AR-

TRS-S0 Model 102200 Um to ph -syM* M.
Mod el 100 (Tandy portable) »^ii*>bcwmm** AR-1

TRS-30 Model 3.4.40 v^iMwAHtl M ptt buk*l
TFtS-80 Model I Ru» Ink) « pbi BUMte to
Tandy f^lotCcfflputefSf*f™**i*iMi«v-c1Ui AH-138:**9

A-BUS Cable: Necessary to connect any parallel adapter lo

one A-8US card or to first motherboard, 50 pia ft,

Special CaWefw two A-BUS cards

Serial Adapter: connect A-BUS systems to any RS-232 port

Alows up to 500 II from computer to A-BUS,

Serial Node: To connect additional SA-iaafA-BUSsystemsto

a single RS232 serial port (max 1 6 nodes).

Serial Processor: ame as above plus built in BASIC for off-

line monitoring, logging, decision making, etc.

Use SA-129 or SP-1 27 with modems for remote data acquisition

Motherboard: Holds up to 5 a-bus cards in sturdy aluminum

frame with card guides. A sixth connector allows (using cables CA-

161:112) additional Mwherbc^s to be adkted. MB-i20:Sloa

Power Supply: powerpackfoi upto4cards. PS-i»: *U

Complete Catalog Available

For Orders and Info call (203) 656-1806

Weekdays from 9 to 5 EST or FAX 203 656-0756

Ordering Information; We accept Visa. Mastercard. Checks, and M.O. C.O.D. is $4 extra.

Purchase orders are subject to credit approval. CT residents add 7.5% sales tax.

Shipping: S4 per order (usually UPS ground). UPS 2nd Day Air: *4 extra. Next Day service

available. Canada.- *6 per order (Airmail), Outstfe US and Canada: Add 10% of order total, j S-3T!j \ndu5t'i»s Comotftt?

ALPHA {Ptmi
242-W West Avenue, Darien, CT 06820



Thii new version of Amortize includes

an overlay window that prompts you to

decide if you want a hard copy of the

amortization table. You must have the /p

driver in your boot, and the i nkev and runb

modules must be in your CMDS directory in

orderfor the program to work. If your table

is a long one, use tmode - pa us e so the table

does not scroll by you. In the print mode the

program advances the paperevery 40 lines.

(Questions or comments concerning this

utility may be directed to the author at

1 1518 East Wimbley Court, Cevvitos, CA
9070L Please enclose an SASE when re-

questing a reply.)

04A7 INPUT B

04AC REM *******************************

04CE REM Calculate monthly interest rate
04 F0 REM *******************************

0512 D-U+M/QVVCQ/SW
0530 REM *************************

0S4C REM Calculate single payments
0t,f,g REM *************************

05S4 F-a-tl+D)'1 (-(S)*B))*-l*D*A
05AB Cl-F
05B3 GOSUB 500
05B7 Ff-Cl$
05BF Cl-A
05C7 GOSUB 600
05CB At-Cl$
05D3 SHELL "display 0c"
05E1 20 REM
05E7 PF-1
05EE GOSUB 710
05F2 DC-A
05FA WV-0
0601 REM **********

060E REM Start loop
061B REM **********

0629 310 FOR Y-WY+1 TO WY+10
0644 HM-DC*D
0650 Cl-HM
0658 GOSUB 600
0650 HMJ-C1I
0664 RT-F-HM+.0B0325
0677 Cl-RT
06 7

F

GOSUB 600
0683 RT$-C1$
0688 LF=DC-RT
0697 Cl-LF
069F GOSUB 600
06A3 LFt-Clt
06AB GOSUB 680
06AF Cl-Y
06BB GOSJB 640
06BC TI-INT(100*HM+.6)/100
0604 IT-IT+TI
06E0 PRINT #patti USING "S14>".C1$,F*.HM$ .RTJ.LFS
0701 PF-PF+1
070C REM *********************

0724 REM Check for end of page
@73r REM *********************

0754 IF PF>33 AND HC-1 THEN
0767 GOSUB 720
076B ENDIF
@7grj rfm **************************************

0796 REM Is balance smaller then single payment
fl-rnc REM **************************************

07E8 IF LF>-F THEN 630
CJ7 Pg REM **********************

0810 REM Check for end of page
0O£Q REM ************* ********

0840 IF PF>33 AND HC-1 THEN
0853 GOSUB 720
0857 ENDIF
0859 Y-Y+l
03^4 Ri.M ***************

0876 REM Print last lire
gggg P£|b| ***************

0B9A HM-LF*D
0SA6 RT-LF-HM
08B2 Cl-V
BBBB GOSUB 640
08BF PRINT #path USING "S14>" ,C1$

.

08D1 Cl-HM+LF
08DD GOSUB 600
08E1 GOSUB 700
08E5 PRINT #path USING "S14>".C1*.
08F7 IT-IT+INT(100*HM-K5>/100
0913 CI-HM
091B G0SU8 600
091F GOSUB 700
0923 PRINT #path USING "S14>'\C1$,
0935 - Cl-LF
093D GOSUB 600
0941 GOSUB 700
0945 PRINT tfpathi USING ' , S14>" ,C1$,

0957
096B
0973
0977
097B
0981

09BA
09C2
09CA
09E6
0A02
0A1E
0A2A
0A34
0A38
0A57
0A76
0A95
0AA1
0AA7
0AA9
0AB5
0ABB
0ABD
0AC9
0AO0
0AO2
0ADE
0AE5
0AE7
0AEB 530
0AF6

0S15
0B19 570
0B27
0B2B 600
0B50
0B72
0B94
0BAC
0BB9
0BC7
08D4
0BO6
0BD9 640
0BE4
0BE6
0BFD
0C14
0C2B 660
0C39
0C44
0C51
0C5D
0C5F
0C6I 6S0
0C67
0C72
0C7O
0C8A
0C96
0C98
0CA3
0CAE
0CBB
0CC7
0CC9
0CD4
0CDF
0CEC
0CF8
0CFA
0CFC 730
0D0A
0D15
0D22
0D2E
0D30
0B32
0D42

PRINT
Cl-IT
GQSU8
GOSUB
PRINT
PRINT

: CI
TI-0
1T-0
REM
REM hi

REM

#path USING "S14>","0.00"

600
700
#path
#patri," Total Interest paid

************************

aft until key is pressed

WHILE CHAR-"" 00
RUN 1nkey<CHAR)

ENDWHILE
REM ***+**+*************+*******

REM Shift from printer to screen
rem ******+**+*****************+

IF HC-1 THEN
PRINT #path

ENDIF
IF HC-1 THEN
CLOSE #path

ENDIF
IF HC-1 THEN

path-1
ENDIF
IF HC-1 THEN

HC-0
ENDIF
GOTO 750
DC-LF

NEXT Y

IF S*B>Y THEN 570
GOTO 310
WV-WY+10
GOTO 310
R£|*| A-******************************

REM Round out to two decimal places
f^E^ **************^****************

C2=IHT(100*Cl+.5)/100
C1$-"V+STR$(C2)
IF C2-INT(C2) THEN
Cl$-CU+"00"

EN0IF
RETURN
C1$-STR*<C1)
RETURN
P£{y{

********************

REM Add zero if N*10 A 0-0
R£M ********************

JFJ-RIGHT$(F$.3)
IG$-LEFT$(JFJ,1)
IF mo"'." THEN

F$-F$+"0"
ENDIF
RETURN
REM
JFt-RIGHT*(HM$ J 3i

IG*-LEFT$(JFt.l)
IF IGIO"," THEN
HM$=HM$+"0"

ENDIF
JF$-RIGHT$(RT$,3)
IG$-LEFTs£JF$,l)
IF IGIO"." THEN

RTt-RT$+"0"
ENDIF
JFt-RIGHTt(LF«.,3)
1G$-LEFT$(JF*.U
IF IGJO"." THEN

LF$-LF$+"0"
ENDIF
RETURN
JF$-RIGHT$tCl$,3)
IGJ-LEFTUJFJ.l)
IF !&$<>"." THEN
ClI-Clt+"0"

ENDIF
RETURN
0£M *************

REM Print Heading
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0D52
0D62 710

0DAS
0DC5
0DF8
0DFE
0E02
0E2A
0E30

0E77

0EBE

0F08
0F0A
0F21
0F38
0F4F 720
0F62
0FSS
0F73
0F77
0F7E
0FS0
0F96
0FAC
0FC2 760
0FM
0FFF
1019
IflZl

1032
1034
1056
1058
1082
L084
109E
10A0
10A9
10AE
10C5
10DC
10F3
1104
1113
112C
1143
115A
1171 800
117B
1182
118F
1193
11A1
11AF
iibd nm
l-ie-E

A*: loan at

REM ********""±+**

PRINT #path."The Amortization Table follows far a
: JU:

PRINT #path." percent annually. "

PRINT #path."for "; Br " years (": 5*B; " payments): "

PRINT #path
GOSLB 660
REM print dfpath." installment amount :'•-.?%

PRINT #path
PRINT #path USING "S14>V Payment". "Single ".-Interest". -Payment
."Out standi rig"

PRINT #patn USING "S14>"." Number ". "Payment" ."On Debt "."On Princ
."Debt

PRINT #path USING "S14>"," "," - •-- -«

RETURN
R£fl ********************

REM Advance To Next Page
REM ********************
TOR NP-0 TO 25

PRINT tfpath
NEXT NP

GOSUB 710
PF-1
RETURN
REM *******************
REM Open overlay window
REM *******************
SHELL "display lb 3d 01"
SHELL "display lb 22 01 C 8 30 B 02 00 00"
REM **************
REM Choose options
R£M A *************

PRINT
Enter <1> for a hard copy"

Enter <2> for another calculation 1

Enter <3> to quit"

PRINT
"

PRINT
PRINT "

PRINT
PRINT "

PRINT
PRINT " ";

INPUT Z

REM ********************

REM Close overlay window
fj£^ ********************

SHELL "display lb 23"
SHELL "display lb 3d 00"
ON Z GOTO 800,10.1000
REM ********************
REM Open path to printer
REM ********************
HC-1
path-2
OPEN tfpath/Vp-jWRITE
GOTO 20
^EH ***********

REM End program
REM ***********

SHELL "display 0c"
END

/r\

Corrections

"Five-Column Direetories"(March 1989, Page 80); To pre-
vent errors when listing multiple directories change THEN3ELSE
in Line 10 to THENRUNELSE.

"Key Ahead, Part II"(August 1989, Page 14): In the com-
mand sequence on Page 1 8, change 12200 in the fourth line to

12300.

In Listing 2 on Page 20, change 179 in Line 260 to 79;

260 DATA 128.48.141.0,83,191.160
.218,191,247.129,191.165,105.134
,79,16,142

"The Black Box"(August 1989, Page 26): The listing on Page
28 in the 'second column has a smudge. Line 660 should read:

660 DRAW"BM80.184C2"+NUMtCMV)

TAZMAN
Peace has come to the galaxy at last, and with it an
end to the Empire and its monopoly on trade. Now
a new breed of free traders is emerging to serve the

needs of countless worlds.

Soar through the universe with an old ship and a
small cargo, searching for inhabited planets on
which to market your grinds. Shop for the latest
and most efficient upgrades for your ship. Stay
clear of space hay.ards and sidestep planetary

storms as you seek your fortune among the stars!

1 28K CoCo3 One Disk Drive
Runs under OS-9/Lcvcl II

Joystick
$24.95

RAfNBQW
i.li .1 - «.n Armchair SldmiraC

^

—

The time-honored game of Battleship, enhanced by
intelligent computer opponents, comes to your

CoCo3 complete with sloops and galleons. Up to 8
players, any mix of human or computer.

1 28K CoCoG Tape or Disk $14.95

Personal cheeks, money orders and C.O.D.
All orders add $2.00 shipping & handling.
C.O.D. please add an additional S2.00.

Washington addresses add 7.5% Sales Tax.

Eversoft Games Ltd
P.O. Box 3354

Arlington, Wa 98223

(206) 653 5263
10am to 6pm PST
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Educat ion Notes 16K ECB

Look, Dad! Look at what the postman

just brought us — another two million

dollars!

Well, Johnny, not really. We're actually

just the recipients of a never-ending bom-
bardment of sweepstakesjunk mail. In fact,

our chances of winning are improbable.

What does "improbable'
1

mean?
It means "probably not.

1 '

Then we probably won't win the two

million dollars?

Right,

Why?

How would you explain the idea of

probability to an inquisitive youngster?

You could flip a coin, observing how many
heads or tails occur in a set number oftrials.

Or you could use the three-cups-and-a-ball

trick.

Children learn about this concept in

elementary school. As they get older, the

concept of probability is broadened using

verbal math problems. Many ofus continue

to study, if not defy, the idea of probabili-

ties well into our adult lives by betting on

lotteries, card playing, bingo and other

forms of gambling.

Steve Blyn teaches both exceptional and

gifted children, holds fttv? master's de

grees. and haswon awards for the design of

programs to aid the handicapped. He owns
Computer Islandand lives in Staten Island.

New York.

Taking your chances .

Probability

By Steve Blyn
Rainbow* Contributing Editor

My program presents an exercise in

becoming familiar with the laws of proha-

hi lity . It presents a wheel with 1 2 letters on

it. The student is asked to determine the

probability of a certain letter or combina-

tion of letters occurring on the next spin,

To add interest, some of the letters are

red, some blue. This gives more flexibility

to the questions. Sometimes the probabi] ity

of one type of letter is asked for, and other

times the probability of either of two types

of letters is asked for.

Since there are 12 possible places for a

spinner to land, each answer always begins

in twelfths. The solution is reached by

counting the correct occurrences and using

that number as the numerator of a fraction

with 12 as the denominator. As in other

math problems, fractions should be reduced

to lowest terms. For example, the probabil-

ity that at any hour the little hand of a clock

will be at 3 is 1/12. The probability that it

will be at 3 or 4 is 2/1 2, which is 1/6 after

reduction.

Although this program could easily have

been written in low resolution, I felt that a

Hi-Res program is more effective for a

program that relates to fractions. You there-

fore need to create or use Hi-Res letters and

numbers. Lines 50 through 290 contain the

strings to draw the letters and numbers

needed in this program. The script letters

are compliments of Joseph Kolar. Lines

300 through 370 draw the wheel. Lines 500

through 610 draw the letters within the

wheel.

Lines 640 through 710 randomly select

the question and tell the computer the cor-

rect answer, which is represented by Z$.

The student inputs his answer by pressing

the letter preceding the correct answer on

the screen. The program proceeds to the

next question only after a correct response

is given and is ended by pressing 9.

I have included a variety of sample

questions: they are by no means the only

possible questions that can be used for this

particular letter wheel. You can study the

program and modify it to ask other ques-

tions of your own design. If you are really

adventurous, you can change the letters and

questions to construct a follow-up program

of your own.

The listing: PROBABLE

10 REM"
20 REM
NO, STAT
30 CLEA
3,1:PCL
40 REM"
UMBERS
50 BB$=
R2"
60 CC$-
R2"
70 DD$=
R5"
80 FF$=
GBR3"
90 A$="
100 B$-
110 C$=
120 OS-

PROBABILITY"
"STEVE BLYN. COMPUTER ISLA
EN ISLAND, NY, 1989"
R1000:J-RND( -TIMER) :PM0DE
S:SCREEN l,l:C0LOR 6

STRINGS FOR LETTERS AND N

BY J KOLAR"
"BRNR2HNGU3NHER2FGNL3FDGB

"BU5F2M+3,-lHL2G2D2FR3NEB

"BU4BRD4LURFR2EU3HL3GBD4B

"BU2NF2NRBU2ER3NRGDNLNRD2

RU2ERFDNFGLHBDBR4"
RE2U3HGD4RFREUNLRBD2"

"RU2ERrDD2L2llQDDR3"
"RU2ERFDGLHBR3U4HGDFBDBFF

130 E$="RE2HGF2R"
140 F$-"RE3UHGD6FEUHNLEBD"
150 H$="RE3UHGD3NDBEFDR"

160 L$="BRRE2U3HGD4FR"
170 N$="RENDUNUEFD2R"
180 0$="BEUERFDGLHBDBR4"
190 R$-"REU2FRD2R"
200 S$="REU2F2GNHR2"
210 U$="RENU2FENU2F"
220 Q$="BU3BRUERFDGBDDBR2'"? MAR
K

230 X$="BR5 ,, *SPACE
240 A1$-"BU4BR2ED5BR2"
250 A2$-"BU4ER2FDGL3D2R4BR2"
260 A3$="BU4ER2FGNL2FDGL2NHBR6"
270 A4$="BR3U5G3R4BD2BR3"
280 A5$="BU5NR4D2R3FDGNL3BR4"
290 A6$-"BU5BRNR3GD3FR2EUHL2GBD2
BR7"
300 COLOR 8:CIRCLE(128,55) ,52:C0
LOR 6:CIRCLE<128,55>.50
310 CIRCLE{128,55),6:PAINT(128,5

320 LINEU28.5)-(128.1B5J.PSET
330 LINE(78,55)-(178,55),PSET
340 LINE(100,14)-(154,95),PSET
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1

1

350 LINE<85.32)-(172,78),PSET
360 LINE(100,95)-(154,14),PSET
370 LINE(85.78)-(172,32),PSET
380 COLOR 7: L I NE ( , 133 )

- ( 255 , 135
),PSET,BF:COLOR 6

390 DRAW"S8BM30.155"+A1$+X$+X$+X
$+Al$+X$+X$+X$+Al$
400 DRAW+X$+X$+X$+A1$+X$+X$+X$+A
2$
410 DRAW"S8BM30.175"+A2$+X$+X$+X
$+A3$
420 DRAW"BM110.175"+A4$+X$+X$+X$
+A6$+X$+X$+A3$
430 DRAW"BM30.160:R8BR12R8BR12R8
BR12R8BR10R8"
440 DRAW"C7S4BM23,143"+A1$
450 DRAW"BM63.143"+A2$
460 ORAW"BM103,143"+A3$
470 DRAW"BM143,143"+A4$
480 DRAW"BM183.143"+A5$
490 REM"DRAW THE LETTERS"
500 DRAW"S8C6BM134,23"+BB$
510 DRAW"BM152,36"+FF$
520 DRAW'*BM163,50"+DD$
530 DRAW"C8BMI62,70"+BB$
540 DRAW"C6BM150,85"+BB$
550 DRAW"BM135.95"+BB$
560 DRAW"BM112,95"+CC$
570 DRAWBM97 ( 84

,

'+BB$
580 DRAW"C8BM86,70"+FF$
590 DRAW"C6BM86,52"+DD$

INTRODUCTORY OFFER ?!

PHONICS FUN "

A PRESCHOOL TO GRADE 1 EDUCATION
PROGRAM THAT WILL PRESENT YOUR
CHILD WITH HOURS OF LEARNING FUN.

Uiis ppn nm practice in fficciating rfis initial sound; of words
with tlie mm flat mfo fiwse sounds. Itcli of tlie hw categories

presents ten pictures, each isjMiis a different mi Tte» m over 40
lugli mwkm 16 coloa* attunes uith 4 words to choose frcn f oi

1 each

MB*. Ilse first Mat sf eatlj uord is highlit* d and choices are tiade to

tyjiiif tetters \h

ko^ks on COCO 3 only.

Disk only *

515 [IS, / $18 cm
phis 52.00m
After NOV 30

517 US. / $20 CM
piys 8,00 S/H

Sorry no COD's

SendCHEfEoi'HOHEVOKMto

W.B.D. SOFTWARE

P.O. BOX 1077
ESIERHA2Y, SASK.
CANADA SOA OXO

600 DRAW"C8BM98,35"+BB$
610 DRAW"BM112,23 M+DD$
620 COLOR 5:LINEf0,105)-(255.130
),PSET,BF:COLOR 6:X=RND(8)
630 DRAWC6S8BM20 , 124"+CC$+H$+A$
+N$+C$+E$+S$+X$+0$ i T$+Xi+A$+X$
640 IF X-l THEN Y$=BB$+X$+Q$ :Z$=
tt I 1

1

650 IF X=2 THEN Y$-DD$+X$+Q$ : Z$-

660 IF X=3 THEN Y$=FF$+X$+Q$ ; :Z$
-"4"

670 IF X=4 TH
X$+FF$+X$+Q$:
680 IF X=5 TH
X$+DD$+X$+Q$:
690 IF X-6 TH
$:Z$="2"
700 IF X=7 TH
B$+X$+Q$:Z$="
710 IF X=8 TH
$+Q$:Z$="5"
720 DRAW + Y$
730 EN$=INKEY
740 IF EN$=Z$
GFEDCEGFEOC":
750 IF EN$=""
760 IF EN$="9
770 IF ENtOZ
F#":G0TO 730
780 CLS:END

EN Yt=BBl+X$+0$+R$+
Z$="5"
EN Y$-CC$+X$+0$+R$+
Z$="2"
EN Y$=R$+E$+D$+X$+Q

EN Y$=R$+E$+D$+X$+B
4"

EN Y$=B$+L$+U$+E$+X

THEN PLAY'*03L32CDE
GOTO 620
THEN 730

" THEN 780
$ THEN PLAY"O2L20F#

^

SASK RESIDENTS m ?ZIAX

PH. O06> 745-6527

VIP Software for the CoCo 3
VIP Writer III includes VIP Speller $79 95
VIP CatC III $69.95
VIP Database III $69.95
VIP Library /WDCE

, $179,95
Upgrade Writer to Writer III .....$49.95

Upgrade Calcto Calc 111.... ...$29.95
Upgrade Database to Database II I....$39.95
Upgrade Library to Library /WDCE....$99.95

VIP Software for ALL CoCos
VIP Writer includes VIP Speller* $69 95
VIP Calc $59,95
VIP Database........ $49 95
VIP Speller.. .....$34.95

VIP Disk-Zap $29.95
VIP Integrated Library.......... .....$149.95
Upgrade any VIP pgm to V IP Library $99.95

Upgrading? Send disk only + amount + $3 S/H|
See our July ads for more information

VISA 1-800-322-9873 M/C
SD Enterprises info line (805) 566-1317
P. O. Box 621 Carpinteria Ca 93013

VIP Library orders add $4 S/H USA, $5 Canada & $10 Foreign
Other order; add J3 S/H in USA, $4 Canada, $6 Foreign, COO orders add an
additional $2. 75. Checks allow 3 weeks tor delivery. Calif, res. add 6% tax.

r-TTT'
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Feature
CoCo 3

For snooping around inside your programs

on the CoCo 3
By Kirk Goodell

m^ isk Blaster a hand;

^^^^ little those

^m ^M v\ i
i :ed to patch d isk

^M ^^m programs peek

JBmmr around on an Adven-

tures disk for commands and clues. 1

originally wrote it because I needed an

easy way to patch VIP Writer, Ghana
Ewana, Trivia Fever and the like to

run on the CoCo 3. After hacking on

my effort for a few days, I realized

that with a little more work, I would

have something good enough to

share with fellow CoCoists.

During development I played

with various screen formats but

could not come up with one

smaller than HO columns upon which

I could fit everything I wanted — not

even the semi-supported 64-co|umn

screen. Those of you without decent

monitors can modify the program to use

a smaller, more readable screen and dis-

play a half-sector at a time.

The next thing 1 added in the develop-

ment was the ability to search for a word

in addition to just a byte, which made it a

Kirk Goodell holds a bachelor's degree

in computer science, and has- been pro-

gramming professionally for six years

He and his wife, Patty, and son. Justin,

enjoy pragamming on their Color Com-
puters and on their PC/AT.

lot easier to

upgrade disks to CoCo 3

compatibility. This usually involves

changing $FF00 to $FEO0. Next I real-

ized I needed direct disk I/O to access

more than 35 tracks and non-standard

sectors,

JMy last design decision involved the

Sector Print option. I decided not to make

the baud rate a menu item since I was

rapidly running out of menu space. You
must set up the baud rate for yourselfjust

once before you run the program for the

first time. (The best idea is to put the baud

rate poke in the first line of the program.)

Enough about development — let's

talk about features. The program is fully

error-trapped, including disk I/O.

Error messages are written on

the status line (Line 24) of the

screen. You can also access any

OS-9 disks. {Hint: Try looking

for the directory on Track 0.) The

program searches an entire disk in

about three minutes (the program

runs at double speed except during

disk I/O and printer output). You can

access Drive through 3, Track

through 39, and Sector 1 through 255.

You can search for a byte or a word by

entering the Hex value or the character

equivalents) preceded by quotation

marks. While examining a sector, you

can modify any bytes in the sector and/or

dump the sector to your printer. The

program warns you if you make a change

to a sector and try to leave it without first

writing it back to the disk.

The Sector Print option is very useful

for tracing a program on the disk. First

dump the FAT (File Allocation Table),

Track 1 7, Sector 2. Then dump the direc-

tory. Track 17, Sector 3. 4, etc. With this

information on paper and the technical

information chapter in your Disk BASIC

manual, following a program on the disk

is fairly easy.

Unfortunately along with features

come limitations. The screen update is

slow due to graphics-generated text and
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the construction of the Hex values and
printable character strings. A decent

monitor is also needed in order to read the

80-column screen. (A CM-8 is a little

fuzzy; a Magnavox 8CM 513 or an NEC
Multisync looks super.) The best results

are: probably achieved with a monochrome
monitor. Finally, you cannot change track

numbers, sector numbers, CRCs or any
other control bytes. This requires track

I/O as opposed to sector I/O, and I have
not figured out how to do this yet!

Although the program is menu driven

and self-explanatory, a few notes are in

order. You can enter any sector from 1 to

255 for the Read option. However, the

Find option defaults to 1 to 18 for each

track scanned, For the Change option the

byte number to be changed must be en-
tered in Hex, but don't precede the number
with &.H. To enter the new value, you
may enter the Hex value or the character

having that value, preceded by either a

single or double quotation mark. (If you
want to change a byte to 4 1 Hex. you can

enter 41, 'A or "A.) For the Find option

you can search for a byte or a word: the

value can be Hex or character as in the

Change option. (To search for I J, enter

494A, "IJ or "I J.)

This program is not designed to allow

you to crack or clone protected software,

but it is one ofmy most useful uti lities. At
the very least, 1 have upgraded some stuff

to work on the CoCo 3, and I have redis-

covered my Adventures games!

(Questions or comments concerning

this utility may be directed to the author
at 805 College Hill Road. Apt, 76. Ox-
ford, MS 38655. Please enclose an SASE
when requesting a reply.)

150 .... 234
300 .... 161
430 .. 100
690 44
880 .

1060
1280
1440
END ..

115
188
173

.. 55
159

The listing: BLASTER

* COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT.INC
10 QNERRGOTO159B;WIDTH80:CLS:CLE
AR1000:G$-STRING*Q2B," "):A$-ST
RINGS (128." "):DIMPC$(20);DR»0:T
R=0:SO1:WG=0:OK-0;POKE&HFF9A,0
'BLACK BORDER
20 L0CATEZ1.1:PRIHT"CAPTAIH KIR
K'S C0C03 DISK BLASTER" rGOSUB
40;GOTO50
30 "UPDATE DRIVE, TRACK. SECTOR
HEADING

40 LQCATE21,3:PRINT"DRIVE " ;DR ;

"

TRACK ,,

;:PRINTUSING"#":TR;
:PRINT" SECTOR "

; : PRI NTUSIN
G"##";SC: RETURN
50 LOCATES. 2£:PRINT" <D>RIVE <T
>RACK <S>ECT0R <R>EAD <W>RITE
<P>RINT <OHAHSE <F>IND <Q>

UIT";
60 LOCATE0,22
70 K$=INKEY$ : I FKt-"D"THENOP-lELS
EIFK$-"T"THEN0P-2ELSEIFK$»"S"THE
N0P=3ELSEIFK$="R"THEN0P-4ELSEIFK
$-"W"THENQP-5ELSEIFK$-"P"THEN0P=
6EL5EIFK$="C"THEN0P=7ELSEIFKt-"F
"THEN0P-8ELSEIFK$="Q"THEN0P=9ELS
E70
80 'OPTION: DRV,TRK,SEC,RED,WRT
,PRT,CHG,FND.QL)IT
90 ONOP GOSUB120.170

I 220,280,410
.550.590.770.1610
100 GOTO60
110 'CHANGE DRIVE
120 GOSUB1010:IFWG THEN150
130 LOCATE28.3:K(-INKEV$:IFK$="0
"THENO=0ELSEIFK$="l"THEND-lELSEr
FK$="2"THEND-2ELSEIFK$-"3"THEND-
3ELSE130
140 IFDODRTHENOK-0:DR-D:GOSIIB4

The SevQnth Link

This program is

quite simptj (he
best role-playing

adventure the

CoCo has ever .seen.

You must build a
character who u'il]

adventure as your
alter-cgo through
wifd landi, battle
fierce monsters,
sail treacherous

seas, travel to other worlds and adventure through the disma
passages of Elira's many dungeons.
These dungeons are the visual highlight of the program
Presented in high speed 16-colour 3D. and full of monsters
ladders, pus and water,
flooded rooms and doors
diesis and healing fonts, they I
will keep you wandering and
wondering for many
fasei nai ing hours.
Of course, you will need to
arm and provision yourself
firm, and perhaps find friends,;;-:

to accompany you within i he-

many castles you will find
amongst the islands of Hira.
The package includes three

discs, a 30-page manual. 4
maps, a tjuick reference card
and a strip ofsimulated superconductor wire

Price: $38 US/ $48 Cdn
Requires l28fcCoCo3. 1-40

i rack drive (Your RS drive is

eapahie of 40 tracks if it's not
an old grey one.]

Verslcinl.2 Features: Extra
monster, tasler hoot-up.

Easter dungeon movement,
and In lit i outside graphics!

Studio Works
At last, here is Ihe digits: aucfio sampler thai delivers
what elher systems promise. It features Full point and
click operation, on-screen graphical display and
editing of TWO samples at ones, using two available
audio clipboards and a iiost of editing/ manipulation
features.
An audio signal is digged through an adaptor cable
icomes '.'jith package, -or you may use Ihe Masrsound
cablet which plugs into you: |oysticK pott. Once Ihe
sound has been recorded infrt isGo's memory, you
car. alter it and play it bacK, retard il on disc and
include it in your own BASIC or ML programs.
Features include: reverse-, delete-, copy-, volume
control*, play.block, s#quBnc»r, envelope draw, 5£
samples in memory (5Uk only, a on IS&Kj, play any
from keyboard igreal for adding special effeeis lo
home moviesj, D'aythfough. looping, file compression 5.l9-iro5kH2
•eeord rale. (512k: 10-86 seconds, 'JBK;|.5-12 Seconds), BASIC driver
program, and more.

With cable; $541 :S/&ti-U.dn. wilh»ul:$J9L S/$49Cdn.

(Req^oCc^clrive,
mouse or joystick)

NEW!: Sound Effeets Packs. Load a few samples into Studio Works, add
them to movies or answering machine messages, or anything! $14 Each.

12 Samples! includes: Breaking glass, car starting, creaky door, applause, etc.
1 1 Samples], Dogs barking, monk&ys, frogs, chickens, etc.

FX1: ^enerai i4 discs
FX2: Animals |3 *scs

5^S~rZ°>

Citdidiiril 2: Wcalhcrslu He';. Kud
Monstrous ttoraw ihrcacon the Valley .m J vnun; I'Aik

Olin :* itrnr ii> secure hi-lp from the
powers th.n remain on I.-tJ i Isfc.

Mis »hip is waylaid nnd he find*

him mil caa .lallorc nn .i land thai is

held in i h*.- grip of rh# enemy.
Prompted hy the success nfitie
i-.iohly ii.vl;ifm:L-d Caladuril Fkime o(
I ijtlit i ln» program was entirety
re-uriircn ut take advanrstt d me
f'oCn .' = srx'td. graphic* and
memorv ki cruare nnt n( ihe moat
impnsish-e aJvennnV!. to be found
'>n ttiL'C.iCiv Cnluduril 2 feenraize
over 7n\ei LK and contains in excess
of iSOdefiuoi objecfc. The -.iniL- it

|>l:i>\'d in ;m unsi]'ui-i;ijr.*du'.-n-ld^hi

See revien. Rainbow
.Tune S*. r^i.i;t 12ft..

-

Bfe sew vtwn ta '#ki -^ -•.:

It ik*u .;m>Ioi
_

l* b\ i e^rollingvs

Him Hook (20 pgs, dngn/iown maps, clues etc,):S.S_>0 Books
foftaltidui-ill or 2 (Specify): $$m. Hooks, add SI S'll each.

arnunJ iw . gni[ihic window, w hen vi>li rjpgpnmh an object, iti naim; is prfnted
on-&,'r<een. :md vnu rr.iv mfthitWf^K ti j&ina muln-viorj hns^fisli w-->mrn.inds hu*:h is

}! ' IMF Kl-VWI'ill l'tlhLOS<iHO(>KTHIiN UN'I.'OCKTHF. DOOR .

I he wipknjse Indudes: ., lit page manuat 1 1X17" map. velvet pouch of PoweriKBiet
-ind ' disci.

Price: $32 US/ $38 Cdn @ gSgs
^J^ £

Also available: Caladuril, Flame of Light (64K CoCo 1/2/3,
'drive $18-'$24). reviewed in The Rainbow. December 87

OBLIQUE
TRIAD
32 Church St,

Georgetown
Ontario
Canada
I.7G2A7

416 S77 8149

iWe Aec*pk
MasterCard,

Ames, persona!
cheques and
money orders,

COD rfl Canada
Only, Please add
S2 60 ahrpping to

a:: orders.
Ontario ,'esidents

please 4do Z% tax.
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150 RETURN
160 'CHANGE TRACK
170 GOSUB1010:IFWG THEN200
180 LQCATE4I,3:;INPUTT;IFIT<0>OR(
T>39)THENL0CATE41,3:PRINT" ";:

GOTO180
190 IFTOTR THENQK-0:TR-T:GOSUB4

200 RETURN
210 'CHANGE SECTOR
220 GOSU81010: I FWG THEN260
230 LQCATE56,3:INPUTS:IF(S<1)0R(
S>255)THENL0CATE56,3:PRINT" ";

:GOTO230
240 IFSOSC THENNOK-0:5C-S
250 GOSUB40
260 RETURN
270 'READ SECTOR
280 GOSUB1010:IFWG THEN320
290 LOCATE30.22:DP=256*PEEK(&HC0
06)+P£EK(&BC007):POKEDP,2:POKEDP
+1,DR:P0KEDP+2.TR:P0KEDP+3,SC:AA
-VARPTRCAS ) :P0KEDP+4 , PEEKIAA+2)

:

PQKEDP+5.P£EK(AA+3):PQKE65496,0:
EXEC256*PEEK(&HC004)+PEEK(&HC005
):POKE65497,0:ER=PEEKCDP+6):IFER
-0THEN310
300 L0CATE2.23:PRINT"*** DISK RE

AD ERROR -- ";:GOSUB450
310 IFOP-4THENGOSUB340
320 RETURN
330 'DISPLAY SECTOR CONTENTS
340 ROW-5:LQCATE0.5:OK--1:FORSN-
lTQ2:IFSN-lTHENS$-A$ELSESt-B*
350 B-1:F0RLP-1T0S:BS-(SN-1)*128
+B-1:PRINT" "i :IFBS<16THENPRINT
.10...

360 PRINTHEXS(BS) : :PRINT": ";:F
QRBY=B TQ15+B:PRINT" ";;BV=ASC(M
ID$(SS.BY.1)):IFBV<16THENPRINT"0
m ,

370 PRINTHEX5(BV);:IFINT(BY/4)*4
-BY THENPRINT" ";

380 IFINTCB¥/S>*8=BY THENPRINT"

390 NEXT: PRINT" "
;

:

PC${R0W)="": F

QRBY-B T015+B:CD-ASCCMlDt(St.BY,
1 ) ) ; GOSUB710 : PCI < ROW )-PC( ( ROW )+C
HR$(CDhNEXT:PRINTPCS(RQW):ROW=R
0W+1:B-B+16:HEXTLP:NEXTSN: RETURN
400 "WRITE SECTOR
410 L0CATE3S . 22 : DP=256*PEEK( &HC0
06)+PEEK<&HC007):POKEDP,3'POKEDP
+1.DR:P0KEDP+2.TR:P0KEDP+3.SC:AA
-VARPTRCAS) :P0KEDP+4.PEEK(AA+2):
PQKEDP+5,PEEK(AA+3):POKE65496,0:
EXEC25S*PEEKt&HC004)+PEEK(&HC005
):POKE65497,0:ER=PEEK(DP+6):IF£R
«0THENWG-0:GOTO430
420 L0CATE2, 23: PRINT"*** DISK WR
ITE ERROR " ";:GOSUB450
430 RETURN
440 "DISPLAY DISK ERROR
450 IFER-4THENPRINT"LOST DATA":
460 IFER-8THENPRINT"CRC ERROR";
470 IFER-16THENPRINT"SEEK ERROR/
SECTOR NOT FOUND";
480 1FER=32THENPRINT"WRITE FAULT

490 IFER-64THENPRINT"WRITE PROTE
CT"
500'lFER-128THENPRINT"DRIVE NOT
READY"
510 IFCER04)ANtKER08)AND(ER01

6)AND(ERO32)AND(ERO64)AND(ER0
128)THENPRINT"MULTIPLE ERRORS1";
520 PRINT" -- PRESS <ENTER> ***"

;:SQUND150,5
530 IFINKEY$OCHRt{13)TMEH53flELS
ELOCATE2 J 23:PRINTSTRING$(77," ")

; ; RETURN
540 'PRINT SECTOR
550 LOCATE30,23:ATTR0.0,B: PRINT"
*** PRINTING ***"; iATTR0,0: PQKE6

5496 .0 : R-0 : F0RI-442848T0445728ST
EP2:A-LPEEK(I>:R-R+1:A=A AND127:
IFA>95THENA-A-64
560 PRINT#-2,CHR$(A);:1FR>79THEH
PRINT#-2:R»0
570 NEXT: PRI NT#-2;POKE65497.0:LO
CATE30. 23: PRINT"

";;RETURN
580 'CHANGE BYTE
590 IFNOTOK THEN700ELSELOCATE64,
22:PRINT"BYTE § "; :PRINTCHRSC8)

;

:GQSUB1120 'GO ACCEPT A HEX VALU
E

600 IF(DV<0)ORtDV>255)THEN690
610 NB=DV:IFNB<128THENVA-ASC(MID
$(Af .NB+1.1))ELSEVA-ASC(MID$(B$,
NB-127,1)) 'SAVE ORIG VAIIJF IN C

ASE OF CHANGE-ABORT
620 ATTR0.0.B:GOSUB1050
630 L0CATE64,22:PR1NT"T0 ":

:LOCATE67,22:GOSUB1120 'GO ACCEP
T A HEX VALUE
640 IFCDV<0)OR(DV>255)THEN680ELS
EVA-DV:WG--1
650 IFNB>127THEN670
660 MIDt(A$,NB+l.l)-CHR$CVA):GOT
0680
670 MID$(B$.NB-l27.1)-CHRt(VA)
680 GOSUB1050
690 LOCATE64. 22: PRINT" <F>IND";
700 RETURN
710 'IF CD IS NOT A PRINTABLE CH

ARACTER, REPLACE IT WITH A PERIO
D

720 IFCD<32THENCD-46
730 IF(CD>90)AND(CD<96)THENCD-46
740 IFCD>127THENCD°=46
750 RETURN
760 'FIND A BYTE OR WORD
770 GOSUB1010:IFWG THEN990
780 L0CATE55,22:PRINT"FIND VALUE
":LOCATE66,22:GOSUB1300

790 IFWD$=""THEN980
800 GT-TR:GS-SC
810 L0CATE55.22:PRINT"START TRAC
K": L0CATE67, 22 :INPUTST: I F(ST<0)O
R<ST>34)THEN810
820 LQCATE55,22:PRINT"START SECT
OR" : LOCATE67 , 22 : I NPUTSS: I F(SSO

)

OR(SS>18)THEN820
830 L0CATE55„22:PRINT"END TRACK
":LOCATE67 P 22:INPUTET:IF(ETC0)OR
(ET>34)OR(ET<ST)THEN830
840 L0CATE55,22:PRINT"END SECTO
R":LQCATE67,22:INPUTES:IF(ES<1>0
R{ES>18)0R((ST=ET)AND(ES<SS))THE
N840
850 L0CATE55.22:PRINT"S E A R C

H I N G";:FORTR-ST TOET: FORSC=SS
TOES : GOSUB40 : GOSUB280 : PA- I NSTRC
1,A$.WDI):PB-INSTR(1,B$.WD$):PC=
0:IF(LEN(WD$)=2>AND<RIGHT$(A$.l)
-LEFTS (WD$.1))AND(LEFT$(B$.1HRI
GHT$(WD$,1))THENPC=1

860 IFCPA-0)AND(PB-0)ANDCPC=0)TM
EN960ELSEGT=TR: GS=SC : GOSUB340
870 IFPA=0THEN900ELSEIX=0
880 NB-PA-lrVA-ASC£LEFT$(WD$,l))
:ATTR0,0,B:GOSUB1050:IFLEM(WDS)-
2THENNB-NB+l:VA~ASCCRIGHT$(WD$.l
)):ATTR0,0.B:GOSUB1050
890 IX-PA+LEN(WD$) :PA-IN5TR(IX.A
$.WD$):IFPA>0THEN880
900 QC=0:IFPC=0THEN910ELSEQC-1:N
B-127:VA-ASC(LEFT$<WD$.1)):ATTR0
,0,B:GOSUB1050:IFLEN(WD$)=2THENN
B-NB+1 : VA-ASCC RIGHT$( WD$ ,

1

} )

:

ATT
R0,0,B;GOSUB1050
910 IFPB=0THEN940ELSEIX=0
920 NB-127+PB:VA-ASCfLEFT$CWD*,l
)):ATTR0,0,B:GOSUB1050:IFLEN(WDt
)=2THENNB=NB+1:VA=ASCCRIGHTS(WDS
,1)):ATTR0.0,B:GOSIJB1050
930 IX-PB+LEN(WD$):PB-INSTR(IX.B
t.WD$):IFPB>0THEN920
940 L0CATE65,22:PRINT"C0NTINUE S

EARCH ?";

950 KS=INKEYS:IFKS=""THEN950ELSE
IFK$="N"THEN970ELSELOCATE55,22:P
RINT"S E A R C H I N G";

qfiFl NFXTSC.TR
970 TR=GT;SC=GS;GOSUB30
980 L0CATE55,22:PRINT"<OHANGE
<F>IND <Q>UIT"
990 RETURN
1000 'WARN USER IF SECTOR CHANGE
MADE BUT NOT WRITTEN
1010 IFUG THENLQCATEB,23:PRINT"*
** WARNING -- SECTOR CHANGE BUFF
ER NOT WRITTEN -- OKAY ? ";:SQUN
D150.5ELSE1030
1020 K$-INKEY$;irK$-""TIICN1020EL
SELOCATE8.23:PRINTSTRING$(70." "

);:IFK$-"Y"THENWG-0
1030 RETURN
1040 'LOCATE THE VALUE AND PRINT
^CHARACTER OF A BYTE AND REFRESH
THEM
1050 R0W=5:TB=NB
1060 IFTB>15THENTB-TB-16:ROW-ROW
+1:GOTO1060
1070 C0L-TB*3+8: IFTB>3THENC0L=CO
L+l : I FTB>7THENCOL=COL+2 : I FTB>11T
HENCOL-COL+1
1080 L0CAT£C0L,ROW:IFVA<16THENPR
INT"0";
1090 PRINTHEX$(VA);:CD=VA:G0SUB7
10:LOCATE62+TB,ROW:PRINTCHRt(CD)
; : ATTR0 ,0 : L0CATE63+TB . ROW : PRI NTR
IGHTJCPCSCROW) ,15-TB)
1100 RETURN
1110 'HEX NUMBER ENTRY FROM 00 T

FF. FRROR TRAP AND RETURN DEC

IMAL VALUE IN DV. USES XX, H

N$. AND IK$ LOCALLY AS SCRATCH V

ARIABLES.
1120 K$-INKEYt:IFKI-""THEN1120
1130 IFK$=CHR$C13)THENDV-999:G0T
01280 'SIGNAL CALLING CODE TO AB
ORT
1140 PRINTK$;:HN$-K$
1150 K$=INKEY$:IFK$=""THEN1150
1160 1FK$=CHR$U3)THENLNJ-HN$:HN
$-"0": PRI NT" "; :GOTO1220
1170 PRINTK$;:IFK$-CHR$C8)THEN11
20
1180 LN$-K$
1190 K$-INKEY$:IFK$-""THEN1190
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1200 IFK$-CHRJt8)THENPRINTk$;:G0
TO1150
1210 IFK$OCHR$(13)THEN1190
1220 IF(HN$- )DR(HN$=CHR$(34))
THENDV-ASCCLNJ):GOTO1280
1230 DV-ASC( HNS ) -48 : I FDV>9THEHDV
-OV-7
1240 IF(DV<0>ORCDV>15}THENPRINTC
HR$(8);CHR$(8);:GOTO1120
1250 DV-DV*16:XX-ASC(LN$)-48:IFX
D9THENXX-XX-7
1260 IF<XX<0JORCXX>15)THENPRINTC
HR$(8):CHRtl3); :GOTO1120
1270 DV-DV+XX
1280 RETURN
1290 "HEX STRING ENTRY FROM TO
FFFF

1300 WD$U)="":WDJ(2)-"":WDS(3)-
"":WD$C4)-"":I-2
1310 I-I+l
1320 K$=INKEr$:IFK$-""THEN1320EL
SEIFK$-CHRt(13)THENNC~l-l:GQTul3
30ELSEPRIHTKS ; : I FK*-CHR$(6 JTHENI
-I-l:GOTO1320ELSEWDt(n-K$:IFI<4
THEN1310ELSENO4
1330 IF(WD$(1)<> )AND(WDf (DO
CHR$(34))THEN1370
1340 IFNC-3THENWO$-WUi(2)+WU*(33
:GOTO1570
1350 IFNC-2THENWD$-UD$(2):G0T015
70
1360 VD-0:GDTO1380
1370 VD— 1:F0RI-1TDNC:IFINSTR(1,
"0123456789ABCDEF",WDt(I))-0THEN

VD-0:NEXTELSENEXT
1380 IFNOTVD THEMF0RI-1T0NC

:

PRIN
TCHR$(8); : NEXT: GQTQ1300
1390 IFNC-0THENWD$-"":GQTO1570
1400 ONNC GOTO1410, 1430. 1460. 150

1410 HB$-"":XX-ASC(WD$(D)-48:IF
XX>9THENXX-XX-71420
LBJ=CHRJ(XXJ:GOTO1560
1430 HBt-"":XX-ASC(WD$(l))-48:IF
XX>9THENXX-XX-7
1440 XY«ASC(WD$C2))-48:IFXY>9THE
NXY-XY-7
1450 LB$-CHR$(XX*I6+XY):GOTO1560
1460 XX-ASaWD$(l))-48:IFXX>9THE
NHS$-CHRJ{XX-7)ELSEHB$-CHR$(XX)
1470 XX-ASC(WD$(2))-48:IFXX>9THE
NXX=XX-7
1480 XY-ASC(WD$(3))-48:IFXY>9THE
NXY-XY-7
1490 LB$-CHR$(XX*16+XY):GOTO1560
1500 XX-ASC(WDt(l)J-48:IFXX>9THE
MXX-XX-7
1510 XY=ASC(WD*(2))-48;IFXY>9THE
NXY-XY-7
1520 HB$-CHRt(XX*16+XY)

1530 XX-ASC(WDt(3))-48:IFXX>9THE
NXX-XX-7
1540 XY-ASC(WD$(4))-48:IFXY>9THE
NXY-XY-7
1550 LB$-CHR$(XX*16+XY)
1560 WD$-HB$+LB$
1570 RETURN
1580 'ERROR
1590 LOCATES, 10 :PRINT; PRINT"

PROGRAM
E R R R":PRINT:END
1600 'QUIT
1610 GOSUB1010:IFWG THENRETURMEL
SEPOKE65496,0:ENO

r
i

i

i

i

THE RGB HARD DISK
A warranty can replace your Hard Disk Drive,

but not the valuable data it contains! Think
about this BEFORE you buy a used or rebuilt

hard drive.

RGB Computer Systems uses only BRAND
NEW Hard Disk Drives. Controllers and Com-
ponents, all with the Full Manufacturers
Warranty.

Due to the unique design of our components
and software, RGB also has the fastest and
most reliable data transfer in the industry!

The RGB Hard Disk System fully supports both
BASIC and OS-9, and provides the ability to

boot up OS-9 completely from the Hard Disk

without the need for special EPROMS or the
loss of Disk Basic,

If you need a Fast, Reliable Hard Disk System
and don't mind spending a few dollars more for

Quality, please give us a call today!

I

I

I

I

COMPUTER riF§tl
SYSTEMS "~™

KEh

294 STILLWELL AVE
KENMORE, NY 14217 (716) 876-753838

|

"COMMAUP THB, GRAPHIC^
;POWER»'~
Of TH£ CoCo 3 V.

Paintbox'9

THE AUTOMATIC GRAPHICS PROGRAMMER.,
(Actually writes graphics programs 1 1 I

Simply useajoystick to pickfrom 64 colors,

draw, paint, $r even addfmUnppixd detail!

Then ({he the command to SAVEa short rou-

tine that recreates tfourqraphicexacduasLfou

did itoriginally (only much faster)! <TV ail

kindsgfgraphics, titles* diagrams which can

be merged Into yourprograms orused alone I

for CoCo 3 with disk&rself-centerinff jvustfck.

%e$ $2,995 Special inttoprke $2695+s/h I

~ J Foughb«.p!5ie,NY VltiOl
$1.50 S/H ONALL ORDERS
NY RESLDENTS INCLUDE SALES TAX t<?14> 485-8150
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CoCo Consu ltat ions

Simple Upgrade?
Can I upgrade a 300-haud modem to

1200 baud by some simple means, such as

installing a different crystal'' Canyon rec-

ommend any shareware OS-9 terminal

programs;
Kerry Whittemore

Medicine Hat. Alberta

There is no way to upgrade a 300-baud

modem because the circuitry for all aspects

of a 1200-baud modem is completely dif-

ferent from thai ofa 300-baod modem. The

only upgrade is to throw out the 300-baud

modem and buy a 1200-baud one.

In Delphi's OS-9 S1G Teleom section

are a number of newer programs that have

the look and feel of Procomm, the most

popular IBM shareware terminal program.

These include Tetstar and Jterm.

XCoinQ {be sure to get the version for the

CoCo 3), aiso available on Delphi, is an

older OS-9 terminal program that is tried

and true. With some of these programs you

must be careful that all of the terminal

program is on disk in your CMOS directory in

order for the program to work. You must

have the t2 or acispsk driver in memory
and be sure the RS-232 pack is in the

correct slot of the Multi-Pak (in most eases

this will be Slot 1 ). unless you are using a

Y cable or have strapped the *CART pins of

your Multi-Pak.

Poking Lowercase Out ofCoCo
How run [force the 32-columtt CoCo 3

screen to display lowercase letters using

pokes'.
1

Bill Jackson,

Sacramento, California

I just checked with Art Flexser, amaster

of basic on the CoCo 3. and he informs me
that you should use POKE &H95C9 .SH57 : POKE

&HFF22 , &H50 to get lowercase with a green

border and substitute SH17 and SH 10 for the

Martin II. Goodman, M.D.. a physician

trained in anesthesiology, is a longtime

electronics tinkerer and outspoken com-

mentator— sort of the Howard Cosell of

the CoCo world. On Delphi. Marty is the

SIGop of rainbow's CoCo SIG and data-

base mdnager of OS-9 Online. His non-

computer passions include running, moun-

taineering and outdoor photography. Marty

lives in San Pablo, California,

By Marty Goodman
Rainbow Contributing Kditor

&H7 and &H50. respectively, if you want a

black border.

Screen Sparklies

Can you fell me how to fix the "spar-

klie" problem— those bits ofsnow I get on

my screen during disk I/O under OS-9?

How can I get a spare GIME chip and how

much does it cost?

Jeff Beet-

Canto, Massachusetts

I provided details of Roger Krupski's

sparklie fix in the October "88 issue ofthe

RAINBOW, Page 58. As Kevin Darling

pointed out, the sparklie problem seems to

be worst when the computer and its chips

are hot. Sometimes reflowing the solder

joints (healing and allowing the solder to

remelt) for the GIME chip socket helps a

sparklie-plagued CoCo 3, Sometimes the

problem can be fixed by replacing an older

19S6 GIME chip with the newer 1987

version. New GIME chips can be ordered

directly or through your local Radio Shack

store from National Parts. The RS part

number for the current GIME chip is MX-
0992, and its description is "VC2838 Cus-

tom Controller Chip, Replacement for

VC2465." Be sure to also specify that it is

a part for the CoCo 3 (Cat. No. 26-3334).

Floppy Drive Burnout

/ have a burned'out FD-500floppy drive

power supply and have been told that the

supply has intrinsic problems. Can you

recommend an alternative power supply?

George Quellhorxt

Plainesville, Ohio

Jameco (call 415-592-8097), of Belmont,

California, sells some excellent power

supplies for that purpose. In particular, its

PS72C, priced at $24.95. is a rugged bench

linear power supply delivering regulated

12V at 6 amps and 5 volts at 2 amps. This

should be enough for two floppy or hard

drives. Alternatively if you are a deter-

mined do-it-yourselfer, look in Delphi's

CoCo SIG Hardware Hacking section. There

you'll find a schematic diagram for an

excellent 12- and 5-volt power supply that

Don Hutchison and I devised. With com-

mercial surplus supplies available in the

$20 to $40 price range, it seems silly to

bother making one unless you have a well-

stocked parts bin and lots of time on your

hands.

Overheated in Dallas

/ have a CoCo 2 whose power supply

seems to he overheating. What can I do

about it?

Norman Grubb
Dallas

Fixing an overheating CoCo power

supply takes experience with electronics

and some common sense. One thing that

some have done with success is to replace

the regulating NPN power transistor with a

2N3022 generic power transistor. Mount it

on a fat. finned heat sink (instead of the

wimpy heat sink provided by Tandy). Al-

ternatively you can provide your own source

of regulated +5 volts (capable of delivering

1.5 amps) and unregulated +10 and -10

volts (at 100 mA or so). To disconnect the

existing power supply and hook up an

external one, a schematic diagram for the

exact model of CoCo you have is a must.

Get the service manual for that CoCo cata-

log number from National Parts. Be sure

when feeding in power from an external

supply to remove the big filter capacitor in

the Coco itself and replace it with a small

(50 uF) one, or you risk ground loop cur-

rent problems.

Strange Connector

What is involved in using one of those

Tandy W00EX external add-on drives with

a Color Computer? It uses afunny 30-pin

connector on its cable.

Dick Reitz

New Jersey
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The driven and cases with those Tandy

external drive systems are excellent ge-

neric items that can be used with the CoCo
and other computers. However, the 30-

wire cable that comes out of them is ultra-

weird and very specific to the Tandy 1000

computer system. The cases have no power

supply in them, and power is supplied to the

drive via some of the lines on that 30-wire

cable. The data and ground lines for the

drive are in totally different places on the

cable than they are in normal 34-wire drive

cables. My recommendation, if you have

such a drive and want to use it with the

CoCo, is to open up the case and remove the

Tandy special cable, then use your own

normal 34-wire cable and add a power

supply ofyourchoosing to the system. Paul

Tesch (paul TESCH) told me he checked the

30-wire cable using an ohmeter. and got the

results shown in Table 1

,

Table 1:

Tandy 30-

wire cable

normal 34-pin

cable or power

Tandy 30-

wire cable

normal 34-pin

cable or power

1 + 12V 2 +5V

3 +12V 4 +5V

5 GND 6 +5V

7 GND 8 +5V
9 GND 10 Pin 8

11 GND 12 Pin 26

13 GND 14 Pin 20

15 Pin 32 16 Pin 16

17 Pin 18 18 GND
19 Pin 28 20 GND
21 Pin 30 22 GND
23 Pin 22 24 GND
25 Pin 24 26 GND
27 Pin 10 28 +12V

29 12 30 + 12V

Intermingling Printer

How do I hook tip to the CoCo a printer

designed to be hooked to a Commodore
64's serial port?

Will Brunner
Brooksvilte, Florida

Unless you are familiar with some ofthe

fundamentals of eletronic tinkering, it is

probably not worth your effort to try, given

how inexpensive printers are these days.

The Commodore 64 's serial port puts out

serial data in a manner similar to that of

"normal" RS-232 ports but not at the same

voltage levels. Where normal RS-232 ports

send data at levels of +5 to +12 volts for

high and -5 to - 12 volts for low, the Com-
modore 64 sends the data out atTTL levels:

+5 volts for high, volts for low. Given a

schematic or technical specs for the printer

in question, you should be able to add level

converter chips (either the 1488 and 1489

pair sold by Tandy if you can add + and - 1

2

volt power supplies for them, or a MAX232
chip that runs directly off a single +5 volt

supply and generates internally its own
voltages for level conversion) and convert

the printer for use with a normal RS-232

port. But as I mentioned, this requires some

experience.

Intermingling Drives

How can I use the FD-502 or other

double-sided disk drive as a double-sided

drive under Radio Shack's Disk Extended

BASIC?
'

Chris Tracy

Mt. Pulaski Illinois

Your best bet by far is to purchase

ADOSS or a similar alternate DOS from

any of a number of Color Computer ven-

dors (such as Microcom). ADOS 3, pro-

duced by Art Flexser of SpectroSystems in

Miami, Florida, allows using both sides of

double-sided drives and adds many other

fixes and features to Disk basic while

retaining a high level of compatibility with

Disk BASic-based software. You can also

get help and advice about this product

directly from Art himself via Delphi's Color

Computer Special Interest Group, where

Art appears almost daily.

Echoing Printer

fs there a command under RS BASICfor

the CoCo 3 that is equivalent to the DUAL

command on a Model 3, which causes the

printer to echo what is printed to the screen?

Chuck Carpinello

Rensselaer, New York

No, there is no such command within

RS BASIC. But it is fairly simple to write a

two- or three-line program that, under BA-

SIC, dumps the contents of the test screen to

the printer. Naturally you need to set your

CoCo and printer's baud rates to be the

same. You need a printer that has a serial

input or one to which a serial-to-parallel

converter has been added. The Model 3

talks to printers with parallel inputs, whereas

the CoCo sends data to the printer over an

RS-232 serial line.

Need Help in Independence

Can you help me use Color Scrips it on

my CoCo I to select different fonts on my
BMP- 106 printer?

Paul Kemp
Independence, Missouri

It is not worth trying to do anything with

Color Scripsit, in my opinion, when there

are so many other far better, more flexible

word processors available for the CoCo (all

models) for relatively modest prices. For

the CoCo 1 I recommend TeleWriter 64 or

VIP Writer (I find the former easier to learn,

though many of my friends swear by the

latter). Both these programs offer the abil-

ity to change printer fonts and support

underline, boldface and most other features

that any given printer offers.

Your technical questions are wel'

corned. Please address them to CoCo
Consultations, THE RAINBOW, P. O.

Box 385, Prospect, KY 40059.

We reserve the right to publish only

questions of general interest and to edit

Tor brevity and clarity. Due to the large

vol uine of mail we recieve, we are unable

to answer letters individually.

Questions can also be sent to Marty

through the Delphi CoCo S1G. From
the CoCo SIG> prompt, pick Rainbow
Magazine Services, then , at the RAIN-
BOW> prompt , type ask (tor Ask the

Experts) to arrive at the EXPERTS*
prompt , where you can select the "CoCo
Consultations" on line form which has

complete instructions.
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Radio Shack Welcomes You to

COCO LAND
Here's your ticket to a tun, fabulous world of adventure,
thrills and intrigue! Come to Radio Shack for the best in
games for your Color Computer. It's as much fun as an
amusement park—and no waiting in lines!

TETRIS
Experience the ultimate

Soviet challenge by dis-

covering the mystery of

the four squares! 29.95

*

SILPHEED
Take control of a Super
Dogfighter to keep the

galaxy free! 29.95

y

THEXDEfi
Command a Robot-Jet Assault Vehicle

and destroy enemy creatures! 24.95

PREDATOR
It's a life-or-death strug-

gle with an alien that

shows no mercy! 34.95

SOKO-BAN
Fifty levels of challenging
puzzlers? 29.95

BUY NOW FOR
CHRISTMAS!

Radio/hack
The Technology Store"

A DIVISION OF TANDV CORPORATION



I Doctor ASCII

My Squinting Sister

Currently I own two word processors,

Telewriter-64 and T/S Edit. While f have

no trouble using Telewriter-64. my sister,

whofrequently has the need to use a word

processor, has trouble seeing the words

and letters on TW-64.

T/S Edit provides a solution to her

problem— even though the Disk BASIC
version does not allow text formatting in

any way. So toformat the text, we use TW-
64, which— when used to readfiles cre-

ated by T/S Edit

—

presents some trouble.

Even though TW-64 can read ASCIIfiles,

itfrequently leaves out a big chunk of text

when reading ASCII files created by T/S

Edit. This situation causes both of us lots

of aggravation.

I am aware there's a textformatterfor

T/S Edit called T/S Word. This program

requires QS-9 to run, the very idea ofwhich

is outrageous to my sister. She dislikes its

complexity and avoids it at all costs. Whafs

more, the cursor inT/S Edit'i OS-9 version

for some unknown reason does not blink,

making it hard to use and follow on the

screen. Can you offer some assistance?

Hinh Phansavath

Buena Park, California

With a CoCo3 you can upgrade from

Telewriter-64 lo Telewriter- 128, which

satisfies both formatting requirements and

provides readable text using the CoCo 3's

native 80-by-24 display. If cost is a con-

straint, a relatively inexpensive composite

video monochrome monitor works fine for

word processing,

CoCo Possessed

Two weeks ago I received my Color

Computer 3. My current system also in-

cludes dual disk drives with a Disto Super

Controller, a 13-inch color TV and an NX-
1000 Rainbow printer with a Blue Streak

interface.

My problem started a couple of days

ago when I met with two other Color

Computer nuts over here in Germany. One

Richard Esposito is the principal engi-

neer forBDM Corporation. He holds bache-

lor's, master s and doctorate degreesfront

Polytechnic Institute ofBrooklyn. He has

been writing about microcomputers since

1980. '

Richard Libra is a simulator test opera-

tor for Singer Link Simulation Systems

Division.

By Richard E, Esposito
Rainbow Contributing Editor

with Richard W. Libra

of them has a CoCo 2 with ADOS and the

other a CoCo 3 with ADOS 3. I have RS-

DOS I . I installed in my controller and can

run almost allofmy programsjustfine. But
when I try to run their programs, the frus-

tration begins.

I can only run about 10 percent of their

programs. When I try to run the other 90

percent, tfie pi ogram freezes just after the

beginning—or 1 receive OM. DS. OS, AO,

or FC errors, just to name afew. I also get

spiking lines that run horizontally across

the screen while the picture is frozen.

Sometimes the screen comes up with what

I call "looking at the inside ofa bee hive."

It's the kind ofscreen you get when you try

to run a CoCo 3 program on a CoCo 2. if

this is not enough, sometimes the disk drive

keeps running and running, at times with-

out the little red tight on. Or Drive I starts

running when only Drive contains a disk.

I also can see the picture of die Three

Magi in the background of some of my
programs. Is this because RS-DOS does

not tike ADOS-saved programs, or do I

need to upgrade my current RS DOS I.I

ROM chip in my controller? If I have to

upgrade to a different DOS, which one do

I go to: ADOS. COOS or MJK DOS 9 My
Disto Super Controller has three more 28-

pin sockets in which I can put a total offour

DOS EPROM chips. From an economic

standpoint, I think I should look at the most

compatible DOS — or is there another

problem that prohibits me from running

these ADOS-saved programs?
Two more quick questions: What is the

F2 key for? And which is most advisable:

saving programs on drives 0, 1 , 2 and 3

without flipping the disks, or saving pro-

grams on drives and 1. which means

flipping the disks, notching and punching

out the other side of the disks?

William Gosz

APO New York

Start isolating your problem by trying

your computer with your friend's control-

ler. If the problems disappear, your con-

troller is the problem. Otherwise return the

new CoCo 3 computer to Tandy for re-

placement. If it is the controller, try swap-

ping disk controller ROMs. It is possible

that your friend's ADOS is set up to use 40

tracks, etc. If after the ROM swap you still

cannot read his disks, I suspect your con-

troller is at fault.

The Fl and F2 function keys are available

lo Disk basic programmers by polling the

keyboard rollover table. They can be more

directly sensed via their ASCII codes in

OS-9. I have not had any problems with

flipped-notched disks on single-sided drives.

With double-sided drives and in Disk ba-

sic, I find accessing the back side of the

drive via a different drive number more

convenient.

Need More Memory
/ would like more information about the

MMU (Memory Management Unit) task

segments andhow to switch banks ofRAM.
I have the CoCo 3 upgraded to 512K and

don't know how to access the memory. I

know that the computer banks its memory
into 64 blocks of 8K bytes. For example,

suppose I want to write $40 in ail of the

memory (5I2K) and reset it back after-

wards. What is the listing in machine lan-

guage? I ask this because I have built an

expansion relay with LEDs. and I need tots

ofmemory to store data. I gained some of

the information I have from the RAINBOW

(March '89, Page S8 t Table 1).

Jean Gravelie

Catineau, Quebec

A detailed explanation, along with ex-

ample code that loads and saves Hi-Res

screens, can be found in the January '87

issue of THE Rainbow, Page 167.
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Looking for Mighty Modem
/ have been looking for a 9600-baud

modem. I know they ui e made, but I can't

find one.

GeoffHall
Casselberry, Florida

Look for ads in Byte Magazine and The
Computer Shopper. Be prepared, though
-— they are expensive!

Pocket These Patches

I just read your article in the July '89

issue of THE RAINBOW and saw a reference

to the OS-9 Pascal patch with an inquiry

for patches for the other Pascal programs.
I discovered the following parches on a
local BBS:

1 Pascal

c 697 21 25

c 1692 21 25

v

1 pascals

c a5d 21 25

C a82 £1 25

v

1 pascale

c 23E 21 25

v

1 pascaln

c 99F 21 25

c 9C4 21 25

I contacted Mr. Scranton, the author, and
obtained his permission to send these to

you. Mr. Scranton lives in Columbus. Ohio.

Robert E. DeBolt

Ptckerington, Ohio

Thanks for the Pascal info,

If You Want My Advice. .

.

/ want to comment on some of your
answers in June's RAINBOW. I realize that a
question-and-answ >er column can '

t be per-
fect, but one user who had a 35-track

problem with OS-9 could have followed
quite a few other methods to fix his prob-
lem. First of all. his system should have
given him a Read Error, not when running

40 tracks, but when he used his 35-track

system master in the drive. I run with 40-

track double-sided systems 100 percent of
the lime, but I regularly read and copy
standard Radio Shack single-sided 35-track

disks when I buy software there. Secondly,

you shouldhave mentioned that the format
command has optionsfor both the number
of sides and the number of tracks. When
running in 40-track mode, the user can
easilyformat any number of35-track disks

for backup of other 35-track disks.

Mark S. Ritchie

Garland, Texas

Granted, a 40-track drive set up as such
can read 35-track disks. The point I was
making is that the converse is not true. You
will have problems reading a 40-track disk

if your OS-9 device descriptor is set up for

35 tracks.

Let's Get Something Straight

In reference toyour answer (July '89}to

Phillip Brown, OS-9 makes use of hard-
ware names to tell the system what a given

device looks like. It passes this info to a
driver. The driver is the actual software
connection to a given piece of hardware.
The following data was gleanedfrom the

addendum manual of OS-9 Level I Revi-

sion 2.00.00:

Driver

printer

aciapak.

modpak

Descriptor

/?

m
/T2

m
/Ml

/M2

The following notes should be usedfor
the above: /ml and /m2 are always the

Modem Pak; It! and /t3 are always the

serial pak or equivalent: aciapak is the

driver used when the MPl mapped hard-

ware does the interrupt processing; and
modpak is a specialized driver that makes
use ofsomething called a "virtualsoftware
interrupt." The overhead from its use is

such that normally it works well only at300
baud (although T ye gottenfeedback that it

will work faster given certain caveats).

This driver works with any ACIA port
hardware but gives one the freedom to

place the port in any slot. The modpak
driver requires some patching as there is a
known hug in its F$ Exi t call, (ft seems like

it should work but often glitches up a pro-

gram exit.)

At any rate this info should make the

details clear. Please readdress your an-

swer to Phillip Brown because your first

answer is misleading and wrong.

Paul B. Pollock

Sepulveda, California

My answer, I admit, might be construed

as an oversimplification. However, it is not

wrong. I might add that if you inspect the

binary tl.dd.you will discover that it uses

the sio device driver, not printer. My
answer is consistent with the Tandy-sup-
plied OS-9 Level II documentation (Pages

1 through 3). It identifies /ml and /m2 as

being device descriptors for the optional

300-baud Modem Pak, and it describes /t2
and /t3 as being for the optional RS-232
Pak.

A Bland Screen

/ recently purchased a 12&K CoCo 3
and a CM-8 RGB monitor to replace my
CoCo 1 and TV. 1 also have an FD-500
drive and CCR-HL My problem is that

some programs in coloron my CoCo I only

show up in black and white on my CoCo 3
(e.g.. Rescue by Stephen C. Mitchell, De-
cember '84, THE RAINBOW and Pitstop II

from Radio Shack). Is there something wrong
with my CnCo 3 or monitor?

Brad Kolman

Madison, Wisconsin

The games referred to use artifacted

colors. These colors, which can be pro-

duced on a television set or monitor with

composite video inputs, were not in the

design specification for the original Motor-
ola 6883 Video Display Generator used

with CoCos prior to the CoCo 3 . The Tandy
CM 8 monitor is RGB-only. Other moni-
tors such as the Magnavox Professional

85 1 5 have inputs for both composite video
and RGB and can produce artifacted colors

in the composite video mode.

For a quicker response, your ques-
tionsmay also be submitted through
rainbow's CoCo SIG on Delphi.

From the CoCo SIG> prompt, pick
Rainbow Magazine Services, then,

at the RAINBOW> prompt, type
ASK for "Ask the Experts" to arrive

at the EXPERTS> prompt, where
you can select the "Doctor ASCII"
online form which has complete
instructions.
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1 Delph i Bweau^

This month I'll start with a persona!

item about a couple ofourSIG members

—

the sort of thing you might not be able to

find out elsewhere.

Sharon Blower (sebjmb) managed to

break 2000 in the CoCo SIG's Scramble.

Her score of 2004 is most certainly a high

for the CoCo SIG and a high score for

anywhere on the system. Her hottest com-

petition is Art Flexser (ARTFLEXSER) al-

though several other SIG members are in

active pursuit,

Sharon computes from a 5 1 2K CoCo 3,

She is an emergency planning specialist for

an electrical utility at a nuclear power

generating plant. She and her husband Jeff

live in New Cumberland, West Virginia.

Feel free to join Sharon and Art online

almost any night for a rousing game of

Scramble.

KEYSUB Helper

Have you tried the / K E Y SU B command in

Conference? It's a great way to speed up

your conferences as well as save some wear

and tear on your fingers.

/KEYSUB has just been enhanced to pro-

vide macro parameter substitution, and to

save or load keyboard substitutions from

files in your Workspace. Type /KEYSUB ?

for help, /KEYSUB/Mram or /KEYSJB/i'/e for

additional information online. Here are the

valid keyboard substitution commands:

• To list the definitions: /KEYSJB

• Toaddorchangeadefinition: /KEYSUB

ttriggertresultS (any punctuation charac-

ter can be used instead of $ as long as the

same character is used in all three posi-

tions)

• To delete a definition: /NOKEYSUB %trig-

gert

• To delete all definitions: /NOKEYSUB

• For help: /KEYSUB ?

Up to 20 keyboard substitutions can be

active at a time. For example, entering

/KEYSUB $. I/SEND JQP1 $ causes a line

reading .hi John to be interpreted as if you

had typed /SEND JQP1 hi John.

In this example the period (.) is called

the trigger string because the substitution

Don Hutchison is on pltwlrical engineer

and lives in Birmingham, Alabama. He
works as a senior project engineer in-

volved in the design of industrial control

systems. On Delphi , Don is the Database

Manager of the RAINBOW CoCo SIG. His

Delphi usemame is donhutCHISON .

Then there's

terminal emulation

KEYSUB and
WEFAX

and Guide—
Oh, My!

By Don Hutchison
Rainbow Contributing Editor

i s triggered by finding a period at the start of

a line. /SEND JQP1 is the result string be-

cause the substitution results in replacing

the trigger string with the result string. The

space between JQP1 and $ is important;

without it the command is translated as

/SEND JQPlhi john. To cancel this substi-

tution, type /N0KEYSU8 $.$

Note that /KEYSUB SS/SEND JQP1 $

causes everything you type to be inter-

preted as /SEND 0QP1 unless some other

substitution is active at the same time. If

you make one of these catchall substitu-

tions, you can type /NOKEYSUB to undo it;

/ EX IT and /BYE are recognized in any case.

WEFAX
Considerable interest has been focused

lately on weather maps. Several SIG

members are interested in obtaining, view-

ing and using these freely available sources

ofinformation. WEFAX, along-time favor-

ite program of CoCo owners, has been the

subject of a lot of attention in the CoCo
SIG's Forum recently. Marty Goodman
(MARTYGOODMAN), the distributor of the

programs, explains the programs and their

uses:
i%WEFAX is the format used to transmit

weather maps and satellite images ot'Earth

over shortwave radio. The protocol was

formed in the '30s and '40s— long before

digital computers. At that time tube-based

analog equipment and mechanical analog

devices were used to send and receive the

pictures, which were mainly hand-drawn

Database Report
By Gregory A. Law
CoCo SIG Database Manager

OS-9 SIG
Applications: Mike Sweet (DODGE-

COLT) contributed ED Version 1 .4, which

supports lines longer than 80 characters,

adds highlighting for block commands,

and adjusts to the size of the window.

Mike Brant (MBRANT) provided a quiz

program that uses a text file for the

questions and answers. It also prints to

the printer or a disk file the questions

and answers you missed. Mike also

provided a basicw program that meas-

ures ambient chaos. Raymond Mayeux
(raymayeux) uploaded an update to

the TODAY program that adds the abil-

ity to display the Julian date and the

number of days left in the year.

Utilities: Mike Woolley (woolley)

uploaded a program that prints either the

decimal and hexadecimal values of a

given character or the entire ASCII chart.

Patches: Larry Oheron (loheroN)

posted a patch to the Pascal compiler so

it prints error message descriptions with

error numbers.

Telcom: Dennis Hoin (MACKERl)

contributed Memoiy Master, a game
designed for use with BBS systems that

tracks the top ten scores. Ryszard Sli-

v. inski (RYSiEK) submitted a patch for

the Fdeout procedure in RiBBS Version

2.0 to provide support for Kermit and a

modified version of Kermit so the server

functions properly. Bill Brady
(OS9UGED) posted an update to WizPro

that fixes a few minor bugs after running

XProg,
Graphics and Music: Mike Knudsen

(ragtimer) contributed a jukebox player

for all levels ofVltiMusE files, allowing

you to play your musical compositions

in any order and "Now is the Month of

Maying" for UltiMusE. Jim Buck (CO-

COROGUE) submitted "Stairway to
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weather maps. The protocol (a slow but

very rugged one) survives to this day and
is used by dozens of shortwave stations

(most ofthem operated by various govern-

ments) to provide weather information to

ships at sea and to others who want it,

"Using the WFFAX program and any

shortwave receiver that supports BFO or

SSB. you can receive WEFAX transmis-

sions from all over and view them on your

screen or printer. The WEFAX software

does almost all of what you need. The
WEFAX hardware interface needed is triv-

ial: just a few plugs, a resistor and a couple

ofLEDs.
"WEFAX is in the public domain, too.

The CoCo WEFAX program has been used

by hurricane watch organizations in Flor-

ida. I've gotten several letters from owners
of ships at sea thanking me for the excel-

lent guidance they got from land-based

friends who were using the WEFAX pro-

gram to capture weather maps."

Contact Marty through Delphi Mail or

the CoCo SIG for more information.

Guide to Delphi

Delphi: The Official Guide, by Mi-
chael A. Banks (kzin) is a hardbound

500-page book designed to get you "up

and running" on Delphi and serves as a

continuing reference. In its pages you'll

find everything you need to know to get

the most from your time on Delphi. It is a

Brady Book published by Prentice Hall

Press.

Delphi: The Official Guide is a com-
plete resource to Delphi services. The
manual includes descriptions of menus,
timesaving tips for the advanced user, an

index of Delphi services, a Dial UpGuide,
a technical reference section, a trou-

bleshooting guide, a glossary ofterms and
a Command Reference Card.

You can order the Delphi: The Official

Guide for $ 1 9.95 plus S3 for shipping and
handling at the main menu. Just enter

USING MANUALS at the MAIN> prompt. You
may also purchase the guide at many tine

bookstores, including B. Dalton, Coles and
Waldenbooks.

terminal is a

device that can

consist of just a

keyboard and some
electronic circuitry.

When you choose a

terminal emulation,

you are really

defining how the

Color Computer
(acting as a

terminal) responds

to different criteria.

Terminal Emulations

Several questions have arisen lately from

some of our users concerning which of the

available terminal emulations is best suited

for use with Delphi. That's a difficult ques

tion to answer. It's almost like asking,

"Which ice cream do you prefer: vanilla,

chocolate or strawberry?" My choice de-

pends on my mood at the time.

Anyway, let's take a look at this thing

called terminal emulation. That's really

just a technical way of saying something
imitates a certain type of terminal. In other

words you are going to make your Color
Computer act like a specific terminal. A

terminal is a device that can consist of just

a keyboard and some electronic circuitry

(not much more hardware than a typewriter

in some cases).

When you choose a terminal emulation,

you are really defining how the Color
Computer (acting as a terminal) responds

todifferent criteria. In effect you arc choos-

ing a standard method of displaying graph-

ics, setting screen attributes, etc. That way
all terminals of one type look and act the

same. You can conceivably connect the

CoCo to a mainframe directly, as long as

you are emulating the terminal type the

mainframe computer expects.

Without going too deeply into the pros

and cons of the different emulation modes,
let's louk at what's available:

• CRT— Very basic. Doesn't do very

much. Good for most BBSs since they

don't expect much out of your terminal.

This terminal sends the characters typed

from your keyboard to the remote com-
puter, displays on your screen the charac
ters sent by the remote computer to you,

and does very little else. (If in doubt about

which terminal emulation to use with a
BBS, CRT is usually the preferred choice.)

• VIDTEX— Generally useful only on
CompuServe although some BBSs support

VIDTEX. codes. VIDTEX is really a com-
plex set ofcodes that allows the cursorto be
positioned at will on your screen. This
feature can be used to create some interest-

ing text graphics (like a valentine heart)

without the need to draw the graphics line-

by-line. VIDTEX terminal programs usu-

ally support the display of high-resolution

(PMODE 4) graphics sent to it in a special

format that it can identify.

• VT-52 -— This is an old standard. It

includes a few cursor positioning com-
mands, gives you several extra keys, al-

lows a character graphics mode and not too

much more.

• VT-100— Probably the most power

Live rock h roti~ a coo/jazzband - a baroque trio

Do it a//your$e/fw/th the he/p ofyour CoCo/
If you've never heard what a CoCo and a MIDI synthesizer can do together, you're in for a

real treat! Your CoCo can act as a sophisticated music controller. Use it to compose music on
a graphics screen that looks just like printed music, and then play It on your synthesizer for

incredible S-part music. Or use it as a ten track tape recorder; advanced programming then
lets you edit, modify, and perfect your performance as much as you wish.

• Lyra Lybrary (an 18 disk collection of music transcriptions for Lyra--1here's something for everyone here!) $14.95 each disk

• Lyra (an 8 part MIDI music composition program for amateurs and pros) $59.95
• The Lyra Companion (a 100 page book packed with tips on using Lyra) $9.95
• CoCo MIDI 3 (a complete professional quality MIDI sequencer) $150.00
« FBEDIT (Edit and create new voices for the FB-01) $29.95
• Synth Librarians (available for CZ, DX, K1 synthesizers) $29.95

Rulaford Research
P.O. Box 143

Imperial Beach, CA 92032

(619) 690-3648 (evenings 6-10 PT)
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fill terminal emulation with the possible

exception of VIDTEX. VT-100 supports a

large number of escape sequences that tell

the terminal to do such things as position

the cursor, turn on/off bold, blinking, in-

verse video, change character sets, use

double-height/width characters, and turn

on/off many features such as wrap-around

at Column 80. It also supports scrolling

regions — you can tell the VT-100 that

only a certain part of the screen is to scroll

and that the rest stays put. This is used a lot

in editors because it allows full-screen

editing from your terminal. You can set tab

locations as well. VT-100 is a very power-

ful terminal emulation and quite difficult to

emulate accurately.

There are any number of other terminals

floating out there that are commonly emu-

lated. One example is a Tektronics terminal

that does graphics. Most of these are not

widely supported in terminal programs,

however.

There are also later, larger versions of

the VT-100, such as the VT-102 and the

VT-220.

Many SIG users prefer V-Term, mar-

keted by Gimmesoft. They usually leave V-

Term in the VT-100 emulation mode. If

they happen to be online with a system that

doesn't take advantage of its VT-100 sup-

port, nothing is lost. Online Delphi sup-

ports a few of the VT-100 commands to

clear the screen and home the cursor.

Editing Messages in the Forum
In Forum when you use ADD or REPLY to

create a message, you start out in a "mini-

editor," Many folks don't realize this. To
see for yourself, type /HELP at the begin-

ning of a message line and you'll see the

following help screen displayed on your

computer:

/LIST lists all lines typed

/DELETE - erases the last line

/edit - invokes your editor

/EXIT -same as CTRL-Z

/QUIT -same as CTRL-C

For more sophisticated editing use /ED

(at the beginning of a line) to call up either

the EDI or (JLulE editors, whichever you

have selected as your default editor.

You can also begin your message in the

Edit mode in Forum with ADD /EDIT and

REPLY /EDIT.

Designing with OS-9
A SIG member provided me with an

interesting news item: "In a recent issue of

a technical publication, I was surprised to

find a short article, 'Real Time Audio/

Video Environment,
1

which lets engineers

construct custom instrument panels by

combining images of dials, meters and

switches on a computer screen. The RAVE
software runs under the OS-9 operating

system and is sold by Microware Systems

Corporation of Des Moines, Iowa. 1 for one

was very surprised to see the name, which

shows up on so many CoCo screens!"

Kevin Darling (OS9UGPRES) quickly

replied: "The last MOTD (the OS-9 User's

Group newsletter) also had full coverage of

RAVE. Microware is fairly well known in

the controller world. GM is even thinking

about moving over to it for its car comput-

ers. NASA has been the biggest OS-9 user

for quite some time. Guess what it uses to

handle launch communications and shuttle

fueling and telemetry? Right!"

See how many interesting information

tidbits can be picked up in the Forum sec-

tions of our SIGs? Join us online to learn

more.

Heaven" by Led Zeppelin for UlfiMusE.

Rert Schneider {OS9RERT) posted a

series of files that allow you to run

UHiMusE 111 under Multi-Vue. Mike

Schneider (MSCHNEIDER) submitted

Mac sound files of Mighty Mouse sing-

ing "Here I Come to Save the Day," the

Blues Brothers' song from the movie of

the same name, the Church Lady saying

"Well, isn't that extra special," and a

song from the movie Batman. Zack

Sessions (2ACKSESSION5) contributed a

series of programs used to make several

variations of a graphics demonstration

system,

John Kou (BAMBOO) posted several

songs from the books "Sacred Songs for

your Wedding." arranged by Paul Mick-

elson, "Well-Tempered Praise II" and

"Piano Arrangement of Celebration.

Worship, and Praise" by Mark Hayes

for LfltiMusE, Warren Moore
(wjmoore) submitted Nats, a BASiCOT

game/puzzle for the CoCo3. DavePhtl-

ipsen (dphilipsen) contributed a re-

vised version of Play that supports

imbedded sound file codes and com-

mand line parameters and works with

Multi-Vue,

Programmers Den: Mike Sweet

posted a random number generator forC
and BASIC09 with a cycle length in the

trillions. Mark Farrell (XLIONX)

uploaded CC2&, a concurrent C execu-

tive with help.

CoCo SIG
General Information: Don Hutchison

(DONHUTCH1SON) posted a document

describing the standards for uploading

material to the CoCo SIG databases and

a complete, up-to-date listing of all the

local access numbers for Telenet. Steve

Bjork (6RWER) contributed the transcript

from the Game Conference held on July

3rd. Gay Crawford (gaycrawford)
submitted a list of 40 lawn care pesti-

cides and their known health hazards

and included a list of publications and

organizations offering advice on chemi-

cal-free lawn care.

CoCo 3 Graphics: Pete Ellison

(PETEELLISON) contributed a 4096-color

image ofan actual structure fire that was

taken by a Rascan digitizer and images

from The Terminator, The Stranger,

Mickey Mouse and a Rascan slide show

program. Richard Trasborg (tras)

posted some pics of his favorite lady

taken with the DS69-B digitizer. Mark

Farrell submitted some GIF images of

Samantha Fox. Tommie Taylor (TOM-

MJETAYLOR) posted several GIF images

including Star Wars and a cherry coke.

Utilities and Applications: Bryan
Stephens (brstephens) contributed a

short, simple disk editor useful for pre-

paring binary files to be burned into an

EPROM, and a position independent

machine language monitor for the CoCo
3. Fred McDonald (fredmcd) submit-

ted a utility that can copy, kill, list,

search and back up files from one drive

to another for the Hyper I/O Hard Drive

package. Donald Jereczek (DONJERE)

posted Version 2.8 of The Financial

Calculator, providing formats for input

loans, loans paid and search routines to

find the loans in the file. Marty
Goodman (MARTYGOODMan) contrib-

uted a brief article describing how you

can piggy-back four 4 164 memory chips

on an 18-pin header to make it behave

like one 4464 memory chip in a CoCo 3.

Games: Jeff Voegeli (tek) posted a

program to help keep track of dart scores

for one to four players.

Music and Sound: Bill Jackson

(BlLUACKSON) submitted a bare-bones

voice editor for the TX8 1Z four opera-

tor Yamaha tone module. John Kou
posted a collection of Christian music

for Lyra.

Telecommunications: Rick Adams
(RICKADAMS) contributed Version 1 .

1

of GameTerm that provides a graphic

interface for use with games on Delphi

including a unique real-time confer-

encing "doodle" mode. —

.
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Novices
Niche THE rainbow is a teaching environment and we realize that the

majority of nur readers will always be beginners. In our continuing effort

to always keep the new user in mind, and in addition to the many beginner
feature articles and programs published in every issue, "Novices Niche"
contains shorter BASIC program listings that entertain as well as help the

new user gain expertise in all aspects of the Color Computer: graphics,

music, games, utilities, education, programming, etc.

Graphics

Draw Figures
Using Asterisks
By Tio Babich

[

16K
ECB

If you find it hard to create figures or symbols for games and
other programs, run this program to learn a neat trick. FigureDraw
is a small but interesting program/subroutine written for the Color
Computer. This routine allows the user to draw a picture within the
data lines using asterisks (list the program for a better understand
ing). This is useful for drawing small, otherwise hard-to-plot

figures or symbols. Try changing data in lines 10 through 23 to

produce more interesting designs.

The Listing: FIGDRW

COPYRI
10 DATA"
11 DATA"
12 DATA"
13 DATA"
14 DATA"
15 DATA"
16 DATA"
17 DATA"
18 DATA"
19 DATA"
20 DATA"
21 DATA"
22 DATA"
23 DATA"
100 REM**D
102 IF S-0
DECIDING

GHT 1989 FALSOFT.INC
*****
* * *

*****
***************

*** ******* ***
*** ***** ***
*** *** ***

**** ***** ****
** *** *** **

*** ***
*** ***
***
**

*** *

***
**
****

RAW ON GRAPHICS SCRN**
THEN S-1'S-VARIABLE

HOW FAR FROM SIDES,

1 ELSE

FIGURE IS TO BE DRAWN, GOOD FOR
LATER "GET"- ING OF THE FIGURE.

103 PM-4'SET PHODE VALUE,BEST
RESULTS OBTAINED WITH 4 OR 2.

104 PMODE PM:PCLS
CLS
FOR F=l T014
READ A$:F0RG=1 TO LEN(A$)
G$-MID$(A$,G,1)
PRINTGS;
IF G$-"*" THEN COLOR

COLOR
152 PSET(G+S,F+S)

NEXT G
PRINT
NEXT F

PRINT"HIT
FIGURE ONTHE

192 EXEC44539
193 SCREEN1.1
194 G=G+1:F-F+1
198 DIM E(S+G,S+F):GET(100,100)-
(100+G,100+F),E
199 DIM V(S+G.S+F)

GET(S,S)-(G+S,F+S),V
FOR X=100TQ 190
PUT <X,X)-(G+X,F+X).V
EXEC43345:POKE140,X+G
PUT (X.X)-(G+X,F+X),E
NEXT:FORT=1T03: : PLAY"L22 ; V31

V21:A;V10;A":NEXTT

105
110
130
140
150
151

160
170
180
190 ANY KEY TO SEE THE

GRAPHICS SCREEN.";

200
210
215
216
220
222
;A;

223 CLS:PRINT"PLEASE FEEL FREE T
ADD THIS SUBROUTINE TO YOUR

OWN PROGRAMS."
1000 REM***BY TIO BABICH****
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Pardon Me,
I Didn't See the Sign
By Alejandro Lopez Rodriguez

Here is a graphics--animation program that uses HSCRFFN 4

(640-by- 1 92 screen). For that reason only CoCo 3 owners can run

it. Just type, the program, save it on tape or disk, and type RUN. A
similar program published in Novices Niche. May '88, does not

require a CoCo 3.

The Listing: NOSMOKE

10

20
30
40
50

60
70

COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT.INC

NO SMOKE
BY:

' ALEJANDRO LOPEZ RODRIGUEZ '

JULY, 25 1989
1 GUADALAJARA, JAL, MEXICO, '

• ***************************

'

80 POKE65497.0:ONBRKGOTO220:HBUF
Fl , 1900 :HBUFF2, 2000 :HBUFF3, 1500:
HBUFF4,300:HBUFF5,200:HBUFF6,200
0:FORA=0TQ3:PALETTEA,63:NEXTA:HS
CREEN4:HCOLOR2:X=320:Y=105:Z=90
90 HDRAWBM320.100R200BD10L200BU
10":HClRCLE(X,Y) f

5.2,2:HCIRCLE(5
20,Y),5.2,2,.75,.25:HCIRCLE(380,
Y) 1 5 1 2,2 i .75,.25:HPAINT(325.101)
,1.2:HGET(300.Z)-(540.120),1
100 HCLS0:HDRAW (, BM320,100D70R70U
70L70;U10R1U2R2U2R2U1R30D10R35D5
;U10R10U3L32":HCIRCLE(355.88) .13

,2,1, .6, .25:HCIRCLE(340.92),3
110 HCIRCLE(340,92),3:HPAINT(330
,101):HPAINT(380,Z).3,2:HPAINT(3
57,Z),1,2:HGET(370,80)-(402,Z),5
:HGET(310,81)-(410,101),2:HGET(3
15,170)-(400,172) f 6:HCLS0

120 HDRAW"C1BM320,100;U5L1U3L1U2
L2U2L2U2L2U2L2U3L1U5L1U5R1U5R1U3
R1U3R2U2R2U2R2U3R2U5R1U5;D5R1D5R
2D3R202R2D2R2D3R1D3R1D5R1D5L1D5L
1D3L2D2L2D2L2D2L2D2L1D3L1D5BM315
,50L30BD10R20":HPAINT(X.Z).1.1
130 HCIRCLE(X.75).6,3.3:HPAINT(X
,75},3,3:HCIRCLE(X,75),2,2,2
140 HGET(300,95)-C335,40),3:HCLS
0:FORA=X TO340STEP3:HCOLOR2

:

HLIN
E(A,100)-(A,110),PSET:NEXTA:HGET
( X , 100 )

- ( 340 , 1 10 ) , 4 : HC LS0 : PALETT
E1,52:PALETTE2.11:PALETTE3,32
150 FORA=191TO40STEP1:HPUT(220.
A)-(460.A+30hl:NEXT A:GOSUB210:
FORA=191TO92STEP-l:HPUT(420,A)-(
520,A+20),2:IFA<100THENHPUT(425.
A+Z)-(510,A+92),6
160 NEXTA:GOSUB210:HPUT(480,97)-
(512,107) ,5: HPUT( 420,95) -(455. 40
),3:GOSUB210:HPUT(420,92)-(520,1
12).2:HPUT{425.182)-(510.184).6
170 HPUT(220,40)-(460,70),1:HPUT
(425,50)-(445,60),4:HPUT(425,50)
-(445,60),4:HLINE(420,95)-(455,7
0).PRESET,BF:HGET(220.40)-(460,7
0).1:GOSUB 210:FORA=92TO191:HPUT
(420,A)-(520,A+20),2:IFA<Y THENH
PUT(425,A+Z)-(510,A+92),6
180 NEXTA:HGET(0,0)-(100,55),2:H
PUT(420,136)-(520,156),2:GOSUB21
0:FORA-40TO85:HPUT(220,A)-(460.A
+30).1:NEXTA:GOSUB210:HCOLOR3
190 HCIRCLE(350,96),180:HCIRCLE(
350,96),140:HCIRCLE(350,96),140,
0,1.. 35, .39:HCIRCLE(350.96).140,
0,1..84..89:HDRAW"BM245,145M+172
,-110BM+32,+12M-176,+109"
200 HPAINT(350,10):GOTO 200
210 FOR A=1TO2000:NEXTA:RETURN
220 CLS:RGB:POKE 65496, 0:END

Automile
By Dan Weaver

Do you ever get confused when you try to figure out how many

miles per gallon yourcargets? I'm sure some of you don't because

you have computers in your cars that do this for you. Some of you,

however, are driving cars that are older than the personal com-

puter, [fyou own a car that's dated PC (pre-computer), Automile

can do the job for you.

Of course you still have to jot down some figures on your trip.

First you must have a full tank of gas when you begin your trip.

You must also record the odometer reading at the beginning and

end of the trip and the number of gallons it took to fill the tank at

the end of the trip, The computer then figures out your miles per

gallon. If you enter the amount of time the trip took, this program

calculates your average miles per hour; if you enter the price per

gallon of gasoline, it figures out your cost per mile for gasoline.

Now if I can just figure a way to run my CoCo off my never-used

cigarette lighter!

The Listing: AUTOMILE

1989 FALSOFT.INC

7///AUT0 M1LEAGEW

' COPYRIGHT
10 CLS
20 PRINT@198,

S

\\"

30 PRINT@271."BY"
40 PRINT@331,"DAN WEAVER"
50 PRINT@32,STRING$(32,239)
60 PRIMT@448,STRING$(32.239)
70 FOR X-l TO 2000:NEXTX
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8 PU $=-###.##»
90 CLS
100 IMPUT"MILEAGE
BEGINNINGOF TRIP

110 INPUT"MILEAGE
THE END OF TRIP

120 INPUT*"HOW MAN
TRIP TAKECCHANGE
IMAL. EXAMPLE
TT
130 INPUT"NUMBER
IN TANK ATEND OF
140 INPUF'PRICE P

150 TM-EM-BM
160 MPG=TM/GG
170 CLS
180 PRINT"trip su
185 PRINT"TOTAL M

";TM

ON ODOMETER AT
";BM
ON ODOMETER AT

";EM
Y HOURS DID THE
MINUTES TO DEC
:45 MIN.=.75)";

OF GALLONS PUT
TRIP";GG
ER GALLON";PG

mmary
ILES TRAVELLED

190 PRINT"MILES PER GALLON
**; :PRINTUSING PU$;MPG
200 PRINT*'AVERAGE MILES PER HOUR
";:PRINTUSING PU$;TM/TT
210 PRINT"CENTS PER MILE FOR GAS
"; : PRINTUSING PUS ; PG/MPG*100
220 PRINT
230 PRINT"based on following inf
ormati on"
240 PRINT"1ST ODOMETER READING "

BM
250 PRINT"2ND ODOMETER READING "

EM
260 PRINT"NUMBER OF HOURS
TT
270 PRINT"NUMBER OF GALLONS
GG
280 PRINT"PRICE PER GALLON
PG

CoCo3
Disk

Hi-Res Graphics Utility

By Ric Pucella

I think the CoCo 3 is perfect. I especially like the high-

resolution graphics capabilities. The only thing missing is a good,

clean way to save the H SCREENS.

That's why I developed the HRG utility. It is a set of ML
routines accessible via USR9 to allow the saving and loading of

high resolution screens. It also includes the option of displaying

the screen (like HSCREEN) but without clearing it.

To use the program just type it in and run it. After a while it

saves the binary file to disk and executes it. If you are using a tape

recorder, simply change the SAVEM in Line 130 to CSAVEM. DonT
forget to press the Play and Record buttons prior to running the

program.

Afterward when you want to use the HRG utility, simply load

the file saved by the program. You can execute HRGCOM from a

FftOGRJMS' SfBlPHfflilS. SUPPlSfS • SifiVlCf

Fast Delivery...

Friendly Service

Now in our 7th year!

/iv&tex 7%<mU*k&

A VA TEX 2400e just $125!
Avatexl200e $79
with Coco Cable 89

/f^fc

Avatex2400e $125
with Coco Cable 135
(Coco 3 only)

with RS-232 Cable* 140

Avatex1200e, Cable

AUTOTERM... $119

&
Avatex2400e, Cable

AUTOTERM... $165
"Coco 1,2 requires DbUj>«s HS.232 Pak

• Call • • Shop by Modem •

513 396SOFT 513-396-SHOP

2235 Losantiville. Cincinnati. OH 45237
SMlPPlNi willbt c»ti<]«] Horn ACTUM COST

Ohio residents sew 5,5% Seles T>x COD add I.SO

ARIZONA SMALL COMPUTER
PERIPHERALS

HARD DRIVES SYSTEMS $225 to 525
5 to 40 MEG KITS $160 to $450
Systems and kits include a Disto interface,
WD-1Q02-SHD controller, and choice of Hard Drive,

cabled and burned in with pre-loaded Public Domain
Utilities. Burke and Burke interface and controller or

SCSI controller are optional. You or we install the HD
interlace in a Super Controller or in an adapter for the
Muitipack. You plug in the power cord and boot OS-9
with drivers, which we install on a copy of your boot disk.

Systems include a case with switch and cooling fan.

Choose either a compact Vi height case or an XT/AT
case large enough for your entire system. We will

install your floppy and motherboard at no charge.

Use your new IBM style case as a monitor stand and
relax in an easy chair with our external keyboard.

EXTERNAL KEYBOARD (w/adapter) $125
Gain freedom from your computer/MPI with a full

width 105 key, sculptured keyboard. 6' cord, Auto
Menu-Default Boot OS-9, reset keys, programmable
keys, numeric keypad, 2 stroke commands — Basic

and OS-9, no software required.

FLOPPY DRIVES OS 40T/B0T

MODEMS

512K MEM
UPGRADES
COMPUTER
REPAIR
ADD $5-$a S&h
(602) 829-6028

1200 Bd. Auto Ans.

2400 Bd. Hayes Comp.

Disto Board Installed

Fast Cool w/Software

Complete repair

facilities on-site.

$75/$85

$50
$125

$110.00

CALL
930 W. 23rd St., Suite 26

Tempe, AZ 85282
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program or from direct mode. In the latter case it prints a short

summary of the possible commands. Let me explain them:

To save the high-resolution screen, use:

fcMJSWlQ) ."filename"

The variable in front of the expression (in my example, A$) is a

dummy variable. To load a screen back, use:

AI-USR9C1) ,"
[filename"

To display the high-resolution screen without clearing it, use:

A-USR9(2),mode:EXEC44539

Replace the word mode with the number of the HSCREENyou want

(from to 4), For example:

A=USR9{2) .2:EXEC44539.

The HRG utility is simple to use and incredibly useful.

The Listing: hrgcom

'

10
'

20
'

30
'

40 '

50
'

60
'

70 '

80 '

90
'

100 CLS
110 L=&HD900
120 PRINT:PRINT"LOADING DATA

COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT.INC
HRG UTILITY

BY RIC PUCELLA
(C) 1989 DEBBIE SOFTWARE

AN UTILITY TO ADD NEW
COMMANDS TO HANDLE THE
HIGH RESOLUTION SCREEN.

:GOSUB160
130 PRINT:PRINT"SAVING MACHINE F

ILE. . .":SAVEM"HRGCOM",&HD900,&HD
A8F,&HD900
140 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"EXECUTING
'HRGCOM'."
150 END
160 READA$
B$=MTD$(A$
ETURN ELSE

EXEC&HD900

F0RI=1T0LEN(A$)STEP2:
I,2):IFB$-"**" THEN R

POKEL,VAL("&H"+B$):L=
L+1:NEXT:GOTO160 "ML LOADER
170 DATACCD9A8FD09719E6830012606
8ED912BDB99C390D484947482D5245 53
4F4C5554494F4E204752415048494320
4E45570D434F4D4D414E445320494E53
54414C4C45442E2E2E0D0D2041243D55
5352392830292C46494C454E414D4520
202020544F20534156450D2041243D55
5352392831292C46494C454E4
180 DATA4520202020544F204C4F4144
0D20413D555352392832292C48534352
45454E202020544F20444953504C4159
0D008DB3ED4F5D102700815A27225A27
037EB44A9DA5BDB26DBDB70BC1041022
DA828621B7E6C6BDE69C868DB7E6C639
9DA5BDB26D8EDA8CBDC938BDCA07FC09
578304001026CC288670B7FFA
190 DATAOA8BBDCDBC34026DD0131F02
BDD0131F01A6E01026CA22BDC5C4D670
27037EC334A784A1802 7037ED616313F
26E9B6DA8B4C817425C68679B7FFA17E
A42D9DA5BDB26D8EDA8CBDC938CC0400
FD0957BDCA048670B7FFA1B7DA8B4FBD
CFB5CC20001F02BDCFB3CC20001F01BD
CFB3A680BDCC24313F26F7B6D
200 DATA4C817425D58679B7FFA186FF
B DC FB54 F5 F BDC FB3 CC0000BDC FB 3 7 E A4
2D81485247D6**

Car Bingo Game
By Warren Cheves

Parents, before venturing out on long road trips remember that

children usually want games to play while traveling. Bingo is a

game made specifically for those occasions. It prints 4-by-4 or 5-

by-5 bingo card consisting of two-character state abbreviations.

As the child or parent sees a car license plate that matches one of

the entries on the bingo card, he/she circles it. The first player to

circle four or five entries in a row vertically, horizontally or

diagonally is the winner.

After loading the program, type RUN and press ENTER, You are

asked to enter the number of states. Enter 16 if a 4-by-4 card is

desired or 25 for a 5-by-5 card, The CoCo then prompts you to

enter the two-letter abbreviations for each of the 16 or 25 states

desired. (Hint: Choose states for which you expect to see license

plates. For example, if I travel from Tennessee to Mississippi, I

won't list Oregon. You can also use FR— free space as an entry.)

After you enter all 1 6 or 25 states, the CoCo prints the bingo card

on your printer, The program then asks if another bingo card is to

be printed. You may want to print several so each member in the

car can play more than one game. The CoCo then prints another

card with a different arrangement of the same 1 6 or 25 states. The
main routine in this program is found in lines 200 through 260.

These lines randomly sort the states to produce a different bingo

card for each person.

Happy motoring!

The Listing: BINGO

COPYRIGHT 1989 FAL<iOF
10 REM "BINGO"
20 CLS
30 PRINT "ENTER NUMBER"
40 PRINT "OF STATES (16 OR
50 INPUT N

60 IF N=16 THEN GOTO 90

25)"
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70 [F N-25 THEN GOTO 90
80 (3QTO 20
90 IJIM X$(N)
100 DIM S$(N)
110 FOR 1=1 TO N

120 CLS
130 PRINT "ENTER STATE"
140 PRINT "NUMBER "-I
150 PRINT "(USE TWO LETTER"
160 PRINT "ABBREVIATION)"
170 INPUT X$(I)
180 NEXT I

190 REM *ROUTINE TO RANDOMLY
SORT STATES*

200 FOR B=l TO N

210 A-N+l B

220 X-RNDCA)
230 S$(B)=X$(X)
240 X$(X)=X$(A)
250 X$(A)=S$(B)
260 NEXT B

270 REM *END OF RANDOM SORT
ROUTINE*

280 IF N-16 THEN GOSUB 400
290 IF N=25 THEN GOSUB 600
300 CLS
310 PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO PRINT"
320 PRINT "ANOTHER GAME (Y/N)"
330 INPUT C$
340 IF C*="Y" THEN GOTO 190
350 IF C$<>"Y" THEN END
400 A$-" "

410 FOR 1-4 TO 16 STEP 4

420 PRINT #-2,S$(I-3);A$;S$(I-2)
;A$ S$(I-1);A$;S$(I)
430 PRINT #-2
435 NEXT I

440 FOR J-l TO 5

450 PRINT #-2
460 NEXT J

470 RETURN
600 A$=" "

610 FOR 1=5 TO 25 STEP 5

620 PRINT #-2,S$(I-4);A$;S$(I-3)
;A$ S$(I-2);A$;S$U-l)

; A$rS$(I)
630 PRINT #-2
635 NEXT I

640 FOR J-l TO 5

650 PRINT #-2
660 NEXT J

670 RETURN

Submissions to "Novices Niche" are welcome from everyone.

We like to run a variety of short programs that can be typed in

at one screen sitting and are useful, educational and fun. Keep in

mind, although the short programs are limited in scope, many
novice programmers find it enjoyable and quite educational to

improve (he software written by others.

Program submissions must be on tape or disk. We're sorry, but
we cannot key in program listings. All programs should be
supported by some editorial commentary explaining how the

program* works. If your submission is accepted for publication,

the payment rate will be established and agreed upon prior to

publication.

HOLIDAY SPECIALS from sports**™
We appreciate your patronage over the past years and want lo lhank. you by pulling ALL
of our software on sale NOW! We've got some BRAND NEW games for you at incredible

LOW prices. Have a great holiday season!

THE SUPER DISK
This disk contains a wealth of utilities for disk based COCO 3s. The JO plus pages manual
contains never before published information on copy protection, instructions for use of all

1 4 modules on the disk and source cade listings of some of the modules used for copy pro-

tection. See October's RAINBOW ad for a more detailed description, this is a must have
package for auihoTs. fiddlers and novices alike. B.G. of the Marshall Islands says "Ex-
cellent copy protection techniques... a great educational tool for the novice.."

HOLIDAY SPECIAL JUST $39

NEW! AIRWAR PLUS
Remember the "good old days" of PONG. DOG FIGHT and SPACEWAR? Now, you
can enjoy the thrills of two player ARCADE action aerial combat with AIRWAR PLUS
Includes AIRWAR. AIRWAR 2 and SPACEWAR. Many play options to choose from in-

sures endless Hires arcade fun on your COC03 disk system!

INCREDIBLY LOW PRICE AT ONLY $15

NEW! ELDUS
Like graphical adventure games'.' Try ELDUS! IDI graphic screens, no typing, joystick

controlled! Explore the muliilevelcd world of ELDUS via your COCO 3 disk system.

INTRODUCTORY PRICE a MERE S16

NEW! VOCAB
If you like SCRABBLE, you'll love VOCAB, a great new word game by the author of
CC3 FLAGS, Rick Cooper. COC03 Disk for 2 lo 6 players or one player can challenge

the computer! ' GREAT FUN for JUST %U

NEW! RORKES DRIFT
This FAST ACTION ML simulation pits you against the Zulu hordes in a recreation of
one of Britain most famous battles, Can you and your men hold the fort until the relief

column arrives,' INTRODUCTORY PRICE $15

WARGAME DESIGNER II

Ifyou haven't experienced the llirill of creating your own graphical combat simuialion yd,
NOW is the time 1 WGDII. four disk sides of fun is HOLIDAY PRICED AT ONLY $21

.

Upgrade from the original WGD for just $8

WARGAME DESIGNER [CON DISK #1
Want to add over 500 graphic icons to your WGD or WGDII game system? Do it now
with the WGD ICON DISK For JUST $12. Two disk sides of icons, 8 sets!

GRIDIRON STRATEGY
Challenge a friend or the computer to the BEST football strategy game in town for the

COC03 disk. You get the game disk, manual, 2 Offense/Defense Cards and 2 Defense
Wheels. Head to head strategy football- JUST $18

WEEKLY WINNER 2.D

Lottos are changing form state to stale and so is WW2.0, We've revised it to accommodate
changes in several states recently. Stop playing and start WINNING! ON SALE AGAIN
for ONLY S15 Registered owners can upgrade for just $9. Return your original disk with
payment. C0CQ3 disk systems.

CC3 FLAGS
Simply states, it's the BEST RISK play alike available for the COC03 disk system! Con-
quer the world, joystick or keyboard plav for 1 to 6 players!

ON SALE NOW FOR A MERE $19

COC03 WHEEL
More fun for you and your friends! Can you win a FORTUNE in this recently revised

C0C03 version of America's favorite TV game show? ON SALE 19

CATALOG ON DISK
Hate to buy sight unseen? Send just $3,00 for our CATALOG ON DISK and SEE before

you BUY. Ifyou order after receiving the catalog, you may deduct the S3,00 you paid

for the catalog,

NEW CATALOG
We have many more fine entertainment, utility and productivity software products for the

COC03. Send Si 00 for our NEW fully illustrated catalog (included with the CATALOG
on DISK}, If you decide to purchase from the catalog, deduct the SI .00 from your order.

SOFTWARE AUTHORS; SEND US YOUR BEST!
We pay the highest royalties and all submissions are held in strictest confidence. Turn your
talent into profits! Nondisclosure agreement available on request.

ORDER BY PHONE OR MAIL. We accept VISA. MASTERCARD, Money Orders and
Checks. Al I orders arc shipped within 24 hours of receipt by First Class Mail FREE anywhere
on this planet! ORDER NOW, Enjoy for the holidays'!

SPORTSware
1251 South Reynolds Road, Suite 414. Toledo, Ohio 43615

(419)389-1515
All SPORTSware products are available ONLY from SPORTSware
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Lpeatwe

You've always been a ham at heart

CoCo and Amateur Radio:

A Natural Combination!

Think you've exhausted the

list of unique things to do

with your Color Computer?

Then you have probably

never heard of amateur ra-

dio — a fascinating hobby that counts

many computer users among its ranks. Even

so, surprisingly tew people know of its

potential.

What Is Amateur Radio?
Amateur radio is usually betteT known

by its nickname, ham radio, ll has been in

existence since the very first days of radio.

Many people have a tendency to confuse

amateur radio with citizens band (CB),

though there are few similarities.

Compared to amateur radio, CB is a

fairly limited hobby. It restricts the user to

voice communication nn a narrow band of

frequencies (channels). You may recall that

CB enjoyed a burst of popularity in the mid

'70s when it became fashionable to have a

CB transceiver in every automobile. How-
ever, the sudden crush of the competing

signals caused enormous interference prob-

lems. As a result the fad began to lose steam

and finally faded away altogether.

Ofcourse CB itself survived the fad and

is still very much alive today, CB'ers have

always provided an invaluable service

during emergencies and continue to do so.

Steve Ford is an amateur radio operator

and has "his advanced-class license. He
holds a bachelor's degree in English and
also an associates degree in electronic en-

gineering.

By Steven R. Ford

Still, the serious limitations of CB restrict

its usefulness as a hobby— especially for

computer users.

Amateur radio, on the other hand, is rich

and varied with a broad range of activities

available for the licensee. Hams have a

large number of frequencies at their dis-

posal, beginning just above theAM broad-

A Once-in-a-Lifetime Opportunity

By the lime you read this, llie FCC may be

considering (for the first time in history) an amateur

radio license that doesn't require learning Morse

code.

Why should this interest you? Because the hot-

test, fastest growing modes in amateur radio are

digital modes—communicating by computer. Ham
operators are sending data, programs and messages

around the world (for free) every day via "packet ra

dio." In recent weeks, for example, f exchanged a

dozen messages with a vacationing ham operator

touring Alaska with his portable radio. Messages

from a campground in Whitehorse (in Yukon terri-

tory) were in my hands within 24 hours — all

relayed automatically by the nationwide packet

system. If you want to get in on this exciting action

right now or in the future, then write to the FCC and

make your feelings known.

Thc time forcomments will be around the end of

this year. Between now and then I encourage you to

leam more about this exciting digital-communica-

tions mode. Visit a local "ham club" (your local

Radio Shack store may be able to furnish a contact

name), and ask if someone there can give you a

demo. (Hams love to show off their stations.)

The American Radio Relay League filed a peti-

tion with the Federal Communications Commission

asking that a new communicator class of amateur

radio license be created. The FCC should issue a

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) that will

go up for public comment around the end of this

year.

The ARRL board of directors chose to modify

the recommendations of its own committee. The

board will request operating privileges limited to the

220-MH}1 amateur hand and above, with a power

limitation of 250 watts. The majority of local FM
activity and digital packet radio occurs on the 144-

MHz amateur band, which is not included in the

proposal as it will be written. Of course the FCC is

not obligated to stick with its recommendation, es-

pecially if public opinion seems to suggest some-

thing different. However, this proposed license is

notafree ride. There will still be a significant written

examination, as there's always been. Anyone can

study ami pass'it, but it requires commitment. The
major difference is you will no longer be required to

loam Morse code, which many would-be ham op-

erators view as outmoded and irrelevant.

Ifyou believe the proposal should go through as

stated, then say so. If you believe it's a bad idea and

should be killed— state that too. If you believe it

should be modified to include all current amateur

privileges above 50 MHz, then go on record with

that opinion. Such a change would include the 6-

meter band that has occasional, spectacular open-

ings to other parts of the world and the mo.it popular

2-meter VHP band.

The message from me to you is twofold: If you

care, comment— your message will count. In my
opinion the FCC needs to hear not just from current

amateurs but from potential users as well. You may
not get another chance to voice your opinion— so

do it now.

— Ed Juge

Director of Market Planning,

Tandy Corporation
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cast band and extending all the way to

microwaves. Moreover, amateur radio is

dedicated to exploration and experimenta-

tion. Its ongoing goal is to find new ways to

advance the state ofelectronic communica-
tion while at the same time offering assis-

tance to the public in time of need.

There is something in amateur radio for

just about everyone. If you like to commu-
nicate with people in distant states or coun-

tries, amateur radii) is the perfect choice. A
modest investment in equipment allows

you to chat with other hams hundreds or

thousands of miles away— without incur-

ring hefty long-distance phone charges.

And you aren't limited to just speaking.

Hams can use other communication modes
such as Morse code (known as CW or

Continuous Wave), radio teletype (RTTY),
television (SSTV or ATV), and even fac-

simile (fax), to name a few.

Most hams find a niche within the hobby.

Some communicate across town while

others bounce signals off the surface of the

moon. Some hams exchange television

images from a half a world away while

others provide badly needed local commu-
nications in the midst nf a crisis. There are

even amateur radio satellites in orbit with

sophisticated computer networks on the

ground.

The question is: Where does the CoCo
fit into all of this? The answer— every-

where!

Color Computers and Amateur Radio
According to some recent surveys, up to

80 percent ofthe amateur radio operators in

the United States own personal computers.

While IBM. Commodore and Apple com-
puters are the most popular, there are a

number ofhams who use Color Computers
as well. These CoCos are usually involved

directly in the communication activity it-

self, or they serve a peripheral role as data

managers.

For example, CoCos have replaced the

traditional telegraph key in some ham sta-

tions, making the task of sending and re-

ceiving Morse code much easier for the

operator. Instead of tapping out the dots

and dashes on a hand key, hams simply

type the words from their keyboards and

the CoCo operates the transmitter to send

perfect code. In most cases this is accom-
plished through an interfacing device

(sometimes called a controller) somewhat
similar in function to a modem. In addition

to sending code, the controllers can also

receive code, translating the audio tones

from the receiver into characters you can

see on the CoCo' s screen. All that is needed

for the CoCo is terminal software, the same
software you would use to connect to

CompuServe, Delphi or your local BBS.
Most of the interface devices on the

market are multifunctional in nature. That
is, they allow yourCoCo lo control several

communications modes, not just CW. Many
include RTTY, AMTOR (a form of error-

free radio teletype), WEFAX (reception of

weather map facsimile transmissions) and
packet, which I'll discuss in a moment.

In some cases it is also possible to con-

nect the CoCo directly to the station equip-

menl without using an interface. In fact

software is available that allows the CoCo
to send and receive some modes by using

the cassette port. However, this approach is

not commonly used because of operating

and performance limitations.

As data managers CoCos help hams
keep detailed logs of stations they have

contacted. They arc particularly helpful

during on-the-aircontests where the goal is

to communicate with as many different sta-

tions as possible.

Specially written soft-

ware keeps track of

contest scores and

weeds out duplicate

loggings where a sta-

tion has been con

tacted more than once.

Some hams also use

theirCoCos to design

and print QSL (con-

tact verification) cards

and compile mailint;

lists. Among the hams
who use the amateur

radio satellites, Co-
Cos track orbital in-

formation to predict

when a satellite is in

the best position for

contact.

With most of the

amateur radio soft-

ware written for the

Commodore and IBM
computers, ham radio

software for the CoCo
may be a bit difficult

to locate. However, it

is out there. There are

several sources for

Color Computer ham
software, both public

domain and commer-

cial. But if you're only interested in using

Hie CoCo wiih interfacing devices, no spe-

cial software is needed beyond a standard

CoCo terminal program.

The Special World Of Packet

A new and growing form of amateur
radio communication has appeared on the

scene in just the last several years. It is the

closest thing yet to a perfect blending of the

amateur radio and computing hobbies. This

unique and fascinating mode is known as

packet.

Packet is a form of linking between two
computers that uses an amateur radio ver-

sion of the well-known X.25 networking

protocol. As the name implies, packet trans-

missions involve short bursts (packets) of

data sent from one ham station to another.

Some stations link directly; but in instances

where this is not possible, packets are passed

automatically between relaying stations until

they reach their destinations. Once again

interfacing devices (often referred to as

terminal node controllers or TNCs) form

the bridge between the computer and the

ALL
COMMANDS
AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS

NO MORE
SEARCHING
THROUGH
MANUALS

KEYBOARD
TEMPLATES

FOR YOUR COCO
Available Now for TW 128 and TW 64

$4.95 plus $2.00 Shipping & Handling
(NC Residents Add 5% Sales Tax)

SPECIFY TW 128 OR TW 64

P&M PRODUCTS
1003 SHALIMAR DRIVE
HIGH POINT, NC 27260
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other amateur station equipment.

Like the interfaces mentioned above,

TNCs usually connect to the CoCo via the

serial I/O port. Standard terminal software

is all that is needed to communicate be-

tween the two. By communicating with the

TNC, the CoCo user sets and adjusts cer-

tain operating parameters such as baud

rate, date and time stamping, message

logging, etc. In turn the TNC receives the

incoming packets and displays them on the

screen. The TNC also performs all the

functions necessary to transmit and/or re-

lay outgoing packets.

Packet enthusiasts exchange everything

from simple messages to entire programs.

There are even packet bulletin board sys-

tems (PBBS)that operate in much the same
manner as telephone bulletin boards. The
main difference is the lack of telephone

lines since all communication is performed

by radio.

Local area packet networks are appear-

ing all across the country. Most of these

operate on VHF frequencies where anten-

nas are small and equipment is relatively

cheap. It' you have a programmable VHF
police scanner, try setting it to 145.01 MHz.
If you listen longenough, you may hearthe

brief, high-pitched buzzing sounds that are

the trademarks of packet transmissions. If

you have a TNC connected between your

CoCo and the scanner's auxiliary speaker

jack, you actually see packet messages

scrolling across the screen.

Some hams, in the spirit of experimen-

tation, have set up ultra-high-speed packet

links on the UHF and microwave bands.

These links connect several local area net-

works simultaneously, allowing packets to

flow more easily between them. At the

same time packet activity is also found on

lower frequencies where atmospheric con-

ditions permit long-range link-ups cover-

ing thousands of miles.

There are quite a fewTNCs available Tot

packet users. Some have software and inter-

facing specific for certain computers (usu-

ally IBM or Commodore), but there are

also many models that are universally

compatible. Some of the communication

interfaces mentioned earlier include packet

TNC functions as part of their design. Costs

range from about $140 fur a basic TNC tn

almost $400 for a deluxe all-mode TNC
interface.

Questions and Answers
By now you may be interested in explor-

ing amateur radio, but perhaps you still

have some lingering questions. Let's try to

address some of the common ones here.

Do you need a license to become an
amateur radio operator? Yes, you do. There

are five license grades: novice, technician.

general, advanced and extra. As you prog-

ress from novice to extra, the tests become
more difficult, but the privileges expand

(more frequencies, more modes to use).

This is not to say that you have to start at the

novice level and work your way up over a

period of months or years. If you can pass

the test elements for the lower grades, you
can get a license at any level right away.

Are the license exams difficult? The

answer depends on the grade in question

and your willingness to learn. All amateur

radio license examinations require you to

send and receive Morse code as well as pass

a written test. At the novice level the tests

are fairly easy, The code rate is a slow five

words per minute. The written test covers

basic electricity and the Federal Communi-
cations Commission law. The code speed

gets higher and the written tests become
tougher as you move up the ranks. For

example, the technician, general and ad-

vanced licenses require that you send and

receive code at 13 words per minute. Extra

class requires code proficiency at 20 words

per minute. Whi le these code speeds are not

overly difficult, they do present a challenge

to some. The written tests also require a

more in-depth knowledge of electronics,

especially at the advanced and extra levels.

Despite this I have seen people with little or

no electronics education who have studied

and passed the higher-level license tests.

Dedication is the key.

Who gives the tests? The FCC recently

changed the law affecting amateur license

testing, Now qualified amateurs known as

volunteer examiners can give the tests right

in your home town. Your local ham club

usually has a volunteer examiner among its

members and may even offer classes to

help you pass the tests.

Is there a minimum age requirement?

No. Anyone can become a ham.

Is ham equipment expensive? It doesn't

have to be. If you require the latest in full

featured, high-tech equipment, you can

expect to pay a fair amount for it. Much of

the new amateur equipment available to-

day is manufactured in Japan, and with the

yen/dollar imbalance costs can be high. For

example, a new transceiver for the short-

wave frequencies can cost $1000 or more.

VHF equipment costs range from the low

to high hundreds, depending on the item

desired. However, it is important to point

out that there is a great deal of used equip-

ment very reasonably priced. With a little

shopping in the classifieds and at ham radio

flea markets, it is possible to find excellent

equipment bargains for $200 or less —
sometimes much less. You can also build

your own equipment, an activity that is

truly in keeping with the spirit of the hobby.

Depending on what you build and where

you find your parts, this can be a very cost

effective and rewarding approach.

Won't I need to put up huge antennas?

Not at all. Once again it all depends on your

ambitions. As a general rule the higher the

antenna the better the performance. That's

why you see those large antennas mounted
on high towers. But you don't need a big,

high antenna to communicate. Some hams
talk around the world using a single wire

strung between two trees. 1 once had a

fascinating conversation with a ham in

Alaska using a crude wire antenna that

dangled out of my second-story-apartment

window. As mentioned previously, VHF
packet doesn't require large antennas at all.

I'm a very active "packeteer" in my area,

and yet I only have a small antenna (basi-

cally a six-foot-long aluminum tube)

strapped lo a fence post in the back yard.

How can I get more information ? That ' s

the easiest question of all! There are at least

three good sources;

• The American Radio Relay League,

225 Main Street, Newington, CT 06 1 1 1 , is

an excellent starting point. This organiza-

tion represents amateur radio interests in

the United States and is very active in

promoting the hobby. It has a large assort-

ment of helpful materials to get you on your

way. The phone number is (203) 666- 1 54 1.

• Your local amateur radio club. Ama-
teur radio is so widespread that there are

ham clubs in many locations. The Ameri-

can Radio Relay League can provide you

with a list of clubs in your area. Check your

newspapers as well. Some clubs publish

their meeting times and they always wel-

come strangers. If you have a program-

mable police scanner, set it to scan the

frequencies between 146 and 148 MHz.
You may hear local club members talking

to each other about upcoming meetings and

events.

• If you have a modem, cheek the BBSs
for Special Interest Groups (SIGs) that are

dedicated to amateur radio. CompuServe,
for example, has an active SIG known as

hamnet. You'll find helpful hams in the

SIGs and often a wealth of public-domain

amateur radio software too.

It is also worth mentioning that Radio

Shack sells a pre-packaged novice license

(raining course (Cat, No. 62-2402) for about

$20. The package includes a study guide

and cassette tapes to help you learn Morse

code. If you can't attend a class in your

area, this is a good alternative.

Amateur radio has a lot to offer the

computer hobbyist. Beware, though— once

it gets into your blood, it's a hard habit to

shake. Most hams who join early stay hams
for the rest of their lives. Once you take a

good look at the hobby, you can see why.

<S3t
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******** SCOREBOARD POINTERS ****** * *

In conjuction with the rainbow's Scoreboard, we offer this bi-monthly column of

pointers for game-playing readers' benefit. If you have some interesting hints, tips

or responses to questions, or want help yourself, we encourage you to write to the
Scoreboard, c/o the rainbow.

HHlffi

In response to questions from:

• Clinton Morel I: In The Interbank

Incident give the medicine to the guy
standing behind the desk at the hotel in

Munich. If he has anything to tell you,

he'll talk after taking a pill. As to what

to do with the IBC shirt and the dice,

you've got me. The computer is rather

complicated. First you have to have the

disk, the portable computer and the

computer cartridge. Give the cartridge

to the computer console in the mu-
seum. Next insert the disk into the

portable computer, then give the port-

able computer to the console. The data

should begin transferring to the com-
puter and is stored on the disk.

What do you do with the ring?

•Jason Hanna: In Dungeons ofDaggo-
rath, keep either the fire ring or the ice

ring without using it until you reach the

wizard's image. Be sure your heartbeat

has slowed down. You also need a Hale

flask. Let the image come to you, then

hit him once with the ring, run a few
rooms away, use the Hale flask and
wait for him to come at you again, Hit

him once more with the ring and he

should die. Then you are transported to

Level 4.

• Brad Renfro: In Dungeons ofDaggo-
rath, to kill the bat you must have a

ring. It can be just a gold ring. Hit him
about 20 times repeatedly, run a few
rooms away, then turn around and wait

for him and attack again. It takes time

but you'll get him.

Kill the wizard with an iron sword
and bronze shield? You've got to be

kidding— you need the elvish sword
and the milhril shield. Wait for him to

come to you, hit him once and run

about 10 or 12 rooms away and turn

around, This gives your heartbeat time

to slow down. Then wait for him again.

Repeat the above steps. Done correctly,

you kill him but it takes time.

Jason .louex

Greenville, South Carolina

• David McCoy: In Shenanigans to

convince the computer to open the trap

door, type open door. Then you see the

old cabin.

In Vortex Factor, how do you light

up the caverns in the Cairo Moon?
How do you open the safe in the first

room?

Heider Santos

Montreal, Quebec

m Steven Lipsraw: You can get out of

Level 5 in Thexder by getting to the

place where there is just one creature

{called a balder) in a dead end and

blasting the ceiling away until you get

out to the passage above.

James Wilcox

Epping, New Hampshire

Scoreboard:

I need help on Martian Crypt How
do I cross the open pit or the floor with

cracks in the cave after f give the dia-

mond to the Martian?

Eurik Perez

New York

Scoreboard:

In Interbank Incident I know if you
have two keys at the start in Seattle,

you can go to the apartment building

and use both keys to open the door,

Does anyone know what the slot on the

boat is for?

Robert Freeze

Toledo, Ohio

Scoreboard:

In Interbank Incident I have the wallet

but when I give it to anyone, the game
stops. Why? I can't find the codebook
or the thieves' hideout. Any other help

would be great, too. I also need help in

the force field room in the master con-

trol center in Robot Odyssey.

Andy Schmidt

Florence, Kentucky

Scoreboard;

1 need help with White Fire ofEter-

nity. I'm in a shrine honoring the dwarf
miners. I see a statue, box, light, stone

and pick. I tried to get the pick, but it's

stuck in the statue's hands. Without a

good grip I'm not able to pull it out. If

you have any information regarding

this, please write,

Harrison Feltner

Happy, Kentucky

Scoreboard:

Has anyone played the game Night

of the Living Dead by Savage Soft-

ware? We have gone into the church

and examined it carefully (we think)

and then gone into the churchyard.

There we always get killed by the

zombie. We are beginning adventure

game players, but it seems we. should

get farther than that. Can anyone help?

Thelrna J, Saffold

Austell, Georgia

To respond to others readers' inquiries

and requests for assistance, reply to

"Scoreboard Pointers" c/o THE rainbow,
P.O. Box 385, Prospect, KY 40059. We
will share your reply with all "Score-

board" readers in an upcoming issue.

For greater convenience, "Scoreboard
Pointers" and requests for assistance may
also be sent to us through the MAIL,

section of our Delphi CoCo SIC From
the CoCo SIG> prompt, pick mail, then

type send and address Io:editors. Be
sure to include your complete name and
address.
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ADVANCED STAR'TRENCH (THE RAINBOW, 7/B6)

4.7SQ Stephanie Mariel, Laval. Quebec
4.500 Frankie DiGiovanni, Olney. MD
4,475 David Sehaller, Clarksion, WA

ANDRONE
(
Radio Shack)

28.635 Wayne Roberts, Stiltwaler, OK
20.820 Gary Budzak, Weslerville, OH

ASTRO BLAST (Mark Data)

43,356 Brian 9. Braoie, Lakeside, CA
48,825 Tony Bacon. Ml. Vernon, IN

?4 sflti Matthew Smith. Courtenay, Briiisri Columbia

ATOM (Radio Shack)
Round 2 Cobalt (#24) James Don-egan, Saurgerties.

NY
BASH iSRB Software)

1,342,800 David Ring, Lyman, NE
744.900 Andy Carter, North Charleston. SC

BEAM RIDER <D & D Software)

t. 41 3.510 James Snyder. Ciricinnati.QH

1 ,388,540 Rose Snyder, Cincinnati. OH
1 .232.430 Beverly Rihm. Appleton, Wl
BEEZAPPER (THE RAINBOW, 3137)

28,275 William Currie, Bryans Road. MD
15,785 David Hanmann. Osoyoos, British Columbia

12,825 Frederick Lajoie, Middlelcn. Nova Scotia

BIOSPHERE {Radio Shack!
54.000 Ty Stocksdale, Racine. Wl

BLITZ [THE RAINBOW, 6/88)

1 26.400 Jerry Anderson, Jacksonville, FL
69.150 Ryun Schlacht, Gackle, ND
66.975 Joel Klein. Indianapolis, IN

63,150 Kreig Bryson, Woodstock, GA
BOUNCING BOULDERS (Discern Products)

24.186 Dennis Zobsl. Ceniereach, NY
16,874 Michael Zobel. Gentereacti, NY
1 0,930 Patrick Garneau. Ste-Croix. Quebec

BHEWMASTER (NOVASOFT)
133,025 Andy DeGroal, Saginaw, Ml
52,500 Chris Deiertsin. Peekskill, NY
52,1 75 Haider Santos. Montreal, Quebec
51 .925 Wendy Slaub. Muui idiville, WV

CASHMAN (MiehTron)

11,910 Helder Sanlos. Montreal, Quebec
9.87Q Martin Parada, Arcadia, CA

CAVEWALKER (Radio Shack)
209,870 Todd Von Natla, Isle of Palms, SC
183,290 Robert Young, Mildway, Oniario

41 ,060 Bussell Warren Severs, Tucson. AZ
34,720 Chris Kremc, Bethel, CT
30,309 Cathy England Kimble. Glendaie. AZ

CLOWNS & BALLOONS (Radio Shack)

688,960 Faye Keefer, Augusta, GA
217,500 Frankie DiGiovanni, Olney, MD
7O.1S0 Charles Andrews, Delta Jet. AK

COLOR BASEBALL (Radio Shack)
596-0 Franck C UAmgto, Brooklyn, NY
595-0 Tom Cherubino, Brooklyn, NY
41E-0 Brian S. BramB. Lakeside, CA
389-0 Was Latimer, Grangeville, ID

387-0 Joel Stocksdale, Racine. Wl
276-0 Kevin Wannemacher. Payne, OH
238-0 John Valentine, Maiborough, CT
172-0 Ryan Murray. Herrln, IL

149-0 John Breckel. Wilmington, OH
147 2 J ohn Weaver, Amsterda m, NY
137-0 Seotl Galvao. Tiverton, Rl

1 37-0 Jennile r Joh nson , M erkden, CT
132 Karen Rimiller, Adams, NY
1 30-0 Matthew Snider, Pinehursl, TX
130-2 Greg Allen. Alwater. CA
126-0 Jason Trammel, Murphysboro, IL

113-0 Chris Donato, Euclid, OH
COLOR CAR (NOVASOFT)

343,075 Duncan Cameron, Chippewa Falls, Wl
316,550 Alan Martin, Cornwall, Ontario

COLOR POKER {THE RAINBOW, 4/83)

110,149,bod Earl Foster, Lynchburg, VA
THE CONTROLLERS (THE RAINBOW, 2/88)

365 Roger Ranee, Charleston, SC
308 Erin Carllon, Charleston. SC

CRYSTAL CASTLES (Thunder Vision)

$16,220 Jason Trammel, Murphysboro, IL

DALLAS QUEST (Radio Shack)
61 Brad Wilson, Lithia Springs, GA
85 Paul Summers, Orange Park, FL
85 David and Shirley Johnson. Leicester, NC
86 Roy Grant, Toledo, OH
86 Melanie Moor. Florence, AL
66 Curtis Trammel, Murphysboro, IL

DEF MOV (THE RAINBOW. VST)
50,566 Frankie DiGiovanni. Olney, MD
43,806 Domingo Martinez, Miami, FL
39,320 Matthew Smith, Courtenay, British Columbia

DEMOLITION DERBY (Radio Shack)

1 1 3.200 Gary Budzak, Weslerviile, OH
1 1 0,500 Jason Downs. Albany, OR
1 00,500 Richard Winkelbauer, Bronx. NY

DEMON ATTACK (Imagic)

279,435 Jon HobsOn, Plainfield, Wl
202.260 Tom Snags, Hillsdale, NY
83,285 Upton Thomas, Arnold. MD

DESEHT PATROL (Arcade Animation)

1 ,099.899 Chris Lucero, Denver CO
505.250 Ricky Turkatt, Marlow. OK
234,300 Steven Tureotte, Matane, Quebec

DESERT RIDER (Radio Shack)

80,703 Thomas Payton. Anderson, SC
63,383 Mike Alt, San Juan Capistrano, CA
65,351 Jason Hackley. Clinton, CT

DEVIL ASSAULT (Torn Mi*)

1.866,100 Stephane Martel, Laval, Quebec
623,550 DaleKrueger, Maple Ridge, British Columbia

DOWNHILL (THE RAINBOW, 1/89)

10 James Donegan, Saugerties, NY
10 Amy Schiller, Denmark. Wl
10 Ryun Schlecht, Gackle, ND
10 Russell Warren Devsrs. Tucson, AZ

DOWNLAND (Radio Shack)
125,450 Pat NorriS, O'Fallon, MO
93.982 Eric Mellon. Newark, DE
99,960 Danny Wimetl, Rome, NY

DRACONIAN (Tom Mix)

137,810 Chris Lucero, Denver, CO
127,870 Michael Mullen, Buffalo, NY

DRAGON FIRE (Radio Shack)

160,335 Eric Olson, Wheaion. IL

146.325 Stephane Martel, Laval, Quebec
ENCHANTER (Infocom)

400/361 David P. McCoy. Franklin, NC
FIHESTORM (THE RAINBOW, 1/86)

22.505 Chad Presley, Luseland, Saskatchewan
1 i',260 stephane Martel, Laval. Quebec
5.680 Kathy Rumpel, Arcadia. Wl
5.1 80 Mark Brissie, Nashville. TN

GALACTIC ATTACK (Radio Shack)

31 ,100 Upton Thomas, Arnold. MD
29,030 David Czamecki, Northampton, MA
26,370 Jelf Aemick, Warren. Wl

GALAGON (Spectral Associates)

751 .020 Sofia Giorgi, Brasilia, Brazil

357.890 Jason Clough, Houston, TX
328,820 Bernard Burke, Lee's Summit, MO

GANTELET fDiecorn Products)

65,398,298 Phil Wooding, Renovo, PA
45,235,820 Ken Hubbard. Madison. Wl
23,643,720 Geran Stalker, Rivordalo, GA
GANTELET II fDiecorn Products)

65.399,289 Corey Keplar, Renovo. PA
17.701 .060 Bryan Bell, Manassas, VA

441 ,490 Asher Martin, Woodridge. IL

55.015 Andy Freeman. Turtle Lake, Wl
GFL CHAMPIONSHIP FOOTBALL II (Tandy)

1 ,046-0 Mark E, Wentroble, Tyler. TX
825-0 Hyan Grady, Newbury Park, GA

622-14 Josh Encarnation, Omaha, NE
83-3 Charles Fteve de Cotrei, Laurent, Quebec

GHANA BWANA (Radio Shack)

2.350.750 Michael Hate. Chicago, IL

702,520 Joseph Delaney, Augusta, GA
400,000 Torn Jones. Milan, IL

282,070 Kelly Jones. West Salem, OH
174,410 Caraann Jentzseh, Dulur. OR

QIN CHAMPION (Radio Shack)
2,224 Lee Oeuell. Shell Rook. IA

1,602-0 Jimmy Garner, Fl Worth, TX
1 . 1 20-0 Kim Johns. Port Cog „ B riti sh Columbia

GRANDPRIX CHALLENGE (Diecom Products)

67.71 H. Dingwell. Litchfield. CT
GROBOT (Children's Computer Workshop)

9,665 Wendy Staub. Moundsville, wv
8,090 Curt Label, Louisville, KY

HELICOPTER HERO [JHE RAINBOW, 3(88)

4,608 Jerry Anderson, Jacksonville, FL
103 Phil Holsten. Moraga, CA
76 Chris Nuwer. Lockport. NY

HITCHHIKER'S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY (Infocom)

400/359 Roy Grant, Toledo. OH
4011/4?? .[elf Hnltham Waterloo, Ontario

400/51 Brad Wilson, Lilhia Springs, GA
IRON FOREST (Diecom Products)

5,671.500 Douglas Paulson. HichlieW. ID

4,088,000 Gabriel Riley. Richfield, ID

3. 1 73,200 Charles Boyd, Amanita, TX
2.676,300 Janet Boyd. Amarillo, TX
1,376,850 Ricky Turken. Marlow, OK
JOKER POKER (THE RAINBOW, 3/87)

62,067.906 Carole Rueckert, Mansfield, OH
47,505,822 Blain Jamieson, Kingston. Ontario

21 ,733.284 Jon Fogarty, Yale. Mf
JUNIOR'S REVENGE (Computeiwara)

2,503.000 Stephana Martel. Laval, Quebec
257,600 Keith Cohen. Rocky Mount, NC

JUNKFOOD (THE RAINBOW. 11/94)

535,760 Charlie Ginn, Augusta, GA
356,850 Jon Hobson. Plainfield, Wl
16,990 Joel Klein, Indianapolis. IN

KING PEDE rT£ D So/ifwar*,l

145,035 Trisha Eckhoff. North Platte, NE
83,855 Mike Snyder, Allen, OK

KING'S QUEST III (Siarra On-line)
210/210 David Ring. Lyman, NE

KNOCK OUT (Diecom Products)

472,995 Frank D'Amato, Brooklyn. NY
1 83 ,675 Rush Caley. Port Qrch ard, WA
105.565 Bob Brinstield, Jr., Norwood, PA

KOFlONIS RIFT fEpyx)

186,250 Mario Zuvieta, McAllen, TX
186.710 Tony Harbin, Cullman. AL

KUNG-FU DUDE (Sundog Systems)
32,000 Tony Geitgay, University Park, PA
1 6,1 30 Rod Miller. Sarasota, FL
14.305 David Schulze, San Antonio, TX
12.150 Cody Deegan, Fallon, NV
1 0, 1 45 Ftandy Mi I tar, Sarasota, FL

THE LAIR (Freebooter Sothvare)

1 12,940 James Walton, Pittsburg, PA
LANDER (T&D Software)

780 AN Enkin, Neapen, Ontario

LASER SURGEON: THE MICROSCOPIC MISSION
(Activision)

42.767 Joe Stanley, Harrisburg, IL

LUNAR-ROVER PATROL (Spectral Associates)

73,500 Aran Wuelfing, Gladwin, Ml

66,200 Chuck Lehotsky, N. Jackson, OH
45,700 Kameron Pence. Little Rock. AR

MARBLE MAZE (Diecom Products)

353,220 David Boland, Dubuque. IA

30,850 Amber Reynolds, While City, Saskatchewan
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A MAZJNG WORLD OF MALCOLM MORTAR (Radio
Shack)

7.830 Roberl Mefterd, Rockford, OH
7.545 Joshua Wanagal. Freeville. NY
7, 1 SS Kr»g 0r-ys«n , Woodstock, GA
7.035 Thomas $. Corbrlt III, Yagpon Beach, NC
6.530 Robert Young, Mildmay, Ontario

MUGA-BUG {Radio Shack)

12,000 Matthew Smith, Courtenay, British Columbia
10,044 Douglas Bacon, Middfetown, CT
9,309 Alan Kramer, Coaksville, MD
3,263 Amy Schiller, Denmark. Wl
2,292 David Weaver. Amsterdam. NY

MEMOCARDS (THE RAINBOW, 8/87)

3,120 Lise Gagne, Si-David. Queosc
1 ,964 Scott Walolkiewicz, Tworivers, Wl
1 .640 Sara M ineteiaedi . Kiel. Wl

MINE RESCUE (SRB Software)
670,200 Chuck Lehotsky. N. Jackson. OH

MISSION: F-16 ASSUALT fDiecom Products)

565,395 Tony Bacon. Mt. Vernon. IN

4$8.750 Karen Jessen. Cleveland. OH
abh.b/t) Stirling Uill, Uundalk. Ontario

MISSION; RUSH'N ASSUALT (Discom Products)
1 ,21 0,550 Robert Mefferd, Rockford, OH
7B7,30O Tony Bacon, Mt. Vernon, IN

361 ,750 Clay Jones. Woosler. OH
212,500 Kelly Jones. West Salem, OH
195,250 Kelly Jones, West Salem, OH

MONSTER MAZE {Radio Snack,
52,51 Chris Kremo, Bethel. CT
12,950 Paul OeVila. Vallejo, CA

ONE-ON-ONE IRadio Shack)
1,310-0 Jon Brecksl. Wilmington, OH
1 .302-0 Thomas Payton, Anderson. SC
1 ,280-Q Randy Sunderland. Page , W

V

1,276-0 Jonathan Oonis. Indianapolis. IN

1 ,260 Brandon Reece. Chickamauga, GA
OPERATION FREEDOM (THE RAINBOW, &9S)

49,690 Craig Schneider. North Platte. N6
OUTHOUSE (MichTron)

534,050 Kay Foje, Kansas City, MO
59,641 Sam zehei. Coal Center, PA
30.640 Dave Staub, Moundsville. WV

PAPER ROUTE (Diecom Products)

248,400 Cathy E. Kimble, Glandule, AZ
150,560 Heather Hamblen. Bar Harbor. ME

PITFALL II (Aclivision)

1 ,568,500 Sandy Baker, Martin City. Montana
1.519,500 Jim Hammons, Marin City, Montana
1 .085.500 Tracey Lee Slack, Ahmed Ontario
A71 .500 Aaron Florence, English, IN

586.500 Jonathan Toloski, Torrington. CT
POOYAN (Datasolt)

1 ,453.950 Lois Crowson, East Alton, IL

1,266.050 Craig Schneider. North Platte, NB
625.700 Charles Rene de Cotret, Saint-Laurent,

OustjBLj

POPCORN (Radio Shack)
1 50,560 Tom Cherutrino , Brooklyn , NY
1 05,560 Heather Condit, Grafton, ND
26,889 Claude Jalbert, Matane. Quebec
25,450 Dianne Mozzerti. Pittsburgh. PA

PROSPECTOR (THE RAINBOW, 12/86)

56,150 Sara Mittelsiaedt, Kiel, Wl
51.650 Joel Klein, Indianapolis, IN

£7,650 tlyun Qehleeht, Cackle. NO
15.150 CrayAugsburg
5.000 Chris Nuwer, Lockport, NY
4.100 Angle Mittelslaedt. Kiel, Wl
4,050 Juita Kapihammer

PYRAMID 2000 (Radio Shack)
Z20 Malt ChlapOWSki, Webster, MA
220 Darren King. Yorklon, Saskatchewan
220 Mike Snyder, Allen. OK

PYRAMIX (Color Venture)

72,050 Teresa Granl, Groton, CT
68,550 Andy Freeman, Turtle Lake, Wl
67,650 Richard Winkelbauer, Bronx, NY
37,950 Blain Jamieson. Kingston, Ontario

QUIX fTom Mix)

6.407,772 Jonn Haioane. Temps. AZ
HAD WARRIOR {Epyx)

21 .424 Robert Molferd, Rockford, OH
10.064 Kreig Daniel Bryson, Woodstock, GA
6,736 Jonathan Fullerton, Gardiner, ME
$.016 Diedrick Brown, Pine Mountain, GA
4,368 Sean Russell, Saint John, New Brunswick
4,224 Josh Encarnation. Omaha. NE
4,1 12 Randy Slocksdale. Racine, Wl
3.936 Matthew Smith. Courtenay, British Columbia

RADIO BALL (Radio Shack)

1 ,730870 Joealyn Gagne. St-David, Quebec
1,761,030 Eric Mellon. Newark. DE
1 ,666.670 Lise Gagne-, St David, Quebec
1 ,557,100 David Reash, Hadley, PA
REACTOID (Radio Shack)

6,055 Gary Budzak, Westerville, OH
RED WAHRIOR (Radio Shack)

5,438 Scott Godfrey. Nashua, nh
4,164 Roger Ranee, Charleston, SC
4,011 Erin Carllon, Charleston, SC

RESCUE ON FRACTALUS (Epyx)

1 .000,948 Sleven Uivary, Calgary. Alberta
323,167 Kenneth Hill, Serema Park, MD

RETURN DF JUNIOR'S REVENGE (CotOfWare)
2.053,100 Teresa Grant. Grolcn. CT
1.792,800 Chad Presley, Luseland, Saskatchewan
ROGUE (Epyx)
1 .000,143 David Ring, Lyman. NE

71,833 Jon Fogarty, Yale, Ml
65,529 Joseph H. Campbell, Norfolk, VA
1 5.400 Denny Turner. Virginia Beach. VA

SAILOR MAN (Tom Mix)
427,700 Mamie Schalm, Edson, Alberta

332,200 Jason Downs, Albany. OH
247.900 Jason Bauer. Menominee. Ml
231.900 Jes-sica Wilkins. Seymour. TN

SANDS OF EGYPT fRadio Shack)

67 Trislan Terkuc. Richmond. Ontario
62 Edward Rocha, Cobleskill. NY

SAUCER DEFENSE (THE RAINBOW, 4/87)

95,000 Kevin Hilton. Conway, AZ
40,000 David Hartmann. Qsoyoos. British Columbia

SCRATCH GOLFER (THE RAINSOW, 3*9}
63 Lelf Smedbeng, Churubusra. IN

62 Frank Sedlarcik, Carmel, NY
61 Jay Wood , Alexandria , MN

SHAMUS fftirfio Shank)
61 .745 Scott Galvao. Tiverton, Rl

50,840 Chris Kremo, Belhel. CT
20,870 Larry Fuhrmann, Jr., Lynnwood. WA

SHOOTING GALLERY (Radio Snack)
36,830 Patricia Strakey. Littleton, CO
27,270 Jocelyn Hellyer. Montgomery, IL

25,670 HekJer Santos. Montreal, Quebec
25,510 Donald Knudson, Minot, ND

SHOOT'N RANGE (THE RAINBOW, 8/67)
55,623 Paul Robbins. Picayune. MS
14,702 Richard Winkelbauer, Bronx, NY
13,794 PhiNip Holsten. Modesto, CA

SILPHEEDrfGameArtsJ
107,577 Josh Encarnation, Omaha, NE
93,361 Shan McKinncy. Horton. AL
80,603 Frankie OiGiovanni, Olney, MD

SLAY THE NERIUS (Radio Snack)
73,091 Jeff Remick. Warren, Ml
66,921 Chris Lucero, Denver, CO
63.476 Cnris Kremo. Bethel, CT
21.410 Scott Severtson, JameslQwn. MY

SNEAKY SNAKE (THE RAINBOW, 8/87)
137 Guy Greene, Bradenton. FL
102 Mike Alt, San Juan Capistrano, CA
91 Chris Nuwer, Lockporl, NY

SPACE ASSAULT (Radio Shack)

49,070 John Stokes. Qsoyoos, British Colombia
13,1 10 Jefl Remick, Warren. Ml
7,280 Jason Kopp, Downs, IL

6,730 John Weaver, Amsterdam, NY
6,120 David Weaver, Amsterdam. NY

SPACE INVADERS (Spectral Associates)

3,920 Art Enkin, Neapen, Ontario

SPEED RACER (MichTron)
103,120 Ricky Turketl, Marlow, OK
97.400 Jell Morrison, Marlow. OK
96,420 Karen Rimiller, Adams, NY
96.000 Amber Reymonds, While City, Saskatchewan

SPEEDSTER (THE RAINBOW, 8/87) '

250,500 Kevin Hilton, Conway, AZ
21 1.300 Paul Robbins, Picayune, MS
1 1 7,080 Bill Mil lington. Meriden, CT

SPIDERCIDE (Radio Shack)
27.730 Mike LeSrun, Cornwall, Ontario

SPRINGSTER (Radio Shack}
379.210 Wayne Roberts. Slillwaier, OK
303.520 MavisHartmann. Qsoyoos, British Columbia
200,670 Denise Root, Thomdala, PA
41 ,230 Jason Trammel. Murphyshoro. IL

STAR BLAZE (Radio Shack)
9,150 Amy Schiller, Denmark. Wl
8,950 Richard Durksen, Grunlhal, Manitoba
6,550 Flint Weiler, Swarthmore, PA

STOCK 3 (THE RAINBOW, 11/88)
77,386.525 Guy Greene, Bradenton. FL

1 ,752,500

1 ,723.000

1,706,000
1,700,000

7.402

7,092

6,224
6.122

5.355

5.662
4.258

2,033,000

2,011,200

1 ,823,900
1 .-1 1

1 ,700

STRATA (THE RAINBOW, 5/8S)
4,380 Blain Jamieson. Kingston. Ontario
4,040 Ryun Schlechl. Gackle. ND
3. 1 1 Kathy Rumpel , Arcadia

, Wl
2.992 Alan Lindabsrry, Thorndale, PA

SUPER PITFALL (Radio ShacK)
2,024.500 Danny Lee Fye, Independence. MO

Bruce Hoffsomrner, Ridley Parti, PA
Robert Young, Mildmay, Ontari

John Lipslraw. Rising Star, TX
Tom Jones, Milan, IL

TEMPLE OF ROM (Radio Shack)
604,000 Troy Graham. Arnold, MD
507,700 Adam Broughton, Morris, PA
303.BQQ Tim Hennon, Highiand, IN

TETRIS (Radio Shack)
9,110 John Freidrich, Natrona Heights, PA

Jason Downs. Albany, OR
Chris Kremo, Bethel, CT
Lori Harvey, La Porte City, 1A

Maggie Hackbarth, Clayton, NY
John Kreiley. Roohpster, NY
Jimmy Garner, Fort Worth, TX
Chuck Lehotsky, N, Jackson. OH

THEXDER (Sierra On-Lins)
3.001 .300 Joseph Cheek, West Jordan, UT

Frankie OiGiovanni. Olney, MD
Travis King, Montrose, WV
Tom Gauwitz, Roanoke, IL

Sieve Hallin, Biloxi, MS
TIME BANDIT (MichTron)

76,030 Brent Morgan, Centervllle, OH
59,020 Stephanie Morgan. Centerville, OH

TOADER (THE RAINBOW, 2/B9)

7,047 Jessica Wilkins, Seymour. TN
5,117 Jon Hobson, Plaintiekj. Wl

TREKBOER (Mark Data)
123 Roy Granl. Toledo, OH
132 Matlhew Fumich, (vlunlord. TN

TRIG ATTACK (Sugar Software)
196.000 Cassaundra Stewart, Sacramento, CA

TUT'S TOMB (THE RAINBOW, 7/88)

54,344 Brian Brame. Lakeside. CA
53,280 William Currie, Bryans Road, MD

varloc (Radio Shack)

2,502 Frank D'AmstO. Brooklyn, NY
2,032 Tony Harhin, Cullman, AL
2,032 Edward ROdha, Cobleskill, NY

VICIOUS VIC (THE RAINBOW, 7/86)
18,813 Talib Khan. Bronx, NY
15,063 John Conley, Everett. WA

WARRIOR KIN0 (Suildvy Systems)
46 , 1 00 Asher Martin. Woodridge, I

L

31 ,800 Jason Cotting. Jackson, MS
30,500 Mike Sobjak. Reading. PA
16,700 Jason Bauer. Menominee, Ml

WILDWEST (Tom Mix)

52 Farrell Kenlmer, Phoenix, AZ
35 Paul Summers. Orange Park, FL

WISHBRINGER (Intocom)

400/201 Brad Wilson, Liltiia Springs, GA
WIZARD'S DEN (Tom Mix)

593,950 Richard Winkelbauer, Bronx, NY
467.000 David Reash, Hadley, PA
425,350 Lsil Smedbero. Columbia City, IN
195,050 Mark Toucbette, Preston, CT

WHLSTLE MANIAC (Diecom)
955.971 Marc Fleiter. Cincinnati, OH
546.315 Louis Bouchard, Galineau, Quebec

XENION (Diecom)

429,530 Chris Deierteln, Paekskill. NY
159.190 Charles Rene de Catrel, Saint-laurent,

Quebec
ZAKSUND (Bite Software)

557,900 Tom Cherubinc, Brooklyn, NY
357,550 Martin Parada, Arcadia, CA
268,350 Tony Bacon, Mt Vernon. IN

ZAXXQN r^afasofW
2,061 ,000 Byron Alford, Raytown, MO
1.950,000 Blake Cadmus, Reading, PA
ZONERUNNEH (Radio Shack)

65,535 Scott Godfrey, Nashua, NH
65,535 Mike Woycheshen, Coquitlam, British Co-

lumbia
ZONX (THE RAINBOW, 8/65)

13.000 Joel Klein, Indianapolis. IN

ZORK (Intocom)

350.'326 Konnie Granl, Toledo, OH
350/507 Matthew Yarrows, Easthampton, MA

ZORK II (Intocom)

400/503 David P, McCoy. Franklin. NC

Give usyourbest: Join the ranks oftriese courageous CoCoists in showing the Color Computer world your high score atyour favorite micro-diversion.
We want to put your best effort on record in THE RAINBOW'S bimonthly "Scoreboard" column. All entries must be received 60 days prior to publica-
tion, Entries should be printed— legibly— and must include your /Mname. address, game title, company name and, of course, your high score. Each
individual is limited to three score entries per month. Send your entries to Scoreboard, do THE RAINBOW.

For greater convenience, your high scores may also be sent to us through the MAIL section of our Delphi CoCo SIG From the CoCo 3!G>prompt
pick MAIL, then type SEND and address to: EDITORS.
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1 Feature

THE

OS-9 *CART
INTERRUPT

FIX

Solving the

mysteries of

OS-9 terminal

problems

By
Marty
Goodman

CoCo 3 OS-9 users with Multi-

Pak Interfaces and RS-232 Paks
occasionally find mysterious

problems with OS-9 terminal

programs locking up and refus-

ing to receive more data. Restarting the

terminal program, sometimes including use

of the hardware Reset button, is required to

resume operation.

Some experts have examined these

problems and found that the problem is in

the design of the Multi-Pak and the CoCo
3 's GIME chip. It turns out that most, if not

all, interrupt related problems are solved

by simple hardware modifications to the

Multi-Pak and the Color Computer 3,

This article describes the Multi-Pak and

CoCo 3 fixes and gives a detailed technical

explanation of what is being fixed and why.

The description of the Multi-Pak fix is

brief. Tony DiStefano described a variant

of that fix in the September '88 issue of the

RAINBOW in his "Turn of the Screw" col-

umn. The fix for the CoCo 3 is presented in

detail to allow a hardware tinkerer of modest

ability to make the needed modifications.

It is important to understand that these

Martin H. Goodman, M. D., a physician

trained in anethesiology, is a longtime

electronics tinkerer and outspoken com-

mentator— sort of the Howard Coselt of

the CoCo world. On Delphi, Marty is the

SIGop of RAINBOW'S CoCo S1G and data-

base manager of OS-9 Online. His non-

computerpassions include running, moun-

taineering and outdoor photography.Marty

lives in San Pablo, California,

fixes are primarily valuable for those using

OS-9 and the RS-232 Pak. The fixes are

probably not needed for other applications.

Most Disk BASIC terminal programs do not

use the interrupt on the RS-232 Pak. Thus
these fixes arc not valuable for them, Ulti-

materm uses the interrupt and its users may
find mysterious lockups are alleviated by

making these fixes,

General Background
Operating systems and other software

arc informed ofevents such as the arrival of

data in the serial port through an interrupt,

An interrupt is an electrical signal that tells

the central processor to put other activities

on hold and attend to the arrival of new
data.

Although the Color Computer 1 was

designed a long time ago, the designers

provided for interrupts to be passed from

the system bus (cartridge slot) or Multi-Pak

slots to the 6809. However, the handling of

this interrupt signal is not very sophisti-

cated. Little thought appears to have been

given to problems that might have arisen if

interrupts were generated by multiple

sources.

Instead of sending the interrupt directly

to the 6809 (which would have been simple

and direct), or adding a special interrupt

handler chip designed to properly handle

multiple interrupts, they provided for in-

coming interrupts to be processed by a PIA
chip before being passed to the 6809. This

is the *CART interrupt, Pin 8 on the 40-pin

CoCo system bus.

Technical Background
When the Multi-Pak was designed, more

complexity was added to the processing of

*CART interrupt signals. The Multi-Pak

had provisions for switching through soft-

ware which of the four slots were looked at

by the computer for disk ROMs, I/O ports

and *CART signals.

The Low-order two bits (bits and 1) of

the byte written to $FF7F detennines which

of the four cartridge slots in the Multi-Pak

is accepting signals from the *SCS line

(Input/Output addresses in the range of

SFF40 through SFF5F used by the disk

controller). Bits 4 and 5 control which slot

the computer looks at to find a disk ROM
(*CTS line), and from which slot *CART
interrupts are accepted.

When OS-9 is running, the ACIA de-

vice driver must switch the slot selector to

see if there are any interrupts pending from

any of the cartridge slots. That is, the dev ice

driver must switch the Multi-Pak slot se-
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lector for the *CART line in order to detect

the presence of an interrupt.

Sometimes an interrupt is generated and

disappears before the Multi-Pak slot is

selected to the device generating it, and it

gets missed. Or two slots may be generat-

ing interrupts and. while processing one

interrupt, the other pending interrupt fails

to get serviced. If the interrupt that fails to

get serviced is an RS-232 Pak interrupt,

characters can be missed or— worse—the

RS-232 Pak can Jock up entirely. This

problem is addressed by "strapping" the

*CART interrupt.

Technical Explanation

When the Color Computer 3 was de-

signed, even more complexity was added

to the handling of the *CART interrupt. In

addition to the route from the cartridge slot

to theCPU via the P1A chip, the GIME chip

of the CoCo 3 was set up to receive the

'"CART interrupt also and pass it to the IRQ
interrupt on the 6809.

The normal way interrupts work on the

6809 is that the interrupt line is normally in

a logic high (+5) level, and when the inter-

rupt is activated, it is pulled to logic low

(ground) level. The 6809 responds to the

level (high or low) of the interrupt and

recognizes the IRQ interrupt whenever it

R2 Reset Button

UJ r

CT>O
CO.

ED
<o

—1 1

»-
-o- CM
-^> m
-o- oo
-o- ID
-O*

\

R7

• = the side of the resister to which the diode must be attached

Figure 1 : CoCo 3 mother board showing where to find R2 and R7.

sees its IRQ pin low. It keeps seeing the

interrupt until the pin is high unless the

interrupt is turned off by setting interrupt

control flags inside the 6809 using the

condition code register.

The designers of the GIME did not have

the *CARTsignal detected by its level. The
GIME chip's *CART interrupt input trig-

gers on the transition from high to low of

the interrupt line. What this means is that if

one interrupt occurs very shortly after

another, the GIME chip might never see the

second interrupt because it is processing

the first one, By the time it starts looking for

the second one, all it sees is the persistence

of a low level on its interrupt line. Since it

needs to see an actual transition on that pin,

it fails to see the second interrupt.

This situation can easily occur under

OS-9 if you are using a terminal program.

The 60Hz clock inside the GIME is con-

stantly "ticking," generating 60 *CART
interrupts per second. At the same lime the

RS-232 Pak is receiving characters and

generating a *CART interrupt each time a

character comes in. Sooner or later the

UTILITIES/SUBROUTINES FOR BASIC

*J WOTEPAD: Type-UH* »(t buffer, uiord
mrap., bacltspace^ tcyrtpent and more.
U=se Blone or n^ a BASrc subroutine.
Includes a batoh printing utility.

HJ CALCyLAT-fJJii Algebroic notation, X^
antl son, integer derivative's For
decimals (e»x. Pl=3£5.yil3), ^-Fimction
KHMimr-^. Use atone or- as a BASIC
!SUtJfoutinc

3) SEARCH AMD BEFLACE: 36 u=pr-dpFined
templotea search BASIC Files. Replace
^trifigs u/itli on« or turo tcy^trotcs.
Insert, delete 1 overiurite modern tool
HtwIiTy templates. "on trie FLy" FiLe
size Limited only b^j clisfc capacity.

4) DISK MEMO- Append +9 character
memos to dist Filenames

5) HINP»T: Visible prompt and keyboard
input For HSCREEN gr aphic modes.

6J HTIMER: Countdoiun
HSCREEM graphic modes.

7t aUIKPRAUJ- PMODE4 Liner-, girot.es.
rnys, get/put interactiuelu.

PROGRAMS REQUIRE 128K COCOJ, RSDOS
SEND CHECK ^M.O. FOR J119B * *2 S*H TO=

OIBRALTER SOFTWARE >
65 BLUFF AVENUE *i^ROLUAVTOM, CT 0SSE3

SUPERSOUND max SOUND
YES NO
2 1

YES NO
YES/YES NO/NO
YES NO!

YES NO
YES NO
YES SO

VL Y *3& . 95

SUF>5fZSOr=T* JNO
QUALITY COLOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE

SUPERSOUND The SOUND Choice for the CoCoS.
True SOUND with SOUND two tracK recording. None stop
SOUND 4 ANIMATION together with CM3 ANIMATED graphics.
The EASIEST and MOST powerful! digital sound oval labia.
Nothing to write down or forget. Unmatched for QUALITY &

RELIABLILITY: Faster more accurate » more than double
record/play tlme.Notnmo extra to buy, beglner to hacker.

FEATURE
CONTINUOUS SOUND WITH ANIMATION
NUMBER OF TRACKS
CUEING
ECHO DOUBLE /BACKWARDS
ALL VARIABLES SAVED IN DISK FILE
SOUND with SOUND
full time support of coc05 mode
prqgrammasle playback volume
by J. D, WALKER Of

SUPEFeSHOW The perfect mete for SUPERSOUND.
A slide show format that supports MGE and CM3 eraphlcs
1n any mix, with or without sound and/or animation.
RS-DOS patches Included for double sided disk operation,

C/VL Y ¥72. 95
WHEEL or EATE Wheel of fortune type game.
Create your own puzzles or use the 2 puzzles Included,
by ROBERT GANTQN OA/L Y &T9. 35
STAR^MAX2 . O The easy to use eraphlcs printer
utility for the STAR NX1000 Rainbow. B&W or FULL COLOR.
Supports H5CREEN2,MGE and single or DOUBLE screen CM3.
Full J quarter size prlnts,MIRRQft<reversed/uPsidedown]

.

Print B*W or FULL COLOR LETTERHEADS, LOGOS and more! Now
with NEW loader/editor. The easiest, best graphics prints,
by J.D.WALKER ONL Y JT f 9 . 95
CGPTIAXZ . O COLOR ONLY VERSION FOR CGP-220
J.D.WALKER ONLY S t 4 . 95
'" ALL programs roQuIr* !28k CoCoS, i tits* "'

SUP£RSOFT, INC
363 OAKWOOD AVE.
JACKSON, MI W2D3
(517) 767-3610

M/C 1 VISA accepted
please add 12.50 S/H

ATTENTION PROGRAMERS toP royalties
guaranteed for top quality programs.
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interrupt generated by the RS-232 Pak occurs

almost immediately after an interrupt gen-

erated by the internal 60Hz clock. The RS-

232 Pak interrupt gets lost, resulting in lost

characters or a lockup of the RS-232 Pak.

Making the GIME chip's *CART inter-

rupt input pin "edge-triggered" was a de-

sign mistake. This mistake was probably

made because the PIA that handles the

*CART interrupt on the old CoCo 1 and 2

uses an edge-triggered input. The GIME
chip designers decided to copy that, with-

out thought to the fact that the 6809 itself

uses a level-sensitive interrupt and the way
OS-9 works. Due to some specific design

decisions about the way OS-9's interrupt

handling software was written, and the fact

that OS-9 needs to use multiple sources for

interrupts, a level-sensitive interrupt is more

desirable. If the CoCo 3 had a special

interrupt-handling chip to sort out multiple

interrupts using dedicated hardware, there

would not be a problem.

It is important to realize that various

third-party manufacturers recommend this

fix be used to cure a flaw in the basic design

of the Color Computer 3's GIME chip.

Why would anyone want to use an edge-

triggered input for an interrupt? The an-

swer is that if you are only dealing with a

single source of interrupts, edge-triggered

interrupt inputs are best at detecting inter-

rupts that occur for a very brief period of

time. Level-sensitive interrupt handling is

better for situations where more than one

interrupt is used simultaneously and where

the interrupt lines are left active (low) until

they are serviced by the software.

The Multi-Pak *CART Hardware Fix

Before proceeding, it is important you

keep in mind that opening your Multi-Pak

orCoCo case voids any warranty currently

in effect.

DiStefano recommends that OS-9 users

"strap" the cartridge interrupt pins in their

Multi-Paks. This involves opening the unit,

removing the motherboard and turning it

upside down. With the solder points for the

four cartridge slots exposed, locate the spots

where Pin 8 of each 40-pin female edge

connector is soldered to the board. Run
jumpers to each Pin 8, connecting all of

them together. This fix may be done with

either the old or new (Cat. No. 26-3024 or

26-3124, respectively) Multi-Pak Interfaces.

Some purists recommended cutting three

of the four *CART pull-up resistors in the

Multi-Pak in addition to strapping the

*CART line. In the older Multi-Paks these

arcR 1 1 through R 14. In the newer, smaller

Multi-Paks they are R3 through R6, If you
do not cut three ofthefourpulkup resistors,

there is a total resistance ofover 1 K, mean-
ing less than 5 milliamps of current. It is

unlikely that this will cause any problem

with most logic. However, ifyou want to be

a purist, then cut out any three of the four

resistors from your Multi-Pak.

After you strap the *CART interrupt

lines on your Multi-Pak, you are unable to

use normal Radio Shack game cartridges in

the Multi-Pak, If a game cartridge is in one

of the slots, it causes the computer to crash.

If you want to use your game cartridges,

you need to cut the connection between Pin

8 and 9 on the game cartridge, select the slot

with the modified game cartridge (using

either the hardware switch on the Multi-

Pak or a software poke), then type EXEC

&HE01CL The game then executes properly.

The CoCo 3 *CART Hardware Fix

Purchase a Schottky barrier diode from

Radio Shack (Cat. No.276-1 165). Note that

virtually any physically small Schottky

barrier diode will do. In a pinch you can use

a germanium diode, such as a IN34. The
cathode is the lead nearest the band on the

diode. The anode is the other lead.

Open the CoCo 3 and remove the case

and keyboard. To remove the keyboard,

grasp both sides of the plastic ribbon cable

that attaches the keyboard to the keyboard

ribbon cable socket and gently pull it out of

the socket.

Now solder eight inches of insulated

wire to each side of the Schottky diode, I

recommend using 24- or 26-gauge stranded

wire with black or green insulation sol-

dered to the cathode of the diode (the side

that has the stripe near il). and red or orange

wire soldered to the anode of the diode.

Insulate the diode using heat shrink tubing

or electrical tape so none of the leads or

solder joints between the diode and the

wire are exposed. Be sure you know which

wire leads to the anode and which leads to

the cathode of the diode.

Locate R2 on youi CoCo 3; this is a 4.7K
ohm (yellow, violet and red) resistor in

front of the Reset button of the computer.

R2 is silk-screened in white on the circuit

board behind the resistor. Solder the wire

from the anode ofthe diode to the sideofR3
that is toward the front of the computer (the

side away from the Reset button).

Locate R7; this is also a 4.7K ohm
(yellow, violet and red) resistor found just

to the left ofthe 68B2 1 PIA chip. R7 is silk-

screened in white just in front of this resis-

tor. The 68B2 1 PIA chip is one of two 40-

pin chips found to the left of the keyboard

cable socket. Solder the wire from the cath-

ode of the Schottky diode to the i ight side

of R7 nearest the 68B21 chip.

The side of R7 that you soldered the

cathode of the diode to is connected di-

rectly to Pin 8 of the 40-pin system bus

socket. This is the incoming *CART sig-

nal. The side ofR2 you hooked the anode of

the diode to connects directly tn Pin 3 of the

68B09E, which is the IRQ pin of the 6809.

You have bypassed the internal GIME
chip circuitry by routing the incoming

*CART line directly to the IRQ pin of the

68B09E. The diode is needed to make sure

other interrupts (like the clock interrupt)

are not fed backwards toward the *CART
line. This would cause the computer to

think it had an auto-startROM pak plugged

in, and cause it to crash. I suggest you use

a Schottky diode because of the very low

(0,2 volt) voltage drop across its junction.

A germanium diode (which has a 0,3 volt

drop across its junction) is less desirable

but OK. Do not use a normal silicon diode

because the 0.6 vol t drop across itsjunction

is high enough to potentially cause prob-

lems with the logic. This fix allows an auto

start ROM pak to work properly ifplugged

directly into the CoCo 3's cartridge slot. Of
course if the CoCo 3 is being used with a

Multi-Pak modified as described above,

normal auto-start ROM packs will not work

properly.

Hacker's Historical Note

Old-tinte OS-9 hackers have used less

elegant variants of this fix for several years.

Typically they hard-wire the interrupt pin

from the RS-232 Pak directly to the IRQ
pin of the 6809. This modification requires

an external wire running from the RS-232
Pak to the insideof the CoCo, Some sophis-

ticated hackers eliminate the *CART line

entirely and, having freed up Pin 8 of the

CoCo's system bus, use that to pass the

interrupt from the RS-232 Pak to the 6809's

IRQ pin. These hacks work and nicely cure

the GIME chip's interrupt-handling prob-

lem. But they are more difficult to use than

the diode modification described above.

Thediode modification has been used quite

extensively and works just as well as the

more complicated internal CoCn 3 *CART
modifications.
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Dr. Preble's Programs

Since 1983

Pyramix
This fascinating CoCo 3 gain? rontinues
to be one of our best sellers. Pyramix is

10 0% machine language written
exclusively iq take advantage of all the

power in your 128K CoCo 3. The Colors
ire brilliant, the graphics (harp, the
action fast. Written by Jordan Tsvetkoff

and a product of ColorVentUTe.

The Freedom Series

Vocal Freedom

I've got to admit, this is one nifty
computer program. Voeai Freedom turns

your computer into a digital voire
recorder. The optional Htckar's h( lets

you incorporate voices or sounds that you
record into your own BASIC or ML
programs. This ii not a synthesizer.
Sounds ire digitized directly into
computer memory so that voices or

sound effects sound vbtj' natural. One
"off-ihe-sheJi"' application for Vocal
Freedom is an automatic ntiiigt niiidcr.

Record a message for your family Into

memory, Sal Vocal Freedom oil

automatic. When Vocal Freedom "hears"
any noise in the room, it plays the pre-

recorded message! Disk operations arc

supported. YF also tests memory to take

advantage of from 64 K up to a full

512K. Requires low cost amplifier (RS
cat. **277-100S) and any microphone.

Mental Freedom

Would your friends be impressed if your
computer could read their minds? Mental
Freedom uses the techniques of
Biofeedback to control video game action

on the sr reen Telekinesis? Yet. you
control the action with your thoughts and
emotions. And, oh yes, it talks i n a

perfectly natural voice without using a

speech synthesizer) Requires Radio
Shack's low cost Biofeedback monitor,
Cat. *63-675.

BASIC Freedom

Do you ever type in BASIC programs,
manually? If you do, you know it can
be a real chore. Basic Freedom changes
all that, [t gives you a full screen editor

just like a word processor, but for

BASIC programs. Once loaded in, it if

always on-line. It hides invisibly until

you call it forth with a single keypress!

Til is program is a must for programmer*
or anyone who types in program*. By
Chris Babruck and a product of
CoIorVenture.

Lightning Series

These three utilities give real power to

your CoCo 3.

Ramdisk. Lightning

This is the best Ramdisk available, It

lets you have up to 4 mechanical disk

drives and 2 Earn drives on-line and is

fully compatible with our printer spooler

below.

Printer Lightning

High capacity print spooler for CoCo 3.

Load it and forget it--except for the
versatility it gives you. Never wait for

your printer again! Printer runs at high
speed while you continue to wort at the

keyboard! Will operate with any printer

you have already hooked to your CoCo,

Backup Lightning

This utility requires 512K. Reads your
master disk once and then makes
superfasl multiple disk backups on all

your drives! Mo need to format blink
disks first! Supports 35. 40 or SO track

drives.

COCO Braille

Produce standard grade 2 Braille un i

Brother daisy wheel printer. Easy to use

for sighted ot blind user. No knowledge
of Braille if necessary. Call lor free
sample. The raised dots prrirltired are

easily touch readable by the blind. The
print — to— braille algorithm is robust with

errors rarely being made—and, it has the

ability to learn!

Prices

CoCo 3 only

Mam Disk Li/htniag. Out $19.95
Primtmr Iiffilming Out S 19.95
Betkup Ligbtmiaf, Dirt.... $19.95
Ait three. Out.. .....$49.95

Pyramix, Disk $24.9 5

CoCo 1,2, or 3

Vaemt Freedom. Disk $34.95
Foemt Freedom Markers Ac $14.95
COCO Brti/lc $69.95

CoCo 2 or 3 only

Mental Freedom Dirt. Sit. 95
Basic freedom. DO* ,....$24,95

CoCo I or 2 only

TDOS, The uadist, a menu operated
ramdisk for the CoCo 1 or 2. LOAD,
SAVE, KILL. DIRECTORY, are all

supported. Tape $24.95
VDUMP, backup Undisk filet to single

tape file. Tape $14.95
VPMiffT, Print Undisk directory.
Tape , , , ,, ,.$9.95

We Ship FASTI
Add $2.50 shipping/handling

in USA or CANADA
Add $5.00 to ship to other

countries

Dr. Preble's Programs

6540 Outer Loop

Louisville, KY 40228

24 Hour Order Line

Visa. MasterCard, COD. Check

S (502) %9-1818f



W ish ing Well
32K ECB

If you have an idea for the "Wishing

Weil," submit it to Fred do the rain-

bow. Remember, keep your ideas spe-

cific, and don' Iforget this is basic. All

programs resultingfrom your wishes

arefor your use, but remain the prop-

erty of the author.

Last month I took a break from a long

scries of educational programs by revamp-

ing an old BASIC graphics game I wrote

when the CoCo first came out: Meteor
Storm, Those of you who have entered that

lifting or loaded it from your rainbow on
tape nr disk should have gotten a few

hours of fun out of the new, improved

version.

As afollow-up to that effort, 1 decided to

take another stab at another old chestnut

that has been out of circulation for many
years, a program I wrote called Star Siege.

Not to be outdone by its older brother

Meteor Storm, Star Siege 2 has taken on a

whole new look and added an element

which the original never had, and which no

BASIC graphics CoCo game has ever at-

tempted; a moving star field.

The Original Version

When 1 first wrote Star Siege I , it was

designed as a two-playergame. Two differ-

ently shaped vehicles would race around

the screen and fire laser bolts at each other.

However, since the listing was very long,

the program was very slow, even with the

high-speed poke. Instead of being a real

arcade-style game, it was more like a game
of chess. You had to use a little strategy to

move around the screen with your joystick.

You also needed someone else to play the

game with you.

New and Improved
1 have learned quite a few shortcuts

since the original version of this game
came out. (Still, this is the first public

listing of the game in a magazine. Unfortu-

nately the original made a heavy tour on the

piracy route.)

Since a different view of each ship is

Fred Scerbo is a special needs instructor

for the North Adams Public Schools in

North Adams, Massachusetts. He holds a
master's in education and has published

some ofthe first software availablefor the

Color Computer through his softwarefirm ,

Illustrated Memorv Banks.

Innovative renovation

Machine
Language

Tricks from a

BASIC Game:
Star Siege II

By Fred B, Scerbo
Rainbow Contributing Editor

drawn depending on the direction in which
yourjoystick is pointed, the original listing

had a lengthy set of I F...THEN statements to

determine which view of the ship was drawn.

The listing shown here uses a totally

different approach to this problem. Using

fewer IF... THEN statements, lines 110 to

150 do the job. This time 1 used a mulri

dimensional array s$(3,3) to control the

nine views of the ship(s). By reading the

joystick values and setting them into tliree

possible outcomes, I could much more
rapidly select a direction and view for the

ship.

For example, in our 3-by-3 array, S$ (2 , 1

)

would show the ship pointing straight up.

S$(2,3) would be directly down. Get the

idea?

Another big change was switching from
PM0DE4 to PMODEO and using the PCLEAR8

command, I have gone into great detail in

previous articles about why I prefer using

the lower-resolution graphic pages. In this

case the increase in speed and number of

graphic pages more than outweighs the Joss

of the artifact colors in the star field back-

ground.

Using PCOPY, we are also able to com-
pletely eliminate the flicker that the anima-

tion in the original Star Siege suffered

from. We no longer need to undraw each

40 243 280 ........ 60
75 146 325 66
95 66 390 88
120 146 450 123
200 30 END 101

The listing: SI EG E2

1 REM**************************
2 REM* STAR SIEGE TWO *

3 REM* BY FRED B. SCERBO *

4 REM* COPYRIGHT (C) 1989 *

5 REM* 60 HARDING AVE *

6 REM* NORTH ADAMS, MA 01247 *

7 REM**************************
8 PCLEAR8
9 CLEAR1000:CLS0
10 PRINTSTRING$t32.188);:FQRI-lT
0268:READA:PRINTCHR$(A+128)::NEX
T

15 DATA110, 108. 108, 106. 110. 109.1
08 . 106 . 1 10 . 108 , 109 . , 110 . 108 , 109

.

37.44.44,45,35,46.37,44,44.42.46
,44.45.37.44.44,45
20 DATA106. .. ,104,101. .104,106..
101, ,106, ,101, 37. 32 42,37
12. .32.37, , ,

25 DATA108.108,108.106..101,..ll
0,108,109, ,110,109,108.36.44.44.
45, ,42, 37, 44. 40.. 42 ,32. 45, 37. 44.
40.
30 DATA.

. .106. .101, , ,106, .101..

1

06.101. .,32, ,37. .42.37.32. , ,42,,
37.37...
35 DATA98...106, ,101. . .106, ,101.
.106, 101, .33... 37,. 42, 37... 34. 42
..37, 37. .32,33
40 DATA108. 108. 108 ,104. .108,104,
100, 108,. 108. 104. 104. 100, 108. 36,
44.44.44.36.44.36,44.44.40.44.44
,44,36.44.44.44
45 DATA124. 124. 124, 124. 124, 124,1
24,124.96.78.76.77.76.76.74.74.6
4.66.64,74,78.76,76.74,116,124,1
24.124.124.124.124,124
50 DATA124. 124. 124. 124. 124. 124,1
24, 124,,,, 69, 64... 74.. 74.. 74. 74,
,, 74 ,116, 124, 124, 124. 124, 124, 124
.124
55 DATA1 24, 124, 124, 124,124,124,1
21,121, ,. .76.72, ,64,76,76,76,76.
72,76,76.76.72.116.124.124,124.1
24,124,124,124
60 PRINTSTRING$(32,188);
65 PRINT@389." GRAPHIC SPACE BAT
TLE ": :PRINT@421," BY FRED B. S
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ship. We simply use a clean graphic page
and PCOPY it to the one we are looking at.

In our layout pages 3 through 8 have

random star fields. We PCOPY one of these

pages to Page 2. do our drawing, and then

PCOPY Page 2 to Page 1 where we do all our

watching.

By having six pages reserved for star

fields, each one a random field, we get a

moving starfield by selectively using a

different page for each drawing. This can

be found in lines 285 to 290.

Not bad for basic, eh?

Using the Game
If you really want to have fun with this

game, add the high-speed poke to Line 8 so

it reads:

8 PCLEAR8:POKE65495,0

for CoCo 1 or 2, or:

8 PCLfAR8:POKE65497,0

foraCoCo 3.

Be sure to save the program before you
run it. With theCoCo 3 high speed poke the

game really zips, but it might do weird

CERBO ";:PRINT@453." COPYRIGHT
(C) 1989 ";

70 PRINT@4B5." ENTER LEVEL <1-

2) ";

75 V$-"D2RNURNU2BR2NU2BR2U2F2NU2
BR2U2F2U2BR2NR2DNRDR2BR2U2R2DLNF
R":D$="D2R2NUBR2NR2U2R2D?RR?R?lll
2UR2BR2NR2DNRDR2BRZU2R2DLNFL":NQ
$-"U2F2U2C0RC5R2D2L2U2"
80 C0$="R3NDL3D4R5U4R3D2L3RF2RU3
ERFDNL3D2R3EUL3UER3D4U2R3U2D4":H
Q$-"U5RD2R2U2RD5NLBRU5RD5NLBR3U4
L2JR5DL2D4LBL6U2L2D2L":PF$»"NL3N
R3J2DLGFR2EHLGFEH":DIMA(21):F0RI
-12TO240STEP12:A< 1/12 )-I: NEXT :DI
MB(14):FORI=12T0156STEP12:B(r/12
>-I:NEXT:BU3)-lb2
85 A(21)-A(20):BU4)-B(13):IIR~12
4 : CR=256 : K=126 : L-71 : S$ ( 2 , 1 )-"U4G
D3GZDRDR4URUH2U3HD6LNGR2F" :S$C2 ,

3)-"D4EJ3E2ULUL4DLDF2D3FU6RNEL2H
":S$t3.2)="R4HL3H2LDLD4RDRE2R3EL
6UNHD2G":S$C1.2)-"L4FR3F2RURtJ4LU
LG2L3GR6DNFU2E":S$tl.l)-"F4ND2NR
2H40F2D3FEREUEHL3H2L"
90 StC3,l)-"G4NL2ND2E4LG2L3GFDFR
FEU3E2U": 5$ f 3 .3 )-"H4NU£NL2F4UH2U
3HGLGDGFR3F2R":Sta.3)-"E4NR2NU2
G4RE2K3LHLHLHGD3G2U":AJ(2.1) -"G
NU4ND2GNU2GDREFENU6FRUHNU2H2NENH
":A$(3.2)="HNR4NL2HNR2HLDFGFtJR6G
DRENR2E2MFNE":At(2,3)-"END4tJl2EN
02EULGHGND6HLDFND2F2NGNF"
95 A$C1 .2)-"FNL4NR2FNL2FRUHEHNL6
EULGNL2G2NHNG";At(3.1)-"LNE2NG2L

2NELGFRDRDFEUNEU2NG2ME2UNRNU":A$
(3,3}-"UNF2NH2U2NFUHGDLDLGFRNFR2
HH2HF2RNDNR":A$tl.3)="RNG2NE2R2H
GREHLLILUHGDNGD2NE2NG20NLND ,

':AH1
,11-"DNH2NF2D2NHDFEURUREHLNHL2HF
2NH2LNUNL"
100 EXt-"NU2ND2NR2NL2NENFNGNH":T
C$="JR3UL3U3R15D3LDRDL2U2LU2R2DL
2D3LU4LD4LU2U2L0RDLD2LU4LD4LU4L4
DR3D3L4":T0$="UR3UL3U3R4DL3DR3D2
RU4RD4R14R30L2DRDLDR3U4R4DL303R2
ULUR2D2RU4R3DL2DRDLDR2DL19":SJ$-
SD$ : AJ$=AD$ : S S ( 2 , 2 )~St ( 1 . 2 ) ; A$ (

2

,2)-A$(l,2):GOTOl80
105 PMODE0.1:SCREEN1,0:SOUNDRND(
210),1:SCREEN1,1:SOUNDRNDC210),1
::PMODE0,1:SCREEN1.1: RETURN
110 A-l:KK$=K$:LLt-LS:SP$=SS$:X-
JOYSTK(0):Y-JQYSTK(1};P1-0:R1=0:
IFX<20THENPl=(-A)ELSErFX>40THENP
1=(+A)
115 IFY<21THEKRl-[-A)ELSElFY>42T
HENRl-(+A)
120 K-K+P1:L=L+R1:GOSUB125:GOT01
40

125 IFK<1THENK-2B ELSE IF K>20TH
ENK-1
130 IFL<1THENL=13ELSEIFL>13THENL
=1

135 RETURN
140 X-INT(X/21)+1:Y-INT(Y/21)+1:
IFX-4TNENX-3
145 IFY-4THENY=3
150 GQSUB510: K$=STR$(A(K) } : LI-ST
RI(B(L)):RETLRN

^V
TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR OS» LvII COLOR COMPUTER

8 - SCREEN CONTROL UTILITY - $19.95 + S&H
Complete control of your tent screen Ln only S10
byte«. 34 built in mnemonic onumnnds give simple

command line control of your screen. S gives you
contra! of screen size (80 or 40 column), fbte-

ground. background, and border color
r
nuuitype,

cursor position, blinking, reverae video, under-

line, praport iun:il end bold printing. Ring the

bell, cl*ar portions of th« «ero*n and echo to

the screen all rrom the name command line. Merge
S into your shell and forgot display codes for-

M . MENUING UTIIJTY - tt».9t! + S&H
Create complete memiing system for your 059 LvO
cqIot computer. Small 100% Mij_ program merges
into your shell to give you a complete memory
resident meninng system. M uses 1 frijriple to edit

text file for each menu. Kack menu may cuntsin up
to 12 items, each itema command line can be up to

200 characters*, sintl any valid command line con be

processed, K;it-|i menu has independent user sel-

ected colore and selection character*. Pull para-

meter passing to command line. HULTI-VUE not

required.

Pt - POINTAND SHOOT FILE SELECTION - J19.95 + S&II
Add point and shoot file (selection to any command
lino based program. Pt accepts a program name.
displays current directory and allows you to use

arrow keys to select file to process. Many built

in utilities; del, copy, rename, list, dump, chd
and eh < IV,

i m within PT. Cut] your favorite editor

from within PT.

r3 Systems Consultants (602) 745-2327

4072 E 22nd Suite #178 Please add fci.00 for S&H
Tucson, Ariz 657 1

1

AZ residents add 7% tax.

Checks, Money Orders, or COD order* accepted.

QUALITY PROGRAMS
AS LOW AS 25* EACH!

tS T&D 860 PROGRAMS
(86 DISKS OR TAPES)

ONLY $235.00
SEE PAGE 31 FOR LISTING

T&D 630 PUBLIC
DOMAIN PROGRAMS

(53 DISKS OR TAPES)

ONLY $145.00
SEE PAGE 97 FOR LISTING

BUY BOTH SETS
FOR ONLY $325.00

J

THIS MONTH ONLY &*~&
BUY BOTH SETS AND RECEIVE

A FREE 1 YEAR ( 120 PROGRAMS)
SUBSCRIPTION - A $70.00 VALUE!

TJD SUBSCRIPTION SOFTWARE • 2490 Miles Stadsl\ Holland, Ml 49424 616-339-9646
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things to your machine.

Running the program gives you u new
title card. You have two difficulty levels, 1

and 2. One is a simple game; Level 2

includes a mystery ship that zaps both you

and your opponent.

The Shuttle-like vehicle shown at the

bottom left ofthe score screen is yours. The

one on the right looking like an insect

belongs to the computer. The game is now
a one player game and you must use your

rightjoystick. Simply fly around the screen

and zap your opponent before he zaps you.

You will quickly learn that flying directly

above or below your opponent can be

dangerous. Be careful not to crash into

each other. You can have some close calls

that look like collisions, but adirect hit will

zap you both.

Each side can take ten hits. The fi rst one

hit ten times is the loser. Believe me. it is

not as simple as it sounds. Even without the

high-speed poke, the game docs move quite

nicely, and I think you will like the moving

star field.

Conclusion

Take a close look at the listing and you

will see there are a Sot of GOSUBs that 1 did

not eliminate from the original. I did not

want to make this job too big. and quite

frankly I do not remember why I did some

things certain ways. If you do check the

lines I mentioned, you may get some pro-

gramming ideas ofyourown. Give it a shot.

Next month we return to some more
serious business. Until then, let me know
how you -I ike these two new versions of

older games and whether or not you would

like to see more of the same.

155 TS-TS+1:IFTS>5THEN TS=0:A=1:
W=RND£3) :Z=RND(3) : P2-0: R2-0: IFW-
lTHENP2»(-A)EL5EIFW-3THENP2-(+A)
160 IFZ-lTHENR2-(-A)ELSEIFZ=3THE
SR2-C+A)
165 M=M+P2:N=N+R2;IFM<1THENM-20E
LSEIFM>20THENM=1
170 IF NOTHEN N-13ELSEIF N>13TH
EN N=l
175 GQSUB500:M$-STR$(A<M)):N$=ST
Ri(B(N)):RETURN
180 IN$=INKEY$
185 IF IN$-"1"THEN200
190 IF IN$=-"2"THEN205
195 GOTO180
200 R3-l:SD$-SJ$:AD$-AJ!:GOTQ21B
205 R3-12iSD$«=SJt:ADf=AJt:G0T021

210 CLS0:REM START GAME
215 SOL)ND220,3:SOUND110,3:SOUND1
1 3;PMQDE0.1:PCLS0:SCREEN0,1
220 LINE(0 J 168)<256,192),PSET,B
F: LINE (24, 188) -(124, 174), PRESET,
BF: LINE (154, 188) -{256, 174 ),PRESE
T,BF:DRAW"S8BM12,180C0"+S$(1,2):
DRAW"S9BM138 . 180C0"+AJ (1,2)
225 FORQ=29TOI19STEP10
230 CIRCLE(Q,1S1).3.5.1.3
235 NEXTQ
240 FQRQ>159TO249STEP10
245 CIRCLED, 181), 3, 5, 1.3
250 NEXTQ
255 F0REP=2T08;PCQPY1TQ EP:NEXTE
P:FQREP=3TQ8:PRINT@258," STAND B

Y FOR COUNTDOWN: "
; 10- EP ; : PMODE0

,EP:FORG=1TO110
260 PSET(RND(256),RND(148).5)
?fifi NFXTn:SOUhim ,1:NFXTEP
270 FP-2:K-3:L-9:M-17:N-4:PC0PY1
T02:TS-5
275 GOSUB110:GOSUB155
280 PMQDE0,1:SCREEN1,1:IFHR<»24A
NDCR<-156THEN490ELSEIFHR<=24THEN
470ELSEIFCR<=156THEN480
285 FP=FP+1:IF FP>8THEN FP-3
290 PCOPY FP TO2:PMODE0.2:GOSLB4
50 : Sl-0 : S2=0 : HT=0 ; CT=0 : G0SUB1 1 :

DRAW"S8BM"+K$+"."+l$+"C5"+St(X.Y
):IFK-M AND L-N THENGOSUB4G0
295 G0SUB155 : DRAW"S9BM"+Mt+"

,

"+N
$+"C5"+A$ ( U , Z } : PC0PY2T01 : PMODE0

,

1:IFK=M AND L=N THEN GOSUB460
300 PA=RND(R3):IFPA<10THEN325
305 PB=RND(6):PC-RND(230)+16:PD-
RND(136)+10:PC$=STR$(PC):PD$=STR
t(PD):DRAW"Sl2BM"+PC$+ ,

',"+PDS+"C
5"+PFt : SOUND120 .2:1 FPB<5THEN310E
LSEIFPB=5THEN315ELSEIFPB-6THEN32

310 DRAW"S12BM"+PC$+"."+PD$+"C0"
+PF$:DRAW"S1BM10,10C5U":GOTO325
315 LINE(PC.PD)-(A(M),B(N)).PSET
: SOUND120, 1: LINE -( PC, PD). PRESET:
DRAWS12BM"+PCJ+","+PD$+"C0"+PF$
:DRAW'S1BM10,10C5U":GQSUB370:GOT
0280
320 LINE(PC.PD)-(A(K) ,8(L)).PSET
:SOUND120.1:LINE-(PC.PD).PRESET:
DRAW"S12BM"+PC$+"."+PD$+"C0"+PFt
! GO Si! B37 5 -GOTO 280

325 S1-PEEK(339)
330 IFX-2ANDY-2THEN335ELSEIFS1=2
54THEN385
335 IF M-K THEN420
340 IFHT-0ANDCT-0THEN280

345 IFHT=1THENGQSUB370
350 IFCT-1THENG0SUB375
355 GQTO280
360 GOSUB365:GOSUB440:GOSUB445;G
OTO280
365 DRAW "S40BM26.60C5"+CO$: DRAW"
S40BM"+K$+" . "+L$+"C5"+EX$ : DRAWS
40BM"+MS+" , "+NS+"C5"+EX J : PCQPY2T
O1:GOSUB105:N-4:K-3:L-9:M-17:RET
URN
370 DRAW"S48BM50 , 120C5"+HOt : DRAW
"S32BM"+M$+","+N$+"C5"+EX$: PCOPY
2TOl:GOSUB105:GOSUB105:K-17:N-4:
GOSUB445:HT=0: RETURN
37 5 DRAW"S48BM50,120C5"+HO$:DRAW
"S32BM"+K$+" , "+Lt+"C5"+EX$ : PCOPY
2T01 : GOSUB105 : GOSUB105 : K=3 : L=9 :

G

OSUB440;CT-*0; RETURN
380 GOTO290
385 HT=0:K1=K:L1=L
390 K1-K1+P1:L1-L1+R1;IFX-2ANDY-
2THEN405ELSEIFK1-M AND Ll-N THEN
405:GOSUB510
395 IFKK=1THEN405ELSEIFK1=>20TH
EN405ELSEIFLK-1THEN405ELSEIFL1-
>13THEN405
400 GOTO390
405 GOSUB510:LINE(A(K),B(L))-(A<
K1),B(L1)).PSET:SOUND220,1:LINE-
( A( K),B(D), PRESET ;CIRCLE(A(K1],
B(L1)),2,5:CIRCLE(A(K1).B(L1)),2
,0:IFK1=M AND L1=N THEN415
410 G0T0335
415 SOUND10,2:HT-1:GOTO335
420 CT=0:M1=M:N1=N
425 REM YOU ARE HIT
430 GOSUB500:LINE(A(M),B(N))-(A(
K),B(L)).PSET:SOUND190.1:LINE-(A
(M ). BCN} > . PRESET: CI RCLECA(Ml) ,B(

N1)),2,5:CIRCLE(A(M1).B(N1)),2,0
435 SOuND50,Z:CT-l:GQTO340
440 HR=HR-10:FOREP=3TO8:PMODE0,E
P: LINEU24, 174) -{HR, 188). PRESET,
BF

:

NEXTEP: SOU ND175.1; RETURN
445 CR-CR-10:FOREP-3TO8:PMODE0,E
P : LI NE(256, 188) (CR. 174), PRESET.
BF ; NEXTEP: SOU ND17 5.1: RETURN
450 IFK=M AND L-N THENGOSUB460
450 RETURN
460 GOSUB365:GOSUB440:GOSUB445
465 RETURN
470 uRAW"S16BM26,156C5"+D$:DRAW"
BM156,156"+V$:GOSUB105:GOSUB105:
GOSUB105 : RW=RW+1 : FORI=1TO2500 :NE

XT
475 G0T0495
480 DRAW"S16BM26,156C5"+V$:DRAW"
BM156.156"+D$:GOSUB105:GOSUB105;
GOSUB105:LW=LW+1:FORI-1TO2500:NE
XT

485 G0T0495
490 DRAW"S56BM86.72C5"+N0$:DRAW"
S48BM40.84C5"+V$:GOSUB105:GOSUB1
05:GOSUB105:FORI-1TO2500:NEXT
495 X$-INKEYJ:IFXJ<>CHR$(13)THEN
495ELSERJN
500 IFMK=1THENM1-1ELSEIFM1->20T
HENM1-20ELSEIF NK-1THEN N1-1ELS
EIF N1->13THENN1-13
505 RETURN
510 IFKK=1THENK1=1ELSEIFK1=>20T
HENK1-20ELSE1F NK-1THEN N1-1ELS
EIF Nl->13 THEN Nl-13
515 RETURN

/&>
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Color Computer I, II, III

Free Software for Drive Systems
CoCo Checker...Test rorrw, rams, disk drim and A controller printer, keyboard cassette & more
Tape/Dirt Utility...Transfers disk to tape and tape to diafc.

159 95
D/iveO 179 95

Drive 269 95
Drive & 1

• Full Ht Drive

Single Case
• Heavy Duty Power Supply
• 2 Drive Cable
• Gold plated contacts

• Controller & manuals

• Double Sided Slim Line Drive

• Case holds 2 slim line drives

• Heavy Duty Power Supply
• 2 Drive Cable
• Gold plated contacts

• Controller & Manuals

• 2 Double Sided Slim Line Drive

• Case holds 2 slim line drives

• Heavy Duty Power Supply
• 2 Drive Cable
• Gold plated contacts

• Controller A Manuals

OtherDrive Specials

119
95

2nd Drive

for new Radio Shack
includes:

•Slim Line DS/DD Drive
• Cabling & Instructions

• Mounting Hardware

Full Ht Drive ..89
95

Full Ht Drive Ps/Case 129 95

Slim Line Drive 99 95

Slim Line Drive Ps/Case... 1 39
2 Slim Drives Ps/Case 239 35

Disk Controller ...59

Single Ps & Case

Dual V2ht Ps & Case

Dual Full Ht. Ps & Case

.

Disk Controller

449S

54 95

79w

59"

95

10 Diskettes
with free library case

1 95

Quality Add-On's for Tandy 1000, SX, TX, SL, TL, 3000, 4000

HARD CARDS

10 meg 259.95 40 meg 399.95
20 meg 299.95 49 meg 499,95
30 meg 349.95 64 meg 599.95

HARD DRIVE KITS
10 meg kit 249.95 40 meg kit 399.95

20 meg kit 299.95 60 meg kit 539.95

30 meg kit 339.95

1000, 1000A,

Memory Cards

Zucker Memory
• DMA& 5T2K CALL
Zucker Multifunction

Serial

Real Time Clock

512K DMA
Software CALL

TANDY 1000
1000, SX, TX, 3000, 4000

2nd Floppy

360K TEAC $119.95

720K Mitsubishi $99.95
31/2" Mitsubishi $1 1 Q.95

1000, 1000A, SX, TX, SL. TL

Hard Drive

Controller
Will run 1 or 2

Hard Drives

Supports drives up to 120 megabytes

$99.95

QUALITY
CUSTOMER SERVICE

508-278-8555

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
50B-Z78-6556

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE

1-800-635-0300

TRUE DATA PRODUCTS
115 MAIN ST., P.O. BOX 347

UXBRIDGE, MA 01569
508-278-6555

HOURS: MON-FRI, 3-6. SAT 1f>4 (EST)

CORPORATE P.O.S WELCOMED

ALL PACKAGES SHIPPED UPS
EXCEPT CANADA AND A.P.O.s
CO.D.'S ADD *2 30
MASTER CHARGE/VISA ADD 3%
1 YEAR WARRANTY UNLESS
OTHERWISE NOTED
PRICES TERMS CONDfTIONS
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT
NOTICE



Feature
CoCo3

Forphoto albums that are pretty as a picture

Captivating Captions

While sorting through

photos ofmy recent va-

cation and trying to find

an organized way of

placing them in an al-

bum, I got the idea for Captivating Cap-

tions. It is a program designed for the 1 28K
CoCo 3 tape- or disk-based system and

requires a printer.

If your system encounters problems when

using the speed-up poke, you can change

Line 2290 to 2290 RETURN, This subroutine

slows the computer down while printing

and speeds it up when printing is finished.

The printer used in conjunction with this

program is the Star NX- 1000 Rai nbow. B ul

with minor adj ustments you can modify the

following lines for compatibility with your

printer. The control codes in K$(l) and

K$( Z) in lines 2050 and 2060 respectively

are the characters for the top and bottom

borders of the caption's frame. In Line 600

C$< 1 3 holds the left side of the frame, a line

of text, and the right side of the frame. The
1 in Line 15's statement P0KF 150.1 tells

the computer to print data at 9600 baud.

You should consult your manual to find the

value that coincides with your printer's

baud rate,

Kevin Reichert has a degree in computer

information processingfrom Southern Illi-

nois University-Carhondale. He is knowl-

edgeable in seven languages and worked

with the NEC system and university stu-

dents while in Japan, He enjoysplaying the

systhesizer and incorporating graphics into

plain programs.

by Kevin Reichert

To use Captivating Captions simply

type in the listing, save a copy on disk or

tape, and run it. Following the title screen

and the program outline, you are asked to

either enter a caption or press ENTER to see

a sample caption. Once you have done this,

the caption is framed at the top ofthe screen

while the menu is displayed at the bottom.

Entering a number 1 through 36 causes the

caption to be displayed containing the num-
ber of characters per line as you have se-

lected. Entering a 1 instructs the computer

to display the caption at its smallest pos-

sible width. To print

your caption, press

P, As a safety pre-

caution you are

asked once more to

press either ENTER

to print or M to re-

turn to the menu.

After you have

printed your cap-

tions, you can cut

them out and place

them under, over or

beside the photos in

your album or even

on the back of the

photos themselves.

Pressing T in the

main menu allows

you to enter and ma-
nipulate a new cap-

tion. When you are

ready to quit, press

the Q key.

Not only does

this program pro-

vide a stylish way of labeling photos and

other items, but it also provides some unique

subroutines that can be modified to incor-

porate into your own programs. Please feel

free to send me your modifications and

enhancements.

{Questions or comments concerning this

article may be addressed to the author at

P.O. Box'103, Grand Chain, tL 62941-

0103, Please enclose an SASE when re-

questing a reply.)

//
7

138
248

.. 209

.. 109

1570 ..

1820 ..

2080
2260 ..

END

...236

, 109
46
89
17

V 240
500 ....

790
1060..
1280 ..

The listing: CAPTION

'

10
20
30
40
50
60

70
80
90
100

COPYRIGHT 1989 FALS0FT.INC
**************************
*** CAPTIVATING CAPTIONS **

'** COPYRIGHT (C) 1989 **
'** BY KEVIN REICHERT **

t

- 'k ih -k ~k 'k k k -k k k -k -kk -k ~k k -k

'** SET-UP **
* *****************

ON BRK GOTO 110: GOTO 120
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. - , '. iiiTO 'J BSHRSHSffl

XTEAM | OS-

9

XTERM
OS-9 Communications program

Menu oriented - Definable micro keys
Upload/download Atdl . Works with standard serial port, RS232
or XMODEM protocol Pak, or PBJ 2SP Pact, Includes all drivers
Execute OS-9 commands • Work* with standard screen, Xse.re.cn

Trom within XTERM WORDPAK or DISTO 80 column board

$49.95 with source $89.95

ECONOMIST
Perform economic analysis to compare differ-
ent cost and income alternatives! Compute
present and future Life Cycle Worths for var-
ious combinations of single, series and gradi-
ent dollar amounts. Quickly edit and recom-
pute for sensitivity analysis! Display line
graphs. Printout data and results. Pull-down
menus, windows and prompts. Requires os-9
level IT and Bastc09.

$39.95 WITH SOURCE $79.95

HARDWARE
5 1 2k memory upgrade
Ram Software

Ram Disk
Print Spooler
Quick Backup

'Soft"ire by CnlwVtnluns

$99.95

All three for only

$19.95

XWORD
OS-9 word processing system

Works with standard text screen, XSCREEN, WORDPAK, or DISTO
- True character oriented full screen editing

Full block commands
• Kind and Replace commands
Proportional spacing supported

- Full printer control, character size, emphasized, italics, over sir Ike,
underline, superisub-scrlpls
10 headerfToQters

• Margins and headers can be set different for even and odd pages

$69.95 with source $124.95

AlVlt Hvj t Mall merge capabilities for XWORD

$24.95 with source $49.95

AOrtLL OS 9 spelling checker, with 40000 word dictionaries

$39.95
XTRIO XWORD/XMERCE/XSPELL

$114.95 with source $199.95

XED OS-9 full screen editor

$39.95 with source $79.9 5

ADIS OS-9 disassembler

$34.95 with source $54.95
AL/Iri Ot AuAL Hkrarchlal directory, OS-9 calculator

$24.95 with source $49.95

;

THE DIRECTOR
Produces hitBs picture sound and color animation shows. Completely menu
driven with full editing. Great for preseniatjons and vrA Requires COCO III

I °°fr $39.95

AND FOR RS DOS
SMAT.L BUSINESS ACCOUTING

This sales-based) accounting package is de-
signed for the non -accountant oriented busi-
nessman. II also contains the flexibility far
the accounting oriented user to set up a double
entry journal with an almost unlimited chart
or accounts. Includes Sales Entry, transaction
driven Accounts Receivable and Accounts Pay-
able, Journal Entry, Payroll Disbursement,
and Record Maintenance programs. System
outputs include Balance Sheet, Income State-
ment, Customer and Vender status Reports,
Accounts Receivable and Payable Aging Re-
ports, Chech Register, Sales Reports, Account
Status I.isls, and a Journal Posting List.

$79.95
INVENTORY CONTROL/SALES ANALYSIS

This module Is designed to handle inventory
control, with user defined product codes, and
produce i detailed analysis or the business'
sales and the sales force. One may enter/update
inventory data, enter sales, run five sales anal-
ysis reports, run five Inventory reports, set up
product codes, enteWupdate salesman records,
and update the SBAP inventory.

$59.95

PAYROLL
Designed for maintaining personnel and

payroll data Tor up to ZOO hourly and salar
led employees with 8 deductions each. Cal-
culates payroll and tax amounts, prints
cherts and maintains year to date totals
which can be automatically transferred to
the SUA package. Computes each pay peri-
od's totals for straight lime, overtime and
bonus pay and determines taxes to be with-
held. Aditlonal outputs include mailing list,

listing of employees, year-lo-date federal
ind/or state lax listing, and a listing of cur-
rent mist-, deductions. Suited for use in all
states except Oklahoma and Delaware

$59.95

PERSONAL BOOKKEEPING 2000
Handles 45 accounts. Enters cash expenses as
easily as checks. Handles 26 expense catego-
rtesK, Menu driven and user friendlv.

- $39. 95

TTT—

^

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

Includes detailed audit trails and history
reports for each customer, perpares In-
voices and monthly statements, mailing la-
bels, aging Hats, and an alphabetized cus-
tomer listing. The user can define net
terms for commercial accounts or finance
charges far revolving accounts. This pack-
age functions as a standalone A/R syslem or
integrates with the Small Business Acctlng
package.

$59.95

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Designed for the maintenance or vendor

and A/P Invoice nits. The system prints
checks, voids checks, cancels checks, de-
letes cancelled cheeks, and deletes paid AlV
Invoices. The user can run a Vendor List,
Vendor Status report, Vendor Aged report,
and an A/P Check Register. This package
can he used either as a standalone A/P sys-
lem or can be integrated wjlh the Small
Business Accounting Package.

$59.95
!

"" "^T !

MICROTECH
CONSULTANT^
INC 1906 jerrold

St. Paul, MS
i\rtiltt ' inaair'yti Invited*

Aatltnr S»hn>issioiis aetepted
OS 9 is a trademark, of Micratvart

Avenue
55112

Ordering Information
Add 13.00 shipping& handling, MN residents add 6% sales tan.

Visa, Mastercard, COD {idd $3.50), personal checks.

(612) 633-6161



110 WIDTH 40-ATTR Z ( 1:P0KE 65496
,0:PRINT"PROGRAM TERMINATED": END

120 GOSUB 2290
4 -=<SPEED UP POKE

>—

"

130 GOSUB 1460 ' -=<TITLE PAGF>=-

140 LOCATE 10,9:PRINT"ONE MOMENT
PLEASE":: LOCATE 1.22

150 CLEAR 6000:DIM X$

(

6,37) ,X(6 ,

37),C$(30),K$(30),A(30),S$(30),O
C$(30)
155 POKE 150,1 '-=<9600 BAUD>—

'

160 KE$="This is an example of w

hat your caption might look like
. Alter the characters per line
by entering various values."
170 R=-1:KK=0:YY=5
180 X$=STRING$(16,32)+"CH0ICES"+
STRING$U4,32):G0SUB 260
190 X$=STRING$(6,32)+"(1-36)=CHA
RACTERS PER LINE"+STRING$( 5

,

32) :

GOSUB 260
Zm X$-SI'RING$(9.32)+"(1)=SMALLE
ST WIDTH"+STRING$(10.32):GOSUB 2

60
210 X$=STRING$(9,32)+"(P)=SEND T

PRINTER"+STRING$(9,32):G0SUB 2

MLBASIC 2.0 - BASIC Compiler
Ifyou wantyour BASIC programs to run up bo 60 times faster, or want more

atogramming features without learning another language, MLBASIC is fat you.

MLBASIC is the most compatible BASIC compiler available for the Color Com-

puter. WHY'? Because MI.BASIC fully Supports:

- Low- and high-resolution graphics
- All types of I/O (.disk, screen, printer. HS233)

- All available commands offered with BASIC
- Floating point functions and expressions

- Integer, Heating point and string type variables and arrays

Use Of all available G 1 EK RAM in the COCO B
- 80,40 or 3S column text displays

MLBASIC not only contains everything that you would expect a. BASIC pro-

gramming language should contain, MLBASIC has features that offer flexibility

of other languages like C, Pascal, FORTRAN and even assembly language. These

features will allow programmers to directly access the CPU registers on the

COCO, produce modular program code with SUBFLOUTIKES, manipulate memory
in blocks, and even call ftOM routines in other areas of memory.

MLBASIC revision 3,0 has incorporated all enhancements that were

suggested by MLBASIC 1.0 users and more. Revision 2_0 did away with all the in-

compatibility problems that existed with revision 1 .0.

mlbasic allows for the first tune user to quickly compile a program using

default compiler settings. The advanced user has the capability of controlling

over a dozen settings which control where the prutjram is cuiuyileil, which

medium to compile to (memory or disk), string space, compiler listings and

more.

With all this going tor MLBASIC, your might expect the cost tn lie a little out

ofyour budget, After looking at prices of other BASIC compilers for the COCO 3

you might be correct. But look again at this ad: for only 459.95, you can have a

programming language that will spark your interest once again in the COCO.

Before you buy' another BASIC compiler for the COCO, find out if it supports

everything MLBASIC supports. Then look at the price tag.We feel th it it won t be

long before you place an order for MLBASIC.
,

"MLBASIC is ABneprogram for any serious programmer,

"

said David GeraJd muie Dsagmber 1 987 RAIWBOW,

<r<r<<: owiiY s59BS>^
COCO 3 WITH DISK REQUIRED -Add S4.00 Postage.

Cheek, Moaey Order or COD accepted
- Foreign, orders use U.S. MOHEY ORUERS only.

WASATCHWARE
7350 Nulree Drive

Salt Lake City, Utah S4 121

Phone (HOI) 943-1546

220 X$-STRING$(9.32)+"(T)=TYPE N

EW CAPTI0N"+STRING$(8,32):G0SUB
260
230 X$=STRING$(9,32)+"(Q)=QUIT P

R0GRAM ,,+STRING$(12.32):G0SUB 260
240 YCD-5
250 GOTO 360
260 R-R*-1:KK-KK+1:YY-YY+1
270 FOR T = 1 TO 37

280 IF R=l THEN X( KK,T)=38-T:X$(
KK,T)=LEFT$(X$,T)
290 IF R=-1THEN X{ KK.D-1 : X$(KK,
T)=RIGHT$(X$,T)
300 YCKKi-YY
310 NEXT T

RETURN
*****************
'** GET CAPTION **
' *****************

320
330
340
350
360 LOCATE
RE CAPTION'
370 LOCATE
RING$(41,"
380 LOCATE
RING$(239,'

10,1:PRINT"INPUT ENTI

39,1:ATTR5,5:PRINT ST
");

0,3 ATTR l.lrPRINT ST
:LOCATE 0,9:ATTR

5,5:PRINT STRING$(39," ");

390 LOCATE 6.14:ATTR 2,1:PRINT"P
RESS <ENTER> TO SEE SAMPLE"; :LOC
ATE 19, 16 :PRINT"OR";: LOCATE 9,18
: PRINT"TYPE YOUR OWN CAPTION.";:
LOCATE 0,3
400 LINE INPUT C$

410 IF C$="" THEN C$=KE$
420 GOSUB 1300
430 IF LEN(C$)<35 THEN L-LEN(C$)
+2:G0SUB 1130 ELSE L=36: GOSUB 1

130
440 GOSUB 550
450 TB-19-INT(LEN(S$Cl})/2)-l:L=
LEN(S$(1)):IF TB<0 THEN TB=0
460 FOR T = TO F+2:L0CATE 0.T:
ATTR 0,0:PRINTSTRING$C39," ");:N
EXT T

470 FOR T = TO F+l : LOCATE TB.T
:ATTR 6,6:PRINTSTRING$(L+2," ");

480 NEXT T

LOCATE TB+1.1:ATTR 2.1
IF F<5 THEN RN=1 ELSE RN-2
ON RN GOTO 680,770
< *****************
'** CENTER TEXT **
*****************

490
500
510
520
530
540
550 KS-INT(L/2+.5)
560 FOR 1=1 TO F

570 A(I)-KS-INT(LEN(C$(I)}/2)
580 IF INT(LEN(C$(I))/2) <> LEN(

C$t I ) )/2 THEN C$(I)-C$U)+" ":G0
10 570
590 S$(I)-" "+STRING$(A(D," ") +

C$CI)+STRING$CA(D," ")

600 C$(I)=CHR$C179)+" "+STRIN6$(
A(I)," ")+C${I)+STRING$(ACI)," "

)+* "+CHR$(179)
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610 NEXT I

620 LOCATE 10,10: PRINT STRING$(2
4,32);:L0CATE 1,22
630 RETURN
540 '*****************+*

650 '** PRINT SCREEN **

660 '** LEFT TO RIGHT **

570 • ******+*****+***+**

680 FOR 5=1 TO LEN(S$(D)
690 FOR T=l TO F

700 LOCATE TB+S.T
710 PRINT MrD$(S$CT),S,l);
720 NEXT T,S:GOTO 870
730 *******************

740 '** PRINT SCREEN **

750 *** SIDE TO SIDE **

760 *******************

770 RR-1:J-LEN(S$<1))
780 FOR T=l TO F: RR=RR*-1
790 IF RR=1 THEN FOR S-l TO J

800 IF RR=-1 THEN FOR S=J TO 1 S

TEP -2

810 LOCATE TB+S.T
820 IF RR-1 THEN PRINT MID$(S$CT
),S,1); ELSE PRINT MID$(S$(T) ,S

.

J-S+l);
830 NEXT S r T
040 *****************

850 *** MENU **
ggjg ****+**++*******

870 LOCATE . F+3
880 ATTR 5,5:PRINT STRING$(40."
"3;: LOCATE 17,F+5:ATTR 2,1
890 FOR S-l TO 6
900 FOR T-l TO 37
910 LOCATE X(S,T).F+Y(S)
920 PRINT X$(S,T);
930 NEXT T.S
940 P=0:LOCATE 39,F+12:ATTR 5,5:
PRINT" ";

950 LOCATE 20,F+12:ATTR 2,1: PRIN

960 LOCATE 20,F+12:ATTR 2,1
970 LINE INPUT P$

980 IF P$="P" THEN 2040
990 IF P$="T" THEN GOSUB 1310:GO
TO 360
1000 IF P$="Q" THEN GOTO 110
1010 IF P$="" THEN GOTO 940
1020 P=VAL(P$)
1030 IF P<1 OR P>36 THEN GOTO 94

1040 GOSUB 1300
1050 G=0:W=0:FOR Q=l TO LENCC$):
W=W+1:IFMID$(C$

1
Q,1)-" "THEN 106

ELSE NEXTQ:IFW>G THEN G=W:GOTO
1070 ELSE GOTO 1070

1060 IF W>G THEN G-W:W=0: NEXT Q
ELSE W-0: NEXT Q

1070 IF P>G THEN 1080 ELSE P=G
1080 L=P:GQSUB 1300:GOSUB 1130:G
OTO 440
1090 GOSUB 1300:RETURN

1100 ******************

1110 '** SET WIDTH **

1120 ******************

1130 LOCATE 10,10: PRINT"0NE MOM
ENT PLEASE...";: LOCATE 1.22
1140 F-0:TP$=C$
1150 F-F+1:LC-LEN(C$)
1160 IF LEFT$(C$,1)=" " THEN C$=
RIGHT! (C$,LC-1):LC=LC-1: GOTO 116

IF LENCCIXL THEN C$(F)-C$:
1250
FOR A=L TO 1 STEP -1

IF MID$(C$,A,1)=" " THEN 12

1170
GOTO
1180
1190
20
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320

NEXT A:C$(F)=C$
GOTO 1250
C$(F)-LEFTt(Ct,A-l)
C$-RIGHT$(C$,LCA)
GOTO 1150
C$=TP$
IF F<=10 THEN RETURN
L-L+l: GOTO 1130
• ****************
*•** BORDER **
****+***********

CLS: ATTR 5.5
PRINT STRINGK40," ")

LOTTERY
MADE EASY

Most people spend $5.00 to $25.00 dollars or more
on their favorite lottery. Most of this money is spent
on purchasing easy picks. The reason for this is that
most people don't have the time or they have a hard
time thinking up all the different combinations of

numbers.

If you have a Color Computer 3, one Disk drive, and
a CM8 or RGB monitor this program can help you.
(Printer optional)

This program offers several ways to play the lottery.

There is a Pick 7, Pick 7/6, Pick 8, Pick 1 2, and a Pick
20. The program is menu driven and has a Special
feature that will identify winning numbers ataglance.
Why not take the lottery challenge & play with your
own numbers?

This program is made available by the RRA & CO. at

the cost of $1 5.00, this includes postage & handling.

Send check or money order to.

(money orders shipped same day)

RRA & CO.
P.O. Box 17087
Des Moines, Iowa
zip 50317
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1330 FOR T = 1 TO 22
1340 LOCATE 39,

T

1350 PRINT" ";

1360 NEXT T

1370 LOCATE 0,23: PRINT STRING$(
39, );

1

22

1380 LOCATE 1

1390 ATTR 2,1
1400 PRINT" "

1410 LOCATE 1

1420 RETURN
1430 '*****************+

1440 ** TITLE SCREEN **

1450 '************+*****

1460 WIDTH 80
1470 CMP: PALETTE 4.0:PALETTE 0,0
: PALETTE 5,0:PALETTE 1,50
1480 CLS 1:ATTR 2 , 1 : CLS : LOCATE 1

,1:ATTR 0,0
1490 FORT-1 TO 22:LOCATE l.T:PRI
NTSTRING$(77," ");:NEXT T

1500 LOCATE 32,8:ATTR 3,0:PRINT"
ONE MOMENT PLEASE" ;: ATTR 0,0
1510 T=l : P=7 : L-2 : K=4 :

J=4

1520 LOCATE P.L
1530 READ T
1540 IF T=99 THEN L-L+l: LOCATE P

,L:GOTO 1630

StG
HO HYPEI

JUST DUALITY
OS9 SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE

€®m@y!tm^ $m@*

Level 2 Login/BBS Package *50
NOW SHIPPING - NEW VERSION 3.0

Setup a secure private system or
take advantage of BBS features -

Auto-baud Tsnion , -foolproof Login
Config'ble Menu w/Ansi&0S9 Graph
Send Mail, News, Files thru Net!
Multi—User chat, run eight lines
Lv2,512k t RS232pak,Hard drv req'd
Free updates and utils thru net.
GDI Interface (one per line) $15

C Compiler Lib, Src , 8* Utils *50
Compile fast with CC exec-checks
file dates, wildcards, auto link
C Lib & src used to create login
and example multiuser came incl.

2400 Baud Modem (1200-*100) *150
SuperCcmm 2.1 Terminal Prog *30
Star NX 1000 Rainbow VEF Dump $20

Indiana residents add 5X sales tax. COO Add %~i. No credit cards.

Shipping K handling included. Send check or money order to:

511! Computers. Inc. - P.O. Bon 342B5 - Speedway IN 46224
CI17) 241-6401 (voice) - (317) 244-3159 (modern, 3/12/2400)

1550 IF T=88 THEN L-L+l: LOCATE P

,L:60T0 1530
1560 IF T=100 THEN GOTO 1650
1570 IF T=77 THEN P-16: LOCATE P.

L:J-5:K-J:G0T0 1530
1580 IF T=0 THEN T-l
1590 FOR A= 1 TO T
1600 ATTR 0,K
1610 PRINT" ";

1620 NEXT A
1630 IF K=J THEN K=0 ELSE K=J
1640 GOTO 1530
1650 '

1660 LOCATE 32.8:ATTR 0.0:PRINT
STRING$(19," ");

1670 LOCATE 35,18:ATTR 3,0:PRINT
"WRITTEN BY";
1680 LOCATE 33,20: PRINT"KEVIN RE
1CHERT";
1690 LOCATE 1,22
1700 FOR T-l TO 8
1710 IF INKEY$<>"" THEN 1740
1720 FOR R-19 TO 40:PALETTE 1,R:
PALETTE 4,R+2:PALETTE 5,R+4:NEXT
R

1730 NEXT T

1740 FOR T - 1 TO 500 : NEXT T
1750 LOCATE 79.23
1760 FOR T-l TO 24: PRINT: NEXT T
1770 PALETTE 1,50:ATTR 2,1
1780 FOR T-l TO 24: PRINT STRING
$(79, " ");: NEXT T

1790 WIDTH 40:PALETTE CMP:PALETT
E 0,0:PALETTE 1.50:PALETTE 6,23:
PALETTE 5,27:ATTR 2,1: CLS
1800 GOSUB 1300
1810 LOCATE 10,1
1820 PRINT"CAPTIVATTN6 CAPTIONS"

1830 LOCATE 39,1:ATTR5.5
1840 PRINT STRING$(41," ");

1850 LOCATE 2,5:ATTR 2.1
1860 PRINT"This program is desig
ned to al 1 ow"

;

1870 LOCATE 2,6
1880 PRINT"you to:";
1890 LOCATE 2,8
1900 PRINT"* Alter the width of
any caption";
1910 LOCATE 2,10
1920 PRINT"* Center each line of
text";

1930 LOCATE 2,12
1940 PRINT"* Print caption with
a border";
1950 LOCATE 2,16
1960 PRINT"PRESS <ENTER> TO CONT
INUE":
1970 L0CATE1.22
1980 I$=INKEY$:IFI$=""THEN 1980
1990 GOSUB 1300
2000 RETURN
2010 ******************

2020 •** PRINT-OUT **
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2030 ******************

2040 C=KS*2
2050 K$U)-CHR$(218)+STRlNG$(C+2
,196)+CHR$<191)
2060 K$(2)-CHR$(192)+STRING$(C+2
,196)+CHR$(217)
2070 FOR T=F+5 TO F+ll: LOCATE 4
,T:PRINT STRING$(32," ");:NEXT T
2080 LOCATE 39,F+12:ATTR 5,5:PRI

"
: :ATTR 2 1

LOCATE 18 !f+12: PRINT" "

;

LOCATE 7.F+7
PRINT"<ENTER>-PRINT <M>=M

NT"
2090
2100
2110
ENU"
2120
2130
2140
OTO
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2040

LOCATE 1,22 -.POKE 65496,0
0$=INKEY$;IFO$=""THEN 2130
IF 0$-"M" THEN GOSUB 2290 :G

8702150 LOCATE 7.F+7
PRINT STRING$(24.
LOCATE 1,22
PRINT#-2, K$(l)
FOR T=l TO F

32)

PRINT//

NEXT T

PRINT*
PRINT*
ATTR 2

GOSUB

2, C${T)

2, K$(2)
2:PRINT#-;

,1

2290:GOSUB 870: GOTO

2260 ********************

2270 '** SPEED UP POKE **

2280 ********************

2290 POKE 65497, 0:RETURN
2300 *********************
2310 '** DATA FOR TITLE **

2320 *********************

2330 DATA 5 , , 5 , , 5 . , 5 , , 5 , , , 3, , , 5

.

r O t * * i ^Oj M j, jj
2340 DATA , 5 , , 3 , . . ,3 . ,3 . , 5. ,3, ,

3

2350 DATA . 5 , 5 , , 5 ,3 , ,5, ,4, . , ,2 ,

5

2360 DATA ,5, ,3, .., ,7 . ,5 . ,4 , , , , 2

,

,3, ,3. ,5, ,3, ,2, 2. ,,3, ,99
2370 DATA 5 , . , 3 , , . , 7 ,

, 3, 5 ,3 , , 3 ,

,

«i »>Ji iJib, , , i , , , b , 88
2380 DATA ,99,, 88,77
2390 DATA 5

,
, 5 , , 5 , , 5 , ,5, ,5 , , ,3,

.

,5,99
2400 DATA , 5 , . 3 , , , ,3 , , 3, , 5 , ,3 , . 3
>,i2,2,,,,4, 88
2410 DATA .5. 5,, 5. 3,, 5,, 3,, 3,,,,
i

,

,

.

.5 , 99

2420'dATA ,5, ,3, ,,,7,, 5. .3. ,3.,,
,2,2,5, ,99
2430'DATA 5,,,3,.,,7,,3 f 5,,5, ff 3
...5
2440 DATA 100 **

P.O. Box 58342
Renton, WA 98058

_
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TC1L l .FRFF U.S. HRDER HOTLINE:
1-&Q0-ADS-AHOY 1-300-337.2403

TECHNICAL SUPPORT A
INTERNATIONAL ORDERS'
20B-135,0917

mmm

] uarterMe° 256K memory upgrade
for CoCo 3; $39.95!

m:
fVfc* *10?MatM * nummary c*#9 M ouf cattail nOpmiffl

w J-«"' ro cfmno* wAh&ui mxioo.

A New Breed of CoCo 3 Memory Expansion
i/gga existing CoCa 3 *4K x 4 mmnr. rhinsl

Our revotullanary circuit combine* four StK I 4 memory
chip* on the QuerterMeg board with the four identical

memory chip* in the 1 2SK CoCo 3 to double your OS9 and
BASIC^memoryJp 23SK. Piggy-back upgrades to 512KI

ero-K QuarterMeg (no cnip.) - 139.95

tao available: Standard GuarterMeg {4
cmpoj, Full QuarterMeg {a chips: & Fal

QuarterMeg (512K - 16 chips)
>** MARKET PRICE <«

i n mmm m
WASHINGTON 8ESia£NT5 PI FA^E ADO
3,1% SALES TAX. Minimum U.S. shipping
S3.00; £4 DO to C»rt»da. ti.TS y,S. COO
Cflafjts, P|*a»a allow 2 whki for dcUuary
IAS. avarnlgh! or 2-d.y (tiUvary avalllbl*

lor ln-8tOCi( jtama. Sailwaj* upgnea. $5.00
*ach (Ira* wlltl araara over 1251.

File System
Repack

Your OS9 disks are suffering

fragmentation, and ($29.95 }

from a bad ease of

we've got the curs.

.17
id you know that OS9 got* less etficien! (and just a little alnwerl evary time you u»ita trua! A> you modify or create files, OS9 breaks Ihem up into' smaller and amalterpiece, scattered randomly aero., your di.ka. Smaller piece, mean .lower dt.lt acce..

Our new File System frepack program examine, each tile on your hard or (loony disk It'*"»
,

tho
l.

e"« t3 of '"igment.lion by gathering up and combining piece, of lil««
'

addition to the .mmod^ta benefit of a t^ator ayatem, our program also reduces disk
irt the long lerm, decreaatng waar on your system's mechariical pari*.

head movement

Real BASIC for OS9! R.S.B. V1.3 $39.95
Burke & Burke'a R.S.B. ioltwarq give, you a complete. OSS-compatible
version of Disk Extended Co (Of BASIC. Wo~vo sdded new software lor
OSS style graphics, sound, printer, and disk I/O. The BASIC you know
and love .5 now running under Level 2 OS9 windowal

R.S.B. loads and saves file, using OS9'a file formal, 30 we've also included
utilities 10 transfer BASIC programs and data I ilea belwen OSS and BASIC
disks. Of course, you cant uae R.S.B. to run machine language programs
and some BASIC commands work slightly diilerently under R.S.6.

Requires CoCo 3. 25SK RAM, floppy controller with eilher Tandy Disk
BASIC or DISTO CoCo 3 CDOS, and Level 2 OS9.

CqCO-XT Hard Disk Interlay
NO HALT - 1 or 2 hard drives 30% faster than SASI . Use. PC-lype hard
disk drives a. controllers - 5 Meg to 120 Meg per drive Does not use
imernjpta . MuIIi-PAK recommended - includea EZGen boot tile editor (oreasy mslallaiion CoCo XT-HTC includes real-time clock

CoCo XT $69.95 CoCo XT-RTC $99.95
XT-ROM AUTO-BOOT ROM . , . Automalically boots OS9 Trom your Burke
4 Burke hard disk at power-up. Use XT-ROM as a convergence, or tor
lail-aafe CoCo operation in unattended HBS, home security ayaiems. etc

XT-ROM S19.95

HYPER. I/O $29.95
Modifies Disk BASIC to use hard disks (CoCo XT, DISTO,
LF11, RAM disks, it any mi* of 35-160 track floppy drives.
Fully reset protected, 16K. £FROM-ab[e
HYPER-III SI 2.95
RAM disk and printer .pooler add-on loc HYPEH-VO.
Requires 512K CoCo 3 and HYPER. L'O.

4' hard disk cable set $17.50 i

HYPER-I.'O tltithiP* $21.95
Kevin Bernar's wildcard copy, delete,
and file search utilities for HVPER-I/O
HYPER-VQ Disk Doctor £17.95
Kevin's second utility package. Find
bad di.k sector., edit GAT/FAT, elc.

Both utility packages for $37.95

EZGen Version 1.06 319.95
Powerful OS9 bootfile editor. Change module
names, add or delete modules, patch bytes, or
rearrange module.. Work, on other file., too.

^|f PERTASCII S19.95
Level 2 OSS acrambled-lelter word game for
1-18 players. Play against (he computer's
15.0Q0 word dictionary or Irienda. 2S6K.
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1 Barden's Buffer

In the June '88 issue of the rainbow I

wrote a column titled "Digitizing the World

Revisited." describing my experiences with

the Micro Works DS-69 and DS-69B video

digitizers. The DS-69 and DS-69B were

the staple CoCo video digitizers for several

years and are excellent products. However,

the DS-69s are somewhat limited in that

they digitize a video image to 256-by-256

pixels in 16 levels of gray. With the CoCo
3 you use 640-by-l92 pixels, and it would

be nice to have a unit that lakes advantage

of that resolution. The Game Point Rascan

video digitizer provides this capability as

well as full-color and 3-D graphics for the

CoCo 3. Hard to believe? Read on. . .

What's a Video Digitizer, Anyway?
A video digitizer converts a standard-

format television picture into digital data

— the same standard format as used in a

color camcorder, color video cassette re-

corder, television receiver with video out-

put, and monochrome (black and white)

surveillance camera. This signal is not the

same as that from a television antenna,

which is tens of thousands of times weaker

and in a different format. (The video infor-

mation is carried by a radio signal.)

A standard television signal has 525

scan lines per screen, as shown in Figure 1

.

Actually there are 60 frames of 262.5 lines

each, with each frame making up one half

of a l/30th second picture. If you feed

video from a camcorder, video cassette

recorder or surveillance camera into a video

digitizer, it digitizes a video picture scan

line by scan line in about 10 seconds,

converting the picture into digital pixels. In

the case of the Rascan video digitizer, 640

pixels per scan line are produced for every

tnher scan line. That is, there are a total of

384 scan lines, but every other line is skipped

leaving 192 digitized scan lines. This 640-

by-192 digitization fills the CoCo 3 high-

resolution screen. Although some digitizers

freeze a picture for one frame, the Rascan

unit (and the DS-69) digitizes on-the-fly,

so it 's necessary to have a stationary image.

If the standard television signal is a

color signal, the color information (con-

tained in a phasing scheme) is thrownaway

Bill Burden has written 21 books and over

100 magazine articles on various com-

puter topics. His 20 years' experience in

the industry covers a wide background:

programming, systems analysis and man-

aging projectsfor computers rangingfrom
mainframes to micros.

Full color and greater

resolution for the CoCo 3

Put on
Your 3-D

Glasses

By William Barden, Jr.

Rainbow Contributing Editor

by the Rascan. It is possible to decode this

and send it to a display like the CoCo's, but

it is more expensive. Also, the CoCo is not

really capable of displaying full color in

640-hy-192 mode hut just four selected

colors (16 colors in 320-by-l92 mode),

which does not reproduce the many hues

and intensities of a typical color picture.

Shades of Gray
Without color a television signal still

contains many graduations of intensity,

ranging from black (0 intensity) to white

(maximum intensity) and an infinite num
ber of shades of gray in between. To digit-

ize a picture it's necessary to encode the

infinite number of levels of gray into a

fixed number of different levels. The sim-

plest case is for black and I for white.

However, even the swimsuit issue of THE
RAINBOW would look uninspiring with only

two shades. Four levels (00, 01,10. and 1 1

)

is better, but 16 levels is even better yet

(0000. 0001, 0010. 001 1. 0100. 0101,01 10,

01 1 1, 1000, 1001, 1010, 101 1, 1 100, 1 101,

1110, and 1111).

How can you represent shades of gray

on a CoCo screen'.' Rascan and DS-69 both

use a dithering process similar to the half-

tone representation used in newspapers. In

this process some resolution is given up to

produce the 16 gray-scale levels.

Hooking the Beast Up
When I first saw the Rascan ads in THE

rainbow, I immediately knew I had to try

one. I'm a graphics freak and the idea of

digitized 640-by-192 images is very ap-

pealing. One (four-level) gray day a box

from Game Point appeared on my door-

step. The day brightened immediately as I

eagerly ripped it open and uncovered a

white box about the size of three CoCo
ROM cartridges stacked on top of each

other. (The unit is installed next to the

CoCo on the left side and requires its own
AC power.)

Even-numbered
scan lines

/*(1 /60th sec)

Odd-numbered
scan lines

(1 /60th sec)

Rascan:
384 scan
lines, every

other one
digitized

<^ r=^rl
525 scan
lines (angle

exaggerated;

1/30th sec)

Figure 1: Television Signal Scan Lines
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Window Master V2.2 CBASIC Editor/Compiler DataPack III Plus Vl.l
The hottest new program available for the

Color Computer III! Now you can have
Windows, Icons, Buttons, Pull-Down Menus, Edit

Fields and Mouse Functions built into your Basic

or Machine Language Programs easily and
quickly, without the need for OS9,

Ii supports up to 31 Windows on the display,

multiple fonts in 54 possible sizes and styles,

Enhanced Basic Editing and much more. It adds

over 50 Commands and Functions to Basic ro

fully support the Pc-tnl &, Click Window System.

In fact it has so many features it would take

several pages to to describe them all.

It is completely compatible with existing Basic

programs and Lakes absolutely no memory
away from Basic. It contains a built in Ram Disk
which is completely transparent to Basic (5l2k
version) for enhanced operation.

It requires I Disk Drive, R,S, Hi-Res Interface St,

Joystick or Mouse. Includes both the I28fc &
512k versions for only $69.95

Window- Ware
Window Writer - A Point & Click Word
Processor, features both Mouse & Keyboard

type editing, proportional printer support,

powerful formatting capability, works with any

printer. On screen Italic, bold etc. WYSIWYG
Requires Window Master & 5 12k- $59.95

Window Writer/W - for non Window Master

users includes all feature a as described above.

Requires 512K & Disk $79.95

Window Basic Compiler - A Basic Compiler

similar to CBASIC only ii compiles all the

Window Basic statements to create super fast

M.L. programs & Desk Accessory programs for

Window Master $99.00

Window EC IVASM r A full featured

Editor/Assembler and Debugger for the Window
Master System $49,95

Font/Icon KdHurs - A utility disk with the Font

& Icon Editors so you can edit or create your

own. includes Basic & M.L. versions $19.95

Advanced Programmers Guiiin - A Guide for

Basic & M.L. Programmers on interfacing to

Window Masters complete system including

System Calls, Memory Map, Interrupt handling

&. Extended Memory access. $24.95

The Memory Game - A Concentration like game,

lots of fun for everyone. £ 19.95

512K RAM UPGRADE
Give your COCO 3 all the power it deserves with

this easy to install (no soldering/plug in) 100%.

Tandy compatible 512K. memory upgrade.

Completely assembled and tested. Includes

Ramdisk & Memory Test software described

below. $159.95. 512K + Window Master $199

S12K RAMDISK & TESTER
RAMDISK is an ALL Machine Language

program that will give you 2 ULTRA High Speed
Ram Disks in you CoCo-3. Plus it allows your

CoCo-3 to run at double speed all the lime even
for disk access!!! It will not disappear when you
press reset like some other ramdisk programs.

The MEMORY tester is a fast ML program to test

the 512K ram. It performs several hit tests as

well as an address test.

Requires 512K & Disk $19.95

The ULTIMATE Color
Computer BASIC COMPILER!!!
If you want to write fast efficient machine

language programs and you don't want to spend
the next few years trying to learn how to write

them in Assembly language or with a cheap
compiler, then CBASIC is the answerlil

CBASIC is the only fully integrated Basic

Compiler and Program Editing System available

for the Color Computer. It will allow you to take

full advantage of all the capabilities available in

your CoCo without having to spend years

trying to Jeam assembly language

programming. CBASIC allows you to create, edit

and conver' programs from a language you are

already familiar with Enhanced Disk Color Basic,

into fast efficient machine language programs
easily and quickly.

CBASIC supports all the enhanced hardware
available in the CoCo 2 & 3. including Hi-Res

Graphics, & Screen displays, Extended Memory
and Interrupts. We even added advanced
commands not available in Basic to give you a

level of control only available to very advanced
Machine Language Programmers. Plus we made
it exceptionally easy to use, not like some other

compilers. CBASIC is the friendliest and easiest

compiler available for the Color Computer.
CBASIC is a powerful tool for the Beginner as

well as the Advanced Basic or Machine Language
programmer. CBASIC features well over 150

Compiled Basic Commands and Functions that

fully support Disk Sequential and Direct access

files, Tape, Printer and Screen I/O. It supports

ALL the High and Low Resolution Graphics,

Sound, Play and String Operations available in

Enhanced Color Basic, including Graphics II/GET,

H/Put, H/Play and H/DRAW, all with 999%
syntax compatibility.

CBASIC makes full use of the powerful and

flexible GIMI chip in the Color Computer 3. It

will fully utilize the 128K of RAM available and
install 2 Ultra Fast Ramdisks if 512K is available,

for program Creation, Editing and Compilation.

You can easily access ail 512K of memory in a

Compiled program thru several extended
memory commands lhat can access it in 32K or

8K blocks and single or double bytes.

CBASIC has its own completely integrated

Basic Program Editor which allows you to load,

edit or creale programs for the compiler. Ii is a

full featured editor designed specifically for

writing Basic programs. It lias block move and

copy, program renumbering, automatic line

number generation, screen editing, printer

control and much more.

Coco 1,2 or 3 Disk $149.00

To order products by mail, send check or

money order for the amount of purchase, plus

$3.00 for shipping & handling to the address

below.

To order by VtSA, MASTERCARD or COD call us

at (702) 452-0632
(Monday thru Saturday, Sam to 5pm PST).

CER-COMP Ltd.
5566 Ricochet Avenue

Las Vegasy Nevada 89110
702-452-0632

SUPER SMART TERMINAL PROGRAM
AUTOPlLOTand AVTO-LQC Cammand ProststttS

X.MODUM DIRECT DISX FILE TRANSFER
VY.ioa X, VT.fTTRItUKiT EMULATION

' No losi data even at 2400 Baud on the Serial pert

8 Selectable Display Formats, 32/40/64/80 columns

• ASCII & BINARY disk file transfer via XMODEM.
• Direcily record receive data (Data Logging).

VT-100 emulation for VAX, UNIX and other systems.

YT-1C0/52 cursor keys .position,. PI-" & All. Kbd, keys.

Programmable Word Length, Parity, Stop Eils .

Complete Full and Half Duple* operation,

Send full 128 eharacler set from Keyboard

Complete Editor. Insert, Delete, Change or Add.

9 Variable length, Programmable Macro Key bailers.

Programmable Printer rales from 1 10 to %00 Baud.

Send Files from the Buffer, Macro Kuys or Disk.

Display or Print [he coMeiils of the 50k Buffer.

Freea: Display & Review information On line.

• Built ia Command Menu (Help) Display.

> Built in 2 Drive RAMDISK for 512K RAM.
Supports; R. S. Modem-Pat & Deluxe RS-232 Pak.

Coco 1, 2 or 3 Disk - SS9.9S

"The SOURCE"
DISASSEMBLER & SOURCE

CODE GENERATOR
The SOURCE will allow you io easily & quickly

Disassemble Color Computer machine language

programs Directly from Disk and generate

beautiful, Assembler Source code.

Automatic label generation.

Allows specifying FCB. FDB and FCC areas.

• Disassemble programs Directly from disk.

« Automatically locates address.

• Output listings to the Printer. Screen or both.

• Generates Assembler source directly to disk,

• Built in Hex/Ascii dump/display.
• 8 Selectable Display formats 32/40/64/80 .

' Selectable Foreground & Background colors,

Built in Disk Directory an Kill file commands,
• Menu display with single key commands,
• Written in Ultra Fast Machine Language.

Coco 1, 2 or 3 Disk $MM

EDT/ASM III
DISK EDITOR ASSEMBLER

EDT/ASM 111 is a Disk based co-resident Text

Editor & Assembler. It is designed to take

advantage of the new features available in the

CoCo-3 wilh either 12BK or 512K of memory.
It has S display formats from 32/40/64/80

columns. There is also a free standing ML Debug
Monitor.

EDT/ASM III has the most powerful, easy to use

Text Editor available in afly Editor/Assembler

package for the Color Computer.
• Local and Global string search and/or replace,

Full Screen line editing .

Easy to use Single key editing commands.
Load & Save standard ASCII formatted files,

* Block Move & Copy, Insert, Delete. Overtype.

Creale and Edit files larger than memory.
The Assembler features include:

* Supports Conditional IF/HiEN/ELSE assembly,

Supports Disk Library file up to 9 levels deep.

• Supports sLandard Motorola directives.

Allows multiple values in FCB & FDB directives

Allows assembly from the Buffer, Disk or both.

Coco 1, 2 or 3 Disk $S9J5
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Photo 1 Photo 2

The Rascan unit does not plug into the

Multi-Pak or ROM cartridge slot. It has

two cables that plug into the left and right

joystick ports. This is good and bad. It

leaves a free Multi-Pak slot but means you

have to unplug the joystick cables. On the

other hand you don't need to buy a Multi-

Pak to run Rascan.

I plugged my Sanyo VC1224 mono-
chrome video camera into the RCA jack on

the rear of the Rascan unit. (The Sanyo

Nine-Times
The first magazine devoted exclusively to OS-9!

Eveiy other month you will receive a diskjam-packed
with programs and articles all for OS-9.

Each Issue contains: 10 helpful and useful programs (o help build your OS-9
library • Instructions, examples, and Gumples of BasicOQ procedures and
subrou lines to help with your own programs and your understanding of iiasicM
* C programs and programming examples * ITogram reviews. Minis. Help

columns, and informative articles to advance your knowledge of OS-S * Supplied

totally of 5.25™ disk * Dound manual sent to each new subscriber for help In

getting NtreflfTKS up and running, as well as tips on using it with a ram disk or

hard disk * All graphic/Joystick interface for case of use

1-Year Subs, $34.95 Canadian postage, add $1.00

Foreign postage, add $7.00

Hack ISSUeS: Back issues axe available Tor the May lOHH and July ISB9

|(isu<;ri. Please write for information on Hack Issue contents.

Back Issue, ea, $7,00 Foreign postage, add $1.50 ea.

Magazine Source: Due to many inquiries. Ihe source code for the

magazine graphic shell Is being provided as an InformaLlonaJ tool. Included Is

the actual Hask:09 source code and compiled modules on disk, as well as

documentation and a printed copy of the source code.

Source, $24.95 Foreign postage, add SI.50

To order, pltaac send Lf.5.

check or money order 1a:
JWT Enterprises

5755 Lockwood Blvd.

Youngstown, OH 44512

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s: foreign orders, please use U.S. mosey orders.

Checks, allow 3 weeks for receipt of first Issue/back issue.

TAgjlg <C» ]3BJ . cJmr't v? HLuffe..*:

camera without lenses costs about $170.)

By adding a C-motmt adapter available at

many camera stores, you can use 35mm
SLR camera lenses (the adapter costs about

$15). I have a 70mm-210mm Canon lens

on the camera that I used for all the pictures

in this article. The cable from the camera is

an inexpensive video cable with RCAjacks
on either end, which you can buy at your

local Radio Shack,

1 switched on the Rascan unii and ran

BOOT from the Rascan

disk. Uh. oh —
trouble! When I at-

tempted to enter com-
mands, nothing hap-

pened— there was no

text on the screen. I

found when J turned

the Rascan unit off,

things operated nor-

mally, 1 opened the

manual. Sure enough,

the manual confirmed

that the Rascan unit

should be powered up

directly before digit-

izing pictures and

turned off after digit-

izing. I then took time

to print up a three-foot

banner that states

"Always read the

manual first" and

pinned it up in my
office.

In light of this

operator error I

thought I should try to

display some sample

files as a first step. I

pressed esc to bring

up the main menu and

then selected the

proper menu item to

(lech

Li*
echnleal Assistance:

161-756-7694
7

5

load picture files from disk. The samples I

saw were excellent.

1 made a cursory scan of the manual and

started digitizing data myself. When digit-

izing, you must have a small television or

monitor so you can frame the picture and

focus. I have a nine-inch monochrome TV
fed by an RF modulator that converts the

camera output to television Channel 3 or 4.

I framed a shot of my Sheltie, JB, and

adjusted the focus. I then switched on the

digitizer box and after a moment saw the

results on the CM-8 screen— instant Shet-

land sheepdog! At that moment my cousin

Ferd walked in.

Ferd's Photos

Ferd Barden is a typical computer nerd,

complete with taped eyeglasses and pocket

protector.

"Hey, Ferd, how ya doin'?" I queried,

thinking all the time that he might be agood
subject to digitize.

"Well, pretty good." he mumbled, "if I

can get this program working. It seems the

program clobbers the slack after about

30,000 iterations."

'That's great, Ferd. Here, sit down and

rest for a while." 1 steered him over to a

chair facing the camera. "Tell me about

your stack problem," 1 offered, swiveling

the camera and focusing on his hom-rimmed

glasses.

"Well, I get halfway through the pro-

gram— I've almost computed the matrix

— and then I
"

"Sounds great — here, just keep fo-

cused on this magazine centerfold while I

take some pictures," I suggested.

The first picture I took required some
adjustment. There are two controls on the

Rascan, one for contrast and one for bright-

ness. Getting the proper picture qualities is

largely a matter of trial and error— adjust-

ing one control and then the other. How-
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ever, it goes smoothly, especially if your
subject is well-lighted.

The first picture I took of Ferd was the

la-level, 640-by-192 resolution shot shown
in Photo I

, There is a white background in

the shot that doesn't offer much contrast

against Ferd's white shirt, hut the mechani-
cal pencils in his pocket protector show up
quite nicely.

I then changed the mode to four-level,

640-by-l92 resolution. In this mode there

are only three levels other than white, and
you get a type of contouring effect (see

Photo 2).

There arc 1 6 levels in a digitized picture.

These levels can be assigned false colors by
another mode in Rascan. The initial false

colors assigned to Ferd's 16 level image
are shown in Photo 3. A total of64 different

colors can be displayed in the CoCo 3's

-**..*

Photo 3

320-by- 192 high-resolution mode in a pal-

ette of 1 6. You can choose any of the 64
colors and assign them to any level via

Rascan's Edit Color and Custom Paint

modes. In this manner you can actually

change the colors into something approach-

ing real life, but I didn't have time to do this

with Ferd's image. Besides. Ferd is scary

enough in real life.

Digitizing Photos

Ferd left to go to a computer club meet-
ing. (The club was having a stimulating

lecture he couldn't miss— something about

upgrading MC- 10s to CoCo 3s.) I was left

to my own devices and decided to try

digitizing some newspaper photos. The first

one I tried was a very poor resolution shot

of a cougar shown in Photo 4. Considering
the original. I think it turned out fairly well.

Sixteen-level mode was used here.

The next digitization I attempted was a
portion of the Rascan ad from the pages of
the rainbow. Using a close-up lens, I

digitized a two-by-one-and-one-half inch

area, adjusting the brightness and contrast

to essentially get two colors, black and
white. The-results are shown in Photo 5.

Full Colors . . .

Having excellent luck with the basic

THE
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VIDEO
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Photo 4 Photo 5

modes. I went on to full colors. Just how
can you geta full range of colors out of four
colors on a CoCo 3 Hi-Res screen? Rascan
does it by taking three digitizations of the

same subject: one with a red filler, one with
a green filter, and one with a blue filter. If

you remember grade school art classes, you
know these are the primary colors. They are
mixed to produce any hue of color. Rascan
maintains four different buffer areas on a

5 1 2K byte CoCo 3. The first buffer is called

the main buffer and stores a 16-level black

and white image. There are three additional

buffers called the red, green and blue buff-

ers, each holding a filtered digitization of
the same scene.

Once the scene has been digitized in red,

green and blue, the image can be viewed in

full color by select-

ing a 4096 mode. In

needed the filters immediately. Looking in

my Edmund Scientific catalog, I saw that

two-by-two-inch red. green and blue filters

sell for $3.95— a bargain, However, even
with airfare reductions, Barrington, New
Jersey, was out ofthe question—and it was
too laie to order the filters from Game
Point. I opted instead for trying to locate

red, green and blue cellophane locally, I

filtered through two malls and assorted

drug and craft stores, After three horns I

found what I'd been looking for— a roll

each of red, green and blue cellophane.

I cut out a square ofeach color and set up
a small scene on photographic background
paper using Sesame Street characters. I

added about 200 watts of lighting usina

photo reflectors. Once the scene is ready to

this mode the three

screens are displayed

in rapid sequence.

The eye integrates the

three colors into the

full range of colors

present in the origi-

nal shot.

I loaded a sample

from the Rascan disk

and was impressed

with the coloration.

The disadvantage of

the display, though,

was flicker. Although

Game Point claims

thai tlicker is lesson

a normal television,

thefliekeronaCM-8

is quite noticeable.

It's about equivalent

to the flicker you see

on some renditions of

silent movie footage.

Still it is full color

and the image com-
pares very favorably

to the EGA mode
used in MS-DOS
systems.

I had to try the

technique myself, I

The ONLY joystick adapter you
will ever need !

Replaces TANDY Hi- Res adapter!
Replaces CQLORWARE Hi-Res edepter!

Acts as a LORES (no) adapter!
All at ths flick of e svitch"

NO SOFTWARE PATCHES NEEDED!!

OTIS

NEW MODEL II

The adapter also allows full use of the
cassette jack for casse*. :e player or

hardware copy -pro tec t ion modules

$40 ( $30 • lc oEti
8t

)

3ASE for more info and price list,

HAWKSoft P.O. Box 7H2
Elgin,, IL 60121-7112

(3 12 )-? 42 -308 4 e**es &. end?

S/H ( US 8c CAN ) always included
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be shot, it literally takes about a minute to

shoot the three buffers. Just select the proper

buffer from a menu, select the digitize

function, flip a switch on the digitizer, and

sit back and watch the digitization on the

screen, which proceeds from right to left in

q vertical column, The screen refreshes

every 15 seconds or so while digitizing,

and you get a warning beep at the end of

each refresh. During this time you can press

ESC to save the current digitization.

1 captured the red. green and blue screens,

saved them on disk and played back the

shots in fulJ-color mode. The results were

fairly good but nothing near the quality of

some of the samples included with Rascan.

It's amazing how much additional optical

information is added to a shot when color is

used. The monochrome digitization tends

to hide picture information; adding color

greatly aids the brain in interpreting what is

shown in a screen.

Although the shots I've taken in full

color are not quite sharp enough for publi-

cation. Photo 6 shows a sample from the

Rascan disk, which shows up quite well.

... And 3-D
Another feature found in Rascan is the

capability to view three-dimensional im-

ages. The process is similar to viewing a

full-color picture but requires red and blue

or red and green three-dimensional glasses.

Photo 6

(Save your glasses after watching Jaws III

or the most recent soft-drink promotion on

television to make your own out of filter

material, or huy them from Game Point). A
red filtered shot of a scene is taken and

saved in the red buffer. The camera is

shifted about four inches to the right or left,

and a blue- orgreen-f'iltered shot is taken. A
special view in 3-D mode alternately dis-

plays red and green or red and blue buffers.

There isn't a 3-D sample on the Rascan

disk, so I decided to try my own. 1 took two

shots of the Cookie Monster and Big Bird

and played them back. The flicker wasn't

as bad in 3-D mode and there actually is a

3-D effect. 1 suspect you can get good

results after acquiring some expertise in

this area,

Other Features of Rascan

In addition to the features described

above, Rascan has other functions that al-

low you to edit and analyze the screen

image, copy files and buffers, and convert

to CoCo Max 3 and Color Max 3 formats;

» Screen Image Adjustment: Rascan

allows you to center the scanned image by

moving the image up or down when you

press the ALT or CTRL keys. The aspect ratio

ofthe image can be ad
j
ustcd by pressing the

lesser-than (<) and greater-than (» keys. A
negative image is displayed by using the

negative image function, which inverts the

image in a split second.

• Save and Restore Files: Rascan allows

you to save and load any image onto disk.

Rascan images have the file extension . I MG

to denote a Rascan file.

• Histogram: The histogram function

analyzes a digitized image, showing a bar

graph representing the number of times

each level is used. This can be an aid to

getting a good balance in the case of a

picture in which there should be an equal

number of gray scales.

• Copying Buffers: The image in any

bu Her can be transferred to any other buffer

by the Rascan Copy Buffer function.

• Conversion to CoCo Max III and Color

Max 3: Two utility programs allow you to

convert hetween Rascan formal and CoCo
Max III or Color Max 3 format Once in

these programs, you can perform different

editing functions on the digitized images,

including cropping or addition of text.

• Slide Show; Another utility program

allows you to prepare a slide show or se-

quence of images from disk.

• Printer Support: Although not present

in this version. Game Point is upgrading

Rascan for typical CoCo printers.

Synopsis

I'd rather not review software or hard-

ware Idon't like, You know in advance that

any time a product appears in this column,

I'll be raving about it. Such is the case with

Rascan. I'm hooked on graphics — the

higher resolution the better.

Rascan works perfectly for me, with

only one glitch caused by an operator error

(faulty keyboard scan when digitizing). I

like the pop-up menus on the software and

the .sound feedback when functions are

selected. In general Rascan is professional.

About the only thing that could stand im

provemenl is the manual — but it's no

worse than most everyone else's CoCo
documentation— a level below that which

you get with MS-DOS systems.

The Si 59.95 price seems more than

reasonable compared to MS-DOS equip-

ment. If you have your own camera and

spare monitor, there is little other expense.

If you don't have a camera, consider get-

ting a monochrome surveillance-type

camera that can be purchased used for

about $75 and new for $250 with a lens. If

you don't have a monitor, buy a used or

new black and white monitor for $50 to

$ 1 00. Connecting cables costs another % 1 2.

The total bill is about as follows:

Rascan: $160
Camera: $75

Monitor: $75

Cable: $12

Total: $322

This is a little hefty for many CoCo
users, but you can get by without the cam-

era and monitor if you want to digitize

directly from VCR or freeze-frame televi-

sion. CoCo 1 and 2 users must be content

with monochrome DS-69 or DS-69B —
still fine units, but with resolutions of 256-

by-256 in 16 levels.

Still More on CoCo Outputs

A few months ago I wrote a column on

CoCo outputs. Charles G. Weiser of Mal-

ibu. California, wrote a nice leuer telling

me I was wrong when I said there were only

three programmable outputs on the CoCos.

He uses the sound output of the CoCo to

feed 567 tone decoders. Although he states

that 255 tones can be decoded, he uses 15

tones with fifteen 567s.

Each 567-tone decoder is tuned to a

particular tone. The output of the 567 then

goes to opto-couplers to control relays or

transistors. This is a darned good idea and

might merit a separate article in the future,

at which point I'll give Mr. Weiser credit

again. Those of you who know what I'm

talking about will catch the concept imme-

diately. Olher readers, check oui the 567

tone decoder specs at your local well-

equipped electronics store. I can't find the

part in Radio Shack's 1990 catalog, al-

though it's been carried in the past.

Dennis Buswell of Jefferson City,

Montana, wrote to say that Heathkit made
at one time— and may stiil have in stock

—

an RS-232-C to BSR X10 Interface (GD-
1530}. This might be an alternative to the

Plug 'N Power controller for the CoCo if

you can locate one.

David B. Smith of Grand Portage,

Minnesota, sent a number of ideas for CoCo
inputs. One I liked was using a potentiome-

ter in a home-buill fool pedal. Another was

a steering wheel for driving simulation

games. I'd like to see that implemented.

See you next month with more CoCo
topics. ^
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w„, „> <^>Window Writer 1.2
wnat we believe to be the best word processor available for OS/9 just got better! You asked and we listened. We

have added new features which the public has requested

t

DYNASPELL 102K WORD SPELLING CHECKER NOW AVAILABLE!

More Versatile and Powerful. OS/9 Allows you Freedom and Power. The mouse
and pull-down menus give you speed and ease of use.

Quit Box Pull-Down Menus

[\ File Edit Format Search+ Style Help

EtML's Window Writer, a new OS9 word processor
Y
Text Cursor

Mouse Cursor

Pg 1 Linel Col 1 Insert On WWrapOn File: name

Text Cursor
Position

Insert Toggle

Multi-Tasks

Window Writer is

ihc first Color Com-
puter word processor

which Lakes full ad-

vantage of OS/9. The
result is a word
processor which is

fully as modern and
professional in action

as those previously

available only for the

IBM and Mae. The
operating system al-

lows true multi-task-

ing with other
programs or itself.

Not limited to just

printing one file and
editing another. You
can print one file in one window while you edit files in other
windows. At the same time you can he running a small program
in another window. You can cut and paste between sections of
files in different windows,

Hi-Res Display

Window Writer uses an 80-colu mil monitor display screen I or
clarity. As shown in the above screen drawing, you can quickly
see how to access the menus and help screens. You can deter-
mine the current position by page, line number, and column The
mouse can use this section to quickly change to a specific page
or line in the file. The text insert and word wrap toggles also arc
indicated and changeable with the mouse button.

Ram Disk

A RAM disk is set up in Window Writer to make full use of
ail or a user specified portion of the memory on the 512K CoCo
.1 On the 128K CoCo a smaller RAM disk is set up to still allow
use ol all available memory foi file ediunii. For use ot'all features.

a5i2K machine is required.

The RAM disk is used for storage of the lile(s) being edited,
tor the clipboard Tor cut and pasLe, and as a print spooler for I he
file being printed, Window Writer's clipboard can be saved to
diskor pasted into any file heingediled because files use the same
clipboard memory. The RAM disk also can be used with other
OS/0 programs.

Mail-Merge

With Window Writer you can create form letters and send
them out to a list of addresses in an address file. First names or
other information can be added to "personalize" these letters.

Up and Down
Arrows

A V

Word Wrap
Toggle

A lull selection of pull

down meiuis and detailed

help screens make learn-

ing easy and Lire only a key

stroke (or mouse dick)

away. All menus and help

screens can be user eon-

figured for everything in-

cluding menu colors and

contents. You don*, like

the color of a menu'.' You
think one help item
should be listed different-

ly? Change them!

The menus and help

screens can be re.ichcd bv

cursor keys or the mouse
(or joystick) or can be accessed by control keys.

- >
Upgrade Policy;

A free replacement for

earlier versions of Window
WHlerh available in the US
until October 31, 1989. Call

us at 215-837-1917 for in-

structions, PLEASE do not

call the SOU number.

Current
File Name

Pull Down
Menus and

Help Screens

Kdiliii^ is a snap with OWL's Efficient Mouse Usage!

Editing

*51 Mnre

Like most modern word processors, with Window Writer
there is always more than one way to access any editing feature.

You can access editing by menus using

mouse, "keyboard mouse", or through

control keys. Full help screens are

quickly available for all editing fea-

tures, A help screen can be left visible

while needed and then quickly
removed to gel back to lull screen edit-

ing.

One nice feature is the price:

only $59.
For the DvnaSpill Spelling
Checker bj Dale Puckett includ-

ing the 102k Word Dictionary:

only $20. additional!

P.O.Box 11 6-A

Mertilown, PA 19539— ORDtR LINES (firtly)

{BOO) 245-6228
(215) 682-6855 (PA)
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OWL-WARE

Proven
On the Razor's Edge of

The Hard Drive's New Frontier:

The Most Advanced Color Computer
Hard Drive System Ever Offered!

Fast No-Halt SCSI Floppies Using Optiona
Proven Performance for Demanding Home or

OWL-WARE has now been supplying

Color Computer hard drive systems for

over 4 years. We have reached our posi-

tion in the hard drive markcl by
providing our customers with a high

quality product thai they can be proud

to own and use. Our first concern has

always been quality and sound design.

We are now announcing our most ad-

vanced hard drive system ever. Using

(lit optional OMTI 5200 SCSI control-

ler with our Hard Drive Interface, our

new system will support no-halt lloppy

drives. You need not wait while typing

or worry about clock lime losses. Why
be limited to 3 floppy drives? A com-

plete system could now consist of 1-3

standard CoCo floppy drives, 1-2 (or

more) hard drives, and 1-2 no-halt flop-

pies using standard (not just CoCo)
OS/9 format. You can use single or

double-sided 40 or 80 track drives with

the SCSI no-halt controller.

There are several new features with this

improved interface. These include:

20 Meg. 40 Meg. 80 Meg.
(2X40Meg.)

System Prices: (Includes Hard Drive, case, & fan, SASl Controller*,

LR/OWL Interface, Software. Fully assembled and tested.)

$519, $629. $929.

Super System Prices: (LR/OWL System as above but omti 5200

SCSI Controller AND .3.5" 80 Track Floppy Drive in same case)

$649. $759. $1099.(2 cases)

l SCSI Controller

Business Users
• lull 5ASI/SCSI compatible (this al-

lows many add-ons to the versatile

SCSI buss)

• No-Halt Floppies with optional SCSI
controller allows lull type-ahead

during access

• Low factory-direct prices

• Kast Delivery from factory stock

• Optional Real Time Clock with built

in battery (3- 10 year lifetime)

•With the Clock you have 240 Bytes of

battery backed up RAM for password

protection or data storage!

•Same super stable LRTech quality

Our quality is obvious when compared

to any other Hard Drive system or inter-

face;. Even the box is special. Our
systems have always had a fan. Has our

competition just heard about them?

Interface Price only; $85

Real Time Clock-RAM: $25D

OWL Hard Drive BASIC 3

There have been several ads in this

magazine about BASIC for Color

Computer hard drive systems. These

ads sometimes only tell a part of the

story. Our BASIC system price in-

cludes assembly, testing, and 3-day

hiirn-iii period. We do not require a

Multi-pak to operate.

Our hard drive systems are fast, reli

able, and reasonable in price. This has

been proven by hundreds of users over

the past 4 years. We du not have to turn

off error cheeking for speed. Wc
achieve high speed BASIC from a uni-

que indexing method.

OWL HD BASIC 3 is very fast due to

our index method. Almost all BASIC
commands including DSKIN!, DSKIS.

and DSKO$.

BASIC for Hard Drives

Prices: With/Without Hard
Drive

*SASI controller is unused surpJus. Add $75 for OMTI SCSI $35./$79.



Technology
In /"*#"vlrti- rknmf%nlAH Cam*: _... *^^ •the Color Computer Frontier

Floppy Drive Systems
The Highest Quality for Years of Service

(We have located a number of unused, surplus single sided drives for
those who wish a quality, inexpensive system.)

Drive Systems (Half Height, Double Sided, Direct

Drives) $1 99- (Same but Single sided) $1 85
Drive systems complete with drive, controller, legal DOS,

cable, case, power supply, and manual

Drive 1 Systems (Half Height, Double Sided, Direct

Drives) $1 29. (Same but Single sided) $115.
New 3.5", 720K Drives for OS-9 with case &

Power Supply $1 79-
Drive 1 Systems have drive, case, power supply. (You may

require optional cable and/or DOS chip to use)

Special for 0/1 Combos (Drives 0,1,2,3) $295.

HAU=- HEIGHT DRIVE
UPGRADES FOR RS
HORIZONTALCASES

Why only double the rapacity of your
systemwhen you can tnplem thesame
tass? Kit rockdes; double-sided to fit

four case, chip to run both sides ofnew
:dnve, hardware, a^ddetajied instruc-

tions. £la*i\4
:
Takes, Uftiy.j minutes!

Model $119. Model $129.

500 501 or 502

• •• •
•

All drives are new and fullv assembled.

We ship only FULLY TESTED and

CERTIFIED at these low prices. We
use Fuji, YE Data, and other fine

brands. No drives are used or surplus

unless otherwise stated to you when
you order. We appear to be the one of

the few advertisers in Rainbow who
can truly make this claim. We have 5

years experience in the CoCo disk

drive market! We are able to provide

support when you have a problem.

f OWt Phones
[Order Numbers (only)

1-800-245-6228
1 -215-682-6855

Technical Help

i>21$-837-1917

OWL WARE Software Bundle

Disk Tutorial/Utilities/Games

DISK TUTOR Ver 1.1
Learn how to use your disk drive from

this multi-lesson, machine language

program. This tutor takes you through

your lessons and corrects your mistakes

for a quick, painless disk drive introduc-

tion. (This professionally written tutor

is easily worth the bundle's total price.)

OWL DOS
An operating system that gives faster

disk access and allows the use of

double-sided drives. Corrects a floating

point number error on early CoCo sys-

tems.

COPY-IT
Quickly copies selected programs be-

tween disks. A wild card option selects

groups of programs to copy.

VERIFY
Verifies reading of each sector. Bad
sectors are listed on the screen.

2 GAMES
We will select 2 games from our stock.

These sold for more than $20 each.

If sold separately this is more than $125

worth of software!!

Do not mistake this software with

cheap, non-professional "Public
Domain" software which is being of-

fered by others. All of this software is

copyrighted and professional in quality.

The tutor is unique with us and has

helped thousands of new users learn

their disk drive.

only $27.95
(or even better)

only $6.95 with

any Disk Drive Purchase!!
Our prices.

"* oo not incbut
include a. discount for cash
nciuoe shiilipping.

OWL-WARE has a liberal warranty policy. During fhe warrarv

ly period, all defective items wSI be repaired or replaced al out
option at no cost to the buyer except for shipping cosls. Call

nur itkr.h numhnr frir rnfurn Rntjirn of nori»H*f»rtiujB* ar ijn.

authorized returns are subjecl to s service charge.

Drives 1 Year Warranty

OWL-WARE
P.O.BOX 116

Mertztown, PA 19539



Feature

An introduction to file-transfer protocols

Observing
the Social

Graces

By Tim Koonce

So you finally figured out how
to use a modem and a termi-

nal program to call up and

leave messages on local

BBSs, or maybe even how to

set up an account on Delphi or CompuS-
erve, but you're a little confused about how
to download files to your CoCo. Or maybe
you've been downloading for a long time

but you're starting to hear more about

Ymodem and aren't sure what's up. Are

you baffled by a friend telling you about the

wonders; of Kemiit? Is Zrnodem really better

than Ymodem 1

? What is hatch''?

Even long-time modem users often get

confused about the differences betweenthe
available protocols and why certain ones

are preferred.

In the Beginning

In the mid '70s, when people were first

trying tofigure out how toconnect modems
to CP/M computers, it became clear that it

should be easy to send files from one machine

to the next. The idea was that 1 could call

you up, and we would both turn on our

modems, setting up a program on each end

to copy the file across. Several groups of

people set out to design such programs by

writing down a protocol, a set of rules

describing what the transfer program does.

ASCII Files Are Easy

Some files are simple to transfer. Straight

ASCII text files are usually not impaired by

a few spelling errors, so text files are easy

to handle by just opening a capture huffier.

In this setup one side lists the file and the

other side captures it. One nice addition is

the use of CTRL-R and CTRL-T to mark the

beginning and end of the file. This way the

receiving side knows exactly where the file

starts and ends. Using these two control

characters is sometimes referred to as RT
Buffer Capture or Automatic Buffer Con-

trol. This simple method of transferring

files is also the fastest, although it isn't

sufficient for many purposes.

Christensen's Protocol

Binary files such as programs and

compressed files (many graphics formats

include compression) and even program

Tim Koonce, currently pursuing his doc-

torate in mathematics at the University of

California at Berkeley, has worked with

the Color Computer since 1982. He is the

author of VTerm and is the CoCo SIC
Database Manager on Delphi.
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source code require more care for several

reasons. First, errors are more important. If

one letter is transferred wrong in a long text

file it results in a misspelled word; if one

byte of a program is wrong, it can be

disastrous. Secondly, you must know ex-

actly where a binary file starts and prefera-

bly where it ends. While it is possible to use

one character to mark the start of a binary

file, you can't use just one character to

mink the end because that character may
appear in the file being transferred.

People have spent a lot of time develop-

ing methods to transfer all file types relia-

bly. Some attempts were sophisticated and

offered a lot of features. But the one that

became popular was Ward Christensen's

simple Xmodem protocol.

In order to understand Xmodem you
need to understand a little about CP/M
files, Every CP/M file is an exact multiple

of 128 bytes. That's the size of a CP/M
sector. For text files, which may not fit in an

exact number of sectors, CTRL-Z is used to

mark the end of the text. Christensen's

protocol was first implemented in his series

of MODEM programs. MODEM! has a

version of the protocol, and MODEM?
includes a batch extension, which has faded

from popular use. XMODEM, from which

the current name comes, is intended for

unattended remote operation so you can get

a file from a friend's computer without

having them there. The basic protocol

consists of transferring each sector

of the file and awaiting an ac-

knowledgement.

To establish some
terminology, a group

of bytes sent to-

gether con-

stitute a

packet.

Most protocols distinguish between data

packets, which have the data you're at-

tempting to transfer, and control packets,

which communicate other information. In

Xmodem control packets are always single

characters. The makeup of an Xmodem
data packet is outlined in Figure I .

Bytes

1 - Character 1 (SOH character)

I - sequence number (starts at 1

.

wraps from 255 to zero)

I - complement of sequence

number; for error checking

128 - data; one sector of file

1 - checksum; sum of the 128 data

bytes

Figure 1: Xmodem Data Packet

Format

Like many other protocols Xmodem is

receiverdriven, meaning the side receiving

the file controls what

happens. The

side sending

the file sim-

ply waits until the receiver tells it what it

needs to do.

The receiver starts by sending a NAK
(Negative AcKnowledge) packet. (In

Xmodem, this is the single character NAK.)
If this gets no response, it repeats every 10

seconds until the sender answers by send-

ing the first data packet. When the receiver

gets the first data packet, it adds up all the

bytes in the packet and compares it against

ihe checksum at the end, Ifthey agree, there

is no error and the receiver sends an ACK
(ACKnowfedge) packet. The sender inter-

prets the ACK as "send the next data packet."

If the checksums don't agree or there is

some other problem, the receiver sends a

NAK. which the sender interprets as "re-

send the same data packet." When
a data packet is received

incorrectly, it is re-sent

until it makes it through

correctly. Then the

next data packet is
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ACK

NAK-

ACK

ACK

dealt with. When there are no more sectors

in the file, the sender sends an EOT ( End Of
Text) packet, which the receiver acknowl-

edges, and the transfer is complete. Figure

2 illustrates how a file 256 bytes long might

be transferred with Xmodem, Notice that

the Xmodem protocol allows foreitherside

to start first. If the transmitter starts first, it

simply waits until the receiver starts.

Xmodem has become popular because

it is simple. Yet even this simple protocol

has a number of important features. First a

check value is included in every data packet

to allow the receiver to check that the

packet was correctly received. In Xmodem
this cheek value is computed by adding up

the values of each byte,

which is called a checksum.

Checksum error checking

works well in protocols that

have small packet sizes, such

as Xmodem, but becomes

progressively less reliable

as the packets get larger.

Another source of potential

error is that some of the

overheat! bytes (parts of the

packet that aren't data) might

be incorrectly received. If

the First byte is received

wrong, then the receiver

ignores the entire packet and

sends a NAK (not a major

problem).

If the checksum is re-

ceived incorrectly, the

checksums won't match; al

this point the receiver NAKs the packet and

it is re-sent. If the sequence number is

received incorrectly, there could be a prob-

lem. It is critical in Xmodem that the data

packets be sent in the correct order, and the

sequence numbers provide a check on that.

After the sequence number is the comple-

ment of the sequence number (each one in

the binary number is changed to zero, and
vice versa), so the receiver can check to

make sure that part of the packet is cor-

rectly received. (It is interesting to note that

the first three bytes of an Xmodem data

packet should always add up to zero.) This

concern for the sources of error is a com-
mon theme in the design of file transfer

protocols.

Why Not Xmodem?
Xmodem is old, simple and functional.

Why, you might ask, would anyone want to

use anything else? The major reasons are

speed, accuracy and flexibility. Let's first

look at what keeps Xmodem from being as

fast as it Could he.

When talking with systems such as

Delphi or CompuServe, all of your data

must go through a network. Since that

network sometimes gets very busy, it can

sometimes take several seconds for your

data to get ttirough the network. In Xmodem,
after the sender finishes sending a packet,

the receivermay not finish receiving it until

several seconds later. The receiver then

sends an ACK, which takes several more
seconds to get back to the sender. At 1 200
baud, half of the time can be spent wailing

for this delay. At 2400 baud, nearly three

quarters of the time in an Xmodem transfer

can be spent waiting for network delays.

Clearly, at higher baud rates, this addi-

tional time hecomes the limiting factor to

the total transfer speed.

Although Xmodem takes pains to en-

able to transfer any eight bit byte. There are

some situations in which this is simply not

possible. A typical example is when trans-

ferring files to/from mainframe computers.
Another example is when many networks

use certain characters for special purposes,

and havoc ensues if those characters appear

in the data being transferred across the

network. Newer protocols use various

methods to encode certain characters to

avoid these problems.

Finally one convenience issue is that

under Xmodem, there is no way to transfer

a batch offiles at one time without operator

intervention, a capability that is a part of

most newer protocols.

Receiver sends

NAK

NAK

<—error-

Transmitter sends

-> (transmitter hasn't started yet; after

10 seconds receiver tries again)

->

data packet 1

->

data packet 2

->

— data packet 2

EOT

Figure 2: A Sample XModem Transfer.

sure that each data packet is correctly re-

ceived, there is no error checking for

Xmodem control packets, which are all

single characters. One example of how an

Xmodem transfer can fail is if a NAK from

the receiver is received by the sender as an

ACK. In that case the sender goes on to the

next data packet while the receiver is ex-

pecting a resend of the current data packet.

Another example is if telephone line noise

causes the receiver to see an EOT character

the sender does not send. In this case the

receiver terminates before the full file is

transferred. More modern protocols include

error checking on control packets to gaurd

against such problems. Even with data

packets there are much better methods of

error detection than the simple checksum.

Xmodem is simple, but that simplicity

comes at the price of flexibility. Xmodem
only transfers files that are a multiple of

128 bytes long. Usually this means the

original file is "padded," typically with

CTRL-Z characters, to fill out the last packet.

This extra padding can wreak havoc with

many datafiles and can cause a variety of

other problems. Also, to transfer binary

files requires that the serial connection be

Common Shortcomings
A few issues concerning

writing programs to handle

Xmodem transfers are often

overlooked. One has to do
with the transfer of ASCII
files. Under CP/M, ASCII
files use a CR/LF ( Carriage

Return plus Line Feed) pair

of characters to mark Ihe end

of a text line. Some systems

such as UNIX use a single

LF character. The CoCo,
under both OS -9 and RS-
DOS, uses a single CR char-

acter for this purpose. The
Xmodem protocol specifies

that all ASCII files should

be sent with CR/LF charac-

ters between lines. For the

CoCo, this means adding an LF character

after each CR and removing LF characters

on download. Such processing should not

be done for binary files. Few CoCo termi-

nal programs offer the option of doing this

end-of-line conversion for ASCII files. A
few try to do such conversions automati-

cally by checking the first character of the

file, but this introduces many problems of

its own.

Another common problem is how the

end of the file is handled. When the sender

receives an ACK for the last packet, it

should send an EOT and then wait for an

ACK of that EOT. Some systems routinely

NAK the EOT and wait for the EOT to be

resent. Programs that do not wait for the

ACK can cause problems with systems that

do this. When an unacceptable number of

errors occurs, it is customary to terminate

the transfer with the CAN character (Ctrl-

X). Systems that terminate upon receiving

one CAN character sometimes abort when
a CAN character is generated by noise. It is

preferable to wait for a sequence of three

CAN characters before aborting. The side

that requests the termination should proba-

bly send at least five consecutive CAN
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characters in case noise causes one of ihem
to be incorrectly received.

Receivers and transmitters using

Xmodem allow each other a specific amount
of time for a proper response. If one end
takes too long and this ti/ite-mtt delay is not

satisfied, a Time-Out Error is generated.

This normally beneficial aspect of Xmodem
has its drawbacks too. Since most terminal

programs are tested over local telephone

connections, it is not uncommon for the

time-out delay to be too shoil for use over

a network, causing a lot of unnecessary

time-out errors. However, a very long time-

out delay can slow error recovery when a

character is lost due tn noise. Some termi-

nal programs go to the extreme of having
two different versions of Xmodem, one
with shorter time-out delays (less than 10

seconds) for quick error recovery over local

telephone connections, and another with

longer time-out delays (sometimes as long

as 30 seconds) for use over slower net-

works such as those used to connect to

CompuServe and Delphi. The best option

is for the program to adjust the time-out

delay based on the round-trip delay it sees,

but this is difficult to do well.

One point of debate is the proper han-

dling of a file partially received before the

transfer is aborted because of errors. Some

people claim the file should be deleted so

the userdoes not mistakenly believe the file

was received correctly. This reasoning has

some merit for binary program files, where
a partial program is not useful. However,
for text files and other files where the

problem may be something like the EOT
incompatibility just mentioned, it seems
preferable to keep the partial file, issue an

appropriate error message, and let the user

decide if the partial file is useful.

Improving a Standard: Xmodem-CRC
It wasn't long before people tried to

improve Xmodem. In order to reduce the

chances that an incorrect packet is accepted

by the receiver, it is good to use a 1 6-bit

Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) for error

detection, rather than an eight-bit check-

sum. By taking advantage of the properties

of irreducible polynomials, CRCs are much
more sensitive to errors than checksums.
This change alone provides a significant

increase in the reliability ofXmodem-CRC
transfers over standard Xmodem. In order

to maintain compatibility, though, it is

desirable that the sender be able to figure

out which type of error checking it should

use, Xmodem CRC handles this problem
by modifying the initial handshake. In a

standard Xmodem transfer, the first thins

the receiver sends to the transmitter is a

NAK. In an Xmodem-CRC transfer, the

receiver sends a capital C (Character 67),

signifying that CRC error checking is to be

used. The receiver sends this several times

and if the transmitter doesn't respond, the

receiver assumes the transmitter ran only

use standard Xmodem and switches to a

NAK. signifying that checksum error de-

tection should be used. The transmitter

watches for the first character from the

receiver. If it is a NAK, it assumes the

receiver can only use checksum error de-

tection. Otherwise the transmitter uses CRC
error detection.

The biggest problem with Xmodem-
CRC is that routines for calculating CRCs
are difficult to understand. Cyclic Redun-
dancy Checks rely on being able to do
polynomial division modulo two. How-
ever, routines for calculating the most
common CRCs (there are many different

ones, and the 16-bit CRC-CCITT used by
Xmodem CRC is by far the most common)
are not difficult to find. In fact most people

simply use routines already written by
someone eise.

Next Online: Ymodem
In the late 70s, Chuck Forsberg started

working on his series of YAM (Yet An-
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Account Number

Expiration Date Signature
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other Modem) terminal programs. While

working on lhc.se, Chuck became an expert

on weaknesses in the Xmodem protocol.

Chuck compiled several ideas that other

people had been suggesting (including the

use of CRC error checking from Xmodem

-

CRC) and several ideas of his own and de-

veloped an extension of Xmodem known
as Ymodem.

Ymodem's major improvements over

Xmodem are in its longer packet size, which

gives increased speed over networks, its

use ofCRC error de-

tection, and its batch

capabilities. Let's

look at each ofthese

separately, then get

an overview.

Earlier you saw
that one weakness

of Xmodem is that

for every data packet

transferred you must

wait for data to make
it across the network

both ways, resulting in a very long delay

between packets, One simple way to re-

duce the effect of this delay is to make the

packets bigger. This way a smaller percent-

age of the time is spent waiting for the

round-trip delay. The trade-off is that if an

error occurs, it takes longer to resend a

longer packet than it does to resend a short

packet. Bui over modern networks there

are few enough emirs thai this is usually

not a serious problem. As far as the proto-

col itself goes, you need to make one slight

change to the form of a data packet, since

you want to maintain as much compatibil-

ity with Xmodem as possible. In Ymodem
there are actually two types of data packets,

which can be distinguished by the first

byte. Figure 3 outlines what a Ymodem
data packet looks like.

One of the nice parts of the Ymodem

I byte Start of data packet character. Character 1 means there

are 128 data bytes; Character 2, 1024.

l byte Sequence number

1 byte Complement of sequence number
n bytes Data, cither 128 or 1024 bytes, depending on first byte of packet.

1 or 2 bytes Either 1-byte checksum or 2-byte CRC check value.

depending on the initial handshake

Figure 3: Ymodem Data Packet

protocol is that it retains the ability to use

128-byte data packets. This is nice for

several reasons; First, when transferring

the last part of a file, there may not be

enough data to fill a 1024-byte packet. It

may be faster tn send a few shorter packets,

rather than one long packet. Second, it

takes much longer to retransmit a longer

data packet, so under noisy conditions it is

desirable to use shorter packets. Finally, a

properly written Ymodem receiver can

receive files from an Xmodem sender with

no problems at all. In fact a properly written

Ymodem sender can send to an Xmodem
receiver with no problems if it interprets

the initial handshake properly.

Ymodem handles the initial handshake

in the same way Xmodem-CRC does. The
transmitter watches for the first character

from the receiver. If it is a NAK, the re-

ceiver can use only

standard Xmodem
(128 byte packets

and checksum er-

ror detection). If it

is a C, the transmit-

ter uses Ymodem
(1024 byte packets

and CRC error de-

tection). The con

ventionthataNAK
handshake means to

use 128-byte pack-

ets, as well as checksum error detection,

gaurantees compatibility with programs

using the Xmodem protocol.

The third major addition Ymodem makes

to the Xmodem protocol is batch capabili-

ties. Common usage is that Ymodem refers

tojust the 1024-byte data packets andCRC
error detection. Ymodem-batch refers to
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the full Ymodem protocol with batch capa-

bilities, although many purists only use the

term Ymodem to refer to the full protocol,

including batch capabilities. Chuck Forsberg

added batch capabilities to Xmodem by

noting that the packet sequence number
shirts at one. So he defined Packet to be a

special packet containing the file name.

length and other information about the file

being transferred. (Those interested in

writing Ymodem programs should note

that Packet 25b is not unusual.) In this way
several files can be transferred consecu-

tively without operator intervention. The
file length is a particularly nice addition to

the protocol since it allows the receiving

end to remove extra padding that must be

added to fill the last data packet. However,
on some systems it is possible for files to

grow hefore they are completely sent, par-

ticularly due to end-of-line conversions,

Many Ymodem-batch senders intention-

ally use a too large file size, which makes
this less useful.

In summary Ymodem makes three major

additions to Xmodem: It uses a longer data

packet for faster transfers over networks; it

can optionally use CRC error detection,

which makes it much more reliable: and

when fully implemented, it supports a batch

option that makes multiple file transfers

much more convenient and can also re-

move problems with extra file padding.

Ymodem does not address the reliability

problems of having single-character con-

trol packets, nor does it address the need for

all 25b data bytes to be transferable through

the connection. For most BBSs and infor-

mation services these are not major prob-

lems, but there are situations in which they

can make Ymodem unusable.

Half-Duplex Versus Full-Duplex

All the protocols discussed so far have

been half-duplex protocols. Here the term

half-duplex is being used in a technical

sense, meaning that only one side sends at

a time. This is handled by alternating which
side sends. Half duplex protocols have a

significant advantage in that they are much
simpler to write. However, in order to gain

increased speed, especially over networks,

it is desirable to use full-duplex, which

means that either side is allowed to transmit

at any time. This results in significantly

more complex code, but can also result in

significant speedups over the simpler

counterparts. Two general methods of

handling full-duplex transfers are to use

windowing (which has nothing to do with

screen displays), or streaming techniques.

The remaining protocols either use full-

duplex by default or have a variation or

extension that uses full-duplex.

Note: The common usage of the terms

half-duplex and full-duplex for terminals is

quite different and should not be confused

with this more technical mean in a.

It Does Windows: WXmodem
Ymodem attempts to address the slow

speed ofXmodem by using a longer packet

size. This slows down error recovery,

though, since it takes longer to retransmit a

long packet. It would be nice to be able to

get fast transfer rates while still using a

small packet size. One way to do this is to

use a technique known as windowing. The
basic idea is that the reason networks slow

down file transfers so much is because of

the need to wait for the other end. WXmodem
(Windowing Xmodem) simply removes

the need to wait. It works by having the

sender send packets continuously. The
receiver receives and checks each one and

sends an ACK or NAK as appropriate. In

WXmodem the ACK is more than one

character since it must identify the packet

number as well. The sender matches up

each ACK or NAK as it receives it, resend-

ing packets that were NAKed and pausing

if it gets too far ahead of the receiver. The
number of packets that can remain unac-

counted for at the sender end before it stops

to wait for the receiver is cal led the window
size and explains the term Windowing
Xmodem. WXmodem is much faster than

Xmodem and can be marginally faster than

Ymodem over networks, much faster when
there is noise on the line since it is not

necessary to resend a long 1024-byte packet.

WXmodem also does some "transpar-

ency masking," or encoding, to prevent

certain characters from appearing in a packet.

After WXmodem builds a data packet, it

replaces those characters by two-character

sequences starting with DLE (Data Link

Escape, although the specific character is

unimportant) so those characters can have

their usual meanings. In particular, since

the WXmodem sender is sending continu-

ously, it may be necessary for the receiver

to ask the sender to pause. This is accom-
plished by using the standard XOFF (to

request the sender to pause) and XON (to

request the sender to continue) characters.

In order for those characters to be used in

that capacity, it is necessary that they not

have any meaning in the rest of the transfer.

In fact, they arc completely ignored by
WXmodem except For flow control. This

usage of DLE is called quoting and is a

common technique for encoding charac-

ters that aren't allowed to appear in a data

packet.

Chuck Forsberg Strikes Again: Zmodem
After Chuck's YAM program became

fairly well-known, he was asked to develop

a protocol especially for use over packet-

switched networks. He apparently consid-

ered adding onto Ymodem but later de-

cided to scrap that completely and start

over from scratch. The result is the very

impressive, if inappropriately named,

Zmodem protocol. The full description of

Zmodem is too long to cover here, but a few
highlights will suffice.

Zmodem addresses the major shortcom-

ings of Xmodem using a variety of tech-

niques. Any character can be encoded (or

quoted) in a manner similar to WXmodem
to prevent its being used. Several specific

characters (including XON and XOFF) are

always encoded, and any other character

with special meaning to the network can be
encoded to prevent problems. It is even

possible to use only seven hits hy encoding

every character over 127. Zmodem uses

16-bit or 32-bit CRCs for error detection,

making it an extremely reliable protocol.

Every command and control packet in-

cludes full error detection so incorrectly

transferred control packets can be detected

and resent. Zmodem has an impressive

array of command packets that allows ei-

ther side to request one or more file trans-

fers, andean even implement some limited

security measures.

Zmodem addresses Xmodem's concern

about sequence numbers, file padding and

speed by using a full-duplex method of file

transfer referred to as streaming. The idea

here is that the sender simply sends the

entire file directly and periodically inserts

special packets with cumulative error de-

tection information and current file posi-

tion, The receiver compares this informa-

tion when it receives it, If the received

information disagrees with what the re-

ceiver has calculated, it requests that the

sender resend. beginning with a specific

file position. By using file position rather

than sequence number, Zmodem gains the

additional abil ity to send only part of a file.

Zmodem is a fast protocol that is only

beginning to gain popularity.

Frogs and Piggies: the Kermit Story

People who use mainframes often con-
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PA 1£345

Merry Christmas fron *,h? Zebra family!
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• Disk Directory Option pastes the names of your disk files onto the la-

bel text editor screen for inclusion on your labels.

• Serial Numbering Option for making sequentially numbered admis-

sion tickets, product numbering, inventory labels, etc.

Hardware Requirements:
CoCo II 64K, or CoCo 3, disk drive, mouse or joystick, compatible printer (com-

patible with same printers as CGDP).

• Includes disk, laser typeset user's manual ^JiQ>l €}£»
and sample quantities of different size labels. Price: ipOTl • J/ kj
We stock white and colored labels in a variety of address, disk, and cassette siz-

es al competitive prices.

Banners, Signs & Greeting Cards

The CoCo Graphics Designer Plus, produces

beautiful greeting cards, banners, and signs for holidays, birth-

days and olher occasions.

The CGDP features an easy-to-use point and click graphical

interlace with windows, scroll bars, radio buttons, and joystick

or mouse control. Text can be used in up to 4 sizes and 16

fonts per page. Picture, Font, and Border collections are in-

cluded. Signs and cards can be previewed on screen,

Read the review in May 89 Rainbow . dtnn qf
CGDP Disk & 64 page typset manual. *p^*7 .*7O

Picture Selection Screen

Requirements; CoCo II 64K or CoCo
III, disk drive, RSDOS, joystick or

mouse, Printers supported include: Ep-

son RX/FX/LX, Gemini 1QX, SG10,

MX10, NX1000. DM P1 05/1 06/1 10/120/

130/1 32/2OO/400, Panasonic KXP1080 /

90 £1/92, Prowriter, C.ltoh 8510,

Okidata 92/93/1 82/1 83 & more.

Color Paint
Color Paint is an easy to use drawing

program tor your CoCo 3. II uses the

CoCo 3 High resolution 320x200 video

mode that allows you to create highly de-

tailed artwork.

All the standard features of classic

paint programs: lines, rectanges, filled or

round cornered rectangles, ovals, paint,

spray-can, fill pattern that can be edited,

etc, Comes with 11 Hi-res fonts that you

can print in any combination of styles:

Color, Shadow, Outline, Bold, and Italics!

The Deluxe version runs faster and

uses the additional memory lo implement

really exciting features.

Color Paint requires a Tandy mouse

or joystick and an inexpensive $9.95

Tandy Hi-re interface (Catalog #: 26-

3028}. Prints COLOR using Tandy CGP-
220 and OKIMATE-20 printers or in black

and white on Tandy DMP 105/ 120/ 130/

200/ 400, EPSON MX/RX/FX/ printers &
compatibles.

Color Paint (128K) $29.95

Color Paint ( 51 2K)...$29.95

Label Designer & CGDP
Optional Picture,

Font, and Border disks.

$14.95 each.
Picture Disk #2 4 sets of 30 pictures ea., Sports,

America, Party, Office, Total 120 pictures.

Picture Disk #3 4 sets of 30 pictures ea. Animals,

Nature, Religion, Travel, Total 120 pictures,

Picture Disk #4 120 Holiday Pictures: Christmas,

Chanukah, Thanksgiving, New Year's, Easter, Hallo-

ween, etc.

Font Disk A 10 Fonts: Western, Stencil, Banner,

Shadow, Variety, Type, Stripes, Digital, Bold3, Object

Font Disk B 10 Fonts: Arcade, Circle, Alien, Cube.

Baroque, Deco, Block, Gray, Computer, Script

Border Disk #1 Contains 176 High resolution bor-

ders, great variety from simple lo ornate, (The border

disk is for use with the CGDP, but not with the Label

Designer).

HARDWARE
Color Computer Mouse (Quantities Limited). ,.19.95

Atari-To-CoCo Joystick Adaptor 12.95

W ICO Trackball Controllers..... 29.95

HDS Floppy Disk Controllers with RS ROM., 59.95

Disk Drive Case& Power Supply ., 35.00

Wildcard Cartridge Emulator 109.95

SOFTWARE
Car Sign Designer 14.95

Disk Utility 2. 1a 14.95

Printer Font Generator ....14.95

Multi-Pak Crack ...14.95

Telepatchlll ...14.95

Tape/Disk Utility 14.95

Ordering Instructions: All orders add $3.00 Shipping & Handling, UPS COD add $3.00. VISA/MC Accepted. PA residents add
sales tax. Hours 9-5 Monday to Friday . We offer comprehensive sales and customer support for Zebra Systems Products.

Paul & Tony's Stereo* 121 S. Burrowes Street* State College, PA 16801 * (814) 237-2652



nect to them through special terminal con-

nections that have unusual limitations in

the microcomputer world. In particular many
terminal connections have limits on how
many characters can be dealt with at a time,

are limited to seven hits only, and can only

handle a limited number of control charac-

ters. In order to transfer files in such very

restrictive environments, some people at

Columbia University developed the Ker-

mit file transfer protocol, named after the

Muppet character. Kermit packets are very

short, to avoid line-length limitations on

terminal connections. Kermit also supports

encoding, which can encode every eight-

bit character (8th bit quoting) and most

control characters. It is even possible to run

Kermit where only one control character

can be communicated, It has become ex-

tremely popular at universities, where it is

not uncommon for people to want to trans-

fer files between mainframes and micro-

computers. Kermit has an extended hand-

shake when the two sides start up, which

determines the way the two sides will

communicate, what type of quoting and

error checking will be used, and what ex-

tensions to the basic protocol each can use.

This guarantees that Kermit programs can

implement any combination of advanced

capabilities and will still be able to commu-
nicate as long as they include some basic

subset.

Kermit is interesting in that one end of

the connection usually runs in the server

mode. Once you get the two Kermit pro-

grams running, you give commands to the

Kermit program at your end (the local

Kermit), which passes some of them through

to the server Kermit. For example, you can

request adirectory on the server machine or

on your local machine; you can request that

files be transferred either way: and you can

reconfigure either Kermit program by giv-

ing commands to the local Kermit. If your

purpose for calling the other machine is to

transfer files, this is a very convenient

environment.

Unfortunately the extensive encoding

causes a lot of overhead, and the very short

packet size makes Kermit very slow over

networks. There have been many exten-

sions to Kermit that help to address these

problems by allowing for longer packet

sizes (up to about 9000 bytes) and window-
ing operation, but these extensions have

been slow to catch on.

Other Protocols: CIS B, B+
Since the advent of Xmodem nearly 15

years ago. many people have tried to design

their own file transfer protocols, with vary-

ing degrees of success, Many are just vari-

ations of Xmodem, and most never caught

on. But two deserve special mention.

CompuServe has done a lot of work to

make its system as easy to use as possible.

Much of its work has revolved around

developing special terminal programs with

features carefully matched to their particu-

lar needs. As part of this effort it designed

a file transfer protocol called CompuServe
B protocol, or CIS B. B protocol is a basic

receiver-driven, non-windowing protocol.

It has two major advantages over Xmodem.
First it has a variable packet length, which

removes the problems with padding since

the last packet can simply be made shorter

than the others. Having a variable packet

size can also help adaptation to noise since

the transfer can use short packets under

noisy circumstances to reduce time spent

resending (and long packets up to5 ] 2 bytes

with CIS B for faster transfer under quiet

conditions). Secondly when implemented

in a particular fashion, the host computer

(CompuServe) can initiate any file trans-

fer. This makes it significantly easier to use

the system since you simply tell CIS that

you want to download a file, and then it tells

your terminal program to begin the down-
load. This protocol recently had window-
ing capabilities added for significantly faster

operation, and is now called CIS B+, or

Quick-B protocol.

Which Is Best for Me?
Which protocol you'll use in a given

situation is usually dictated by your termi-

nal program and thesystem you are calling.

Very few CoCo terminal programs offer

much more than Xmodem, and protocols

more sophisticated than Ymodem are still

not widely available. A few points to keep

in mind when you do have a choice:

• Xmodem is popular but slow over

networks, Almost every terminal program

that can do file transfers can do Xmodem,
and it is the specified fall-back protocol for

Ymodem and Zmodem. The need for a full

eight-bit connection can also be prohibi-

tive, especially when working with main-

frames.

• Ymodem is much fasterthan Xmodem
over networks but can be slower when
there are a lot of errors since it lakes so

much longer to resend a long packet.

Ymodem can use 1 28-byte packets, but this

capability is often not properly implemented.

Ymodem does have a batch capability,

which can make life much more convenient

for people doing lots offile transfers. When
the batch capability is fully implemented, it

can also avoid problems with padding.

• CompuServe B protocol is better than

Xmodem in that it has a variable packet

size, which allows for larger packets (and

hence greater speed) under non noisy con-

ditions. It also avoids the problems with

Xmodem padding.

• WXmodem is faster than Xmodem.
It's marginally more complicated but doesn't

offer the batch capabilities of Ymodem.
WXmodem is fasterthan Ymodem in cases

where there is both a network delay and

noisy conditions and comparable in speed

when there is no noise. WXmodem also

encodes certain flow-control characters so

it can be used in some situations where

Xmodem and Ymodem cannot.

• CompuServe B+ protocol is similar to

B protocol but offers sliding windows for

significantly improved speed.

* Kermit offers eight-bit quoting (a fancy

way of saying it can work on seven-bit

lines) and is the most popular protocol for

transferring files between mainframes and

micros. It is the oniy file transfer protocol

available on many mainframes. One ver-

sion of Kermit written in C is available for

OS-9.Kermithasalotofoverheadjhough,

and its small packet size makes it slow over

packet-switched networks unless the slid-

ing window option is implemented, which

is rarely done due to the complexity.

• Zmodem seems to be the best all-

around, although its complexity means that

it's availability to CoCo users will proba-

bly be delayed a long time. It Is fast and

flexible, and it supports batch capabilities.

For Further Information

These documents all provide careful

descriptions ofthe corresponding protocol.

The Ymodem and WXmodem descriptions

include descriptions of standard Xmodem.
Some of these are fairly easy to read, and

others are slow going. Chuck Forsberg's

article describing Ymodem is a particularly

good starting point because it gives a good

explanation ofXmodem and the sources of

error in Xmodem.
Except for the book on Kermit, these

articles should be available presently on
the major information services (Delphi or

CompuServe).

• Peter Boswell, "Xmodem, CRC
Xmodem, WXmodem File Transfer Proto-

cols," June 20. 1986.

• CompuServe Incorporated, "VIDTEX
4.0 Standards for Terminal Emulator Pro-

grams," April 1985.

• Frank da Cruz, Kermit User's Guide,

Columbia University, 6th Edition.

• Frank da Cruz, Kermit,A File Transfer

Protocol, Digital Press, 1987.

• Chuck Forsberg, editor, Xmodeml
Ymodem Protocol Reference: A Compen-
dium ofDocuments Describing the Xmodem
and Ymodem File Transfer Protocols, Omen
Technology, Inc., May 1985.

• Chuck Forsberg, The Zmodem Inter-

Application File Transfer Protocol. Omen
Technology, Inc., June 1988. ^
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<« GJMMESOFT»>
A new generation of Color Computer products

HislerOprd

V-Term Terminal
-Vax, Unix, Mainframe, and BBS systems
-Vt-100, Vt-52, Vldtex, and Ascil emulations
•Works with EMAC5 and VI full screen editors

-Full 28x80 screen, 128 ASCII characters
•High-Res graphics. Monochrome support

^Serial port to 2400, RS-232 to 19,200 baud
DCModcm Pak and Disto controller support
•XModem, XModera-CRC, YModem, & ASCII
-Pile transfers direct to disk or memory
.15 entry autodial, 10 programmable macros,
-35/40/80 Tracks, Hyper I/O & RGBDOS
Disk (128k or 512k CoCo 3 only) .... $39.95

Telepak II
A Truly Compatible RS-232 Interface!

Telepak II answers the demand for an
RS-232 Interface. It comes with a 3
foot DB25 cable, gold edge contacts and
Is built with low power drain (5v)

components. Works on all CoCo 1,2, or 3.

MP1 or Y-Cable required on disk systems.
Telepak & Manual $49.95

Y-Cables
V-TERM + Telepak ..$79 Gold contact Y-Cables ............. $27.95

Turbo 512kRam
-Fully assembled and tested board
-Premium 120ns 256x1 memory chips

•Easy to follow instructions

-Fast and easy installation

-Complete with 512k software
-RamDisk, RamTest, & Print Spooler

512k board w/ software

0k board w/software
$108.95
$34.95 512k + Studio Works $155

Studio Works
A digital audio sampler second
to none! Full point & click.

Includes reverse, delete, copy,
volume control, play block,

sequencer, envelope shape, key
play, play thru, looping & file

compression. Samples 17k/sec.
Works with Maxsound cable!

W/O cable - $38.95 W/c«ble - $53.95

Warrior King .$29.95

Kung-Fu Dude $24.95

In Quest of the Starlord $34.95

Hint sheet for Starlord $3.95

Pyramix $19.95

Hall of the King 1 2 or 3 $29.95

Dragon Blade ... $19.95

White Fire of Eternity . $19.95

Paladin's Legacy ...... $24.95
*_CoCo 3 only

Multi-Labd ffl Version 2.00
This latest version of Multi-Label III

now prints labels one, two or three
across! Comes configured for most
Tandy and Epson printers ., $16.95
Upgrades to Version 2.00 .. $6.95

Fkeys HI (Coco 1,2, 3> $19.95
Easy to use. DOS mods. 20 function keys

Sixdrive (Coco 1,2, 3) $16.95
Use up to 3 d/s drives as 0,1 2,3 4.5.

Toll Free

Free 2ND AIR from Midwest to California

Orders: 9am to 9pm Eastern time

On-line orders: Delphi's CoCo Slg

Inquiries & technical assistance: 7pm to 9pm

Games

KYUtl-Gfll

-To be
Ninja

Kyum-Gai: to be Ninja
As the Ninja Gal-Dan, you must
find and destroy evil forces, use
a multitude of martial arts moves
to defeat your enemies, obtain

treasures & weapons, and evade
obstacles! Kyum-Gai: to be Ninja

uses the most detailed 320x200.
16 color graphics, the highest

quality digital sound effects and
spectacular animation!

CoCo 3, disk, & joystick .. $29.95

MPl-CoCo Locking Plates
This money saving device is now
available for the CoCo 2 and 3!

It is important when ordering to

specify CoCo 2 or 3 and MPI
26-3024 or 26 3124. Only $7.95

Suprfih HZ (Coco 3 way) $29.95
Easy to use, multi-purpose database.

BidWriter (pc/xt/at oniy) $49.95
Create &. print professional proposals.

1-30O441-G1ME Order line

GIMMESOFT
P.O. Box 421

Perry Hall, MD 21128
301-256-7558

Add $3.00 for shipping and handling

Add $3.00 for COD (USA only)

MD residents add 5% sales tax

VISA/MC/Check/Money Order/COD
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CoCo 3

The CoCo who would be kinged

The ,

eckers

T
hat people are fascinated by games
is evident from the wide variety on

the market today. There are so-

phisticated trivia games; complex
battle simulation games with

armchair generals in command of armies

fighting historic battles; and role-playing

games that use the imagination for playing

pieces and game board. The Checkers

Champ joins the ranks of these Eimuse

ments and guarantees you a good time.

The Checkers Champ translates the clas-

sic board game to bits and bytes of basic

code. Anyone with a I 28K Color Com-
puter 3 and at least one joystick can play.

(Those who use Tandy's Deluxe Joystick

should set both axis switches to the "free

float" position for best results.) The Check-

ers Champ incorporates 320-by-l92 reso-

lution graphics and 16 palette colors that

Marc Campbell, a self-taught program-

mer, is a student at Ephrata Senior High
School. His -computing has grown into more

than a hobby, as he has seen several ofhis

programs in prim and is marketing others

through his own software house.

Qhamp
by Marc

ascinated by games bring the familiar red and black COfTlDb©ll
the wide variety on checkerboard back with style.

lay. There are so- The program's point-and-click

ia games; complex interface makes it incredibly easy

tion games with to use, even for young children.

mimand of armies Devoted checkers players with

>: and role-playing reservations about this adanta- I
I

bring the familiar red and black

checkerboard back with style

The program's point-and-click

interface makes it incredibly easy

to use, even for young children

Devoted checkers players with

reservations about this adapta

tion are needlessly intimidated

because computerization brings with it some
distinct advantages: You'll never lose any

pieces, your sore-loser opponent can't rear-

range the board while you pause to answer

the telephone, and you don't need a flesh-

and-blood fi itnd in order to play. With (his

program, the Color Computer knows the

game like the back of its ''hand," and it

plays to win.

Getting Started

Let's play some checkers CoCo style.

Fi re up the Color Computer 3. connect one

or both joysticks, and type in and save the

listing. After you've corrected any errors in

your typing, you are ready to begin. Type
RUN and away you go. You are greeted with

a title screen and a short song. (To cut the

musical interlude short, hold down any key

until the tune stops.) At this point the op-

tions of the game
are set. Read each

of the onscreen

prompts and re-

spond accordingly.

If you make a mis-

take or change your

mind after pressing

a key, press the clear key to redo all the

options, The title screen vanishes after you
have set all the options, and the game board

is drawn in its place.

Screen Schematics

Notice the playing screen is divided into

five distinct areas. The dialog box, the blue

strip located at the top of the screen, is the

communications bridge between the com-
puter and the players. Various messages

are displayed in the dialog box during the

course of the game. The gold box in the

upper-left coiner of the screen is the score-

board. The number of games won by black

and red players is neatly displayed here.

The scoreboard is accurate up to 999 games;

1 000 causes it to roll over and begin at 000

again. (While it isn't likely you'll play

1000 games at one sitting, The Checkers
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XX no XX 01 XX 02 XX 03

04 XX 05 XX 06 XX 07 XX

XX 08 XX 09 XX 10 XX 11

12 A j\ 13 XX 14 XX 15 XX

XX 16 XX 17 XX 18 XX 19

20 XX 21 XX 22 XX 23 XX

XX 24 XX 25 XX 26 XX 27

28 XX 29 XX 30 XX 31 XX

Note: Blocks

XX. Blocks it

should be in !

marked with XX should be colored red. Do not print me
arked with a number should be colored black. Numbering
A'hite.

Figure

Blocks

1: Numbering System Used to Designate Checkerboard

Champ\ Score Save feature allows you to

keep a running total of all the games you 've

played. You can have your own ongoing

checkers tournament— piny a few games.

Programs for Home or Classroom
Educational Programs for Students Grade K-12

and Adult Self Studies

More than 500 programs on cassette forany Color
Computer! At every level from kindergarten through
adult. All have full-time narration!

Send for our FREE catalog of over 1,000 Dorsett

educational programs for Atari, TRS 80, Apple, IBM
PC Jr., Commodore, Tandy 1000, etc.

16 Programs in each of the following

Children's Tales — Reading — Arithmetic

Fractions — Algebra — Geometry
Accounting — Psychology — MUCH MORE!
New courses in Spanish and geography.

CASSETTES: $59.50 tor an album containing a 16-

program course (8 cassettes with 2 programs each); $9.35
for a 2-program cassette.

DISKS: $14.95 for a one-program disk; $28.95 for two
disks; $48.95 forfour disks. All diskscome in a vinyl album.

For rnore information, or to order call:

TOLL FREE 1 -800-654-387

1

IN OKLAHOMA CALL (405) 288-2301

save the score, and play again later.) The
pink box near the bottom ofthe screen is the

menu, from which you can select and per-

form a variety of functions (like correcting

a mistake or sav-

ing a game in prog-

ress). The white

flag in the lower-

right comer of the

screen is used

when a player

wants to cut his

losses and surren-

der. The checker-

board itself is the

fifth and last area

of the screen.

Moi.te.Car6
V VISA'

r^)DORSETT
\g^^J Educational Systems, Inc.

Box 1226, Norman. OK 73070

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

It's as Simple as

I'niiil and-Clirk

What makes
The Checkers
Champ so easy to

use is its pomt-and

click user inter-

face, which means

that you tell the

computer what to

do by positioning

the blinking arrow

with your joystick

and pressing the

red firebutton. It's

all very obvious

mice you've given

it a try, so do just

that. Run the pro-

gram, and select a

one-player game at whatever level of diffi-

culty you feel comfortable. Make sure Red
goes first.

Take a look at the dialog box. You see

the message SELECT YOUR PIECE in red

print. The red print indicates that it is Red's

turn; on Black's turn the print in the dialog

box is black. There is only one exception to

this red print/black print rule; Whenever
you receive a SYSTEM MESSAGE (one that

doesn't directly involve the game), the print

shows up as dark blue.

Point the blinking arrow at the piece you
want to move and hold down the red fire-

button until you hear a high-pitched beep.

The message in the dialog box should change

to MAKE YOUR MOVE. If you click on the

wrong piece or change your mind after

selecting a piece, jump down to the Oops
block on the menu and press the button.

You may now select another piece. Once
you have selected a piece and are ready to

move, point the arrow to where you want

the piece to move and click again. Keep in

mind that Oops will not backtrack a bad

move; once you've clicked with "Make
your move" in the dialog box, the move is

permanent Habitual checkers cheaters

won't have any luck pulling the wool over

the Color Computer's eyes. If and when
you click on an illegal block (i.e., one that

is occupied, one that is non-adjacent, or one

that is red in color), a huzzer sounds and

you must reselecl the piece you want to

move. (Players with devious intent will be

embarrassed whenever they sound the

buzzer.)

Afteryourmove the dialog box displays

the message THINKING. . . in black print,

indicating that it is now Black's turn. The
computer decides which piece to move by

looking at all the different possibilities and

selecting the best move. Naturally the level

of difficulty you selected has a bearing on

whether a move is deemed advantageous or

disadvantageous. Generally speaking, the

higher the level ofdifficulty , the longer you
have to wait while the computer processes

its move (about 30 seconds tops).

Jumping
Treat a jump just like any other move;

click where you want your piece to go.

Your opponent's checker vanishes as yours

leaps to its new location.

After you jump one of your opponent's

pieces, the computer checks to see if an-

other jump can be made from the new po-

sition. The dialog box reads CONTINUE YOUR

jump iffJris ispossible. As usual, click in the

block where you want the jump to con-

tinue. Do not reselect the piece that is

jumping or you' II lose the extra move. The
traditional rules of checkers say diat you

don't have to continue a jump. Therefore,
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no matter what strategic trick you have up
your sleeve, click on Oops or any illegal

block to forfeit the additional jump.

King Me!
A normal piece becomes a king when it

successfully moves all the way across the

board without being removed by an oppo-
nent. As anyone who has ever lost to an

uncontrolled king population knows, kings

can move and jump in any direction. After

a piece is kinged in The Checkers Champ,
a short coronation ceremony interrupts the

game temporarily. Kinged pieces are marked
with a yellow crown.

As an option, you may choose to play an

all-king version. This game variation is

something of a house rule that found its

genesis when 1 became bored with garden-

variety checkers. The game begins with all

pieces as kings. Be prepared for some wild

multidirectional jumps once things get

going.

Waving The White Flag

If your opponent [raps you so master-

fully that you cannot make a move, or ifyou
move the arrow to the white flag in the

bottom right comer of Lhe screen, the arrow

disappears as it exits the checkerboard, and

the white flag begins to wave. A click while

the flag is waving causes the dialog box to

ask if you're sure you want to throw in the

towel. Pressing any key other than Y sends

you back to the game; simply move the

nrrow away from the white flag and back

onto the checkerboard. Pressing the Y key

automatically makes your opponent the

winner.

Winning The Game
To win the game you must eliminate all

your opponent's checkers, either by jump-
ing them or cornering them so they can't

move. Prompts ask you to select between

playing another game or shutting down for

the evening.

The Menu
To select an item from the menu, posi-

tion the arrow anywhere in the block that

contains the item and click. There are four

items up for grabs on the menu:

Oops: Allows you to reselect the piece you
wish to move. This item is explained in

more detail above.

Stat: Returns the number of pieces each

player has remaining. Click on Stat to see at

a glance who's winning.

Save; Saves a game in progress to tape or

disk. Prompts guide you every step of the

way to ensure the game is saved properly.

Direction Number PAND4 Formula

Top Right P-3

Top Right 4 P-4
Top Left 1 P-4
Top Left 1 4 P-5

Bottom Right 2 P+5
Bottom Right 2 4 P+4
Bottom Left 3 P+4
Bottom Left 3 4 P+3

Figure 2: Determining Neighbors With Boolean Formulas

Ifyou click on this item accidentally, press

CLEAR when the dialog box reads SAVE TO

(1) DISK cr (2) CASSETTE. There is no
turning back afterwards, so think a little

before pressing a key. The only time you
cannot save a game is when you are in the

middle of a multiple jump, Finish thejump
first, then save it. It may be advantageous to

save an important game two or three times,

either under different filenames or, better

yet, on separate disks or tapes.

Quit: Ends the

game if you press

the Y key when
asked if you are

sure you want to

call it quits. Any
other key sends you

back to the game
in progress. You
have the option of

saving the score

before the program

stops.

Installing Scores

If needed you

can load the score

of a previous

checkers tourna-

ment at the begin-

ning ofthe playing

session. If you do
not have a separate

score file saved,

you can enter the

filename of a saved

game with the

score you want in-

stalled. In this case,

the computer looks

only at the score

and disregards the

rest of the infor-

mation.

Error Trapping: Disk

If, in the course ofyourgame saving and
loading enterprises, you happen to come
upon this message; ERROR PRESS ANY KEY

TO CONTINUE, the computer is telling you
that something is wrong. Most likely a bad

filename, a write-protection tab, or a full

disk is at fault. Save the game to another

disk, and don't press enter without speci-

fying a filename when asked for one. Game
Load errors are generally more fatal. The
game file or, even worse, the disk directory

ULTRA - QUAD
FOUR PROGRAMS DESIGNED TO GIVE YOU A DATABASE AND
TO GET THE MOST OUT OF THE DATABASE AND YOUR WORD
PROCESSOR PROGRAM.

ALL FOUR PROGRAMS ONLY 559.95

ULTRA-BASE
THE ULTIMATE DATABASE FOR THE COCO 1, 5, OR 3 WITH
AT LEAST 64ft. See Rainbow Review - January 1989

Sold Separately for $24.95

ULTRA-MERGE
WHY SETTLE FOR SIMPLE WORD PROCESSING WHEN YOU CAN
PERSONALIZE LETTERS, FORMS, ETC. USING YOUR
FAVORITE WORD PROCESSOR AND DATABASE FILES FROM
ULTRABASE. See Rainbow Review - July 19S9

Sold separately foe $14.95

ULTRA-CAT
YOU KNOW YOU HAVE A PROGRAM ON DISK BUT CAN'T FIND
IT. CONVERT DISK DIRECTORIES TO ULTRABASE FILES.

Sold separately £oc 514.95

ULTRA-TEXT
READ YOUR DATABASE FILES INTO YOUP WORD PROCESSOR
PROGRAM. CONVERTS ULTRABASE FILES INTO ASCII FILES,

Sold separately for 514.95

A\i nu is Oiujj t
|i>& 10248

ADD 52,00 S/H
5 4,00 FOR U.P.S.
S3. 00 FOR C.O.D.
PA RESIDENTS ADD
6* SALES TAX
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or entire disk may be garbled. Beforejump-

ing to any conclusions, check to make sure

the filename is correct and the disk in Drive

contains the file.

Since CoCo is

.amematics-
sased machin
the game is

translated into a
ies of form

frequent u

lean algebra.

Error Trapping: Cassette

You should never receive an error mes-

sage while saving a game. Errors received

while loading are caused by bad data, but

retry the load a few times at various re-

corder volume settings before giving up on

the saved file.

Error Trapping: Otherwise

The Checkers Champ should report only

errors caused by the Game. Save and Load

procedures. If the error message pops up

unexpectedly, the listing may have atyping

error. Debuggers should eliminate the ON

ERR GOTO, P0KE41 598. 32, and POKE 41599,32

portions of Line 1 to cripple the error-

trapping and break-disabling routines. Once

the program is debugged, you can add the

deleted segments.

Technically Speaking . .

.

Teaching a person to play checkers is

one thing, but teaching a computer to do the

same is a different story. Since CoCo is

strictly a mathematics-based machine, the

game is translated into a series of formulas

that make frequent use of Boolean algebra

(the logical operators AND, NOT and OR; see

your Color Computer user's manual or a

high school mathematics textbook for fur-

ther information). Each of the 32 "legal"

boxes on' the gameboard is assigned a

number, ranging from zero in the upper left

corner to 3 1 in the lower right (see Figure

1 ). From any given block, there are as many

1 y
162 .... . 134\/ 7 152V

12 233 174 ....

187 ....

. 194

.11922 ... 162
29 25 204.... ...56

40 228 213 .... ..,87

47 221 226 .... .240
60 176 END .. . 146

The listing: CHECKERS

THE CHECKERS CHAMP COPYRIGHT
(C) 1988 BY MARC CAMPBELL

' COPYRIGHT 1989 FALSOFT.INC
1 WIDTH32:CLS0:POKE41598,32:POKE
41599. 32 :X-RND< -TIMER) :X-0:POKE1
40 t 0:POKE&HFFD9,0:POKE&HF015,&H2
1:HBUFF1.14:HBUFF2,269:E$-"01L16
C":B$-"05L32C":DIMP(31.1):DIMA<1
1):DIMBC11):DIMCC11):DIMDC11):DI
M6L(31):0NERRGGT0227
2 RGB:PALETTE0.0:PALETTE9.35:PAL
ETTE10,53:PALETTE11,52:PALETTE12
,0:PALETTE13.39:PALETTE14,57:PAL
ETTE15.19
3 X=0:HCOLQR,8:HSCREEN2
4 DATA03L12G,L604C.L1203G,L604C,
L1203G.L3.04C.L1203G.L1204C.L16D
,L12E.L16D.C.L6E.L12C.L6D,L3CP6.
L6C . L8E , E , L4E , L6C , L8E , E , L4E . L6C

.

L8E.E.L6E,L10D#.D.L3C#.O3G.O4L8E
,E,L6E.L12C,L6D,C.03C.02C
5 HCOLOR4:FORQ-0TO304STEP20:HLIN
E(Q,0)-(O+20.15).PSET.B:HLINE(O,
105)-{Q+20,120),PSET.B:IFX-0THEN
HPAINT(Q+1,1),3,4:HPAINT(Q+1,106
).12,4:X-1ELSEHPAINT(Q+1,106),3,
4:HPAINT<Q+l,l),12,4:X-0
6 NEXT:FORQ-15TO90STEPl5:HLINE{0
r 0.)-( 20.0+15) ,PSET.B:HL1NE(300,Q
)- (320.0+15). PSET.B: I FX-1THENHPA
INT(l.Q+l).3.4;HPAINT(301.Q+l).l
2,4:X«0ELSEHPAINT(301.Q+1),3.4:H
FA1NI (I. 0+13,12. 4:X-1
7 NEXT:HC0L0R1:HPRINT(5.3)."T H

E";HPRINT(26,9),"C HAM P":HC0L
OR4:HDRAU"BM50,31R20ul0L20G5D10F
5R20O10L25H101J20E10R5;BM70.31D40
R10U15R10D15R10U40L10D15L10U15L1
0;BM100,31D40R30U10L20U8RI0IJ4L10
U8R20U10L30:BM145.31R20O10L20G5D
10F5R20D10L25H10U20E10R5"
8 HDRAW"BM165,31D40R10U10F10R10H
15J10E15L10G10U10L10:BM195.31D40
R30U10L20U8R10U4L10U8R20U10L30:B
M225.31D40R10U10F10R10H15J5R10E5
U10H5L40BR25BD5R10F3D4G3L10U10:B
M255.36E5R25D10L15G5R15F5D15G5L2
5U10R15E5L15H5U5"
9 FORQ-48TO273STEP+30:IFX-0THENH
PAINT(Q,35) ,3,4:X-1ELSEHPAINT(Q,
35).12,4:X=0
10 NEXT:HC0L0R5:HPRINT(4,11),"(C
) MCMLXXXVI 1 1 by Marc Campbell"
11 POKE&HFFD8.0:FORQ-1TO40:READA
I i PLAYAJ : I FINKEYt <>""THENQ-40 : NE

XTELSEIFX-0THENPALETTE12,36:PALE
TTE3.0:X-1:NEXTELSEPALETTE12,0:P
ALETTE3,36:X-0:NEXT:EXEC43345
12 EX-1:EY-22:POKE&HFFO9,0:PALET

TE0.0:PALETTE3.3G;PALETTE12.0:HC
0L0RlliHPRINTC5,16),"PRESS CLEAR
TO RESTART OPTIONS" ;HC0L0R4 :HPR
INT(0.18)."Do you want to load a

saved game? (Y/N)"
13 GOSJB226:PLAYBJ:HPRINT(0.18).
5TRING$(40.32):IFA$="Y"ORA$="y"T
HEN14ELSE18
14 HCOL0R4:HPRINT(3,18),"Lcad fr

om (1) disk or (2) cassette"
15 G0SUB226:IFA$<>"l"ANDAt<>"2"T
HENPLAYEt:G0T015ELSEPLAYBt:IFA$-
'1"THEND=1ELSED=-1
16 X-3:Y=20:GO5UB156:HPRINT(5.22
), "Press any key to load the gam
e":EXEC44539:PQKE&HFFD8.0:OPEN"I
",#D,F$
17 FORX-1TOEOF(D):INPUT#O,NG(0>.
NG{1):FORQ=0TO11:INPUT#D,A(Q) J B(

0).C(0).D(Q):NEXTQ:INPUT#D.TN,NP
,IT.GM,J{0),JC1):NEXTX:CLOSE#Q:P
OKF&HFFn9,0:GOTO38
18 HCOLOR1:HPRINTC0,18)," Do yo
U want to install scores? (Y/N)"
19 G0$UB226:PlAYB$:IFA$='*Y"0ftA$»
"y"THEN20ELSE24
20 HCGLQR4:HPRINT(2.18)." Load f

rom (1) disk or (2) cassette "

21 G0SUB226:IFA$O"l"ANDAJ<>"2"T
HENPLAYE$:G0T021ELSEPLAYB$:IFA$-
"1"THEND-1ELSED--1
22 X-3:Y-20:GOSUB15G:HPRINT(4,22
). "Press any key to load the sco
res" : EXEC44539 : P0KE&HFFD8 , : OPEN
"I",#D,F$
23 FORX-ITOEOF(D) :INPUT#D.NG(0).
NGU ) : NEXTX : CLOSE#D : P0KE&HFFD9 .

:G0SUB222
24 HC0L0R13:HPRINT(2,18),"Press
1 for Player One vs CoCo Champ":
HPRINK2, 20), "Press 2 for Player
One vs Player Two"

25 GOSUB226: I FA$<>"1"ANDA$<>"2"T
HENPLAYE$:G0T025ELSEPLAYB$:IFA$-
"1"THENNP-1ELSENP=2
26 IFNP-2THEN28ELSEHCQLOR10:GOSU
B222:HPRINT(4,18)."How smart is

the Checkers Champ?"iHPRINT(ll ,2

0),"1 DULL-WITTED":HPRINTC11.
21). "2 RUN OF THE MILL":HPRINTC
11. 22), "3 DEVESTATING"
27 G0SUB226; IFA$<>"1"ANDA$<>"2"A
NDA$O"3"TrlENPLAYEt:G0T027ELSEPL
AYR$:IFA$-"1"THFNTT-1FI SFTFAS-"?
"THENIT=2ELSEIFA$="3"THENIT-3
28 GOSuB222:HC0L0R14:HPRINT(4.18
). "Press 1 to play classic check
ers":HPRINT(4,20)."Press 2 to pi

ay all king version"
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29 G0SUB226: IFASO"!"ANDA$<V2"T
HENPLAYES:GQT029ELSEPLAYB$:IFA$-
"1"THENGM=1ELSESM=2
30 GO5UB222:HC0L0R15:HPRINT<4.18
). "Player 1: RED RIGHT JOYST
ICK"
31 IFNP=lTHENHPRINTC4,19)."Playe
r 2: BLACK COLOR COMPUTER"
32 IFfJP-2THENHPRINT(4.19),"Playe
r 2: BLACK LEFT JOYSTICK"
33 HPRINT(3»20),STRING${34,32):H
PRINT<3,21}."Who goes first? (1)
RED (2) BLACK":HPRINT(19.22)."

(3) COMPUTER PICKS"
34 GOSUB226: IFA$<> ,, 1"ANDA$<> ,,2"A
NDA$0"3"THENPLAYE$

: G0T034ELSEPL
AYB$;IFA$-"l"THENTN~0ELSEIFAl-"2
"THENTfJ-lELSEIFA$="3"THENTN=RN0(
2)-l

35 J(0)-0:J(1)=0:FORQ-0TO11:A{G)
-Q:B(Q)-Q+20
36 IFGM-2THENC(Q)-2:D(Q)-2ELSEC(
Q)-0:D(Q)-0
37 NEXT
38 EX-l:EY-0:POKE&HF015.&HAAiHCO
L0R.8:KSCREEN2
39 HCOLOR5:HLINE(2,0)-C319,7),PS
ET,BF:HCOLOR2:HLINEE1,1)-(1.B) ,P

SET: HLINE-( 318.8 ).PSET:HLINE< 0.2
)-(0.9).PSET:HLINE-(317,9),PSET
40 HC0L0R9:HLINE(64.183}-(256,19
l),PSET,BF:HCOLOR10.e:HPRINT(9.2
3), "OOPS STAT SAVE QUIT";F0RQ
-112TO208STEP48:HLINE(Q.183)-(Q.
191 >, PRESET: NEXT
41 HCuL0Rll:HLINE(2,16)-{39,66)

,

PSET,BF:HCQL0R7;HLINE( 1,17)- (1.6
7 5 .P£ET:HLINE-C38,67KPSET;HLINE
C0,18)-(0.68).PSET:HLINE-(37,68)
,PSET:HC0LQR8:HLINE(4,18)-(37.28
),PSET.BF:HC0L0R3:HLINE(4.43)-(3
7,53) .PSET.BF
42 HC0L0R4:HLINE( 280, 150) -(318.1
60).PSET;HLINE-C280,170),PSET:HL
INE- (280,150) ,PSET:HPAINTC281, 15

2).4,4:HCQLORll:HLINE{280,171)-(
280,185),PSET
43 HCCL0R7:X-LEN(STft$(NGU)));HP
RINT(1.1).STRIHGJ(4-X.48)+RICHT$
!STR$(NG(1)).X-1):X=LEN(STRJ(NG(
0))):HPRINT(1,7).STRING$(4-X.48)
+RIGHT$(STR!ENG(0)).X-1)
44 POKE&HF015.&H21:PALETTE0.27;H

COLOR4:X-0:Z=0:FORR-16TOI56STEP2

45 F0RC=48TQ244STEf>28
46 HLINE(C.R)-(C+28.R+20).PSET.B
:IFX-0THENHPAINT(C+1.R+1).3.4:X=
1ELSEX-0
47 NEXTC;IFX-0THENX-lELSEX-0
48 NEXTR
49 JC-76! W-244 : Y-16 : FORQ-0TO31 ; BL
CO)-0;P(Q,0)-X:P(Q,1)-Y:X=X+56:I
FX>W THENY-Y+20:IFZ=0THENX-48:W-
216:Z-1ELSEZ-0:X-76:W=244
50 NEXT
51 FORQ-0TO11:IFA(Q)*-2THEN52ELS
£BL(A(Q}}-2:W-P(A(a),0)+14:X=P(A
(Q).l)+10:HCIRCLE(W t X).10:IFC(Q)
-£TIIENIIDRAW"BM"+STR$CW+2)+"."+ST
R$(X+2)+"ClL8U6F4E2F2E4D6L8C4":H
PAINT(W+2.X+1),1,1
52 IFB(Q)--2THEN53ELSEBL(B(Q))-1
:Y-P(B(Q) ,0)+14:Z-P(B(Q),l)+10:H
CIRCLE(Y,Z),10:HPAINT(Y.Z).3.4:I
FD(Q)-=2THENHDRAW"BM"+STRt(Y+?)+"
,"+STR$(Z+2)+"ClL8U6F4E2F2E4D6L8
C4":rlPAINT(Y+2.2+l},l,l
53 NEXT
54 G0SUB129:G0$UB89;G0T0163
55 HPRINTQ.0), "Select your piec
e"+STRI NG$ ( 23 , 32 ) : GQSLB83
56 IFBUTT0N(TN*2)=1THENGQSUB135:
G0T057ELSE54
57 FORQ-0TO31:IFX>P(Q.0)AHDX<P(Q
,0)+28ANDY>P(Q.l>ANDY<P(Q.l)+20T
HEN58ELSENEXT;PLAYEt;G0T054
58 P=G:IFTN=1THEN59ELSEFORQ-0TO1
1:IFB(Q)-P THENN-Q:GOTO60EL5ENEX
T:PLAYE$:GOT054
59 FORQ=0TO11 !lFA(Q)-P THENN=Q:G
OTO60ELSENEXT:PLAYE$:GOTO54
60 GOSUB89;HPRINT(1.0)."Make you
r raove"+STRIN6$(26,32):G0SUB83
61 IFBUTT0N<TN*2) = lTrlENG0SJB135:
GOTO62ELSE60
62 FORQ«0TO3l:IFX>P(Q.0)ANQX<P(Q
.0)+28ANDY>P(Q.l)ANDY<P(Q,l)+20A
NDBL(Q)-0THEN63ELSENEXT:PLAYEt:G
0T054
63 M-Q
64 IITN-1 ANDC{NK>2 THEN71
65 IFJ>0THEN68
66 IF(P AND4)-4 THENIFP-M-5
NT(P/4)OP/4 ORP-M-4THEN77
67 IFP-M-3 ANDCP AND4I-0ORP-

ANDI

H-4T

as four blocks surrounding it. Assuming
that P represents the number of the blocks
being examined, we can determine its neigh-

bors with the Boolean algebra formulas
mentioned previously (see Figure 2).

Ofcour.se there is an exception to every

rule. Our formulas do not yield accurate

results when a block at the very edge of the

board is examined simply because there

aren't four possible directions in which to

move.

We must lest P by ANDing 4 because only

diagonal moves are allowed on the check-

erboard. To demonstrate this concept, let's

take a look at how we arrived with our

system of eight formulas. Find Block 9 in

Figure 1 . Notice that 5, 6, 13 and 1 4 are the

only possible moves a piece in Block 9 can
make without jumping. We derive four

formulas from our observations: 9-6=3 (P-

3 in the top right), 9-5=4 (P-4 in the top

left), 14-9=5 (P+5 in the bottom right), and
13-9=4 (P+4 in the bottom left). We really

ought to test a few other blocks just to see

if our formulas are universal, so why not

26? Fortunately for us, we still get Block
26's neighbors when we plug in the num-
bers: 23(P-3), 22 (P-4), 31 (P+5), and 30
(P+4). To prove that we are bona fide

mathematicians, we
1

11 try 14 for good
measure. Our formulas spit out I I (P-3), 10
(P-4), 1 9 (P+5), and 18 (P+4). Only 10 and
18 are adjacent; they do not even fit the

pattern of top right, top left, bottom right

and bottom left. Now what do we do?
Here is where staggering rows comes

into play. Since every other row is offset,

we need two sets of formulas. Which set of

formulas should be used? It just so happens
that every block in a row beginning with a

multiple of eight equals zero when ANDed
with four. Alsu, every block in a row that

does not begin with a multiple of eight

equals four when ANDed with four. This is a

neat, sure-fire method of finding the neigh-

bors ofany block in any row on any stand-

ard checkerboard. While it's much more

THE BEST COCO ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING kpQKS INPRINT
•Assembly Language Programming for the CoCo" (The Book) and the CoCo 3 {The Addendum).
Professionally produced (not just skimpy technical specifications). THE CoCo reference books.

THE BOOK - 289 pages of teaching
assembly language for the CoCo 1 & 2,

It's used as a school text and is an
intro to Computer Science. It describes
the 6809E instructions, subroutines,
interrupts, stacks, programming
philosophy, and many examples. Also
covered are FIAs, VDG, SAM, kybd,
jystk, sound, serial port, and using
cassette and disk. $18.00 + $1,60 s/h.

THE ADDENDUM - Pick* up
where the BOOK left off, Describes
ALL the CoCo 3 enhancements iz how
to use them with assembly language.
The most complete GIME spec.

WOW - Super-Res Graphics,
Virtual Memory, New Interrupts,

and more information not available
elsewhere. Find out what the CoCo 3
can really do. $12,00 + $1.00 a/h.

COCO 3 SPECIAL
Start your CoCo
library right.

See what the CoCo
can really do and
save money - buy
the BOOK and
ADDENDUM
for only $27.00 +
$2.00 s/h.

US check or money
order, RI orders
add 6% sates tax

TEPCO
68 James Court

Portsmouth, RI 02871

See Us On DELPHI
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practical for human beings to simply scru-

tinize a checkerboard to look for moves, all

this Boolean is right up the Color Com-
puter's alley.

The computer decides which move to

make by looking at each of its remaining

pieces and all the possible moves each

piece can make. Each move is assigned a

priority value and poked into Lo-Res graph-

ics screen memory; naturally the higher the

priority, the better chance the move in

question is chosen. Depending on the level

of difficulty, the computer determines a

move's priority based on whether or not a

piece can jump, be kinged, or block a

possible jump.

After all the possible moves are evalu-

ated and their priorities tabulated, the

computer chooses the move with the high-

est priority. In the event that two or more
moves have the same priority, one of them

is randomly selected.

This explanation barely skims the sur-

face of the fascinating subject of artificial

intelligence. As you may suspect, there is

much more going on inside your Color

Computer when The Checkers Champ
"thinks." If you are still intrigued, dissect

the program listing on yourown ordropme
a line.

Variables List

A$ Dummy string

A(X) ArraycontaininglocationofBlack

m
B$ play string containing beep tone

B t X ) Array containing location of Red

w
BK Memory location of stored moves

to block potential jumps
BL(X) Array containing block's status:

0=empty, l=Red-occtipied, 2=

Black-occupied

C Dummy variable

C(X) Returns a 2 if Black #X is a king

D Device number being accessed

D(X) Returns a 2 if Red #X is a king

E$ PLAY string containing error tone

EX v coordinate of error message

EY y coordinate of error message

F$ String containing filename

F Dummy variable

GM Returns a 1 if regular checkers, a

2 if all-king version

GR Returns a 1 if score is being saved

IT Level of difficulty (1-3)

J Returns a 1 if move is a jump
J ( X ) Array containing number of jumps

(Red=X-0; Black=X-l)

M Block to which a piece is moving

ML Memory location where computer

searches for possible blocks

MP Memory location where current

move is stored

HEN77
68 IFP-M-9 ANDCP AND4KX < P-4)AN
D4) ANDINT(P/4)OP/4 THEN90
69 IFP-M-7THEN90
70 IFTN-0AND D(N)<>2 THENPLAYES:
GOTO 54
71 IFJ>0THEN74
72 IF(M AND4)-4 THENIFM-P-5 AND!
NT(M/4)OM/4 0RM-P-4THEN77
73 IFM-P-3 AND(M AND4)-0QRM- P-4T
HEM77
74 IFM-P-9 AND(M AND4)0< (M-4JAN
D4) AUDI NT(MM) OH/4 THEN90
75 IFM-P-7THEN90
76 PLAYE$:G0T054
77 HGET(P(P,0)+1,P{P,1)+1)-(P(P,
0)+27.PCP.l)+19).2;HCOLOR8:HLINE
(PCP,0)+l,PtP.l)+l)-<P(P,0)+27,P
<P.1)+19),PSET,BF:HPITCP{M,0)+1,
P(H.l)+l)-tPtH.B)+27.P(M.l)+19).
2,PSET:HC0L0R4:EXEC43345
78 IF0(TN)-12THEN146
79 IFTN=0ANDM>-1ANDM<4ANDDCN)<>2
THEND(N)-2:G0SJB151
80 IFTN=1ANDM>27ANDM<32ANDC(N)<>
2THENC(N)-2:G0SUB151
SI IFTN-0THENB(N)-M:BL(P)-0:BLCM
)-l:IFJ>0THEN104ELSETN-l:GOTO54
82 1FTN-1THENA(N)-M:BL(P)-0:BLCM
)-Z : I FJ>0THEN104ELSETN-0 : GQTQ54
83 GX-JOY$TK(0):QX-JOYSTK(l):X-5
0+JOYSTK(TN*2)*3.5:Y=l&+JOYSTK(T
N*2+1)*2,5;X-INTCX):Y-IKTCY)
84 IFY-175 THENY-185:IFX>253THEN
X=253ELSElFX<64THENX-64
85 IFY>145ANDX=270THENF=1:HCOLOR
4, 8 :HLI NEC 280, 150) "(318,160), PRE
SET: HL INF- (280,170) , PRFSFT: HSFT(
280 1 170,11):FGRQ-1TO100:NEXT:HLI
NE<280.150)(318.160).PSET:HLINE
-C280,170),PSET:GOTO88
86 F-0:HGET(X.Y)-(X+4.Y+4}.1:HDR
AW

,, ClBM"+STR$(X)+"."+STR$(Y) +
,,

NR
2ND2F4C4":FORQ=1TO50:NEXT:HPUTCX
,Y)-(X+4,Y+4),1,PSET
87 HPUT{X,Y)-{X+4,Y+4),1.PSET
88 RETURN
89 IFTN-0THENHCOLOR3:RETURNELSEH
COLORS: RETURN
90 J-1:FORO-0TO11
91 IFTN-0THENOP-ACO)ELSEIFTN-1TH
EN0P=B(Q)
92 IFTN-1 ANDC(N)02 THEN98
93 IFP-M-7 AND(P AND41-4 AND P-4
-OP THENX-OP:GQ5JB154:GOTO103
94 IFP-M-7 ANDCP AND4)-0 AND P-3
-OP THENX=OP:GOSUB154:GOTO103
95 IFP-M-9 ANDCP AND41-4 ANDP-5=
OP THENX-OP:GOSUB154:GOTO103
96 IFP-M-9 AND(P AND4)-0 ANDP-4-
OP THENX-OP:GOSUB154:GOTO103
97 IFTN-0 ANDD(N)<>2 THEN102
98 IFM-P-7 ANDCM AND4)-4 AND M-4
=0P THENX=OP:GOSUB154:GOTO103
99 IFM-P-7 ANDCM AND4)-0 AND M-3
-OP THENX-OP:GOSUB154:GQTQ103
100 IFM-P-9 ANDCM AND4)=4 ANDM-5-
TKENX-OP:GOSUB154:GOTO103
101 IFM-P-9 AND(M AND4)-0 ANDM-4
=0P THFNX-OP : G0SIIB1 54 GOTO! 03

102 NEXT;J-0:PLAYES:GGTO54
103 J(TN)-J(TN)+1:HC0L0R8;HLINEC
P(X,0)+1,P(X,1)+1)-(P(X,0)+27.P(
X.l)+19),PSET.BF:G0TO77
104 P-M:FORQX-0TO3:PP(QX)--10:PJ

(QX)— 10:NEXT:IFTN-1AND C(NK>2
THEN108
105 IF(P AND4J-4 THENPPC05-P-4:

I

F((P-5)AND4)-((P-4)AND4)THENPP(1
)-P-5
106 TFCP AND4J-0 THENPPC1)-P-4:I
FINTC(P-3)/4)O(P-3)74THENPP(0)-
P-3
107 IFTN-0AND D(N)<>2 THEN111
108 IF(M AN043-4 THENPPC2J-M+4:

I

F((M+3)AND4)-(tM+4)AND4)THENPP<3
)-M+3
109 IF(M AND4)-0 THENPP(3)-M+4:

I

FINT((M+5)/4)OCM+5)/4THENPPC2)-
M+5
110 IFTN-1 AND C(N)<>2 THEN114
111 IF(PP(0)AND4)-4 THENPJC0)-PP
(0)-4:rF((PPa)-5)AND4)O(PP(l)A
ND4)THENPJ(l)-PP(l)-5
112 IF(PP(0)AND4)-0 THENPJCD-PP
(D-4:IF((PPt0)-3)AND4)OfPP(0)A
ND4)THENPJ(0)-PPC0)-3
113 IFTN-0AND D(NK>2 THEMIS
114 IF(PP(2) AND4J-4 THENPJC2)-P
PC2)+4:IF({PP(3>+3)AND4)-CCPP(3)
+4)AND4)THENPJ(3)=PP(3)+3
115 IFCPPC2) AND4J-0 THENPJ(3)-P
P(3)+4;IFINT((PP(2)+5)/4)<XPP(2
)+5)/4THENPJ(2)-PP(2)+5
115 G0SUB131
117 FORQ-0TO3:PB(Q)-0:NEXT:FORQX
-0TO3
118 IFPJ(QXK0THENPBCQX)-1ELSEIF
BL(PO(QX)}>0THENPB(QX)-1
119 NEXTQX
120 IFTH-1THENRETURN
121 IF PB(0)=0 OR PBCD-0 OR PB(
7)-0 OR PR(3)-0 THFN122FLSE54
122 FORQX-0TO3: IFPP(QX)-- 1THEN12
6

123 IFTN=0THENIFBL(PP(QX))-2 AND
PB(UX)=0 THEN127

124 IFTN-1THENIFBL<PP<QX))=10 TH
ENBLCPPCQX))-!
125 IFTN-1THENIFBL(PPCQX))-1 AND
PB(OX)=0 THEN127

126 NEXTQX:G0T054
127 G0SLIB69: IFTH-2THEN219ELSEHPR
INT( 1.0) ."Continue your jurap"+ST
RING$(21.32)
128 G0SUB83:IFBUTT0N(TN*2)-1THEN
GOSUB135:G0TO62ELSE128
129 IFJ-0THENRETURNELSEIFTN-0THE
NTN-1ELSETN-0
130 J=0: RETURN
131 FORQX-0TO3:IFPJ(QX)<0 ORPJCQ
X)>31 THENPJ(QX)--1
132 NEXT
133 FORQX-0TO3:IFPP(QX)<0OR PP(Q
X)>31THENPP(QX)- 1

134 NEXT:RETURN
135 PLAYB$:IFY<185ANDF-0THENRETU
RN
136 IFF-0THEN138ELSEF-0;GOSUE89:
HPRINTC1.0) /"Are you sure you wa
nt to surrender?": EXEC44539 : At-I

ON KEYS :PLAY8$: I FA$<>"Y"ANDA$0"y"
THEN54
137 IFTN-0THENTN-1:GOTO146ELSETN
-0-GOTO146
138 IFX>63ANDX<112THEN54
139 IFX>111ANDX<150THENHCOLOR2:M
$-"Red:"+STR$(l2-JCl))+" Black:
"+STR$(12-J(0)):M$-M$+STRINGt(39
-LEN(M$).32):HPRINT(1.0).Mt:GOSU

88 THE RAINBOW November 1989
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HOW DO YOU GIVE A RAINBOW?
It's simple — Give a rainbow g

Let a gift subscription to the
rainbow carry the premier Color
Computer magazine right to
your friend's doorsteps, the
rainbow is the information
source for the Tandy Color Com-
puter.

Each month, your friends will

enjoy the intelligent programs,
reviews and articles written ex-
clusively for their CoCo.

First, your gift will be an-
nounced in a handsome card.
Then, all year 'round, they'll re-
member you and your thought-
fulness when they get each edi-
tion of the rainbow — pages
loaded with delightful programs,
regular columns and plenty of
helpful hints and tips.

Generosity benefits the giver,
too. There'll be no more tracking
down borrowed copies of the
rainbow. Your collection will be
safe at home.
Give a rainbow gift certificate

and let your friends in on the fun.
the rainbow is the perfect com-
panion for the Color Computer!

Get your orderto us by Novem-
ber 25 and we'll begin your
friends' subscriptions with the
January issue of RAINBOW.

ft certificate

Please begin a one-year (12 issues) gift subscription to

THE RAINBOW for:

Name

Address

City _State ZIP

From:

Name

Address

City .State ZIP

My payment is enclosed.
Bill to: VISA MasterCard American Express
Acct. # Exp. date

Signature

Mail to:

Rainbow Gift Certificate, The Falsoft Building, P.O. Box 385, Prospect,
KY 40059

For credit card orders call (800) 847-0309, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST.
All other inquiries call (502) 228-4492.

Subscriptions to the rainbow are $31 in the United States; U.S. $38 in Canada. The surface rate

to other countries is U.S. $68; the air rate, U.S. $103. Kentucky residents add 5% sales tax. U.S.
currency only, please. All subscriptions begin with the current issue. Please allow 6 to fi weeks for
delivery. In order to bold down non-editorial costs, we do not bill.
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How To Read Rainbow

When we use the term CoCo, we refer to an affection-

ate name that was first given to the Tandy Color

Computer by its many fans, users and owners.

The BASIC program listings printed in THE RAIN-

Boware formatted fora 32-characterscreen— so they

show up just as they do on your CoCo screen. One easy

way to check on the accuracy of your typing is to com-
pare what character "goes under" what. If the charac-

ters match — and your line endings come out the same
— you have a pretty good way of knowing that your

typing is accurate.

We also have "key boxes" to show you the minimum
system a program needs. But, do read the text before

you start typing,

Finally, trie little disk and/or cassette symbols on the

table of contents and at the beginning of articles

indicate that the program is available through our

RAINBOW ON DISK QrRAIN80WONTAPEService.

Using Machine Language

The easiest way to "put" a machine language program

into memory is to use an editor/assembler, a program

you can purchase from a number of sources. All you
have to do, essentially, is copy the relevant instructions

from the rainbow's listing into CoCo.

Another method of putting an ML listing into CoCo
is called "hand assembly" — assembly by hand, which

sometimes causes problems with ORI G IN or equate
statements, You ought to know something about
assembly to try this.

Use the following program if you want to hand-

assemble ML listings:

10 CLEhR200,S.H3F00:I = S,H3FB0

20 PRINT ~ADDRE5S:";HEX$(IS;
30 INPUT "BYTE";B$
40 POKE I, VAL["£H"+B$)
50 1=1+1; GOTO 20

This program assumes you have a 16K CoCo, It you

have 32K, change the &H3F0B in Line 10 to S.H7FB0
and change the value of I to &H7E80.

OS-9 and RAINBOW ON DISK

The OS-9 side of rainbow on disk contains two

directories: cmds and source. It also contains a file,

read . me . f l rs t, which explains the division of the

two directories, The CMDS directory contains executa-

ble programs and the source directory contains the

ASCII source code for these programs. basiCQS
programs will only be offered in source form so they will

only be found in the sdurce directory,

OS-9 is a very powerful operating system. Because

of this, it is not easy to learn at first. However, while we
can give specific instructions for using the OS-9

programs, you will find that the OS-9 programs will be

of little use unless you are familiar with the operating

system. For this reason, if you haven't "learned" OS-9
or are not comfortable with it, we suggest you read The

Complete Rainbow Guide to OS-9 by Dale Puckett and

Peter Dibble,

The following Is not inlfinripri as a rrwsG in OS-9 It

merely states how to get the OS-9 programs from

rainbow ON disk to your OS-9 system disk. Use

the procedures appropriate for your system. Before

doing so, however, boot the OS-9 operating system

according to the documentation from Radio Shack.

1) Type load dir list copy and press ENTER.
2} II you have only one disk drive, remove the OS-9

system disk from Drive and replace it with the QS-

9 Side Of RAINBOW ON DISK, Then type chd'dO
and press enter. If you have two disk drives, leave

the sytem master in Drive D and put the rainbow
ON DISK in Drive 1. Then type chd^dl and press

ENTER.

3) List the read. me. first file to the screen by typing

list read. me. First and pressing ENTER.

4) Entering dir will give you a directory of the OS-9
side of rainbow On disk To see what programs

are in the CMDS directory, enter di r crude. Follow

a similar method to see what source files are in the

SOURCE directory

b) When you find a program you want to use, copy it

to the CMD5 directory on your system disk with one

of the following commands:

One-drive system: copy ''dS/cnids^ Wwa/tie 'do/
cmdfij'Ulengme -s

The system will prompt you to alternately place the

source disk (rainbow on disk) or the destination

disk (system disk) in Drive 0.

Two-drive system: copy /d l-'cmds-' filename 'd&s
cmds/ filename

Once you have copied the program, you execute It

from your system master by placing that disk in Drive

and entering the name of the file.

The Rainbow Seal

RAINBOW
CtfilffC*TWM

aCAL

The Rainbow Certification Seal is our way of helping

you, the consumer. The purpose of the Seal is to certify

to you that any product thatcarries the Seal has actually

been seen by us, that it does, indeed, exist and that we
have a sample copy here at THE rainbow.
Manufacturers of products — hardware, software and

firmware — are encouraged by us to submit their prod-

ucts to THE RAINBOW for certification.

The Seal is not a "guarantee of satisfaction." The

certification process is different from the review

process. You are encouraged to read our reviews to

determine whether the product is right for your needs.

There is absolutely no relationship between advertis-

ing in THE rainbow and the certification process

Certification is open and available to any product per-

taining to CoCo. A Seal will be awarded to any com-

mercial product, regardless of whether the firm adver-

tises or not,

We will appreciate knowing of instances of violation

of Seal use.

Rainbow Check Plus

r
The small box accompanying a program listing in

THE rainbow is a "check sum" system, which is

designed to help you type in programs accurately.

Rainbow Check PLUS counts the number and values

of characters you type in. You can then compare the

number you get to those printed in the rainbow.
On longer programs, some benchmark lines are given.

When you reach the end of one of those lines with your

typing, simply check to see if the numbers match.

To use Rainbow Check PLUS, type in the program

and save it tor later use, then type in the command run
and press enter. Once the program has run, type new
and press enter to remove it from the area where the

program you're typing in will go.

Now, while keying in a listing from the rainbow.
whenever you press the down arrow key, your CoCo
gives the check sum based on the length and content

of the program in memory. This is to check against the

numbers printed in the rainbow. If your number is

different, check the listing carefully to be sure you typed

in the correct BASIC program code. For more details

on this helpful utility, refer to H.Allen Curtis' article on

Page 21 of the February 1984 rainbow.
Since Rainbow Check PLUS counts spaces and

punctuation, be sure to type in the listing exactly the

way it's given in the magazine.

10 CL5:X=256»PEEK[35]+17B
20 CLEAR 2S,X-1
30 X=256*PEEK (35)+17B
40 TOR Z=X TO K+?7
50 READ Y:UI=UI+Y: PRINT Z,Y;W
£0 POKE Z,Y:NEXT
70 IFUI=79B5THEN00EL5EPRINT

"DfiTR EHRDR":STDP
80 EXEC X:END
50 DATA 1B2, 1, 106, 167. 140. 60, 134
100 DATA 12G, 1B3, 1, 106, 190, 1, 107

110 DATA 175, 140, 50, 4B, 140, 4, 191
120 DATA 1, 107. 57, 129. 10, 39. 3B
130 DATA 52, 22, 79, 158, 25, 230, 125
XA& DATA 39, 12. 171, 12B, 171, 12B
150 DATA 230, 132, 3B, 250, 48, 1, 32
160 DATA 240, 163, 2, 222, 48, 140, 14

170 DATA 159, 1GE, 1S6, 132, 2B, 254
1B0 DATA 183, 173, 198, 53. 22, 12S.
1B0 DATA 0, 135, 255, 134, 40, 55

200 DATA 51, 52, 41,



Still pounding away at that keyboard?

and Money with L»l»IIIHJHmU>JI»»li|tIC1»HI •! I ItJ

SAVE up to 19%"
when you buy a joint sub-
scription to the magazine and
either rainbow on tape or
RAINBOW ON DISK! A one-year
subscription to the rainbow
and rainbow ON tape is only
$91 in the U.S., $108 in Can-
ada, $153 foreign surface rate

and $188 foreign airmail A
one-year subscription to the
RAINBOW and RAINBOW ON
disk is only $115 in the U.S.,

$138 in Canada, $183 foreign
surface rate and $218 foreign
airmail.*

Every month, these convenient
services bring you as many as 24
ready-to-run programs. Using the
current issue of the rainbow as
documentation, all you have to do is

load and run them. A one-year com-
bination subscription to the rain-

bow and rainbow on tape or rain
bow on disk give you more than 230
new programs! The typing time you
save can be spent enjoying your
CoCo!

RAINBOW ON TAPE
For No-Fuss Fun
Back issues of rainbow on tape

are available beginning with the
April 1982 issue. A single copy of

rainbow on tape is $10 within the
United States; U.S. $12 in all other
countries. The annual subscription
rate for rainbow on tape is $80
within the U.S.; U.S. $90 in Canada;
and U.S. $105 for all other coun-
tries.*

RAINBOW ON DISK
Offers OS-9 Programs

In addition to all the programs
offered on tape, part of one side of

rainbow on disk is formatted for the
OS-9 operating system. That means
you can now get all the OS-9 pro-
grams from the magazine — pro-
grams that cannot be put on tape.

Back issues of rainbow on disk are
available beginning with October
1986. Subscriptions to rainbow ON
disk are $99 a year in the U.S. Cana-
dian rate is U.S. $115. All other
countries, U.S. $130. Single copy
rate is $12 in the U.S.; U.S. $14 in

Canada; and U.S. $16 in all other
countries.*

To order by phone [credit card orders only), call (800) 847-
0309, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST. All other inquiries call (502) 228-
4492.

Look for our envelope located between pages 66 and 67 for
ordering individual subscriptions to the rainbow, rainbow on
TAPE and RAFNBOW ON DISK.

YES! Sign me up for a joint 1-year subscription (12 issues) to: THE RAINBOW and RAINBOW ON TAPE

G THE RAINBOW and RAINBOW ON DISK

NEW RENEWAL {attach labels)

Name

Address

City State ZIP

Payment Enclosed D ('payment must accompany order)

Charge: VISA MasterCard D Am. Express
Account Number
Signature Exp.

'U.S currency only, please. In order to hold down costs, we do not bill. Kentucky residents add 5% sales tax. Please allow 6 to a weeks
for delivery of first copies. Joint subscriptions to the rainbow and rainbow on tape or rainbow on disk begin with the current issue,

Please note: While group purchases of rainbow on tape and hainbow ON DISK are permitted [and mulliple subscriptions are even discounted if purchased in one
order from a club), no license to make copies is conveyed or implied. Yes, your group may even purchase a subscription to our disk/tape services but such purchase
in no way authorizes that any copies be made of that original disk/tape, Specifically, this means that the original disk/tape itself may indeed be kept In a club library
for use by members However, a group purchase does not entitle dub members, individually or as a group, to copy that disk/tape
Unauthorized copying ot any copyright product is Strictly illegal. The copyright (right to make copies] is in no way conveyed in'ttie purchase transaction.



^MORE BAUD
LESS BUCKS
Sava Tim« and Moray with m Surprisingly

Affordable 2400/1200/300 BP5 Hay**. •

Compatible Modem lor any Computer.

Don'l be fooled by the low cost Ol those 2-!QQ baud

modems. These are high quality modems made in the

USA, wild performance lealw&s unmatched by

competitors costing three times as much,

This is full-faalurod Hayes compatible modem thai

works with any computer. II features superior Hayos

compaiibility, advanced digital signal processing, and

adaptive aqiiflli?fltion lor great performance and

ratability. All of this in a compact, attracts go-

anywhere package (hat's not not much larger than a

paperback book.

Convenience leatures like call progress tone detection.

auto-dial and auto-answer, a call progress speaker with

volume control, a second jack lor a local phone, on

board diagnostics.

Money saving premiums lor sign-up and connect lime

for Delphi. The Source, CompuServ, etc. Software

available: ProrComm (PC) + 5; QuickLink [Mac) + 5;

WiiPro is free {shareware).

Backed by two year mtg. warrantee, so you can buy

wifri confidence that comes with 1 1 years of

telecommunication experience,

2400M 200/300 BPS modem $125.00

(Please add Z50 shipping and handling!

Dealer inquiries welcome.

GCS FILE TRANSFER UTILITIES

Review - December Rainbow.

Dale Puckett - November Rainbow.

The GCS File Transfer Utilities provide a simple

and auick method to transfer text and binary files from

and to a variety of floppy disk formats.

Just place the PC (MSDOS), RSDOS, FLEX or

MINI-FLEX disk into your disk drive - enter a simple

command and the liie is copied into a OS-9 Me. File

Iransfer back is just as simple. Under MultJ-Vue

version, jus! select command from one of three menus.

Command* Dim! PC, RS or FLEX disk

Dump disk sector of PC, RS or FLEX
Read file from PC, RS or FLEX disk

Wrila file 10 PC, RS or FLEX disk

Rename file on PC disk

t)slat* file from PC disk

Format PC disk

Extensive Single, Double sided disks.

Option! Single, double density disks.

35. 40 or 80 track floppy drives.

Bor 9 sectors (PC)

First level sub-directories (PC).

Binary files. Use pipes for direct

and multiple transfers.

Raquires OS-9. 2 drives (one cart be hard or

famdisk one floppy 40 T DD DS).

Mulli-Vue for Multi-Vue version.

SDISK (SDISKa fnr COCO III),

GCS File Transfer Utilities for CoCo

Multi-Vue version J54.S5
Standard version $44.95
SDISK ar S0ISK3 $29,95

Standard diskettes are OS-9 lormal (E.25-) add $2 50 tor 3.5".

Orders must he prepaid or COD. VlSAiMC. Add $1.75 5SH,

COO is additional,

GRANITE COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Route 2 Box 44S Hlllaboro, NH 03244

(603) 464-3B50

OS s Is a irademadt ol Micowars Syslerns Corporator and

Molorola IrjC. MS DOS is a trademark ol McrOMtt Corp

FLEX e a ItaoTamarkol TSC. Inc.

MX Dummy variable

MY Dummy variable

MZ Dummy variable

N Number of piece being moved or

examined

NP Number of players

OP Number of opponent's piece

P Block where piece to move is cur

renlly located

P ( X , ¥ ) Array holding \ and y coordinates

of each block

PAC X > Array containing surrounding

blocks of any given piece

PB(X) Returns a I if Direction #X is

blocked

P J ( x ) Array containing jumps possible

by any given piece

PP(X ) Array containing moves possible

B145:GQT054
140 IFX>207ANDX<256THENHCOLOR2:H
Pf?INT(l r 0) ."Are you sure you wan

t to quit? (Y/N}"+STRINGS(3.3Z):
EXEC44539:A$=INKEY$;PLAYB$:IFAS=
"Y"0RA$="y"THFNfiflSIIR73!i:P0KEftHFF

D8,0:CLS:RGB:HSCREEN0;POKE41598,
3: P0KE41599.3:EM0ELSE54
141 IFXM59ANDX<208THENIFJ>0THEN
54ELSEHCOLOR2:HPRINTU,0VSave
to (1) disk or (2) cassette?"+ST
R1NG$(6,32)
142 EXEC44539:A$=1NKEY$:IFA$-CHR
$(12)THEN54ELSEIFA$<>"1"ANDA$<> M

2"THENPLAYE$:GOT0142ELSEPLAYG$:I
FA$~"1"THEN0=1ELSECI=-1
143 X-l:Y-0:GOSUBl!>6;irGR-lTIIENR
ETURNELSEHPRINT(1,0). "Press any

key to save your game"+STRINGt(8
,32) : EXEC44539
144 POKE&HFFD8,0:OPEN"O".#D,F$:P
RINT#O.NG(0);NGCD;:FORQ=0TO11:P
RINT#D P At0) :BCQ):CCQ):DtO): : NEXT
: PRINTED. TN:NP; IT ;GM;J(0);JC1): . :

CLOSE#D:POKE&HFFD9,0:GOTO54
145 IFBUTTON(TN*2)=0THEN145ELSEP
LAYB$: RETURN
146 HC0L0R2: IFTN-BTHENHPRINTt 1 ,0

),"Red is the winner"+STRlNG$(Z2
.32};NG(0)=NG(0H1:IFNG(0)>999TH
ENNGC0H0
147 IFTN-lTHENHPRINT(1.0)."Black
is the winner"+STRING$(20,32):N

G(1)-NGU)+1:IFNG<1)>999THENNGU

148 PQKE&HFFD8.0:FORO=255TO0STEP
-1:POKE140.Q:EXEC43345: NEXT: PLAY

"L303C6I 15FFI 1?iW4l 3CD3GL 16FEL12
DQ4L3C03GL16FEFL3D02P6DP6L2.CL1Z
P12CC":POKE&HFFD9,0
149 HPRINT(1.0)."Do you want to

play again? (Y/N)"+STRING$C7,32)
150 EXEC44539:A$-INKEY$;PLAYB$:I
FA$="Y"0RA$-"y"THENHSCREErJ2;G0T0
12ELSEGOSJB235:POKE&HFFD8,0:CLS:
RGB:HSCREEN0:POKE4159B,3:POKE415
99.3:END
151 J=0:HCOLOR2:HPRINT(l,0),"Gre
etings. Your Highness" :IIDRAW"BM"

+STR$fP(M.0)+16)+","+STR$CP(M f 13

+12)+"C1L8U6F4E2F2E4D6L8":HPA1NT
(P(M.0)+16,P(M.1)+11),1.1
152 POKE8,HFFD8.0:PLAY"L12O3CEGL6
04CL24CC03L6GL24GGL12EGEL6CP6L12
CEGL604CL24CC03L12ECGL6CP6L1203C
EGQ4L6CQ3L12G04L6C" :POKE&HFFD9.0
153 RETJRN
154 IFOP~A(0)THENA(0)— 2:BLC0P)=
0:RETURN
155 IFOP-B(Q)THENBCQ)— 2:BL(0P)-
0;RFTURN
156 HPRINTU.Y)."What is the f i 1

ename? "+STRING$(18.32):F$-"":F=
0:HPRINT(22+X.Y).CHRS(127)
157 EXEC44539:A$=INKEY$:IFA$-CHR

$(8)THENF-F-l:IFF<0THENPLAYEt:F-
0:GOTO157ELSEF$-LEFT$(F$,F):HPR1
NT( 2Z+X+F . Y } . CHR$ (127 )+" "

: G0TO1
57

158 I FA$='7"0RA$«="
. "THENPLAYE t

:

G

0T0157
159 iFA$-CHR$U3)THENHPRINT(22+X
.Y>.Ft+" ":PLAYB$: RETURN
160 IFASC(A$X32THENPLAYE$:GOT01
57

161 F$-F*+A* : F-F+l : I FF-9THENPLAV
ES:FJ=LEFT$(Ft.8):F=8:G0TG157
162 HPRINT(21+X+F.Y).A$+CHR$U27
)rG0T0157
153 IFTN=0THENTH=0:GOTO55ELSEIFN
P-2THEN55ELSEGQSUB89:HPRINT(1.0)
l "Th1nkir.g..." + STRING*(28,32):TH
=l!MP-3584:J-0
164 FORKX-0TQ11:IFA(MX)— 2THEN17
0EL5EM-A(MX):N=MX
165 GOSUB104
166 FORMY-0TO3:IFPP(HY)— 1THEN16
7ELSEIFBL(PP(MY))<>1THENPB(MY)-1
167 NEXTMY

168 FORMW-0TQ3:IFPBtMW)-lTHEN169
ELSEXX-MW : PR-0 : G05UB224 : POKEMP ,M

X:P0KEMP+l.PPfMW):P0riEMP+2,PJ(MW
J :G0SUB197 : POKLMP+3 . PR : MP-MP+4
159 NEXTMW
170 NEXTMX
171 IFMP-3584THEN179ELSEXW=PEEK<
3584) : XX=PEEK( 3585 ) :XY=PEEK(3586
) :XZ=PEEKE3587):F0Rr«-3584T0 MP-

1STEP4
172 PC-PEEK(MX) :PP=PEEK(MX+1):P0
-PEEK(MX+2):PR-PEEK£.MX+3)
173 IFPR>XZ TMENXW-PC:XX-PP:XY-P
J • V 7=DD

174 IFPR-XZ THENIFRND(10)<RND(10
}THENXW-PC:XX-PP:XY-PJ:XZ-PR
175 NEXTMX
176 P=A C XW )

i

H-XY ; N-XW : FORMZ-0TO

1

1:IFB(MZ)-XX THEN177ELSENEXT
177 X-B(MZ):B(MZ)=-2:BL(X)=0:MZ-
11:TH=2:J=1:GOTO103
178 FORMZ-0TO3:IFPBCMZ)-0 ANDPJC
MZ)>-1 THENXY-PJ(MZ):XX=PP(MZ):G
QT0176ELSENEXT
179 BK-6G56:PQKEBK,255:MX-0
180 IFA(MX)=-2THEN188ELSEM=A(MX)
:N=MX

181 GOSUB104:GOSUB228
182 IFIT=1THEN186ELSE1FPA{1)>-1
ANDPA(2}>-1 THENIFBLCPAC2))~0 AN

D BL(PA(1))-1 THEHFORQ-flTOllilFD
(Q)-2ANDB(Q)-PA(1)THENP0KEBK.PA(
2):BK=BK+1EL5ENEXTQ
183 Q=12:IFPAC0)>-1 AN0PA{3)>1
THENIFBL(PA(3))-0 ANDBLCPAC0) )=1

THENFORQ-0TOll:IFD(Q)=2ANDBCt)) =

PA(0)THENPOKEBK.PA(3);BK=BK+1ELS
ENEXTQ
184 0-12:IFPA(l)>-l ANDPA(2)>-1
THENIFBLCPA(15)=0 AND BL(PA{2))-
1 THENP0KEBK,PA(1):BK=BK+1
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PR

Q

QX

R

TH

TN

by any given piece

Priority of a move
Dummy variable

Dummy variable

Dummy variable

Returns 1 or 2 if computer is

"thinking"

Returns on RecTs turn, 1 on
Black's turn

185 IFPA(0)>-1 AND PA(3)>-1 THEN
IFBL(PA(0))-0 AND BL(PA(3))-1 TH
ENPQKEBK,PAC0):8K=BK+1
186 FORMWH3T03:IFPP(MW)--1THEN18
7ELSEIFBL(PP(MW))>0THEN1S7ELSEPO
KEMP,MX:P0KEMP+1.PP(MW):PR-4;GQS
UB204:POKEMP+2.PR:MP-MP+3
187 NEXTMW
188 MX-MX+1:IFMX<12THEN180
189 IFIK3THEN191ELSEF0RML-3585T
MP-1STEP3:F0RQW-6656T0 8K 1 : IF

PEEK(ML)=PEEK(0W)THENP0KEML+1 ,PE
EKCML+D+1
190 NEXTQW.ML
191 IFMP=3584THEN137ELSEXW=PEEK(
3584) :XX=PEEK( 3585) :XY=PEEK( 3586
J:F0RMX-3584TO MP-1STEP3
192 PC=PEEK(MX):PP-=PEEKCMX+1):PR
-PEEK(MX+2)
193 IFPR>XY THENXW=PC:XX-PP:XV-P
R

194 IFPR-XY THENIFRND(10)>RNDU0
)THENXW-PC:XX-PP:XY-PR
195 NEXTMX
196 P-A(XW):M-XX:N-XW:GOT077
197 M-PJ ( XX ) : N-MX ; GO5UB104
198 FORMY=0TO3:IFPP(MY)--1THEN19
9ELSEIFBL(PP(MY))<>1THENPB(MY)-1
199 NEXTMY
200 FORMY-0TO3:IFPB(MY)-0THEN201
ELSE203
201 IFC(N)-2THENBL(PPfMY))=10
202 XX-MY:PR=PR+1:G0T0197
203 NEXTMY: RETURN
204 IFIT-1THEN208ELSEM-ACMX):P-M
:G0SUB228:IFPAU)>-1 ANDPA<2)>-1
THENIFBL{PA(2))-0 AND BL(PAU))

-1 THENFORQ=0TQ11:IFD(Q)-ZANDB(Q
)-PA( 1 )THENPR-PR+1ELSENEXTQ
205 Q-12:IFPA(a)>-l ANDPA(3)> 1

THENI FBL(PA(3))-0 ANDBL(PA(0))-1
THENFORQ-0TO11: IFD(Q)=2ANDB(QH
PA(0)THENPR-PR+1ELSENEXTQ
206 Q=12:IFPA(1)>-1 ANDPA(2)>-1
THENIF8LCPA(l))-0 AND BL{PA<2))~
1 THENPR-PR+1
207 IFPA(0)>-1 AND PA(3)>-1 THEN
IFBL<PA(0))-0 AND BL(PA(3>)-1 TH
ENPR-PR+1
208 IFPPCMW)>27ANDPP(MW)<32ANDCC
N)<>2 THENPR-PR+1
209 M-PPCHW):P-M:G0SU8228
210 IFPA{1)>-1 ANDPA(2)>-1 THENI
FBLCPA<2))-2 ANDA(MX)-PA(2)AND B
L(PA(1))-1 THENFORQ-0TO11:1FD(Q)
=2ANDB(Q)=PA(2)THENPR-PR-1ELSENE
XTQ
211 Q-12:IFPAU)> 1 ANDPA(2)>-1
THENI FBL(PA(2))-0 ANDBUPAU) )-l
THENFORQ-0TO11:IFO(O)=2ANDBCQ)-
PA(2)THENPR=PR-1ELSENEXTQ
212 O-12:IFPA(0)>-1 ANDPA<3)>-1
THENIFBL(PA(3))-2 ANDA(MX)-PA(3

)

ANDBL(PA(0) )-l TrlENFORQ=0TOll:IF
D(Q)-2ANDB(QJ-PA(3)THENPR-PR-1EL

W Dummy variable

x Dummy variable

XW Dummy variable

Y Dummy variable

{Questions or comments concerning this

article may be addressed to the author at

266 Riverview Drive, Ephrata. PA 17522.
Please include an SASE when requesting a
reply.) Q

SENEXTQ
213 Q-12:IFPAC0)>-1 ANDPA(3)>-1
THENIFBL(PAC3))-0 ANDBU PAC0) )-l
THENFORO=0TO11:IFD(Q)-2ANDB(Q)-
PA(3)THENPR=PR-1ELSENEXTQ
214 Q=12:IFPA(1)>-1 ANDPA(2)>-1
THENIFBL(PA(in-2 ANDA(MX)=PA(1)
AND BL(PA(2n-l THENPR-PR-1

215 IFPACDVl ANDPA(2)>-1 THENI
FBLCPA(in=0 ANDBUPAC2))=1 THEN
PR-PR-

1

216 IFPA(0)>-I AND PA(3)>-1 THEN
IFBLCPA[0))=2 AND A(MX)-PA(0)AND
BL(PA{3))-1 THENPR-PR-1

217 IFPA(0}>-1 ANDPA(3)>-1 THENI
FBL(PA(0))=0 AND BL(PAr,3)W THE
NPR-PR-1
218 RETURN
219 F0RMYH3T03:IFPP(MY)--1THEN22
0ELSEIFBL£PP(MY))O1THENPB(MY)=1
220 NEXTMY
221 G0T0178
222 FORQ=18TO22:HPRINT(0,Q).STR1
NG$(40,32):NEXTQ;RETURN
223 RETURN
224 IFC(N)-2THENBL(PP(MW))-10:PR
-PR+1
225 RETURN
226 EXEC44539:A$-INKEY$:IFA$-CHR
$C12)THENG0SUB222:GOT012ELSERETLI
RN

227 POKESHFFD9.0:PLAYEt:HPRINT(E
X.EY}."E R R R Press any ke

y to continue ":EXEC44539;HPRIN
TCEX.EY).STRING$C40.32):IFEY-0TH
EfJX-160:GOTOl41ELSE156
228 FORQ-0TO3:PA(Q)— 10:NEXT:IFC
PAND4)-4THENPA(0)-P-4:IF(CP-5)AN
D4)-((P-4)AND4)THENPA(l)-P-5
229 IFCP AND43-0 THENPACD-P-4 :

I

FINT((P-3]/4)O(P-3)/4THENPA(0)=
P-3
230 IFCH AND4)-4 THENPAC2)=M+4:

I

F{ (M+3)AND4)-((M+4)AND4)THENPA(3
)-M+3
231 IF(M AND4J-0 THENPAC 3 J-M+4 :

I

FIHT((M+5)74XXM+5)/4THENPA(2)-
M+5
232 FORQ-0TO3:IFPACQJ<0ORPACQ)>3
lTHENPA(Q)—

1

233 NEXTQ
234 RETURN
235 GR-l:HPRINTU,0),"Do you wan
t to save the score? (Y/N)"+STRI
NG$(3.32):EXEC44539:A$-INKEY$:PL
AYB$ : IFA$<>"Y"ANDA$<>"y"THEN237
236 X-160:GOSUB141:GR-0rHPRINT(l
,0), "Press any key to save the s

core" :EXEC44539:POKE&HFFD8,0: OPE
N"O ,,

1 #D,F$:PRINT#O,NG(0):NGfX)s:
CLQSE#D:PQKE&HFFD9,0
237 HCLS8:HCOLOR0:PALETTE0,18:FQ
RQ-191TQ0STEP-l:HLINE(289.Q)-(30
,Q),PSET;NEXT:RETJRN

#00^
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TANDY COMPUTERS
Tandy
Tandy
landy
Tandy
Tandy
Tandy
Tandy
Tandy
Tandy
Tandy
Tandy
Tandy
Tandy
Tandy

1OQ0-HX256K5 1/4"

1000-SL384K5 1/4"

1000-TL/2 640K3 1/2"

1400FD Portable
1400HD Portable
3000-NL512K3 1/2"

4020-LX 1 Meg 3 1/2"

4025 LX 2 Meg 3 1/2"

4000 SX 1 Meg 3 1/2"

5000MC 2 Meg 1 Drive
5000MC 2 Meg 40 Meg
5000MC 2 Meg 84 Meq
102 24K
Color 3 128K

535-00
675.00
955.00
1210.00
1975.00
1275.00
2950.00
3650.00
2075.00
3825.00
4955.00
5395.00
430 00
155.00

MONITORS & CARDS
VM-5 Monochrome Green
CM -5 Color RGB
CM-1 1 Color RGB
Magnavox 9CM053 Color EGA
Packard Bell Monochrome TTL
Amdek 410 Monochrome
Amdek 732 VGA Color Analog
NEC 2A 1 4" Super VGA Color
NEC 3D 14" Digital Monitor
Tandy EGA Card
Paradise Basic EGA Card
Video 7 Vega/Dfilnve

DISK DRIVES

5 1/4" External Drive 1000HX
Tandy 20 Meg Hard Card
30 Meg Hardcard
Weltec 5 1/4" for Tandy 1400
Seagate 20 Meg Drive & Card

MODEMS
Prac. Peripherals 1200B Internal
Prac, Peripherals 24000 Internal
Packard Bell 2400B Internal

PRINTERS

DMP-1 07 Dot-Matrix
DMP- 133 Dot-Matrix
DMP-300 Dot-Matrix
Epson LX-810 Dot-Matrix
Epson FX-850 Dot-Matrix
Epson LQ-510 Dot-Matrix
Epson LO-850 Dot-Matrix
Epson FX-1050 Dot-Matrix
Panaonio KX-P1 180 Dot-Matrix
Panasonic KX-P1 191 Dot Matrix
Panasonic KX-P1124 Dot-Matrix

115 00
220 00
31500
395.00
89.00
155,00
425.00
545.00
710.00
205 00
99.00
23900

180.00
450.00
395.00
2t500
269.00

75.00
175.00
140.00

210.00
279.00
479.00
195.00
365.00
34500
585.00
485.00
205.00
26500
3S5 00

All precw onioffflfs nuyti tnangwa or wiliqdruwTvw<irK>Mr n«ip0 Advar-
nsoa pricss are cam wess COD HKouled add &, ummn ch>,«
Sift Ml IIC. Wisa aod W« All nun delstiive nomj -00</ir» ™iurn
meJiBarriine auihsfitartm Call I0f HMA NumtHn OBtot* burning
Dattrary « sutljBC! 10 pmovci S»aJaMlH Add l'ftln lof lliipping «<id
h^ndlma

. SS 00 minimum ehirge

TM • Registered Trademark at Tandy, Epson, and IBM
Monday thru FriOay 9am - 5pm EST.

nnnnn
DDDDD

124 South Main Street, Perry, Ml 48872
CALL 1-517-625-4161 or TOLL-FREE

1-800-248-3823
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• H e s s a a e Section t =

Star Trek Foruft
Political Forun
Han Radio Forum
Discussion Forum
Role Playing Forui
Howie Review Forum
BBS Information Forum
Classified Ad's Forum
Science Fiction Forum
Continuous Story Forun
Music Forum
Sysops Forum
Genera 1 Forum
Literary Forum
Religion Forum

Software CoCo 3

CEBBS—
A BBS You Can Live With

Bulletin board systems (BBSs) have

increased in popularity dramatically over

the years. As more and more people acqu ire

home computers, the number of those

owners who decide to set up a B BS has also

risen. Inorderlo runa good hoard, you need

a quality BBS program. One of the newest

additions to the CoCo BBS market is

CEBBS, a software package I believe to be

easy enough tor the average computerist to

use and powerful enough to satisfy the

SysOp (System Operator, the person who
runs the board). Running a BBS is an

adventure that usually requires close con-

tact and interaction with the board, almost

like having a roommate: CEBBS is a BBS
you can live with.

CEBBS requires a CoCo 3, an RS-232
pack and a Mulli-Pak (or a Y-cable). You
also need an auto-answer modem with a

DTR lead, which stands for Data Terminal

Ready. This is used by the BBS to quickly

disconnect users. At least one disk drive is

also necessary, but the more the better. If

you have 512K in your CoCo 3, you can

significantly increase the speed of the BBS
by using a RAM disk program. However,

the software allows use of only drives

through 3. so RAM disk programs that

expand drive numbers to the range of to 5

don't work fully with this BBS. The author

is presently working on a modification to

make those RAM disks work with CEBBS.
If you have Disk BASIC 1.0 or are using a

DOS that has been modified to overlap the

GAT (Granule Allocation Table) to allow

more than 35 tracks (such as ADOS), you

can also experience problems when using

the message base, This can easily be avoided

by putting all message-related files

(MESSAGES. SYS, HEADERS. SYS and
INDEX. SYS) on one drive.

CEBBS comes with an extensive 43-

page manual, which I found to contain a

few typographical errors but no technical

ones. The use of the BBS and the functions

available are documented in great detail,

and there are only a few sections that could

have benefited from a little expansion. A
commented source code listing of the

machine language driver would have been

useful but is not necessarily customary for

this type of package and is not needed for

proper use of the board.
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CEBBS operates with a bread-board-
type scheme, a method of allowing the

SysQp flexibility in the design and opera-
tion of the board, primarily through the use
of menus. Those of you who have used the

COBBS program (published in the Novem-
ber 1985 Rainbow) will find CEBBS in

some ways similar.

There are several different programs
used by CEBBS. Six of them are actually

used while the BBS is running. The first is

Main. SYS, which contains the main body of
the BBS and handles most of the functions.

MESSAGE. SYS, loaded when the message
base is accessed, handles the various mes-
sage functions. UPLOAD. SYS contains the

BASIC code and ML driver for the check-
sum Xmodem upload, and DOWNLOAD. SYS
is its counterpart. LOGON . SYS, which con-
trols a user's initial logon, is the program
that resides in the CoCo's memory while
the BBS is waiting for a caller. It also

contains the routines that obtain the neces-
sary information from new users.
LOGOFF. SYS is a short program responsible
for correctly logging users off the system.

Four of the programs on the disk are
used when CEBBS is booted up. BOOT . BAS
is the program that is run to start the system.

It loads and executes CLOCK . BI N (the soft-

ware clock), DRIVER.BIN (the ML driver)
and OPTIONS. BIN {sets upthe USR routines).

The remaining seven programs are edi-

tors used by the SysOp to update and main-
tain various data used by the BBS.
MESSAGE. EDI allows modification and purg-

ing of the message base. USERLOG.EDI
performs the same features for the userlog,

QUOTES
.
EOI is used to add and delete "'Quotes

of the Day.
1
' which are displayed to users at

logon. This Quote of the Day feature adds
a nice touch to the board and is popular with
users. The program DESCRIPT.EDI is used
for the download descriptions. If you have
chosen to have the system tracer data sent

to the disk, you can use TRACER. EDI to

either view the information on the screen or
send it to the printer. The tracer records
who logged on and what functions they
accessed while online, as well as any errors
that occur.

TEXT. EDI is a mini text editor used in

place of a word processor for text file and
menu creation (discussed later). The final

program, CONFIG. EDI, is used to configure
CEBBS to match your particular computer
system as well as your personal tastes.

Various features of the BBS can be altered

with it. and the program also obtains infor-

mation from the SysOp concerning which
disk drives contain which programs. Be-

fore starting up the board, you must deter-

mine which drives hold the various pro-
grams needed to operate the BBS. The
programs must remain in the appropriate
locations and cannot be moved unless
CON FIG. ED I is run again.

All the editors operate well and are
simple to use, making the SysOp's job a
little easier— good support utilities are the

part of a BBS that the SysOp appreciates
greatly and becomes very familiar with. I

did find one error, and that was in the

configuration program (CONFIG. EDI) at Line
330. The 4 1 at the end ofthe line should be
360 instead. This corrects an error that

causes those choosing to have tracer data
sent to the printer to miss 1 1 configuration
options.

The programming in all areas of the

BBS is very crisp and clem. The BASIC
programs are not extremely well documented
but contain sufficient remarks that, com-
bined with the straightforward code, make
reading them a snap. This should make it

easy for those who want to modify the

system (a desire that seems very common
among SysOps), The BASIC code is surpris-

ingly easy to read considering that it is BBS
software, The normal preponderance of
peeks and pokes is absent due to the excel-
lent use of USR function calls to communi-
cate with the ML routines. And the ML
code is also well-written and not too diffi-

cult to follow, even without comments.
Much of the speed and clean quality of this

BBS is due to the author's no-nonsense
programming.

The Driver

The machine-language driver program
for CEBBS is a very fast, effective driver
that adds much to the powerofthis BBS. It

contains crisp ML programming with some
impressive code, and I find no errors in it.

The author's use ofUSRcommands to allow
BASIC to access various driver functions is

well done and makes using it easy and
straightforward.

This driver operates similarly to others
that hook into CONSOLE OUT to send output
to both the screen and the modem. How-
ever, instead of hooking into CONSOLE in,

it modifies BASJC's KEVIN routine to jump
to the new code, which then returns to the
KEY in routine. This allows both the INPUT
and IN KEYS commands to work perfectly

for receiving data from the modem.
The driver supports features commonly

found in such drivers. It can be set to output
a specific character, such as an asterisk (*)

in place of the regular output; this is nor-

Computing on
Cocoa Beach

Kevin Bemer Jives and programs
in beautiful Cocoa Beach. Florida.

He founded KB Enterprises in Janu-

ary of this year to serve as an outlet

for his many excellent programs;
most of the sales are through deal-

ers or mail order, and the company
is off to an excellent start.

A memberof the CoCocommu-
nity for many years, Kevin began
with the old gray-case I6K CoCo
(with standard BASIC) and has re-

mained with ihe CoCo ever since.

He has been programming for just

as long, and the code contained in

CEBBS is indicative of a great deal

of programming experience and
knowledge. He currently has a BBS
running with his CEBBS software
and is also a routine user of the

many other BBSs in the Cocoa
Beach area.

He has produced several pro-
grams that work with Burke &
Burke's Hyper-I/0, including the

Hard Drive Utilities package. Disk
Doctor , Hard Drive Zap and Auto-
park, which automatically parks

the hard drive head after a period of
inactivity. CEBBS is designed to be
compatible with Hyper-I/O and is

structured to make full use of the

storage a hard drive makes available.

CEBBS is the result of an extensive

three-year project that incorporated

much of Kevin's programming
knowledge and experience with
BBSs, hs precise manual is a result

ol his good communication abili-

ties.

Kevin has just completed Basic
Windows, a program that allows a

5 I2K CoCo 3 to have six separate

complete windows of BASIC run-

ning independently. And he is

continually working to improve
CEBBS.

Not yet out of college, this ex-
cellent programmer has much yet
to contribute to the CoCo Commu-
nity in the future.
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Anatomy of a BBS
The BBS is an exciting aspect of

computer technology thai has found an

important place in today's society. We
are said by some to be in the "Informa-

tion Age," and the BBS is a perfect

example of the flow of information that

characterizes communication in this fast-

paced, world. National bulletin boards

such as Delphi serve as integral parts of

the computer industry in all its aspects.

Local boards are also becoming impor-

tant bases for the exchange of informa-

tion and data and as think tanks for

programmers and developers. The pri-

vate BBS is an interesting combination

of hardware and software that results in

a powerful computing tool.

CEBBS operates in a fashion com
mon to most of the CoCo BBSs. The
bulk of the code is in basic, with ma-

chine-language drivers to lie the inpui

and output to the modem. This scheme

is popular due to several factors, The
ML code provides the speed necessary

to send data at the rate of 300 bytes per

secondwhen running at 2400 baud. (For

you typists, that is about 3600 words per

minute!) RAS1C makes it easy for the

SysOp to customize the board as desired

and is also a good language for program-

ming the type of input, output and proc-

essing a BBS uses.

The hardware starts with the com-
puter itself. The CoCo makes an excel-

lent host computer, except for the lack

of a built-in real-time clock; keeping the

correct time is often important for a

BBS. Software clocks keep fair lime,

but many SysOps choose to use one of

the real-time clocks available for the

CoCo,
Data storage is a major factor when

dealing with a BBS, especially one that

offers upload and download capabili-

ties. I have used (and run) excellent

BBSs based solely on a few floppy

drives, but hard drives are a popular

addition now due to their low cost. CoCo
3 boards often use a RAM disk to pro-

vide lightning fast access to most-used

programs; they can make all the differ-

ence between a board that appears quick

and smooth and one that appears slow

and choppy.

An auto-answer modem is also

needed, and many users expect at least

1 200 baud for a serious board. The final

consideration is the means used to con-

nect the modem to the computer. The
serial port has been popular for a low-

cost board, but speed considerations have

demanded an RS.-232 pack for faster

and smoother data transfer; use ofa pack

will require a Multi-Pak (more reliable

than a Y cable),

Many CoCo users who desire to start

BBSs already have the hardware re-

quirements taken care of and simply

need good software to get them going.

CEBBS is one key that opens the door to

your own BBS.

mally used to mask the user's password as

it is being typed in, The driver can be set to

either send or not send linefeeds with each

carriage return; this is used for some users

whose computers normally expect the line-

feed. You can tell it to accept both upper-

and lowercase as input or to convert all

input to uppercase. You cannot choose to

have all input converted to lowercase. Output

can be sent as both upper- and lowercase or

as just uppercase. Output to and input from

the current online user can also be turned

off, useful for when the SysOp is perform-

ing local functions that should not be viewed

by the user.

The driver also works with the software

clock (which keeps adequate but not per-

fect time because of interrupt masking) to

provide several additional features to the

BBS. The user's time allowed and time

used is constantly compared, and the user is

disconnected as soon as that limit is reached.

After eight minutes of no activity from the

user, disconnection also occurs.

In addition to the normal error trapping,

the system can be set to lock up if it breaks

into Basic's direct mode, thus keeping

users from gaining access to your system

files. The SysOpcan turn this protection on

or off from the host computer at any time.

One minor problem, which is also found

in otherdrivers designed to be used with the

RS-232 pack, is that no output can be sent

to the modem unless a carrier is detected.

Normally this check for a carrier is desired,

but T like to be able to send commands to

my modem (such as to turn the speaker off

so the annoying carrier signal isnT broad-

cast all over the house) from within the

program while no user is online.

1 liked the driver for this BBS and think

that the features it has. along with its excel-

lent integration with BASIC, give CEBBS
much of its power.

The Menus
The popularity of the bread-board type

system is due primarily to the board's

configuration being completely in the

SysOp's hands. The menus with which the

users are prompted and the commands
available at each menu are determined by

the SysOp and can easily be changed. The

procedure used to create menus with this

board are similar to those used with COBBS,
except that COBBS uses a special editor to

work with the menus. CEBBS simply uses

menus in the form of text files created with

a word processor (a mini text editor is

included with the BBS in case a word

processor isn't available to you). This makes

menu creation easier arid also makes changes

simpler. Also with CEBBS, you can have as

many menus as you have disk space for.

Menus arc created by adding command
lines that contain the text shown to the user

and the command the system executes if

the user chooses that option. For example,

a command line such as <Ohat with

SysOp \ ( C H A ) (

C

) prints the text before the

V to the user. The first letter in parentheses

is the key the usermust press to activate the

command, in this case a C. The nexl letter,

an A, is a privilege character that must be

contained in the user's userlog file in order

for thai user to be able to access this com-

mand. This is different from the privilege

system used in COBBS, which involves

Hags and a privilege level. And the final C
is the function activated by this command,
in this case a call to the Page SysOp routine.

There are several other functions that

can he accessed by the menus, such as a call

to the message base, which allows the user

access to the specified forum (message

section) for reading and posting messages.

This function is explained in greater detail

below. Other functions allow the user to

print a specified text file, go to a different

> o t i n 9 Booth
iibriry fii:L FiU^
V* e-tur* T# i { files
>t£t»4« Top i c i Lilt
f ProiK* Fil+ OtcUdn
peiial Inltrtil Croups

>B5 List of Olhvr Boards

'ivrio? f i Et Of CEBBS UC*rf
>ttdbick rat* 5y*t*« gptrgtgr
'Our. current status on CEBBS
v Chan?*- Your Our Par*fc*t*f

> P*t* Hti*»t.k's Sis L.si-Thtt

menu, run an external program, upload a

file, download a file, view descriptions of

available downloads, view time and date.

show status of the current user, list users of

the system, change user parameters (such

as password, upper/lowercase, etc.). exit

into BASIC (allows remote operation by the

SysOp), and log off the system. The BBS
comes with three sample menus so you can
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BEST PUBLIC DOMAIN PROGRAMS !

FROM T&D SUBSCRIPTION SOFTWARE
•LnV/V

T&D SUBSCRIPTION SOFTWARE HAS ACCUMULA TED OVER 1 000 PUBLIC DOMA/N
PROGRAMS FOR THE COLOR COMPUTER.

WEARE SELLING 630 OF THE BEST, JUST THEGOOD STUFF7

Music 1-7

Ml
M2
M3
m
M5
MSm

& Utilities & S Songs
17 Musiea Files

16 Musica Files

16 Musica Files
25 Orchestra Files

23 Bin Files Ready To Run
23 .Bin Files Ready To Run

ADVENTURES 1,2
Each Disk Tape Contains
9 Great Adventures
Ready To Run

Order A1 OrA2

EDUCATION 1-4

El- 12 Programs For Young Kids
E2- 12 Programs For High School Kids
E3 - 11 PfOgramsTaaching The Coco's Commands
E4- 5 Graphics Programs About Australia

HOME MANAGEMENT 1-4
- 12 Programs Each Disk/Tape »

Hi -Checkbook, Database, Word Processor, 4
H2 - Cash Journal, Investments. Mall lis*, *
H3 - Finance, Int. Rates, Stocks, +
H4 - Spelling Fix, Spelling Checker, +

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 1-3

T1 - Haysae, Kermlt, Mterm
T2 - Cobstar Terminal Package
T3 - Mikeyter Terminal Package

UTILITIES 1-8
• 12 Program/; Faeh, 1-4 Require Disk -

U1 Backup35, Diskzapr, Romtopy, Timer, +
U2 -Customize, Diskfix, Disktest, Muitback, +
U3 - Diskaid, Dektibry, Mldata, Playmae, +
U4 -Macpix, Slat-Log, Una re, Unmaster, +
US - Assemblr, Mcbase, Squsezw, Writer, +
US - Chr-Ed3, Hgreolor, Minidos, Updnlist. +
U7 - Head Print With 30 Mini Pictures
U8 - Fig Forth Language With Tutiorial

GRAPHICS 1-4

12 Basic Graphic Programs
12 Basic Graphic Programs
9 Coco 3 Graphic Programs
22 Coco Ma x Pictures
22 Coco Max Pictures
?? noco Max Pictures
1 5 Coco Ma x Pictures
22 .Bin Pictures
22. Bin Pictures
- 14 Large .Bin Pictures
- 8 Mge Pictures
- Coco Max 3 Pictures
- Macpaint Graphic Editor
- 5 Macintosh Pictures

/;-;"' -:':':' '"'•
f'~l**Tx\

GAMES Ml
£acfi Disk/Tape Certains 12 Programs -

3Dltelae, Missle, Pokef, Tycoon, +
Chess, Molojump, Rider, Slots, *
Battship, Gotf, Lander, Robots, +
Abm, Carlal, Subchass, Trok, *
Blackjack, Laser, Raceway, Utopian, +
Kings, Navyguns, Poolgame, Subship,
Connects, F-1tJ, Life, Mazeland, + "™K^Bt
Chute, Football, Othello, Slither -

Civilwar, Flight, Prix, Slock, +
Cave, Fly, Pedro, Scramble, +
Bunkers, Craps, Gunner, Nukeatlk,

->^

C=

Sf-o— o

PU

BUY ALL 53
IHSKS/ I APi:S FOR
OKLY Hi43.CKI I ^^ (616)399-9648

MAIL TO:

T&D Subscription Software
' 2490 Miles Standish Drive

Holland, Michigan 49424

m*4N?*^
Caff or write fora FREE catalog

,

PRICES:
1- 5 diska'iapes....$6.Q0 each
6 or more $5.00 each
All 53 disks/tapes $145.00

Name^ CIRCLE ISSUES DESIRED

' ^k.^^.
MasterCard]

~^^r^^

Address_

Ciry State. Zip_

. WE SEND 1ST CLASS- NO CHARGE .

• PERSONAL CHECKS WELCOME

Credit Card Jf_

Expires

Ml
M2
M3
M4
MS
M6
M7

A1
A2

T1
Ta
T3

GR1 E1 1)1

GR2 EJ II?

GR3 E3 113
GR4 E4 114

GR5 115
GR6 HI lift

GR7 H2 U7
GR8 H3 lift

GR9 H4
GRID
GRI1
SR12
GR13
GR14

GA1
GA2
GA3
GA4
G45
GA6
GA7
GA3
GA9
GA1C
GA11

V.
TOTAL AMOUNTS,

PLEASE CIRCLE

TAPE DISK

Please turn to pages 31 & 55 for our Subscription Software!

J



see how they should he prepared. Note: The

sample Logoff menu contains an error that

must be fixed in order for the "quick dis-

connect" function to work properly.

The menu system used by CEBBS is

easy to operate, and it provides the flexibil-

ity available to boards of this type. The

actual processing of the menus and output

to the user is quick, thanks to the efficient

coding found in the program, and litis added

to the overall smoothness of the board's

operation.

The Message Base

In general the message base is the most

used and most important part of any BBS,
often making or breaking a board. All the

CEBBS message functions work as intended,

and its design enables the SysOp to set up

an extensive message section. The com-

mands needed to access the message base

have been streamlined and made simple to

use. A menu command such as <G>eneral

MessagesUGMAXMlGENERAL loads the

message base program and uses general as

the forum name to search for in the mes-

sages. All message functions are handled

within the program itself so that it is no

longer necessary to have separate menu
commands for reading, scanning, posting,

etc. The only problem with this setup is that

some flexibility is lost. It is not possible to

giw a user RFAR access to a message forum

without allowing that user to also POST. In

addition to a separate forum designed for

private E-mail only, all of the forums can

have private messages saved on them. While

some SysOps want this feature, Others might

want a single E-mail forum but need to

modify the program to implement this.

A few nice features have been added to

the CEBBS message section. One appreci-

ated addition is a string-replacement line-

editing feature, found on most boards, that

allows replacement of individual words or

letters within a line without re-typing the

entire line. The author is also on the right

track with the message indexing he uses.

While it is not as fast or complex as some
true indexing schemes, it does allow quicker

searches through the messages. This is very

helpful considering that at logon every

single message is scanned, and the same is

done for individual messages until the

desired one is found.

The message section seemed not to flow

as well as the rest of the board and is lacking

in some features that would have been

helpful. However, it functioned perfectly

and is both stable and reliable.

Conclusion

1 used CEBBS for almost a month in

place ofmy normal board in order to be able

to fully test it in the intended environment;

in that time not a single error occurred. As

a SysOp 1 find the BBS easy to install and

maintain. As a program mcrl appreciate the

nice coding in both BASIC and machine

language. As a BBS user I find CEBBS to

be lacking a few features found on some
other boards, but it is the best BBS I have

seen for the CoCo.

Ifyou are looking for a board that comes
ready-to-run on a CoCo 3, is easy to install

and use, is powerful and can make full use

of a hard drive, has checksum Xmodem up-

and downloading and crisp and concise

code, CEBBS is for you. (I want to thank

those who were helpful in the review proc-

ess for CEBBS: Duane Banks, Charles

Curran, I odd Miller. Tim Johnsrude. Jeff

Lemieux. Brad Hampton, Darrcll Stewart,

and all the other users who participated.

Thanks!)

CEBBS is available through Microcom

Software, or directly from KB Enterprises.

(KB Enterprises, 435 Brighfwaters Drive,

Cocoa Beach, FL 32931, 407-799-3253;

$49.95 introductory)

—Michael G. Toepke

Software
CoCo 1 , 2 & 3

Art-Deli II—
A Second Helping

of Ready-Made
Graphics

Art-Deli li is a follow-up to Art-Deli, a

440-picuirc clip-art library reviewed in

October 1987'sissueofTHERAlNBOW.A/Y-

Deli //\s pictures are PMO0E4 black-and-

white scanned images that can be loaded

into a graphics editor (I loaded them into

CoCo Max III) or a desktop publisher (Max-

10), or dumped to the printer using a screen

dump program. Each disk includes a view-

ing utility that allows the pictures to be

viewed once or continuously.

Art-Deli li consists of five double-sided

disks (packed in a ID-disk holder) contain-

ing the following categories of pictures:

Kid Sports. Baby Animals. Birds. Ducks,

Animated Favorites 1 and II. Cars. Boats,

Shapes and Road Signs. The disks are

"flippies" so they work fine with single-

sided drives. The package includes a small

(4l£-by-5!/i-ineh) catalog, so you can look for

a picture to fit your needs without having to

load and page through the disks. The
complete set is $49.95, but single disks can

be purchased for $9.95 each plus $3 ship-

ping and handling.

Each disk side covers one category, and

each category contains 22 picture files with

.ART extensions, a BOOT.BAS file and a

SYSTEM.BIN file. B00T.BAS loads

SYSTEM.BIN. which brings up the viewing

utility. It asks ifyou want to page continu-

ally through the pictures or view them only

E,rach picture is

actually a CoCo Max
II compatible

picture. To load an
image into CoCo
Max III, change the

.ART extension to

.MAX, then load it

through CoCo Max
IIPs TRANSLAT
program

once. The utility puts each picture onscreen

for a few seconds then automatically dis-

plays the next screen. I found that after

going through one disk you can insert a

second disk and see its pictures without

having to reload the utility.

Art-Deli //'s pictures can be put to many
uses. They can enhance newsletters, bulle-

tins, cards, posters, etc. There are many
applications for school use. for both fun

and serious study. Children can make post-

ers and signs featuring Mickey Mouse, the

Pink Panther. Garfield the Cat and more, [f

your class project is writing about the

evolution of water travel, the Boat category

might come in handy; it shows representa-

tive vessels from Indian dugouts to viking

ships to pintle ships to modern battleships

and luxury liners.

Each picture is actually a CoCo Max II

compatible picture. To load an image into

CoCo Mux II7. change the .ART extension
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to .MAX, then load it through CoCo Max
UP% TRANSLAT program. (I had to call

Specialty Projects to find out how to do
this; it would have been nice if the instruc-

tions were included in my review copy.) I

have a suggestion for Specialty Projects:

How about incorporating a utility that backs
up each disk and renames the files for the

most popular graphics editors? This would
eliminate the tedious renaming process.

Also, for those who are not familiar with
disk commands or do not want to become
overly computer literate, it would allow
quick and friendly access to the program. In

my job as a microcomputer support person,
I have often had to walk my customers
through simple procedures simply because
they refuse to learn the specifics of their

operating system.

You can manipulate the picture within

CoCo Max /// but, as the earlier review
mentioned, coloring the pictures with the

Paint function is difficult. These pictures

were meant to serve as clip art for newspa-
pers and newsletters, where color is rarely

involved. I used M~ax-!0\ picture transla-

tor, also, to import Art-Deli II pictures,

once again changing the .ART extension to

.MAX. This type of setup is where Art-Deli
is most useful— as clip art for your desktop
publishing applications.

I recommend Art-Deli II to anyone
needing clip an for desktop publishing,

printingcards and bulletins, etc. It is easy to

use and needs very little documentation.

(Specialty Projects, 4810 McCroir,
Memphis, TN 38122, 901-682-8737; $9.95
per disk; $49.95 for the set plus $3 S/H.)

—Kay Cornwell

GSoftware CoCo 3

BASIC Windows-
Multitasking in 512K
Without OS-9

So you just plupped down your hard-
earned cash and got that 5 I2K upgrade for

your beloved CoCo. You found the price a
little unsettling, to say the least. You're
undecided on the OS-9 question, and at the

price advertised ($71.95) it just doesn't
seem to be the answer to your dreams.
Besides, you're not really sure you could
justify that kind of negative cash flow to

your better half.

How about finishing that basic pro-
gram you've been working on, while refer-

ring to the flowchart you wrote for it, and
enjoying a continuing game of solitaire all

at the same time. Imagine being able to

accomplish all that without the long, lonely

nights and colorful language often associ-

ated with OS-9 — and without thinning
your checking account.

K.B. Enterprises has developed an eco-
nomical utility called, of all things. BASIC
Windows. This fast-loading little gem gives
the CoCo 3 six windows under Disk basic.
Each window is clearly labeled with its

number so users can tell which window
they are currently in.

Unlike OS-9 the whole loading process
lakes less than 5 seconds, and there are no
volumes of commands to memorize. To
use the system you must remember only
that the Ft key is the window-shifting key
and Window 1 is the only one that supports
the high-resolution commands of basic.
These commands are basically— no pun
intended — the H commands. All other
commands are available on all windows.

I was able to run Disk EDTASM in

Window 3, the CoCo Flow program (March
n

86 RAINBOW) in Window 2, and Solitaire

3 (December '88 RAINBOW) in Window 1

.

Remember, Window 1 is the only high-

Telepak II See Review This issue! >••**•*« *-p^t ^y , viz «J

?Q%TS E i n
becOT^g the new standard for Color Computer Telecommunications. Baud rates to9,200 baud. Comes complete with 3' DB25 cable that will connect directly with any standard modem orterminal. The latest in microchip technology. Does NOT require a multipak interface Gold connectors

2400 baud Modem
only $139.95

3/12/2400 baud. Auto-dial /answer. AT
command set. 2 year warranty and 6 foot

cable. (4-pin or DB25- please specify)

UPDOS

New 80 track-double
sided drives -$39.95!

Full height - Bare drives. Limited quantities.
Great for OS-9, Hyper I/O. and ADOS 3

Order yours now!

<
r
oc?JU DOS -What your Coco should have been bom with.

Load/Save CM3-MGE grfx. Auto-boot even OS-9! Easy ML config prgm .

Choose Boot-up Screen width,palettes, baud rates, step rates,35/40 trk $24 95
Alpha software 5 12K Ram Upgrade

Disk manager tree$29.95
Multi-Menu $19.95
OS-9 Level 2 BBS..$29.95
Warp One $34.95
Presto-Partner,, ,,,$29. 95
The Zapper... $19.95
Level U Tools $24,95

V-term $39.95
versign 3.02. RSDOS
Supercomm..$29,95
New! for OS-9 LB

""Premium 120ns RAM chips
Complete with installation
instructions and RamDlsk,
Print spooler, & Ram test!

Only $109.95
OK board /software $39,00

Cables *-p*i» to dbzs...$12.95
* * (specify modem or printer)

DB25 M-M / M-F-6'..$9.95
Magnavox RGB... .$14.95

TECHNOLOGIES
Visa, MC, C.O.D. or your
personal check accepted.
Add $3,00 shpg/hldg.

COD. -add $3.00

P.O. Box 63196
Wichita, KS 67203

316-946-0440
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resolution window. All these programs were

running tit the same time and without any

apparent effect on each other. It was not

unlike having six different CoCos in the

same box. Each window reports a total of

22.820 bytes of memory available on startup,

regardless of the number of windows run-

ning programs.

The program is not copy protected, thank

goodness, and it takes up only one granule

of disk space. This allows for the incorpo-

ration of the utility to any disk containing

programs you might want to use. For ex-

ample, you can run the finance program by

DaleTinklepaugh (April '88 RAINBOW) in

the third window and the modified spread-

sheet program by Saul Mooallem (March

'88 rainbow) in Window 6, along with the

inventory program by Bill Tottingham

(April '88 RAINBOW) in Window 4. All this

at the same time without the OS-9 beast

rearing its head! You can even play Les

Ltttins by Louis Parson (June '87 RAIN-

BOW) in Window 1 whenever the mood
strikes.

It doesn't take much to recognize the

potential of this program, and at S34.95 it

seems a reasonably good deal. There arc,

however, a few things you might want to

consider before deciding to purchase it.

The first is its relative low cost when

BURIED BUXX
Crashin' for Cash

It's here. Buried Buxx for the CoCo III.

Better Graphics, more Color, non-stop action.

Pilot your Chopper into enemy territory and recover

the loot. Game configuration screen, high score

save and more. Joystick required. $24.95

FREE SHIPPING
on orders recieved prior to

December 15, 1989

' Manyiirndre programs; available.

Call or'write fqr'a complete listing!;
"••--• .:.-:::-:-::::::-:: .....-.-.-.:.-.---- „.-' ,-",;

;

—

•---—•-:-----:=;:=

JR & JR SOFTSTUFF
P.O. BOX 118- Lompoc, CA 93438 • (805) 735-3889

ff ffl Orders Accepted 24 Hours a Day.

All Programs on Diskette Only,

All orders add $3.00 shipping COD. orders $4.00 additional.

compared to OS-9 and Window Master.

This low cost includes a greater degree of

difficulty in learning as well as financial

outlay. Another thing to consider is the

availability of inexpensive software (RAIN-

BOW on disk) that can be used under this

utility as opposed to the requirement to

purchase OS-9 based software for what-

ever task you're looking to perform.

The program could use the additional

ability of shifting back to the previous

window, something in the way of the SHIFT-

CLEAR key under OS-9. If you're working

in Window 3 and want to go back to Win-

dow 2, you must pass through windows 4

through I before you can get to Window 2.

Also, any program running in any window
runs very slowly so your score i n F!5 Eagle

(August '87 RAINBOW) should improve

greatly.

Yet another consideration is that each

window supports only a relatively small

BASIC or machine language program due to

the available memory of 22,820 bytes in

each window.

If you use a printer, you wiil find it is

controlled by only one window at a lime via

the r2 key. The window you are in when

you press the F2 key is the controlling

window for the printer. The pokes for printer

speed control are fully supported, as is the

DRIVE command of

basic. CoCo 3

systems with two

disk drives can

change the default

drive of any win-

dow to any drive,

allowing the use of

two disks at the

same time.

The documen-

tation consists of

three typewritten

pages with a cover

sheet. The instruc-

tions for loading

and operating are

very clear and in-

formative. There is

even a handy table

describing the ba-

sic commands
available to each

window.

The program

requires a 5I2K
CoCo 3 to run, and

if you're looking

for an easy-to-

operate. cost-ef-

fective alternative

to some oftheother

windowing
environments.

BASIC Windows may just be the answer to

your needs.

On the other hand, you should keep in

mind that, unlike the 8088 IBM XT ma-

chines (yuk!), software is still being devel-

oped for the CoCo, In order to take full

advantage of our incredible machine, you

should give serious consideration to taking

that big step into the world of OS-9.

(K.B. Enterprises, 435 Brightwaters

Drive, Cocoa Beach, FL 32931,407-799-

3253; $34.95 plus $1.50 S/H)

—Terry Parks

Software
CoCo 1, 2 S3

Danosoft's Disk

Utilities—
Must-Have Software

for the Disk User

In the past few years some remarkable

software and hardware for the CoCo has

been coming out of Canada. Everyone

should be familiar with CRC Computers in

Quebec and their Disto products created by

Tony DiStefano. Oblique Triad and Magus
Systems are familiar names, and there are

several others who advertise in the rain-

bow from time to time. In the past few

months, a new name has made its debut

from our neighbors to the north, namely

Danosoft, of Mississauga, Ontario. I re-

viewed Danosoff s Big Basic memory util

ity for the rainbow (October '89), and

now I bow to Danosofl's superior work

again. This month let's take a look at

DanoSoff s Disk Utilities package, a great

product at a moderate price.

There arc plenty of alternate disk oper-

ating systems out there to let you use double-

sided disk drives with the CoCo, and quite

a few that allow the CoCo to access all 40

tracks on a side. This being the case, why

buy a utility to do the same thing? That's

easy: compatibility and price.

Danosoft's Disk Utilities consist of a

half-dozen of the utilities you've always

wanted at a price ($17.95 U.S.) far lower

than the competition's, less than $3 per

program. At that price, how much of a

bargain can they be? Read on ! A single disk

contains all six utilities, and they arc quite

efficient, none using more than one gran-

ule; most of them don't even consume any

user RAM. Bigger isn't always better, es-

pecially when you're trying to wring the

last sector out of every disk.
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Ai the top ofmy personal wish list lately

has been a program thai would access both
sides of a disk on a full 40-irjick 360K.

drive, like the big boys do it. I found it with

BigDisk. Once loaded, BigDisk allows you
to DSKINI a blank floppy on both sides at

once, giving you a continuous 80 tracks -
using both sides of the disk — instead of
two independent 4f)-track sides. Say you're

writing that Great American (nr Great
Canadian) Novel and you're tired of telling

the word processor which side of which
disk the next chapter goes on. Or you're

making up that great disk of short BASIC
programs you've always wanted, and Drive

with Drive 2 is a bit awkward when
you've only got one drive with 250K or so
of programs on it. Big Disk formats and
reads both sides of any double-sided drive

with 158 granules and 360K of storage
space. It also maintains compatibility with

your 35-track disks, reading them normally,

with 68 sectors. Rut is it compatible with

other software? My "fussy" word proces-

sor thinks so! It says that this disk has 27
granules used up on it, with 1 3 ! granules to

go. Playing around with the surliest, most
stubborn software I can find, everything

works just fine. Case closed.

Some people like to have their disks'

sides separated. The president of my CoCo
club decided long ago he wanted Drive

and Drive 2 together and Drive I and Drive

3 on the same floppy. He might prefer

D0JBLE40. This utility initializes each side

of each floppy with 40 tracks, using the

arrangement mentioned above. Even so, it

too maintains compatibility with the "little"

35-track disks and reads commercial soft-

ware packages normally. It only uses the

double-40 formal with disks initialized while

it's installed.

Well enough, I suppose, but what do I do
with a six-year collection of 35-track disks?

Hmmm. Here's CONVERT/DSK. What does it

do? Danosoft says I can LOADM CONVERT/
DSK, then put in my favorite old disk and
DSKINI it. What, and erase my disk? No,
trust me, friends: CONVERT/DSK gently adds
five new tracks to the regular 35, then

formats the flip side with 40 more. It also

works to set up disks to function under
either Big Di\k or D0UBLE40, using a modified

DSKINI function. Danosoft does recom-
mend that you cold start your computer
before and after using CONVERT/DSK, how-
ever, because it does some strange things to

memory.

QUIKDRIV/6MS is the fourth program of
the set. Jt offers a faster stepping rate for the

read/write head of the disk drive, jumping
from the bmjt-in speed of 30 milliseconds

to a hurry-up speed of just 6ms from track

to track. Neither Danosoft nor 1 really rec-

ommend this speed, but it seems to be in

demand so it is supplied here. It does speed
disk access time — great when you're
doing a lotofon-and-off disk work (as with
database applications), but it may also cause
undue wear and tear on your equipment. I

found with similar utilities years ago that

DSKINI and BACKUP work a little funny with
a 6ms step rate, and Danosoft warns against

the same thing. Let the user beware, but

nobody says you have to use it, and it isn't

force-fed to you as in any alternate DOS.
QU I KDRIV/30M is a different sort of util-

ity, one I can't seem to recall needing or

even seeing before, but I think it grows on
you. You've probably noticed that drives

keep on running after they arc accessed,

and the red light stays on after the OK
prompt appears on the screen. Fine, but for

that two seconds, you can't access the drives

while they spin down. This is a built-in

function, like 35 tracks, left over from the

Bad Old Days when CoCo drives were just

slightly modified Tandy Model I hardware
and not too dependable mechanically. Now
the software retains these allowances for

the old dinosaur drives only because it's

too much work for Tandy to modify the

DOS. (Is it time for a Color Extended Disk
BASIC 3 .3?) Anyway Danosoft comes to the

rescue again with a little utility that shuts

off the drives in about a quarter of a second.
or 1/8 the usual

time. Very handy

for backup and

copy functions.

SETFEED is the

only program of

the six that I

couldn't find much
immediate use for,

but it may still be

just the ticket for

some jobs. It ad-

justs the characters

per line and spac

ing between lines

for just about any

printer you can

hook up to a CoCo.

What can it be used

for? I've grown
fondofusingitfor

program listings,

of all things. If I'm

modifying a long

BASIC program, I

can use SETFEED to

put, say, four

spaces between
each line so I can

pencil in com-
ments or new code.

And I can set the

printer to keep

each line just 32 or

40 characters long, to make "finger entry"

easier for me or someone else. Maybe that's

how they keep those 32-column listings so

neat in THE RAINBOW!
OK, it's acid-test time. Are Danosoft's

Disk Utilities compatible with the popular
alternate operating systems? I tried to

"stretch" a disk under CONVERT/DSK, then
ran it on my "fussy" word processor to

write this review. Then I cold-started the

CoCo 3, booted up under my favorite alter-

nate DOS (all right, it's SpectroSystems'

ADOS -3), and loaded the word processor

again. 1 still had SOcontiguous tracks (well.

78: two are used for the directory and its

granule allocation table) and a full 78 gran-
ules per side. 100-percent compatibility

and all the files were still accessible! What
does this mean to you? Well, you can make
an 80-track disk with the Danosoft disk

utility of your choice and give it to a friend

who uses another 80-track DOS. and you
won't have to give him a pirated copy of
these utilities just so lie can use the files. Of
course, at this price, who needs to pirate?

{Just say no to hot software!)

Now the bad news, I usually dedicate a

paragraph in every review to what 1 would
change or what I don't like, but this time I

haven't anything to say. Danosoft has

developed a package of bug-free utilities at

* EXTENDED *

ADOS-3
* Built-in RAMdisk * Point-and-pick file select menu *

Not a new version of ADOS-3. but a new product that shares space with ADOS-3 in
a 16K EPROM, Arrow-key selection of fifes to execute. LOAD. COPY, KILL or
SCAN. The BACKUP command is doubled in speed for full disks, proportionately
faster for partly full disks, (BACKUPS to or from the RAMdisk typically take 5 to 20
see.) • BACKUP-with-format * Wild-card COPY and KILL, with optional prompting
for individual files • Date (or date/time with hardwafe dock) displayed for files in

the directory printed on LLISTings DATES function • Key repeal • Block
movs/copy of BASIC piuyrarn lines Text screen printer dump • Auto-rebool of a
BASIC program or the DOS command • Parallel printing Read/write/format 35/40
Iracks on 80-track drives * Supports 3 double-Sided drives plus 2 RAMdrives •
Allows deferent numbers of tracks on different drives • Shares the original s excel-
lent compatibility with commercial software. For 126K CoCo 3 with ADOS-3 (RAM-
dish use requires 512K). Includes information on havi ngan EPROM burned {cost is

$15) after configuring Extended ADOS-3. Disk. $39.95. Extended ADOS-3 plus
ADOS-3, $64.35. Driver tor Disto real-lime clock, J5- Adapter for controllers lacking
28-pin socket, $10. SmartWatch real-time clock (Tandy 25-1033 equiv.). $a5 (Driver
included: for2fl-pin socketed controllers only),

"...will blow your socki ofl... impossible to give Extettttsd ADOS-3
anything other than a rave review."

- Rainbow, October 1989.

Flawless, compatible operation with just about everything under
he nun. ..by far the most USEFUL product ever devised tor the
Color Computer."

— CoCo Clipboard, Sept/ Out 1009.

ADOS-3 (reviewed July 1987]
Customise default startup message, colors, screen width, baud rate, step rates,
processor speed, number of tracks (35, 40, or 80). Disk I/O and printing are reliable
al double CPU speed Extra commands such as FAST. SLOW, AUTO, RUNM.
SCAN, CAT, PRT ON/OFF. Keystroke macros, arrow-key scroll through BASIC
programs, edit/repeat of last command, auto-edil of error line. ML monitor, lots
more. Usable as a disk ulility or in EPROM. 12BK Cocp3. EPROM-burning (cosl is

$15-20) information provided- Disk, $34.95.

ADOS for COCO 1 and 2 (reviewed June 1987) Disk, $27.95.

SPECTROSYSTEMS
11111 M, Kendall Dr.

Suite A1 08

Miami, FL 33176

(305) 274-3699

PLEASE ADD S2 SHIPPING • NO DEi,AV ON PERSONAL CHECKS
WE CANNOT ACCEPT CREDIT CARDS
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an incredible price. Users are warned that

fltfZ)w£.D0UBLE40 and CONVERT/DSK over-

write the cassette access part of the CoCo's
huilt-in operating system, but it's been at

least nine months since I've even had the

cassette plugged in; you other disk users

probably don't use ii much either. If you do

need it, I suggest formatting the disk as you

need it underthe utility of yourchoice. cold

starting your machine, and then copying

your cassette files to the new disk conven-

tionally. You can even use BACKUP or COPY

later to move the files to the 10 new gran-

ules or the back of the disk.

If you've been holding out buying an

alternate DOS because of cost or compati-

bility questions, or just didn't need all they

offer, or you're just looking for a bargain

on utilities, look no further! Danosoft of-

fers must-have utilities at a can't-wait price,

(Danosoft, Box 124, Station A, Vlissis-

sauga, ON L5A 2Z7, Canada, 416-897-

0121; $17,95 U.S., $21 CDN, add $2.50

S/H)

—Fred Toon

Software
CoCo3

The O.S.I.T.E. File—
Reporter Investigates

Alien Rumors

As a reporter for a famous newspaper,

you have been chosen to investigate recent

occurrences at the Outer Space Intelligence

Transmission Enterprises (O.S.I.T.E.).

Ruslan Slraun, its president and CEO, has

agreed to let reporters tour the top-secret

interplanetary communications installation.

Your inquiring mind wants to know—
what about the now-secret wings made
inaccessible to the media? What about the

disappearance of a scientist last seen here?

Is it true that O.S.I.T.E. has contacted alien

worlds? Just what is going on here? As you

sil in the Lunchroom with other reporters

waiting for the tour guide, you decide to

answer your own questions by embarking

on a one-reporter tour.

The O.S.I.T.E. File is a graphics Adven-

ture game on disk or tape for the CoCo 3.

The disk is not copy-protected, easily al-

lowing a backup play disk to be made. The

three-page, typed instructions tell you to

RUN "BOOT" to begin the program that "sets

up the mainframe." BOOT asks what type of

monitor you're using and then provides a

detailed game scenario. After paging through

the instructions you then load and run QS1TE

to start the game. Unfortunately you must

run BOOT the first time you play the game
after a cold start because it sets up the

graphics, etc, (I would like to see an option

here allowing the experienced user to go

straight into the setup without having to

page through the three or four screens of

instructions.)

The O.S.I.T.E. File is a typical Adven-

ture responding to verb-noun commands.

JT roving O.S.I.T.E.

and its president guilty

of harboring alien

intelligent life forms is

the object here

such as GET KEY. Only the first three letters

of each word need to be typed in to be

recognized. As in most Adventures, you

get an inventory of what you are carrying

and also some help. A unique feature is the

random VERB command, Type VERB and "a

random verb is selected for the user's aid."

Many times it seems the random verb is

exactly the verb I need. The available direc-

tions are shown onscreen, and moving is

accomplished with one-letter commands,

A description of each room is given along

with a simple graphic of the objects of

interest.

Being a reporter, naturally, most ofyour

important clues are found by snooping.

You jot down clues in your notebook, which

is accessed through the RECORD command.
Typing in RECORD brings up a text screen

with space for 1 5 lines of notes, It is impor-

tant to take notes because, at the end of the

game, you are asked a series of random
questions. You must answer the questions

correctly to win.

Proving O.S.I.T.E. and its president

guilty of harboring alien intelligent life

forms and exposing them as a counterfeit

alien organization is the object here. Unfor-

tunately I found doing that rather easy. I

Solved the game in four hours. I du mil

consider myself an expert Adventurer: I

have solved Mark Data's graphic tape

games, Dallas Quest and Sierra On-Line

games yet have attempted many more games

than I have solved. I find OSJ.T.E to be

straightforward, very easy and possibly too

generous with help. In fact I would have

solved O.S.I.T.E. in less time had there

been a Game Save feature eliminating the

need to start at the beginning each time I

died.

The OSJ.T.E File is in the spirit of

graphics Adventures found within the pages

of THF. RAINBOW, In fact the author, Mi-

chael Anderson, has had two of his pro-

grams place third and fourth in the rain-

bow Adventure Contests; The Adventures

ofJohnny Zero and The Park ofMystery. I

have not seen either of these programs so I

cannot compare them to The OSJ.T.E,
File. Within the pages of rainbow or on

the RAINBOW Adventure tapes, The

OSJ.T.E. File would be a great beginner's

Adventure, but 1 don't feel that it stands

alone as a $ 19,95 program. It is just diffi-

cult enough (you die once or twice) and yet

not too hard for a novice Adventurer. Ifyou
have more than one or two Adventures

under your belt, The OSJ.T.E. File will

leave you wanting.

(Tothian Software, Inc., Box 663, Rimers-

burg, PA 16248; $19.95 plus $2 S/H)

—Kay Cornwell

Software
CoCo1,2&3

Donut Dilemma—
Sharpen Your
Sweet Tooth!

There is trouble at the donut factory

when angry Angelo has the machines run-

ning out of control. Your mission \x\Domii

Dilemma is to enter the building from the

bottom floor and work your way up, bat-

tling the crazed machines until you reach

the top floor. There you must shut down the

factory's generator, thus restoring law and

order.

Along the way you encounter many
maniacal machines such as fat sputters,

sugar sprinklers, conveyer belts and even a

berserk bucket. Monstrous donuts are there

I

ii nb una
5

TZZZ
m
is

LriL
HI

En JL«»J

to thwart your progress. Ifyou pick up a bag

of donut mix, you can "pop" the evil donuts

by throwing it at them. After you destroy

the mad donuts, you are able to climb

ladders, jump platforms and ride elevators

to reach the top floor where the power

generator is located.

Have I mentioned that you must not
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A New High
In Printer Performance!

MUL TI-FONT PRINTER

N&08PO
^ Now a Blazing

180 characters

z* per second! ^r

The NX-1000II gives you

plenty of print options for

attractive printing.

Four typeslyles

Four pitch sizes

in standard

and italics

for a total

of 32

NLQ
modes. ^
The NX
1000 Rainbow

gives you all these features plus

online access to 7 color printing and graphics.

Black, blue, red, yellow, green, violet, and

orange. Both models have a 1 year warranty

and a 30 day online trial.

The Smallest, Sleekest,

Fastest Serial To Parallel

Converter You Can Buy!

7 Switchabel Baud Rates

300 '600*1200 '2400 •

4800*9600-19200

NX-IOOOH SPECS; 1 BO cps Draft, 42cpsNLQ{18i 23 dot matrix),

4 NLQ Forte, Italics, Sub 1 Superscripts, Emphasized, Drxi

blestrfte, Proportional, Condensed, International, Downloadable,

Quad Tall, DouCfeTall, Underl.ne.9t Pilcns. Forward and Revwse

1V216" Line Feeds. Absolve or Relative Vert, i. Hon, Tabs. Left.

(^t»f Of Right Justification, 8 Graphics Mcrfes to 1920 dpi, Macro

instruction. Bidireakm, Adjustable- Tractor Feed, 200+ Printable

Characters, Semi Auto Sheet Feed, Front Panel SoU Touch

Control. Epson and IBM Emulate, 4k Data Butter, He* Dump,

NX- 1000 Rainbow: 144 CDS Drat, }6cpsNL0, rest same as NX-

100011 plus color.

88

NX-10Q0H SYSTEM INCLUDES:
• Star NX-100QII Printer

• Blue Streak Ultima

Software Support Trio +$10 Shipping

COMPLETE

$208

$26995

NX-1 000 RAINBOW SYSTEM
INCLUDES:
-StarNX-1000

Colour Printer +$™ sapping

. Blue Streak UltimaCOMPLETE
* Software Trio

Color Super Gemprint

Use this "smart" cable to con-

nect a Centronics parallel printer

to any version CoCo or jse it to

improve performance of your

current printer. The

cables are long Uie, high

quality shielded cables

with moulded plugs for

extra durability.

Try a Blue Streak Ultima on

your system for 30 days RISK

FREE. One year warranty.

The Blue
Streak Ultima

Powered version

add $6,00.
$3995

+52 Shipping

for color.

^ FREE
with purchase ot any

NX-i ooo system

.

Software
Support Trio
Type Selection/Tutorial

Online instructional program that will select 24
special features of your printer or display meth-

ods to incorporate them into your

programs.

Super Gemprint
Will transfer PmodeO, 1 , 2, 3, or 4 picture screen

to printer 8"x11" hardcopy. Black/white, white/

black or grey level shading for color,

Hi-Res Super Gemprint
Disk software that will transfer a Hscreen 1,2,3,

or 4 picture screen to printer. Grey level shading

All Three

Programs

$-jQ95

Color Super
Gemprint
Print your Graphics Screen
in Color on your NX-1 000
Rainbow!

Use yourfavorite program to create a

pmode or hires graphic Image, but

don't stopthere! Run ourcolor graph-

ics software and print a color image

using a palette of 81 + colors on your

NX-1 000 Rainbow from a CoCo 1,2,

or 3. Requires 32k ECB Disk.

$1995

with purchase of any

NX-1 OOO Rainbow

System

Price, availability and specifications

subject to change wilhnut notice

Order Your System Today... Call (513) 885-5999

DAYTON ASSOCIATES 'hT, INC.
9644 Quailwood Trail • Spring Valley, Ohio 45370

Shipping charges io Canada, P.R., HI, AK, APO, FPO are double. Triple charge to all other countries.

Visa & Master accepted within

the continental U.S.
Ohio residents add 6.5% saies to

COD add $3.00



forget to turn on the three circuit brcakcrsto

activate the elevator in order to leave each

room? This is not necessarily an easy task!

Each floor level is depicted with a variety

of ladders, walkways and devious donuts

that you must outwit in order to proceed.

There Are. same, rather clever obstacles. The

game requires patience to solve some ofthe

dilemmas, speed and accuracy to solve the

others.

Domtt Dilemma is a simple, enjoyable

arcade game. It has 10 colorful screens to

keep you on edge. The game starts out easy

lo play, then becomes progressively harder

to master. I was able to get to the third level

before I became bogged dough-deep in

trouble. There is a practice game feature

that gives unlimited lives to help you learn

the ropes.

My two sons, ages 12 and 15, enjoyed

this game for hours, trying to conquer it—
not as easy as it first might seem! Dumit

Dilemma uses the keyboard for control.

This game is designed for older children

(and adults) who have the dexterity to

manage the keys. Instructions are provided

to have you playing the game within min-

utes, but mastering the keys requires some

practice.

Domtt Dilemma was originally designed

for the Tandy Color Computers 1 and 2, but

has been updated to work on the CoCo 3. It

requires a disk drive and can be used with

a TV set or RGB monitor.

(Game Point Software, P.O.Box 6907,

Burbank, CA 91510, 800-877-2232;

$19.95 plus $3 S/H)

Software
CoCo 3

Disk Handyman—
CoCo 3 Utilities

Disk Handyman, despite its sexist title,

is about as user-friendly as a CoCo 3 utility

can be. The package's cover letter recom-

mends that you run DOCS first.

DOCS has all the documentation needed,

and you can whip through it in just a few

minutes. Being a typically cautious Co-

Coist, 1 made a backup copy of the disk

before I loaded any of its programs into my
trusty machine. Since I don't own any of

the lightning-speed, one-pass backup utili

ties one sees advertised in THE RAINBOW,

my backups take about five minutes of

computing time and numerous flips of the

single-drive door latch as I obey the CoCo's

prompts. Disk Handyman makes a usable

copy in three passes, taking three minutes

or less on a single drive. You are also given

the option to work with 40-track disks.

People with 5 1 2K CoCos can knock a copy

off in a single pass.

Since there are other utilities on the

market that back up a disk in one pass on a

1 28K system, this three-pass option might

not seem impressive. What is impressive, if

you or a friend happen to possess a Multi-

Pak, is the ability to copy disks between

two computers, using each of your Drive

0s. Using two slots of the Multi-Pak for the

disk controller interfaces. Disk Handyman
treats one drive as Drive I and the other as

Drive 0, If that doesn't seem like enough

value for $25, read on.

The Read Error routine is handy for

counting the number of read glitches on a

disk. The target disk is zipped through

rapidly, and the contents are flashed on-

screen in an impressive blur. The routine

pauses for input whenever a granule error is

encountered, and at the end you get an

asterisk (*) for each error found. I fooled

around with this for a while, but— consid-

ering the lockout routine that follows— I

found no real need for it.

The lockout routine offered by Disk

Handyman also finds [he aforementioned

glitches. The bad granules are then locked

out so data isn't stored there, avoiding grief

later when you attempt retrieval. For a

partially filled disk that you don't want

written to by mistake, this routine also

locks out all available space. Be certain,

however, that you don't plan on using any

more space on the target disk since the

procedure is apparently irreversible.

If you have adisk with a DOS track, you

are given the option to auto-execute any

BASIC program on that disk by entering

DOS. If you start to encode a disk with the

DOS command and the routine finds some-

thing already on the DOS track, it advises

you that something is there. Pause here lo

decide if you want to continue encoding

your disk so it will auto-execute the pro-

gram ofyour choice. Chances are there is a

favorite BASIC program living on the DOS
track. Chances are you will kill that favorite

program if you continue the encoding se-

quence, so follow the prompts carefully to

avoid problems.

To sum up: Except for a few minor

spelling errors in the documentation. Disk

Handyman is a well-prepared utility for the

CoCo 3. If there were a routine included to

reverse the granule lock utility, it would be

a more complete package.

But the program does exactly what it

claims to do. Functionally it's built like a

sports car, speedy in operation and difficult

to crash. Pricewise, it compares fairly to

similar offerings.

(Micro Data Systems, 205 Baldwin Ave.,

Princeton, KY 42445, 502-365-3967;

$24.95 plus $3 S/H)

—Mike Shay

Software^
CaCo 3

Milestones—
Card Game
and French Lesson

in One

Milestones is a new CoCo 3 curd game
from JR & JR Softstuff. It comes on an

unprotected disk with five sheets of in-

structions (and hints). The object of Mile-

stones is to win a 1000-mile road rally.

A road rally is a type of race that is won
on points and not necessarily by crossing

the finish line first. When the game boots,

the player is given the options ofjoystick or

keyboard interface, RGB or composite

monitor, and the name of the player. Next

the board screen comes up and the player is

told the computer is shuffling the deck of

106 cards. There are four categories of

cards: distance cards to move; hazard cards

to slow or stop the computer: remedy cards

to offset the hazard cards; and safety cards

to protect from the use of hazard cards.

Points are awarded for miles traveled, the

playing of safety cards, finishing the rally

first, making a safe trip, achieving a shut-

out, and completing a coupfane (the French

lesson is coming).

The screen is divided into three sec-

tions; the left side displays miles (raveled,

speed limits and status. The right side of the

screen is the CoCo's, and the bottom center

of the screen displays the cards in the

player's hand.

As stated above, either joysticks or the

keyboard can be used to play. I prefer the

keyboard because it seems easier and faster

than using my joystick. The game is really

very simple. You begin a turn with six

cards in your hand, draw a seventh card by
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pressing ENTER, then if possible play a card

to move your car. If there are no playable

cards, one card must be discarded.

There is one exception to this play (now
it's lime for the French lesson). Suppose
that dirty-playing CoCo plays a hazard

card— say a "flat tire" card— on you, and
you arc holding the "puncture proof safety

card. You can play that "puncture proof
card before drawing another card. This

play is called a coupfetre (pronounced coo
foo-ray). You receive 100 points for play-

ing the safety card and 300 points for the

coupfane and get to watch the screen turn

all different colors. Coupfane is a French
fencing term that basically means if your

opponent tries to smack you upside of the

head, you block him and then smack him in

the side of his head (French isn't so hard).

Milestones is a card game, so no matter
how good a player you are— or the CoCo
is — the deal of the cards can have a. lot to

do with the outcome of a game. The results

of the games I played ranged from my
winning big to my losing badly, with some
very close games too. Since every game is

different because of the deal. Milestones is

not so simple that you will get bored with it,

nor so difficult that you will get frustrated

with it. To be honest, I took satisfaction in

playing "accident" cards on my CoCo and

imagining it running into the wall at 200
mph afLer some of the beatings it gave me.
So if you're into card games with a twist,

consider Milestones for yourCoCo library.

The price is right.

(JR & JR SoftstufT, P.O. Box 118, Lom-
poc, CA 93438, 805-735-3889; $19.95
plus $3 S/H)

—Steve Griffith

Software CoCo 1 , 2 & 3

LHardware

Lyra 2.62—
An Upgraded CoCo
MIDI Sequencer

The union of electronic computers and
electronic sound synthesizers has been in

existence for nearly as long as electronic

computers have been around, but only

recently has this powerful combination been
available to the average consumer. With
the CoCo and since the introduction of
Lyra just four years ago by master pro-

grammer Lester Hands, this marriage of
computers and synthesizers is not only
available to ail 64K CoCo users but very

accessible as well,

Lyra (currently available as Version 2.62)

is a combination software and hardware
package that gives ihe electronic musician
access to the latest MIDI functions avail-

able in MIDI-compalible synthesizers, while

at the same lime offering an operating

environment that even the beginning music
student will find easy to use. All music data

in Lym is graphical ly displayed in standard

music notation. A Macintosh style, point-

aod-click, menu-driven environment makes
Lyra easy to leam and use.

Lyra works with any CoCo with a mini-

mum of 64K, a disk drive (Radio Shack
Disk Extended Color BASIC required), and

85 5 DISTO SUPER RAM III 512K UPGRADE $90 (free software included)

CRC COMPUTERS

Mini Controller

4 IN 1 MULTIBOARD ADAPTER 130$
Parallel printer port, real time clock, Serial port, hard disk adapter

The only floppy disk Controllers that
ELIMINATES the need of a Multi-Pak

The No-Extra-Cost Controller
2 DOS Switcher (switch included)

NO clumsy jumpers ID move
Accepts 24 or 28 pin EPROWIs

''75$DOS included (add 10$ for 2nd DOS}

See page 1 23, March 86 Rainbow for more info

RS-232 SuperPack 55$
- A Stand- Alone (Multi-Pak rqd.) adapter thai gives
the user a (rue RS-232 Serial Port. • Completely
compatible wiih OS-S"s ACIA software,
CompaiiDte wiih software (hat requires
the Tandy Deluxe RS-232 Pack.
DB 25 cable included

Super Controller

"

Along with the included DOS, ^^
plug-in three more software selectable DOSes
or 2764 or 27128 EPROMs burned to your liking,

The internal M.E.B. (Mini Expansion Sua) lets you add
DISTO's incredible Super Add-ons,

99$/110$(2 DOSesl
See page 122, March 89 Rainbow for more info

RADIO SHACK (R) which has more experience
with COCO controllers than any other supplier
now carry the DISTO SUPER CONTROLLER

H

SUPER ADDONS

Super Controller TT
ktnuu AlfAII ADI C AT vnim ^"^"

MEB Adapter II 35$
To plug in your DISTO Super
A<Jd-Ons [Multi-Pak required)

Super RAM 3
ZeroK Board 25$

Free software included

RGB to Monochrome 35$,
Video/Audio Adapter
See page 123. March Rainoow 89

NOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR
LOCAL RADIO SHACK STORE

Under 0&9: Part no: 90-2009
B .fiered Read/Write sector achieved without hailing the CPU,
Continual use of keyboard even while reading or writing to disk

* System's clock no longer looses lime during Read & Write
• NIUll is blocked & transferred to IRQ in SOltware
for low CPU overhead. Completely Interrupt driven tor fast

& smooth Multi Tasking operations.
• Drivers written by KEVIN DARLING

Don't let anyone tell you otherwise, the WD 1773
does not have any problems with COCO 39

!! Only bad designs do !! J

70$

3 in 1 Multi Board Adapter
Parallel Printer Port, Real Time Clock
and a Irue RS 232 Serial Port.

External DC adapter required.
(OS-9 Driver included)

Real Time Clock & Printer Interface
OS-9 Driver (20$)

55$/Mini EPROM Programmer
40$ /Hard Disk Adapter

Works with SASI a SCSI interface.

No Multi-Pak needed if used with SCI or SC2.
Compatible with RGB DOS and Burke & Burke ,

Hyper I/O. OS 9 Driver included.

Hard Disk Adapter with RS-232

CRC COMPUTERS INC.

11 Boul. Des Laurentides, Laval, (Quebec), Canada H7C2S3
Call for Canadian Prices Include S&H of $4 or $8 if order exceeds $75

Sorry; No personal cheques

Master Card and Visa Accepted
1-514-967-0195
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a mouse or joystick. The Lyra editor is

displayed on the high-resolution PMODE A

screen (your choice of buff and black or

green and black display colors). The dis-

play is acceptable on a TV or composite

monitor. But since Lyra makes no use of

"artifact" colors, the display works very

well (and of course is much sharper) on an

RGB monitor. IfLyra is running on a CoCo
3, it automatically puts itself into double-

speed mode, allowing for faster editing and

faster playing tempos, but it does not take

advantage of any additional CoCo 3 fea-

tures or memory. In an effort to make Lyra

a better MIDI sequencer, once-compatible

non-MIDI devices such as Tandy's Or-

chestra 90 and Speech Systems" Symphony

12 are no longer supported.

Lyra comes on a non-copy-protected,

single-sided disk and includes a special

six-foot MIDI cable that connects between

the CoCo's four-pin serial port and the

standard five pin DIN midi in port of a

MIDI-capable instrument (most MIDI in-

struments have both midi out and midi in

ports and sometimes a MIDI-THRU port as

well; your instrument must have a MIDI IN

port to work with Lyra). Lyra is also com-

patible with the CoCo MIDI Pack previ-

ously available from Speech Systems and

now offered as a part of the CoCo MIDI 3

"Simply Better" Word Processor

'RUN 2 INTERACTING WORD PROCESSORS SIMULTANEOUSLY *

PERFORM MAIL-MERGES * CREATE INDEXES * CREATE TABLE OF
CONTENTS • PRINT-FILL FORMS * DISPLAYS FONTS IN SELECTED

COLORS * DISPLAYS UNDERLINING ' PRINT SPOOLING ' AUTO SAVES

FILES ' SERIAUPARALLEL OUTPUT * PRINT/SAVE BLOCKS OF TEXT '

HEARING IMPAIRED MODE ' UP TO 480K OF TEXT STORAGE ' SORT
SECTIONS OF TEXT * MANY MORE FEATURES *

"
. . An excellent choice at an

unbelievable price.

"

- Rainbow Magazine

^ Simply Better Version 2.0 . . J&*$f
(Holiday Special thru Dec. 15th...$29.95)

SEE REVIEW AND ARTICLE IN

APRIL '89 RAINBOW. SEE WHY . . .

When It Comes To Word Processing,

we're,,. "Simply Better
"

Call for a Free Brochure

All Orders, Call... 1-800-248-8420 ]mmm.
For Color Computer 3 only, Please add 13 S/H ImhJM

Simply Better Software
P.O. Box 20726

Portland, OR 97220

In Australia (07) 34/906

1

package from Rulaford Research. There is

a very readable 35-page manual that ade-

quately covers all of Lyra's, features. The

Lyra disk includes ready-io-play sample

music files along with a primer utility for

printing Lyra music scores on a dot-matrix

printer. Printers currently supported include

Tandy, Epson and Okidata 92; the manual

has a listing of relevant printer codes to

assist users with printers not on the list.

Lyra is a professional-quality, graphics-

oriented, eight-voice MIDI composition

system (not a MIDI recorder) for creating

playable music MIDI data. While it does

have the capability to play, to a limited ex

tent, through the television/monitor speaker

(or audio jack on the CoCo 3), Lyra really

struts its stuff when used in conjunction

with a MIDI-capable synthesizer.

To say it another way, if you have a

CoCo w ith at least 64K and a M I DI synthe-

sizer, you must have Lyra. To take Lhe

greatest advantage of all ofLyra's features,

your MIDI synthesizer should be eight-

note polyphonic, mulli-timbral and veloc-

ity-sensitive (meaning it can simultane-

ously play eight notes with eight different

sounds and allow MIDI control of individ-

ual sound volumes).

A simple LOADM command gets the all-

machine language program up and run-

ning. Most of

Lyra's screen is

devoted to its dis-

play of a grand

staff, the pairing

of two five-line

music staves di-

vided into bass

and treble clefs as

is standard in tran-

scriptions for pi-

ano. Key and time

signatures are dis-

played in standard

format as well as

bar lines connect-

ing the two staves.

Musically speak-

ing, with Lyra

what you see is

what you get.

Across the top of

the display is a

menu bar for in-

stant access to a

host of editing,

playing and tile-

management fea-

tures. Along the

display's bottom

are a selection of

notes and rests,

with correspond-

ing values from

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
9 AM -5PM

(503) 254-7225

whole to 64th. Aside from menu boxes that

open and close during the course of opera-

tions, you never lose sight of this main

display.

Entering music into Lyra is as easy as

pointing and clicking. To place a note any-

where on the grand staff, you first select the

desired note value (whole note, quarter

note, etc.) by moving the cursor to the note

options at the bottom of the screen, posi-

tioning the cursor over the desired value

and clicking the mouse or joystick button

once. The cursor then becomes the selected

note value. If you then want to enter that

note value as a Middle C, for example, you

position the cursor (which looks like the

current note value) at the Middle C position

between the bass and treble clefs and click

once. A copy of the note is made at the

correct position. Click again, and you've

entered another note, and soon. This point

ing and clicking is the essence of Lyra's

interactive, graphics-oriented environment.

Of course there is much more to Lyra

than simply picking up notes and putting

them on staves. With room enough for over

14.000 notes/events — and because Lyra

allows for up to eight separate voices —

you can compose and play up to eight si-

multaneous lines of music, or compose
music with full eight-voice chords. All

eight lines/voices of music can be dis-

played and played simultaneously, or you

can select just the voices you want to see

and hear. Once you have entered some
music, a host of editing features goes be-

yond simply inserting and deleting notes.

Using block-editing functions, entire sec-

tions of music can be copied, moved, trans-

posed and deleted. The block editing func-

tions can be selected to act on all the voices

or just the voices you choose. You can

scroll through the music a note at a time or

jump directly to specific measures or rela-

tive positions in the composition. Music

can be played at any time and from any

position in the composition during the

editing process.

All the standard music composition tools

are available in Lyra. The grand staff spans

over four octaves, and you have the option

of raising or lowering voices an additional

octave. AH key signatures are available as

well as sharps, flats, accidentals and natu-

rals. You can define most time signatures,

with the exception of signatures where the

upper number is greater than the lower

number (such as 12/8) and some with odd

numerators (such as 7/4). The velocity

(loudness) of each voice can be controlled

and modified throughout a composition.

Tempo is controlled locally through the

insertion of individual tempo indicators,

and a Master Tempo controls the overall

tempo.
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There is an easy-to-use instrument tabic

for the inclusion of 1 6 different instrument

sounds. Working in somewhat the same
way as the CoCo 3's color PA LETTE feature,

you can establish a palette of 16 instrument

sounds (drawn from however many instru-

ments are available on your particular

synthesizer) and assign a specific instru-

ment to each of the eight voices. These
instrument-to-voice assignments can be

changed throughout the composition. Please

note that velocity or instrument selections

are ignored when playing Lyra through

devices other than MIDI synthesizers that

are sensitive to such inputs.

All of the file-management controls are

also accessed by Lyra's point-and-click

interface. Disk drives can be selected; di-

rectories displayed; and tiles loaded, saved,

appended and deleted. While instrument

tables are automatically saved with each

music file, they can also be saved and
loaded separately. If you want continuous

play of all the Lyra files on a disk, a Play All

option automatically loads and plays Lyra
files in the order they appear in the disk

directory.

For more advanced use Lyra allows

access to MIDI features that go beyond
basic channel selection and program
changes. Velocity is controlled through
eight dynamics indicators (ppp through

fff), each ofwhich can be defined as having

a value from to 127. There is a powerful

Filter option that allows you to withhold up
to five different kinds of MIDI events dur-

ing play, An optional MIDI clock is in-

cluded for use with MIDI drum instru-

ments;. For MIDI control at the byte level,

individual MIDI byte messages can be

output from anywhere in the music. In

addition, each Lyra file is allowed up to

four multibyte MIDI event messages that

can be custom-made for your particular

synthesizers and can be continuously called

upon during play. If you would I ike to cre-

ate a MIDI event that has a very large

number of bytes, a BASIC file ofMIDI bytes

can be created and called upon from Lyra.

While Lyra is not as feature-packed as

some sequencing software offered (at much
higher prices) for other computers, it is an
impressive demonstration of the CoCo's
capabilities. Lyra is a program that has

come a long way, and it is still in the

process of enhancement and improvement.

While some earlierLvra versions had a few
annoying quirks, the latest version is in all

operations crash-proof.

I use Lyra a great deal. If I had to think

hard about possible faults, one thing I would
mention is that there have been a few, very

rare instances in which Lyra was suddenly

unable to recognize and load one of its own
files. Here the solution is the same as for

any computer operation: Always maintain

current backup copies of everything. The
only other minor fault fve come across is

that in the Goto Measure option, if you ac-

cidentally enter too many digits, unwanted
characters appear on the display, but these

have never caused fde damage and can be

cleared by saving the current file and re-

booting the program.

One special note should be made con-

cerning the difference between Lyra ver-

sions 2.6 1 and 2.62 that is not mentioned in

the manual: Version2.62includestheaddi-

tion of "stay awake" MIDI signals to ac-

commodate certain MIDI instruments thai

automatically turn themselves off if they

don't receive any MIDI input after a certain

amount of time. Under certain circum-

stances, during play this feature causes

notes in the first measure of music to come
on and then abruptly shut off, with the

music then playing normally from the sec-

ond measure onward. The remedy is to

make the first measure of a composition a

measure of rests and have all the music be-

gin in the second measure. This is a good
practice regardless, because by placing all

the initial program changes and other MIDI
data at the beginning of the first measure

and starting the music in the second meas-
ure, your synthesizer has time to fully con-
figure itself before

the music begins

playing.

Beyond being

an outstanding

benchmark quality

CoCo MIDI mu-
sic composition

program, Lyra
defines a quality

standard in over-

all programming

features. Lyra's

combination of

power, speed, ef-

ficiency and ease

of use makes it a

model from which

all CoCo program

writers should find

inspiration. For

amateur and pro

fessional maes-
tros, Lyra really

does the job.

-Book Zl

The Lyra

Companion—
Expert Help
for the Lyra User

Attention Lyra users: Did you know that

there is more to Lyra than just what's

printed in the Lyra manual? Did you know
that key signatures can be changed in the

middle of a composition? Or that there are

ways to compose using unusual time signa-

tures such as 12/8 or 7/4? Did you know
that help is available for everything from

transcribing a song to using advanced MIDI
control techniques? You will find this and

more in The Lyra Companion, a new book
by musician and author Michael Stute.

The Lyra Companion is a soft-bound

laser-pi inted handbook with over 100 pages

of helpful information and illustrations just

for users of the popular Lyra CoCo MIDI
music editor by Lester Hands. The Lyra
Companion is written by a professional

rock guitarist and studio musician who has

(Rulaford Re-
search, P.O. Box
143, Imperial
Beach, CA 92032,

619-690-3648;
$59.95)

—Walter Mvers

T&D SUBSCRIPTION SOFTWARE
WE DARE YOU TO TRY US!

A Subscription To T&D Gives You 10
Great Programs On Disk Or Tape Each Month!

Now Featuring Tom Mix Software.
Attack Now! Before Prices Go Up.
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been an enthusiastic user of the CoCo and

Lyra since their beginnings. As a profes-

sional musician, Mr. Stule has written nearly

300 songs and independently produced two

of his own albums with Lyra controlling all

the MIDI instruments. He currently uses

Lyra exclusively for all his songwriting.

Born of the author's professional use of

Lyra and also his coniespondence with Lester

Hands, The Lyra Companion is filled with

information for beginning to advanced users.

Suggesting you first read the Lyra manual

and familiarize yourself with Lyra's oper-

ating environment. The Lyra Companion
begins by taking you option-by-option

through Lyra's features. All the basics are

covered, from the first LO ADM" LYRA" to

instrument and voice selection, to advanced

file management and block editing tech-

niques. Current up to Lyra Version 1.60,

the book also advises you when features

and options In this version of Lyra differ

from earlier versions.

Once you have gotten a handle on the

fundamentals, you are introduced to tech-

niques for transcribing existing music (such

as a classical piano transcription) into Lyra.

You are shown how to keep a transcription

log and how to create a "structure map," a

method for identifying, sorting and label-

ing different parts of a song. By keeping a

transcription log you can take on and be in

control ofeven very large projects, consis-

tently making the best use of your time and

Lyra's, abilities. If you want to compose

some of your own music. The Lyra Com-
panion details steps for transcribing music

you hear in your "mind's ear."

Helping you to expand Lyra's capabili-

ties is detailed information on special edit-

Nearly 200

Color Computer

Software Titles!

Call today to get your new 1990

Express Order Software Buyer's

Guide. Choose from popular games,

educational packages, productivity

software and more. It's the fast and

easy way to get the software you
really want.

A OtVlSION Of 7AUOY CORPORATION

1-800-321-3133

ing techniques going beyond the confines

of the Lyra manual and drawing from the

author's real-world Lyra experience. For

example, while the manual states that key

signatures can be defined only at the begin-

ning of each song file, you are shown how
they can be changed in the middle of a

composition as many times as you like.

IT rocedures are

provided for taking

advantage of Lyra's

ability to output

specific user-defined

MIDI codes,

allowing you to get

"inside" your

synthesizer and

effect changes from

Lyra to any MIDI-
controllable feature

Solutions are outlined foranother inher-

ent Lyra limitation: the inability to enter

time signatures in which the top number is

larger than the bottom number (such as 12/

8) or in which the top number is odd (such

as 7/4). Step-by-step procedures are de-

scribed for making Lyra work with these

unusual (though not unknown) situations.

Continuing to go beyond the Lyra manual,

there is information on different ways to

create staccato effects, and a method is

offered for simulating legato. If your syn-

thesizer has no "pedal" mode, a straightfor-

ward method for creating true pedal effects

is described and illustrated.

While note entry, instrument selection,

tempo and velocity controls availabletoal!

Lyra versions are thoroughly explored. The
Lvra Companion also delves into the mys-

terious world of"MIDI events" and "MIDI
bytes," options available in the latest ver-

sions of Lyra. Here explanations and pro-

cedures are provided for taking advantage

of LyrtCs ability to output specific user-

defined MIDI codes, allowing you to gel

"inside" your synthesizer and effect changes

from Lyra to any MlDI-controllable fea-

ture. There is advice on how to read MIDI
implementation charts and help for finding

your way through the maze of binary, deci-

mal and hexadecimal MIDI codings. For

transmitting large amounts of data to your

synthesizer, you are shown how to create

and call upon a BASIC file from Lyra.

Speaking of synthesizers. The Lyra Com-
panion goes beyond Lyra operations and

explores the world of MIDI instruments.

MIDI and MIDI sequencers are defined,

and synthesizer fundamentals are explained.

Here you are privy to the wealth of the

author's practical knowledge. Capabilities

such as monophony, polyphony and multi-

timbre are explained. You learn what it

means to put a synthesizer into different

modes and what the differences are be-

tween four-, eight- and 16- voice capabili-

ties. There are step-by-step instructions for

getting the most from your system, and

trouble-shooting advice is given for spe-

cific problems you may encounter along

the way. If you're considering a synthe-

sizer purchase, there is information on

features to consider, how they relate to

Lyra, and what you should expect to pay for

certain abilities.

The Lyra Companion covers a lot of

territory and touches upon nearly every-

thing that is Lyra, MIDI and music. Tt

attempts to fill a real need in the CoCo
music community, and in doing so it tries to

fill very big shoes indeed. In light of such

high expectations, there is some room for

improvement. Information is very acces-

sible in presentation, but there are some
flaws in content. While the text appears to

have had the benefit of a spelling checker,

there are a number of content errors that

may be confusing to the beginner.

The writing style is also at times dis-

tracting; I get the feeling the author is a

musician first and a writer second. Compli-

cated subjects are frequently taken on, but

sometimes the explanation ends up more

complicated than the subject.

In another area of concern. The Lyra

Companion has chapters on music theory

for the beginning student of music. Indeed,

The Lyra Companion accommodates read-

ers who know nothing of Lyra or music.

Covering everything from music notation,

to scale and chord theory, to help with

harmonizing your own songs, The Lyra

Companion makes a commendable attempt

at being a music theory tutorial as well as a

Lyra handbook. While a fresh perspective

on music fundamentals is of value to even

the experienced musician, I found the music

theory discussions to be at times unneces-

sarily complex and occasionally even mis-

leading. For example, the 12-tone chro-

matic scale is described as having "15

notes"; whether this isareference to certain

"named" notes or key signatures or just a

typographical error is not clear. The Lyra

Companion would benefit from a lot less

theory and more of the author's valuable

practical experience.

As it stands, The Lyra Companion is off

to a promising start. It is clearly indexed.
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nicely presented and contains a wealth of

useful information for the Lyra user at any

level of experience. This h one "compan-
ion" to keep by your side.

(Rulaford Research, P.O. Box 143,

Imperial Beach, CA 92032, 619-690-3648:

$9.95)

—Walter Myers

Hafdware

TelePak II—
Next-Generation

RS-232 Pack

As with many other support items for

the CoCo that Tandy has stopped selling, a

third party has stepped in to fill the void. In

this tase it's the dtsappeaiLiiiL-K uf the Tandy
RS-232 Pak. TelePak II, an RS-232 pack

by Orion Technologies, is an updated ver-

sion of TelePak andTelePak+, which were
reviewed in April I989's rainbow.

The first thing thai struck me about

TelePak H was the design and neatness of

it. I'd been running an older Tandy RS-232
Pak. and TelePak II is half the size. Terri-

fic! It makes it a little more difficult for the

cat to dislodge it when he walks across my
CoCo. The unit is a nice cream color so it

blends in and makes all those pieces of

equipment seem like a whole. TelePak II

also comes with the necessary cable and

standard DB-25P connector attached to the

pack.

It's very evident that some thought went
into the placement of the cable on the pack.

If TelePak II is plugged directly into the

console, the cable goes straight back in-

stead of up and over. If it's plugged into a

Multi-Pak, the cable goes out the right side

of the pack and back. Tn cither case the

cable stays nicely out of the way, so I can't

knock against it as easily while reaching

across my crowded computer desk for

something. Orion Technologies has printed

its address and phone number right on the

label fixed to the pack. How much time

have you spent searching for a manual or

warranty card when you needed to call a

company for help? No problem with this

company, even if you do lose the manual.

Continuing with my examination ofthis
product. I noticed it has a gold-plated edge

connector. Because I like to know what
makes things run, I peeked into the inner

workings (something that voids the 30-day

warranty). But I got special permission to

peek from the company when I called to

verify the price. I found the support people

eager to help in any way they could.

Now, on to the inside. Comparatively
there are very few pieces and parts inside.

That's good— it means fewer parts to give

you trouble. 1 have to admit that I don't

know my way thoroughly around chips and

circuitry, but I can recognize some of the

more important pieces. The TelePak II has

a voltage converter bui It in so it can be used

with any CoCo. Also, the chips that do the

most work are socketed for easy replace-

ment if anything goes wrong.

Orion guarantees the pack for 30 days. If

the warranty expires you can have the unit

repaired or replaced for a service charge
any time up to six months from the date of

purchase.

TelePak II will set the carrier detect on
your modem on high if it needs to be; and

it works with either Disk basic or OS-9
software and any Color Computer, Multi-

Pak or Y-cable. Ifyou happen to have a rare

modem and can' t get the TelePak II to work
with it, call Orion Technologies for help.

The packaging looks nice, and the work-

ing parts look sturdy enough— but does it

work? I tested TelePak II on a CoCo 2 with

METRIC INDUSTRIES, INC.
Model 101
Serial to Parallel Printer Interface

Works with any COCO
Compatible with "Centronics" Parallel Input Printers

Just turn the knob to select any one of 6 baud rates 300-9600

Comes complete with cables to connect to your printer

and computer

Can be powered by most printers

Model 104 Deluxe Interface
with "Modem Switch"

Same Features as 101 Plus

Built in Serial Pont tor your Modem or other serial device
Switch between Serial Output and Parallel Output
Comes with cables to connect to your computer and printer

Can be powered by most printers

Model 105 Serial Switch
* Connects to you rCOCO to g i ve you 2 switch selectable

Serial Ports

* Comes with a 3 foot cable to connect to yourcomputer
+ Now you can connect your Printer (of printer interface)

and your Modem (or other serial device) to yourCOCO
and flip the switch to use either device

* Does not require power

Cassette Label Printing Program
New Version 2.1 prints 7 lines of information

On Cassette labels

Comes on Tape with instructionslotransferto disk

Menu driven, very easy to use
Save and Load Labelsfrom Tape and Disk
Uses the features of your printer to prim standard,

expanded, and condensed characters

Automatically Centers Each Line of Text
Allows editing of label before pnntmg
Program comes with 24 labels to get you started

16K ECB required

Some of the Printers

That Can -

Supply powerfor the 101 and
104 are Radio Shack, Star,

Qkidata. Brother, Juki, and
Smith Corona.

Some of the Printers

That Cannot -

Supply powerforthe interfaces

are Epson. Seiko sha,

Panasonic, Silver Reed and
NEC- If your printer cannot

supply power to the interface

you can order your interface

with the "P" option or you can

supply your own AC adapter.

We recommend the Radio
Shack 273-1431 AC adapter

with a 274-323 connector

adapter.

Write or cat I lor more
information or for technical

assistance.

Price List
Modal 101

Model 1Q1P
Model 1 04
Model 1 04P
Model 105

Cassette Label Program 6-95

Pin Feed Cassette Labels:

White 3 .00/1 00

35.95

41 95
44.95

51.95

14.95

4 Pin Din Serial

COCO Cables:

Male/Male6foot
Male'Femal e 6 fool

Female/Female 6 foot

Other Lengths Available-

All items covered by a

1 year warranty

4.49

4.49

4.49

Ordering Info

Free Shipping in the
U.S.A. [except AK and HI)

on all orders over $50
On orders under $50
please add $2.50 for

shipping and handling

On orders outside the
U.S.A. please write or call

tor shipping charges

Vou Can Pay By:

* VISA or MasterCard
* Or send check or money

order payable in U.S. funds

Metric Industries Inc.

P.O. Box 42396
Cincinnati, OH 45242

(513) 677-0796
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a couple of terminal programs and two

different modems. 1 used an Avatcx 1200

and a Capetronics with Mikeyterm and Greg-

E-Tetm. I then enlisted the help of one of

our local users group members, who tested

it on a CoCo 3. There were no problems

with either machine, either comptiter-to-

computei or using any of the area BBSs.

Admittedly I didn't test it at speeds over

2400, nor could T test it with all the avail-

able modems and communications pro

grams. But based on its performance with

those I used, I believe it will work with

most anything.

The manual explained the warranty in-

formation, features and installation proce-

dure (all necessary, I suppose, for First-

timers), with the last three pages devoted to

cable wiring, pinouts and programming

information for those of you who are inter-

ested in that. Programming the pack isn't

necessary, though, because it already func-

tions identically to Tandy's RS-232 Pak.

1 recommend TelePak II because of its

sturdy construction, attached cable and

connector, the very reasonable price and

the company support that is only a phone

call away. This is definitely a guod buy.

(Orion Technologies, T.O. Box 63196,

Wichita, KS 67203, 316-946-0440; $49.95

plus $3 S/H)

—Gail Allore

^Software
CoCd 3

World at War—
Global Conflict

and the CoCo

Well, what's in the mailbox today? Let's

see: bill— bill—junk mail— ah, my new
issue of RAINBOW — bill — great, a new
review assignment. This is going to be a

wonderful day. I can't wait to see what this

one is.

Opening the package, I find a program

called World at War from Greg Wittmeyer

of GSW Software. It consists of a 5Vi-inch

disk and an instruction manual. The disk is

not write-protected— refreshing. A CoCo
3 with at least 1 28K, a disk drive and a TV/
composite monitor are the minimum re-

quirements, Joysticks arc optional. Because

the program has been written for the CMP
mode, my CM-8 RGB monitor does not

always yield the colors described in the

manual.

Starting the program is as easy as entering

L0ADM"WAR". The program automatically

executes, loads the default war and starts

off at the main menu. There you have a

choice of 1 6 options to get you started. The

default war is totally blank, one in which

you create your own maps and icons, edit

your own armies, etc. if you want to play

immediately, you can load one of five

ready-to-run wars. You can choose a me-

I created some of my
own terrain icons and

was able to create

detailed runways

complete with yellow

lights and a white

center stripe— even a

helicopter landing pad

with a circle and an X
in it. They looked

great on the map

dieval battle with knights in shining armor,

a recreation ofthe biggest battle in the Civil

War. a WW1 battle, a WWII battle or a

"future" confrontation.

I loaded the Civil War battle first. As the

battle map came up on the screen, 1 was a

little disappointed that the icons were in

black and white (black for the black army,

white for the white). 1 have seen other

programs in which the icons are colorful

and detailed. I switched to the world map
and again was disappointed, this time by

the appearance of a screen that looked as if

it were composed ofASCII graphics on the

CoCo 2 screen but more detailed. How-
ever, after beginning game play, I realized

these were just aesthetic details with no

bearing on the outcome of the game.

I do feel the graphic screens could have

been better implemented. From what I am
able to tell, it appears the 320-by-192 set-

ting is used. The screen area used for the

graphics is roughly the size of the old 32-

column text screen. The rest of the screen is

just wasted.

1 do want to compliment Mr. Wittmeyer

on the terrain graphics. They are really

good. I created some of my own terrain

icons and was able to create detailed run-

ways complete with yellow lights and a

white center stripe — even a helicopter

landing pad with a circle and an X in it.

They looked great on the map.

1 would like to have seen a Fill feature—
one that would let me draw an outline and

then fill it with a color, rather than having

to change each block by hand.

Creating your own war is probably the

most fun. I can create any type of scenario

I envision, with units from cannons, magi-

cians and dragons to space ships, One of

my scenarios 1 set in modem times. 1 de-

signed helicopters, jet fighter planes,

bombers, nuclear ships, naval transports,

tanks and infantry. I designed my map from

scratch. Playing against the computer proved

to be humorous; It did not use the naval

transports to carry the tanks across the

ocean but, rather, had the tanks out in the

ocean as if they were ships. I could have

adjusted the tanks' attributes to prohibit

them from crossing water, but that would

only have resulted in their staying on the

mainland.

A word of advice: When you are in the

process of creating units, write them up on

paper first. When all the units are complete

and meet with your satisfaction, then put

them in the CoCo. This saves re-editing.

The 22-page manual accompanying A
World at War is well-written, taking you
step-by-step through each menu option. If

you have never played a game like this one,

the manual is invaluable.

Because of the difference in colors on

my monitor, I wrote a letter to Mr. Wittmeyer

describing my problem. His answer was

prompt, informing me that with a disk

editor program I can change the color val-

ues on a working disk (never edit the origi-

nal), I was unable to make the changes due

to the lack of foresight on my part. (I never

thought I would need a disk editor.) T am in

hopes that Mr. Wittmeyer will incorporate

a prompt al the beginning of the program to

allow users to identify their monitor type

and let the program make the necessary

adjustments.

All in all. I enjoyed A World at War. If

you do not have a war-designer game of

this type, 1 recommend this one. Mr.

Wittmeyerhasdone well with the program.

I look forward to seeing what else he offers

in the future,

(GSW Software, 8345 Glenwood, Over-

land Park, KS 66212, 913-341-3411; $25)

—Greg Snow
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Thefollowing products have recently been received by THE RAINBOW, examined
by our magazine staffand issued the Rainbow Seal of Certification, your assurance
that we have seen the product and have ascertained that it is what it purports to be.

1988 CoCo Federal Tax, 6th Ed., a tax-

preparation program for the 1040 form,

schedules A, B, C, D and E. Also covers

Form 4562, Requires a CoCo t , 2 or 3 with

64K and one disk drive. Puritas Springs

Software, The AmeritrustBuilding, 17140
Lorain Ave.. Cleveland, OH 44111 , (216)
251-8085; $39.95.

<W Action Arcade Pack, Volume 1, a set

of two public-domain games, Laser Blitz

and Kung Fy Fig/Her, for 64K CoCos. In

Kung-Fu Fighter, players punch and kick

their way to the Shao-Min temple. In Laser-

Blitz, players adjust horizontal and vertical

laser cannons to blast alien invaders. Chris-

topher English Communications, 40-25 Col-

lege Point, Blvd. #8G. Flushing, NY 11354,

(718) 445-6589; $9.95 plus $3 S/H.

CIII Pages, a CoCo 3 desktop publishing

program with 256 fill patterns, 24 fonts and
a collection of clip art. Features a point-

and-click, pull-down menu-driven inter-

face with dialog boxes and icons. Require-

ments include a 128K or 5 12K CoCo 3, an

RGB or mono monitor, at least one disk

drive (two recommended), a Tandy Hi-Res
Joystick Interface, joystick or mouse and a
printer (supports DMP-105, NX- 1000,

Gemini and Epson compatibles). Coless

Computer Design, dist. by Microcom Soft-

ware. 2900 Monroe Ave.. Rochester, NY
14618. (800) 654-5244; $49.95. $59.95
with Hi-Res Interface, $79.95 with Hi-Res
Interface and mouse.

W Cyclejiimp, an arcade game written

in BASIC for the CoCo 3 that has users gun-
ning motorcycles up ramps, over barrels

and across El-Gato River Canyon. Requires

a CoCo 3, a disk drive and a joystick. J.T.

RawTmson Software. §36! St. Germain Ave.,

Toronto. ON M5M IW6, Canada (416)
782-5718; $14.95 plus $2 SiH.

Data Form III, a program that lets CoCo 3

users create customized databases with up
to 17 fields and that can use up to 63
granules for storage space. E.Z. Friendly

Software, 118 CoriiesAve., Poughkeepsie,
NY 1260!; $19.95 plus $1.50 SIH.

*#> Easy-Type 1.1, a CoCo 3 shareware
program that emulates an electronic type-

writer. Features include word wrap, a save/

load function, a line/page editor and se-

lectable baud rates. Christopher English

Communications, 40-25 College Point,

Blvd. #8G. Flushing. NY 1 1354. (718)445-
6589; $5 for unregistered version, $10for
registered.

File System Repack, a collection of utili-

ties for defragmenting/optimizing OS-9
floppy and hard disks. Features command-
line options for reclaiming "lost" sectors. It

sorts files in order of increasing File de-

scriptor sector address. Requires OS-9 Level

I or II system with at least one disk drive

and 42K free. Burke & Burke, P.O. Box
58342. Reman, WA 9tl058. (800) 237-2409;

$29.95 plus $3 SIH.

Kl Librarian, a program by Allen Huffman
that allows users to transfer voice patches
between a CoCo and a Kawai Kl/KIR/
KIM synthesizer. Requires a CoCo with at

least 32K, a disk drive and the CoCo MIDI
Interface or compatible. Rulaford Research,

P.O. Box 143. Imperial Beach, CA 92032.

(619) 690-3648; $29.95.

KJV on Disk #2, the book of Genesis,

chapters 30 to 50, of the King James Ver-
sion of the Bible on disk in ASCII Tiles for

the CoCo 1, 2 and 3. BDS Software. P.O.

Box 485. Glenview. IL 60025, (312) 998-

1656; $3.

Slam Bam, a one- or two player slam-

dunking game for the CoCo 3. Features a

High Score board and 27 kinds of slams.

Requires a 128K CoCo 3, a joystick and a

disk drive or a cassette player. Erich

Sweanev, P.O. Box 45434, Tacoma, WA
98445, (206) 535-9733; $10.

Studio Works, a digital sampling/editing

system that features up to 56 sound samples
in memory at once (on a 5 12K CoCo 3).

Includes a sequencer, a clipboard for cut-

ting/pasting sounds, a "speaking clock"
demo and a utility to load and play Studio

Works files from machine-language and
BASIC programs. Requires at least a 128K
CoCo 3, a disk drive, joystick or mouse,
and an optional cable (one end plugs into

the left joystick port; the other end can be
attached to a home stereo or "Walkman"
source). Oblique Triad, 32 Church St..

Georgetown, ON L7G 2A7, Canada (416)

877-8149; $54.95 U.S. or $64 Cdn.. with

cable; $39 U.S. or$49 Cdn., without cable.

Supersound, a menu-driven sampling
program that records sound in both single

and double tracks. An included cable con-

nects cassette recorders or radios to the

right joystick port. Sounds can be edited,

looped and played backward. The manual
includes instructions for adding sound to

your own programs. With CoCo Max HI,

graphics animation is possible. Requires a

CoCo 3 with at least I28K; 512K is sup-

ported for longer recordings. Supersoft.

Inc., 363 Oakwood Ave. Jackson, Ml 49203.

(517) 787-3610: $39.95 plus $2,50 S/H.

^ First product received from this company

The Seal of Certification is open to ail manufacturers of products for the Tandy
Color Computer, regardless of whether they advertise in THE RAINBOW.

By awarding a Seal, the magazine certifies the program doesraiT — that we have
examined it and have a sample copy — but this does not constitute any guarantee
of satisfaction. As soon as possible, these hardware or software items will be
forwarded to THE RAINBOW reviewers for evaluation.

—Lauren Willoughby
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K issab le OS-9

This is the final installment of a three-

part tutorial series exploring the icon editor

Maxlc. It should help you write ll few

Multi-Vue based application programs in

BASIC09. The source code and packed bi-

nary code is available on the August issue

ofRAINBOW ON DISK. The code may also be

downloaded from the Rainbow section of

Delphi's OS-9 Online database.

BAS1C09 is a natural tool for modular

programming. This makes it much eaxierto

break down big projects into small man-

ageable ones. Maxlc contains 27 modules.

This month well look at the last nine files:

geticon, saveicon, readicon, showicon,

writeicon, editor, updatbuf , errmsg and

loadbar,

I have attempted to publish Maxlc 1

s

modules in groups that work together. This

project wraps up with the icon editor and

the modules needed to get, read. show, save

and write icons. I'll discuss afew miscella-

neous modules first.

Telling the User What You're Doing

The short module loadbar helps Maxlc

let the user know what it is doing. You see

its output when you pick up an icon from

the icon directory with the mouse and move
it into the edit window. After the load

button appears and you push the mouse

button, loadbar writes the name of the icon

over the edit window. Then it prints the

message Loading icon in the edit window.

The procedure loadbar is run by the

procedure readicon. The name of the icon

is passed to laadbaa: ID the name field of the

variable re. Ic has been dimensioned as

type Mic, one of the two special data types

used throughout Maxlc, A variable of type

Mic holds a 32-byte long string, a single

byte and two integers that hold the z and v

position of the cursor.

The loadbar procedure begins by using

the param statement to reserve room for the

string containing the name of the icon it

expects to receive from readicon. It then

uses the gfx2 color command to change

the foreground and background colors and

the gfx2 bar command to draw afilled box

over the edit window. This done, it uses the

A deeper look

at Maxle's modules

Clearing

the

Board

By Dale L. Puckett
Rainbow Contributing Editor

Dale L. Puckett, a freelance writer and
programmer, serves as direcior-at-!arge

ofthe OS-9 Users Group and is a member

of the Computer Press Association. His

username on Delphi is DALEP: on packet-

radio, KOHYD @ N4QQ; on GEnie,

D.PUCKETT2; and on CIS, 71446.736.

qtx.2 curxy command to move the cursor

into the bar where it uses BASIC09's print-

using facility to centerthe name of the icon.

Now loadbar reverses the foreground

and background colors and moves the cur-

sor into the edit window where it prints the

message Loading Icon. You'll see the

message until the routine drawing the fat-

bits icon in the edit window covers it up.

Reporting Errors

The procedure errmsg gives Maxlc a

universal method of reporting errors and is

used by many ofMwdc's modules. When
another module calls errmsg, it passes a

single parameter of type byte.

The procedure begins by reserving

enough memory for the parameter errnum,

a string and two integers. The two integer

variables hold the horizontal and vertical

position of the mouse pointer. They are

passed to the procedure getkey, along with

a string variable named Key.

To turn on proportionally spaced type

and create an overlay window errmsg first

uses g£x2 calls. It then runs the Maxlc
procedure winset to draw a double box

border in the window and places the cursor

at the upper right-hand comer of the win-

dow with gfx2*5 curxy command.
With the cursor in place, it prints the

message Error - 216 - encountered, If

the error number errsmsg receives in the

parameter errnum is 2, then the user has

pressed the break key. In this case, errmsg
closes its window using the gfx2 wend
command and ends.

If the error number received has any

other value, errmsg uses a basicto call to

OS-9's shell to print an English-language

error message generated by the OS-9 utility

command error. It then moves its cursor

down three lines and prints the message

Press Key. This lets the error message stay

on the screen until the user has time to read

it and analyze the problem.

Editing the Icon

Two of Muscle's procedures — editor

and updatbuf— form the heart of the icon

editor, editor is run by the procedure main,

which passes three parameters containing

just about anything you would ever want to

know about Mav/r's universe. The first

parameter, ms, is of type Micsys and con-

tains the directory name, an array contain-

ing the names of up to 48 icons, a 1 44-byte

long buffer containing the bit map of the

icon being edited, the group number of the

buffer being used, the buffer number, and

the number of the icon.

The other two parameters, i c and or, are

oftype Mic and hold a string, a byte and two

integers. The data type Kic is presented in

detail in our description of the procedure

loadbar above,

The main purpose of editor is to exer-

cise the procedure updatbuf. It begins by

reserving enough memory to receive its

three parameters from the procedure Main

and the variables needed to hold informa-

tion about the position of the mouse pointer.

The variable regs, of the data type regis-

ters, is a structure that looks like the 6809
microprocessor in the Color Computer 3.

Rat pak is a 32-byte array that holds the data

about the mouse pointer.

editor immediately enters an endless

loop that uses an OS 9 system call to con-

tinuously poll the Color Computer mouse.

Each time the user presses the mouse burton,

editor immediately calls the procedure

updatbuf. It passes the parameter MS, which

contains everything editor knows about

the icon being edited and the current posi-

tion of the mouse pointer.

Doing the Work
When updatbuf receives the location of

the mouse pointer from editor, it knows

which pixel to edit. Its first task is to com-

pute which byte in the bit map holds the

pixel. This done, it uses some additional

calculations to remove the individual pixel

from the byte. It gets the byte from the array
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OS-9 Level II

Addr 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9' \ B C D E F 024C6ACB
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 4040 42U0 0000 1151
0010 OABO 0000 0554 0A80 0000 1445 0100 0000 T E
0020 1555 0100 0004 1405 0540 0014 0554 0500
0030 0001 0150 1100 0000 4040 4 100 0000 1555 , . .*>. .

.

.g@a. . . .u
0040 0100 0000 0150 0100 0000 0150 0100 0001 p p.. .

.

0050 4150 0000 004 4 1550 0000 0050 0550 0000 AP . . . D . P . , . P . P , .

ooeo 0054 0514 0000 0000 1405 0000 0000 1401 .T,
00 7 4000 0000 1501 5400 0000 0000 0000 0000
0080 0000 00 00 0000 0000 0000 0000 ooou ooou

Table 1. Ataxic Icon Dump

that holds the buffer containing the bit map
of the icon passed in the byte field of the

parameter ms, (Now say that three times,

fast!)

Once updatbuf knows the location of

the pixel, it sets the pixel to the color

selected in the box along the top ctfMaxlc's
screen and puts the pixel back in the same
byte in the buffer where it found it. It then

changes the color of that pixel in the edit

window so the user can see what has been
accomplished. However, in the edit win-

dow each pixel appears as a bar eight pixels

wide and four pixels high. I guess that's

why they're called fatbits.

After updatbuf reprints the bit map in

the edit window, it reprints the actual-size

image of the icon in the box at the upper

left-hand corner of Maxims screen. It does

this by using the gfx2 put command to

place the updated buffer holding the icon at

that location. When these changes are made,

updatbuf ends and control returns to the

procedure editor, which continues to

monitor the position of the mouse pointer

— waiting for the user to push the button so

it can call updatbuf again.

Reading, Saving and Showing Icons

The remainder ofMaxtc's modules deal

CCKUKU 4
i ATTENTION-

!!! Alpha software technologies has teamed up wf Lh COCO Bevices to bring you the incredible COMM-4 port! 4 ports in one slot! Thais right 4 uoefs at one time! Special
'pulsed LUQlino MpEta prevent lockups! External IRQ line allows you to connect to an IRQ hack mod. Totally compatible fiSSI technology, no special drivers needed!
A roust have for ANY BBS user! You'll be the talk of the lawn with a 4 node HUH system! A perfect match for OSS' Level II UBS! £124.96

System com es complete and readytorun. Use Ihehowlt in menus or create your own. Run your own programmer games on-line! Complete messago system included. File transfer system
supports Xmodem and Ymodem plus automatic validation with keyword searchLnjj! Evon comes with its own terminal profrram free! Now includes ANSI graphics menus and editor" See
board while it rune! For a DEMO call (504) 649-S76] (3/12/24QO baud). Galactic Conflict game aiaa included! 5m OSB Level II andRS-232 (or COMM-4) pak required... .* 29.95

This is what you have boon waiting for! Finally RAM-Resident software for your COCO 3! Runs in the background while you do other work! Includes a note-pad that does automatic
number calculations, a calendar with alarm, a phone book that can auto-dial your phone, a real-time clock and much, much, more! This program will organize your entire life!

El2k OSS Level II Required (Hayes compatible modem required for auto-dial) 512k OS9 Level 11 Required „, ,.,.,.,.„... ...„ .$ 29,95

bmi im Twite
Without the rijiht tools OS9 ia dime uiL..These ARE the riehl tools! With these great utilities anyone can use OSS like a pro! (lomplnfa wi!,i<- :i r,-1 . m, Hnd windowing- commands m»k«
QS9 easy to use! Ifyou want to start using OSS, this is whatyouneed! Ifyou already useOS9, these tools will save you hoursof timeand headaches! JB great utilities! $24.95

Xrto'i msaiaVBi? *J>**
This versatile utility makes your OSS life a breeze! No more fighting with complex directory structures] No mors suarching for files and typmjr long path names! Everything!!
displayed using windows' Al lows you to change, create, and delete directories with single keystrokes! Also allows you to copy, view and delete files juel as easily! A must for the OSS
beginner. A great time saver for the experienced OSS user. Save hours of lime and headaches! 512k OSS Level II Required ,...,.., J 29.95

Hfoa'iM - Wmwa
This great Multi • Vue utility allows you to easily create your own poo-down menus! No programming experience la required, because no program mine is done! You will beahletorun
any OS9 command or program from a menu! Menu creation is super simple, super easy! Actually see the menu as it develops. A must for Multi - Yue users! Make that non Multi -

Vue software run in Multi Yue! 512k OS9 Level If and Multi - Vue required..,. ,.,.....,, $ 19.95

Wsuttp (Km
Anally, inmplHta OH9 I jwel II windowing terminal program. Many features include Auto- dial & macro, X &. Y random, ANST graphics, buffer copt are, on-line, timer. Chat made,
windows, and much, much, more! Perfect forajiy BBS user! More power than you'll ever need! 512k OSS Level II Required....,..,.. ., .. $ 34.96

ITto* Smpptx
This wonderful utility allows you to patch anything! Patch commands directly on disk and fix CRCs automatically! Patch the QS9Boot tile! Save lost files! Fix crashed disks! One
use of this program could bo worth the price! 64k OS9 Level I or II required,,,,,, ,„..„ , , $ 19.95

Send check or money order to: Alpha Software Technologies, 1500 1-10 Service Rd. Box 61, Slidell LA. 70461 <504)64tv5i76(™e)
PltttHc&dd la.O&ahippir^fimd handling, ah orders shipped same day via first clsis nasi], Most «s*3*rs srnve in 2 tc 3 days, COD orders add 92,50 extrs. {504)649-57fil (1333)
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with moving the icon to be edited into the

edit window and displaying it on the screen.

To help understand what these routines are

doing, study the format ofOS-9's icon files

by looking at the dump of the file icon.maxic

shown in Table 1

.

It also may help you to study the list

below, which shows the buffer number

Maxlc uses to hold its action buttons and

the icon being edited.

Butter # Contains

loading, and the procedure showicon to

display that icon in the edit window.

showicon receives the 144-byte buffer

as a parameter, and displays it in the edit

buffer. It does this by displaying an eight-

pixel-wide-by-foui-pixel-deep bar to pres-

ent each actual pixel in the icon. This done,

it exits,

41 Load buffer

49 Icon being edited

50 Empty buffer

51 MipJc icon

52 Open button

53 Save button

54 Kill button

The Maxlc procedure main runs the

procedure get icon when the mouse button

is pressed. This happens while the pointer

is located over the small window at the

upper left-hand comer of the screen, geti-

con receives the parameters MS, Dr and ic

from main. It begins its work by clearing

the small icon window. It then follows the

mouse pointer and displays the appropriate

buffer at the location of the pointer.

If the mouse pointer is located in the

window displaying the directory, geticon

displays the save button and runs the

procedure save icon to do the job. If the

pointer is located near the Maxlc icon with

the wastebasket above the edit window,

get icon displays the Kill button and runs

the procedure ciearbuf to clear the icon

buffer. It knows where the mouse pointer is

located by reading the horizontal and verti-

cal fields of the parameter ms it received

from the procedure main. Before it exits,

geticon always updates the icon direc-

tory's display by running the procedure

showdir.

Maxlc uses the procedure readicon to

load an icon from the icon directory into a

buffer so it may be edited. It begins its work

by displaying the hourglass pointer to let

the user know it's working. Then it opens a

path to the icon file, using the name it

received in the parameter ie . name. After it

has successfully opened the fi le, it reads the

icon data one line at a time. As it reads each

line, it converts each pair of Hex bytes into

two single bytes and stores those two bytes

into the 144-byte array MS.byt.

The gfx2 gpioad command is used to

load each of the 144 bytes into the buffer.

This done, the gfx2 put command is used

to displaylhe icon in the update window at

the upper left-hand corner of the screen.

Before ending, readicon runs the procedure

loadbar to tell the user which icon it is

ba Sets allocation bitmap bits for a specified LSN or range.

bd Clears allocation bitmap bits for a specified LSN or range,

ccheek. Scans disk for defective sectors and identifies

any files stored in defective regions.

fcheck Generates a fragmentation report.

hdb Streaming device-based hard disk backup with data compression.

hdr Streaming device-based hard disk restore with data expansion.

repack. Hard disk optimizer; merges segments and reorganizes storage.

stash Marks files or directories that should not be repacked.

zap Erases a file's directory entry.

Table 2. File System Repack Utility Programs

Editors Note: While all ofthe procedures requiredfor Maxlc appeared on the

A ugust 1989 issue ofRAINBOWON DISK, only the procedures listed here are

on this month's disk.

Listing 1 : geticon

PROCEDURE geticon
0000 TYPE MiC-narne:STRING; select: BYTE; xpos ,ypos: INTEGER
001B TYPE HfcSys-Drianie.rriameue) ;STRING; byt(I44) .GrpID.BufNo. number

.MenSel . MenNum,ErrNum, color, scount; BYTE; horiz , vert: INTEGER
0064 PARAM MS:MicSys
006D PARAM dr,ic:Mio
007A DIM button: BYTE
0081 ON ERROR GOTO 10

0087 (* place Icon 1n update window
00A5 RUN gfx2r*puf.M5.GrpID.50.26,13)
00C1 RUN gfx2( "color". 1)

00D1 REPEAT
00D3 (* U!>e nun sleep inuuher fur this
00F3 RUN mouserfMS, horiz, MS. vert. button)
010D {* keep track where we are and use the correct pointer
0143 IF HS.hor1z>260 AND MS.horiz<590 AND MS.vert>30 AND MS. vert

<160 THEN
0172 t* use save pointer
0185 RUN gfx2("9CSet".MS.GrpID.53)
019D RUN gfx2rpuf\MS.GrpID, 49, 26.13)
01B9 ELSE
01BO IF HS.horiz>60 AND MS.horiz<130 AND MS.vert<25 THEN
01E0 (* use kill pointer
01F3 RUN gfx2("gc5et".M£.GrpID.54)
020B ELSE
02HF (* buffer pointer
0220 RUN gfx2("gcset",MS.GrprO,49)
0238 RUN gfx2r l put",MS.GrpID,50,26,13J
0254 END1F
0256 ENDIF
0259 UNTIL buttonOfl
0263 RUN gfx2("color

,\MS. color)
0278 RUN gfx2("puf,MS.GrpID,49,26,13)
0294 IF MS.horiz>260 AND MS. hoMz<590 AND MS.vert>30 AND NS.vert

<160 THEN
02C3 (* we want to save it

02D8 RUN saveicon(t1S,dr,ic)
02EC ENDIF
02EE IF MS.noriz>60 AND MS.horiz<130 AND MS.vert<25 THEN
0311 (* no we want to kill 1t
0329 RUN ciearbuf CMS, dr, 1c)
033D ic.name:-" "

0349 RUN gfx2("color-,l)
0359 RUN gfx2<"curx.y".5.5)
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A VEZY MOWINS
5ALZI!

We have moved into our very own building! No
more paying off someone else's mortgage, now
we have our very own mortgage to pay off!! Now
THAT'S a good reason to have a SALE! Our new
building is twice as large and that gives us more
room for service, support and friendly help. At

FHL we have the best prices on software, hard
drive systems and supplies and the hefp is

FREE! Check our new 24 hour order line and
make sure to get on our mailing list for our FREE
newsletter. In the July issue, The RAINBOW
wrote some good things about our products. We
decided to put them on sale. Call for unlisted

safes and other new products.

Here h uhat FAiNfiCW Mid about Dyna^tar:
"DynaStaris the best, most serious word processor under

OS-9" , "Now that is word processing!"

Save OVER 50%! Now on Sale for ONLY $69.95
Save Even More!

Get DynaSpell with it for ONLY $15.00H!

ilemhvbot RAiNPCW 3oki about the Wiz:
"The Wiz: Unquestionably one of the finest OS 9 terminal

programs available.", "The Wiz has Stall."

Now on Sale for ONLY $49.95!

(Includes WizPro shareware disk)

tlemhvhoi ZAIN&CW sold about
"!rvkkOS>-9 Level If":
Inside OS-9 Level \\:"authoritative and comprehensive look

inside OS-9 Level II for the CoCo.

"

On SALE for ONLY $19.95

Hard Drive Interfaces & Etc.

The Biminator'™ Special 179.95 100.05
See Eliminator OPTIONS also

WD1002-05 Disk Controller (or Eliminator (Reauired Tor disk operation) 199.95
B4B XT PC style interface 69.95
B&B XT RTC interface w/clock/ealendar 99 gg

See B&B OPTIONS also

Hard Drlva case with bow pis & Fan 00.06 69,95
SPECIFICATIONS, size 1 8" deep. S.S" HI jn, 7"n 60 Wan pome suppr MDI 3 »ivi type powjr
connwtors. quial I 2 vc4l OC tan. LEO pewm ndicator. col» mnieiiM Caen Holds 2 112 heigt-iLMud oi Ibppr
drvK and has cord guidod apace ra d PCB fte £ke ol a diiva llik* the W0 1 002-05 corlialer)

FBU Fast Hard disk Back Up CoCo OS-9 version
R.S.B. RS Disk Basic under OS9

Floppy Drives (5.25" and 3.5 FLOPPY DISKS)
7EAC High Quality Drives- 1 Year Warr.

FD55B 360K 40 Track DS 5.25"

FD55F 720K 60 Track DS 5.25:

FD35F 720K 80 Track DS 3.5" with S.25 mounting bracket
(Bare drives, requires case and power supply)

65.00
39.95

118,00
1S1 CO
117.00

ff&e h KfW KAJNPCW sokt about hard afote->.'

"Frank Hogg Laboratories has been selling hard-drive

systems longer than any other RAINBOW advertiser

FLASH! The Eliminator™ is now in STOCK!!!!
The Eliminator™ based kit indudes Bruce Isted's new interlace The Eliminator'™
lite Western Digital WD 1002-05 high speed controller. Features; fastest system
available, 1 megabyte transfer ir> onfy 37 seconds!! More lhan twice as Fast as other
systems! Supports 4 floppy and 3 hard drives, type ahead (No hall] tor both floppy
and hard disk, auiobool OS9 L1 or L2 from hard or floppy disk, 2 serial ports, 1

parallel port and Real Time Clock socket. Hard drive with WD 1002 05 controller,
ST506 cable set, 3 foot 40 pin cable. Hard Drive Case with 60 watt power supply
and fan. OS9 software for LI and Lit with source, Complete instructions, Easy one
evening assembly. We also sell the individual pans of the system, please call.

20 Meg Eliminator™ Kit Complete 799.00
40 Meg Eliminator™ Kit Complete 899.00
70 Meg Eliminator™ Kit Complete 1299.00
Assemble fmt & Test any of the above 60.00

Eliminator™ OPTIONS:
Real Time Clock chip 30.00
Serial cable set (2 DB25) 30.00
Parallel cable (Centronics) 30.00

Floppy Cable Int & Ext 2500

Burke&Burke Based Kits

REG
20 Meg B&B Kit Complete 4 8 .00
30 Meg B&B Kit Complete 518.00
40 Meg B&B Kit Complete 61 8 .00
Assemble fmt & test any of the above

B&B OPTIONS:
B&B Real Time Clock (add to above)
B&B XT ROM Auto Boot from hard disk
B&B Hyper I/O DECB on hard drive

SALE!
450.00
495.00
575.00
50.00

30.00
19.95
29.95

Burt;© £ Burke based kit includes: Burke & Burke (B&B) XT PC interlace. Hard drive
with controller, 3 foot ST506 cable set. Hard Drive Case with 60 watt power supply
and fan with room and power for a second hard drivel Includes OS9 LI and Lll

software. 1 megabyte transfer in only 45 seconds!! Twice as fast as other systems,
Type ahead under OSS. (No halt} Complete instructions. Easy one evening
assembly. We also sell the individual parts of the system, please call.

When it comes to service, customer support, and
help, Frank Hogg Labs is tops!

ORDERING INFORMATION

VISA and M/C, check and COD. Conterttial U.S. software

shipping add $3.50 Ground - $6.00 Two Day Air. Hardware add
$1 1 ground - $22 Two Day Air. Please call for Next Day Air

costs and C.O.D. Foreign add 10% Shipping (Minimum $5
USD). NY residents please add 7% sales tax.

Frank Hogg Laboratory, Inc.
Since 1976

204 Windemere Road, Syracuse, NY 13205

FAX 315/474-8225

Call 315/474-7856 24 Hours!!



Maxlc uses write icon to write a Hex
dump of the icon to a file or to the printer.

When an icon is sent to the printer, its name
is printed first on the first line and then the

Hex code is listed. If the icon file is being

written to a disk file, this first line is not

written to the file.

From two string parameters that are

passed to it, writeicon receives the name
of the icon and the filename. An array

containing the 144-byte bit map of the icon

is passed to writeicon in another parame-

ter. If the user is trying to print an icon that

has been cleared, writeicon exits immedi-

ately, Otherwise it opens a path to the file or

printer and proceeds to print each byLe in

the 144-byte array in Hex format. It prints

two bytes at a time and then inserts a space.

If you study the listing of the file ieon.maxia

in Table I , you
1

ll see this is the format used

by all OS-9 icon files. Each icon file con-

tains nine lines holding 16 bytes each,

Maxlc runs the procedure saveicon after

the user has finished editing the icon and is

ready to write it to disk. This procedure is

called by the procedure files, which is

called in turn by the procedure main when
the user clicks the mouse button over the

File entry in the menu bar, Save is Item 3 in

the File menu, and saveicon is run when
you click the mouse button over the word.

saveicon receives three parameters from

the procedure files — MS, Dr and ic. All

three have been described previously in

this article. The first action taken by

saveicon is to prompt the user for a file-

name. It does this by running the procedure

tjetname.

If the file already exists, it prompts to

find out if you want to overwrite the old

file. It uses the procedure qetans to accom-

plish this. Just before it opens a path to a file

with the name supplied by the user, saveicon

searches through the icons in the current

icon directory until it gets a match. When it

finds the icon request, it puts the buffer

number and icon name in the proper fields

of the variable ms.

Once the file is open, saveicon uses the

gfx2 gpioad command to move the icon

from the screen into the 144-byte array,

byt, in Variable ms and into the file. It then

runs the procedure showdir to update the

display of the icon directory. This means

the freshly edited icon appears in the direc-

tory in its new form. If the icon file you

request does not already exist, saveicon

creates it. After saveicon writes an icon to

a new disk file, it uses the BASIC09 shell

statement to run the OS-9 utility command
attr to set the private and public execute

attributes of the file.

This wraps up our three part tutorial

series covering Robert Moody's icon editor

Maxlc, I hope we have helped you learn a

036C PRINT
"

0383 ENDIF
0385 MS.horiz:-0 VMS. vert :-190

039B dr. name:-""
03A6 C* now let's see what we did
03C2 RUN showdir(MS.dr)
03D1 END
0303 10 MS.ErrNum:-ERR
03 E0 (* was error doing nothing in update window
mm RUN gf5t?("pot".MS.CirpID.49,26.13)
04.27 RUN errmsg(MS.ErrNuiii)
0434 END

Listing 2: saveicon

PROCEDURE savei con
0000 TYPF Mlr-name? STRING; selprt tBYTF: *po-j,ypOSMNTEGER
001B TYPE MicSys-Dname.Iname(48) : STRING; byt( 144) . Grp ID, Buf No. number1

.MenSel , MenNum.ErrHutn.col or.se aunt: BYTE; hori z.vert: INTEGER
0064 PARAM ms:MicSys
006B PARAM Dr.Ic:H1C
007A DIM path:BYTE
£1081 DIM Ok:B00LEAN
0088 ON ERROR SOTO 10
008 E C* is the editor name blank
00A9 IF Ic.name-" " THEN
00B9 (* if so let's try to get one
0006 RUN getnamet Ic.name)
m E3 IF I c, name-"" THEM
00F2 C* could not gat one so let's end
0113 END
0115 ENDIF
0117 ENDlF
0119 (* let's show the disk is busy
0137 RUN gfx2("gcset",202.4)
014A (* start at the top of buffer +1
016A ms . Iname(ms . nunber+1) : -Ic.name
0182 m5.BufNo:-ins . number+1
0194 FOR x:-l TO ms.number+L
01AD (* did we find a match
01C3 EXITIF Ic.rame-ms.InameCx) THEN
01 DA t* yes so use the same buffer
01T7 ms.BufNo;-x
0204 ms.Iname{x);-Ic.name
0217 ENDEXIT
021B NEXT x

0226 OPEN tfpath.ins.Dname+'V+Ic. name: WRITE
0240 {* did it open a old file
0259 (* tf so do we want to over write it
027D RUN getans(ms,ok,"Over Write *+lc.name)
02A1 IF okOTRUE THEN
02AC (* no so close U and end
02C5 CLOSE jfpath

02C8 END
02CD ENDIF
02CF (* yes so keep going
02E3 RUN gfx2("curxy".5.5)
02F5 RUN gfx^Ccalor*,!)
0306 PRINT USING "5l5 n ". Ic.name
0316 RUN gfxZ("lag1c","off")
0329 RUN gfx2("gpload".ms.GrpIQ.ms.BufNo.6.24.Z4.144)
0353 FOR x-1 TO 144
0365 PUT #path.ms.byt(x)
0377 PUT tfms.GrpIO.ms.bytU)
03BC NEXT X

0397 CLOSE tfpath
039D IF ms.number-0 THEN
03AC ms .number:-l
03B7 RUN gfx2("color".0.1)
03CA RUN gfx2("color",[ns. color, 0)
03E2 ENDIF
03E4 [* now let's the new changes
0400 RUN shQwdir(ms,Dr)
040F END
0411 10 ON ERROR GOTO 20
041A (* could not open old file so let's try to make a new one
0453 FOR x;-l TO ms,numbei*+l
046C (* did we find a deleted Icon
0489 EXITIF ms.Iname(x)-"icon.XXXX" THEN
04A5 (* yes so let's use 1

1

04BB ms . BufNo:-x
04C8 ms . Iname(x):-Ic.name
04DB ENDEXIT
04DF NEXT x
04F.A (* are we going to use a unused buffer
0510 IF ms . BufNo-ms .number+1 THEN
0526 (* yes so update the number of them used
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054E
0560
0574
0587
059A
05AO
06AF
05C5
HblJI-

05F2
0602
0612
0625
064F
B661
0673
068S
2693
0699
06AE
06B4
06D6
06DE
0SF1
0713
072B
073E
0761
0785
07A3
07R0
07CE
07 CB
07E4
07F3
87F5
msz
0811
081E
0820 30
082D
0B47
0854
0861

?3

ms . njmber:=ms.number+l
RUN gfx2( ,1 propsw"."off'3
RUN gfx2t"color".a.l)
RUN gfx2C"propsw", "on")
RUN gfx2("color".i,0)

END1F
{* now make a new Icon
CREATE #path,ms,Driame+"/"+lc.name:WRITE
RUM gfx2("curxy"

1 5,5)
RUN gfx2("color".l)
PRINT USING "sl5 rtMc.name
RUN gfx2( "logic". "off")
RUN gfx2Cgpload",friS.GrpID

p rns.BufNo,6,24,£4,144>
FDR x-1 TO 144

PUT #path.ms.byt(x)
PUT tfms.GrpID.rns.bytCx)

NEXT x

CLOSE #path
t* error in aw window
ON ERROR GOTO 30
RUN qf x2 ( "Offset *' .1.5, 5, 2R.fi. 3,1)
Run winset(4)
RUN gfxarcurxy-.l.fl)
(* now let's change the attr on it
PRINT "ATTR "; Ic.name; " pe e"
RUN gfx2("curxy".1.2)
SHELL "attr "+ms.Dname+"/"+Ic.name+" e pe"
{* give time to see the job was done
FOR Xi-1 TO 3000 \NEXT x
RUN gfx2["owend")
(* error no ow window
ON ERROR SOTO 20
C* let's see the naw Icon
Rllh <ihnudi r(ms ,Dr)
END
ms.ErrNum:-ERR
C* report error
RUN errmsg(ms.ErrNum)
END
ms.ErrNumi-ERR
(* error in attr ow window
RUN grx2t"owend")
RUN errmsgCms.ErrNum)
END

Listing 3: read icon

PROCEDURE readicon

0064
006D
007A
0086
0091
00A1
00B5
00BC
00C2
00D5

TYPE Mic-name: STRING: sel ect : BYTE; xpos ,ypos : INTEGER
TYPE MicSys-Dname,Iname(48):STRING; byt( 144) .Grpld , BufNo .number
.HenSel .MenNum.ErrNum.color. scount:BYTE; hori i , vert- INTEGER

PARAM MSiMieSys
PARAM dr,IC:MiC
DIM temp:STRING[39]
DIM path, count: BYTE
DIM Tbyr.1 ,ThytZ:STRING[3]
(* start at number 1

counts—

1

ON ERROR GOTO 10
(* show we are busy
RUN gfx2f"gcsef'.202.4)

few of the techniques you must master to

write fantastic mouse-driven programs
under OS-9's Muhi-Vue environment.

Getting Rid of Disk Fragments
Occasionally I notice a lot of confusion

in the Color Computer community about
file fragmentation. The topic is a real con-
cern because OS-9 constantly moves files

between main memory and your hard or

floppy disks. The work is done by RBF—
OS-9's Random Block File manager. RBF
keeps track of where data is stored on your
disks by dividing your disk into three re-

gions: an identification sector, an alloca-

lion bitmap and the file system.

There are many myths about file frag-

mentation. Chris Burke of Burke & Burke
posted an outstanding file concerning the

subject on CompuServe. It's recommended
reading. In summary Burke says fragmen-
tation is a natural side effect of disk opera-
tion. It is caused by the constant rearrange-

ment of disk data as files are created,

modified and deleted.

Three problems caused by fragmenta-

tion are disk errors (Segment List Full and
Device Full), slower disk access and in-

creased mechanical wear. Although back-
ups don't affect fragmentation, you can
reduce or eliminate it by periodically back-
ing up and restoring your hard drive or by
using a hard disk optimizer program. You
may especially want to check out Chris's

tutorial file ifyou experience either ofthese
symptoms:

Error 217 — Segment list full. The file

has reached the built-in fragmentation limit

of 48 segments.

Error 248 — Device full. When you run

ezgen, cobbler, config or osSqen, this

error code means that OS-9 couldn't find

any group of clear ABM (Allocation Bit

Map) bits large enough to create a smgle-

NEW: Low Power 51 2K CoCo3 Ram Expansion Board (call for current $)
SDISK - Standard disk driver module replacement allows full use
of 40 or 80 track double sided drives with OS-9 Level I. Full compat-
ibility with CoCo 35 track format and access all other OS-9 non-
CoCo formats. Easy installation. $29.95

SDISK+BOOTFIX - As above plus boot directly from a double sid-
ed diskette.$35,95 LEVEL 1 os .g ONLY

LEVEL 2 OS-9 ONLY
SDISK3 • Level II version of SDISK driver. Same features as level
I (except boatfix not required to boot from double sided). $29.95
MSF - MS-DOS file manager. Complete file transfer capabiltites
REQUIRES SDISK3 $45,00 or with SD1SK3 for $65,00
L1 UTILITY PAK 40 utilities including MACGEN $49.95
L2 UTILITY PAK Level 2 Ram Disk and Printerr driver plus
more $39.95 BOTH L1+L2 Paks for $75.00
PC-XFER File transfer utilities read/write/format MS-DOS format

10

disks under COCO OS-9. REQUIRES SDISK or SDISK3. $45.00
FORTH09 A FORTH-83 Standard implementation specially taylored
for OS-9. Includes complete forth 6809 assembler and more. Pro-
grams written in forth can instantly be saved as compact executable
machine language modules. Supplied with complete printed docu-
mentation. $150,00 (+$3S&H).
SEND S.A.S.E FOR LATEST CATALOG
All diskettes are in CoCo OS-9 format unless otherwise requested: other OS-9
formats can be supplied tor $2.00 additional charge. All orders must be prepaid
or COD, VISA'MC accepted, add $2 S&H for first software item, + ,50 for each
additional item, additional charge for COD.

D. P. Johnson, 7655 S.W. Cedarcrest St.

Portland, OR 97223 (503) 244-8152
(You may best reach us between 9AM-NOQN Pacific Time. Mon.-Fri.J

OS-9 is a trademark of Microware and Motorola Inc.. MS-DOS Is a trademark ol Microsoft,

Inc., FORTH 09 is a trademark ol D. P. Johnson
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segment file. The disk may actually be full,

or it may be badly fragmented.

If you would rather solve the problem

than read about it, Burke & Burke has a

solution for you. It's written a new utility

package called File System Repack (FSR),

a collection of nine OS-9 disk utility pro-

grams. The programs included are listed in

Table 2,

The most important ofthese programs is

repack, the hard disk optimizer, repack

scans a disk's OS-9 file system and re-

writes any files ni directories that are stored

inefficiently. Here are a few of repack's

advantages.

• Individual files processed by repack are

optimized permanently. Only editing or

otherwise modifying the file undoes its

optimization.

• Command line options allow repack to

reclaim lost sectors on a disk.

• repack sorts files in order of increasing

file descriptor address, In this way repack

preserves the general order of your disk

files without changing their order in the

directory.

• No free disk space is needed; repack can

even repack a completely full hard disk.

• It works on any type or brand of OS-9
hard/floppy disk.

OS-9 for DOS and Mac
OS-9 Users Group MOTD editor Bill

Brady and I flew to Chicago's O'Hare

airport in August for the introduction of

two new OS-9 implementations. One port

runs on an IBM PC, XT orAT with the help

of a plug-in card called the PC68K1 , The

plug-in card has two standard DB9 serial

ports that can run to 19.2 kilobaud asyn-

chronous or synchronous and two eight-

bit, bi-directional parallel ports. The card

runs OS-9 concurrently while MS-DOS
runs on the PC itself, The two operating

systems can communicate with each other.

Power users may plug the Memiox 1 0-port

serial expansion board into the PC68K1
and run with a dozen users. We'll be detail-

ing the PC68K 1 in an article for RAINBOW'S

sister magazine PCM.
There are three Mac implementations.

AH use the Macintosh Quickdraw and disk

operating system for I/O. This means new
OS-9 device drivers won't need to be writ-

ten for each piece of hardware added to

your Macintosh. It also means that any

piece ofhardware that runs with the Macin-

tosh should be ready for use by OS-9. The

three implementations are for the Plus and

SE, whichnise the Motorola 68000 proces-

sor, the Mac II and its 68020 processor, and

the SE 30 and Mac IIX, which use a 68030

microprocessor.

00E8 OPEN #path , IC.name
00F5 ( • ni ne 1 i nes to read
010A FOR x:»l TO 9

011C t* read them as strings
0133 READ #path.temp
013D (* the string 1s fourty bytes long so stop at every 5th spot
0179 FOR xx:=l TO 40 STEP 5

0191 C* now make the next two a hex string byte size
01C0 Tbytl;-"$"+MIDlUeTnp,XX,£>
0103 Tbyt2:-*'*"+MTD$(temp.xx+2.2)
01CA £* row make them bytes
0200 MS.byt(eount):-VAL(Tbytl)
0211 MS.byt{count+l):-VAL(Tbyt2)
0225 (* move it up by two
0539 count :-count+2
0244 NEXT xx
024F C* get next string to read
0269 NEXT x

0274 CLOSE tfpath
027A RUN gfx2(

,

'gpload
,',KS.GrpId,41,6.24,24,144)

029F FOR X-l TO 144
0ZB1 PUT #M5.GfpTd,M5,bytOO
02C6 NEXT x

02D1 (* done so place 1t in the update window
02 F9 RUN gfx2("put".MS.GrpId.41.26,13)
0315 (* blank the editor
032S RUN loadbarUC.rame)
0335 (* now load it with the Icon
0351 RUN showtcon(HS.byt)
035E END
0360 10 MS.ErrNum:-ERR
036D RUN errmsg(MS,£rrNunO
037A END

Listing 4: showicon

PROCEDURE Showicon
0000 PAftAM Byt{ 144): BYTE
000C DIM x.y. Bit: INTEGER
001B DIM pixel ,color:BYTE
0026 DIM Bt Num. Pi x Mum; INTEGER
0031 ON ERROR GOTO 10
0037 BASE
0039 (* get pixel from the byte
0053 PlxNum:-0
005A (* start from top left move down
007A FOR y:-60 TO 175 STEP 5

008F (* first go right 1n step of 9

00AD FOR x:=32 TO 239 STEP 9

00C? (* convert bytes to four pixels
00E1 BtNtiin:-PixNum/4
00EC Bit:-3-M0D(PixNum,4)
00FA pixel :-4 ABit
0108 (

+ and get the color of it
0122 color:-LAND(Byt{BtNum),pixel*3)/pixel
0138 RUN gfx2("color

M
. color)

014A (* and draw it in the editor
0166 RUN gfx2("bar" 1 x,y,x+B l y+4)
0189 (* move over to next pixel
01A3 PixNum:-PixNuTn+l
01AE NEXT X
01B9 NEXT y
01C4 END
01C6 10 RUN srrmsg
01CD (* report errors

Listing S: writeicon

PROCEDURE writeicon
0000 PARAM Name. Tname.: STRING
000Q PARAM Bytes(l44);BYTE
0017 DIM path, ErrNLim: BYTE
0022 C* is the name chr$C32)
0039 IF Name-" " THEN
0046 (* yes so end
0053 END
0055 END IF

0057 ON ERROR GOTO 10
005D (* we are busy so time for the hour gl

0086 RUN gfx2[ M gcset", 202.4)
0099 (* let's try to open old file
00B6 OPEN #path.Name:WRlTE
00C2 (* start at
00CF XX;-0

ass
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COCQ3'S MISSING LINK :

BIG BASIC"
BASIC USERS GET FULL POWER OF MEMORY MANAGEMENT IN WINDOWS!

"Danosoft has a winner in Big Basics and I would recommend it to anyone
wanting to get the most out of a Color Computer 3." Rainbow, Oct./89.

Now you can access up U>472K ofmemory in a 5 12KCoCo or up lo 92K in a 128K machine with any
mix of programs and/or data . Al last, you can do sizable basic programming with a CoCo 3. (Also

offers simplified memory management for M.L. programmers.)

Magically fasi, executes one big program or database in basic; or up to 58 separate basic programs
running at once from computer memory in up to 58 separate windows! Saves programs or variables

with their currently running parameters and loads back thai way as if you never left the program.

Chain in unlimited sized programs or data from disk(s) without erasing existing programming or

variables. Also works with the RGB-DOS Hard Disk system.

3 new simple basic words create the power.

Provides for variable exchange between

windows.

Programs can be saved over multiple disks or

use our BIG DISK Utility. (See below)

Modifies your basic operating system in some 70

locations but does not occupy user memory.

Includes 7 Demo Programs and Manual,

Disk use only; any version RS-DOS.

ONLY $39.95 U.S. or $46.35 CDN. + $2.50 S & H
Ontario resident add6% PST.

"BIG RAMDISK" (512k CoCo3 V.2.0 or V.2.1)

• Copy or backup your programs or data to "BIG RAMDISK
and get the speed of program/data saving or loading to an "in

memory" device, ("COPYDISK" Utility included.)

• Great for use with all other programs on this page and

most commercial software.

« You can install, re-install, format and reformat from direct

mode or from a program without erasing programming or

variables, It's in machine language, docs not occupy user

memory, but can be user located elsewhere if needed.

• Your choice of one big 158 granule ramdisk (80 tracks-360k)

or two 68 or 78 granule ramdisks (35-40 tracks to 360k total),

depending on your DOS. (i.e. RS-DOS, "BIG DISK",
"DOUBLE40", etc.)

• Ramdisk files and directory do not erase with a reset coldstart

(ALT/CTRL), and are preserved if a program crashes. This

lets you use some programs Lhat need a Coldstart lo exit.

• "BIG RAMDISK" with "BIG DISK" or "DOUBLE40" (see

below) & iwo double-sided drives => 1 MEG. on line.

ONLY 512,95 US or $14.95 CDN + $2.50 S & H.

Out. Residents add t% PST

Fur any CoCo (at least 64K) with 1.1 or 2.1 Disk Extended Basic:

"UTILITIES PACKAGE"
6 HANDY MX. RESIDENT UTILITIES FOR BASIC

"BIG DISK"

"DOUBLE40"

"CONVERT/DISK*

"QUIKDRIV/6MS"

"QUIKDRIV/30M

"SET FEED"

Makes computer sec doublc-sidcd drives

as one 360K (80tk) drive; 158 granules.

Sets drives for 40 tracks each side.

Formats 40 tracks on each side of a
disk without disturbing the first 35.

Instantly doubles all your present

storage.

Sets fast drive stepping rate.

Fast drive shut off.

"MEMORY MASTER"
OUR FAVORITE PROGRAMMING TOOL

"Memory Master is a unique hacker's program
offering about all you could ask for in a disk and

memory utility." - Rainbow, Sept./89.

Scan, Edit, Copy, Printout any memory in your
computer or on disk. Fix disks.

Fast entry of M.L. Listings.

Dual Windows! Runs 2 Basic Programs at once!

* Sets line spacing for printouts.

Only $17.95 U.S. or S20.80 CDN. + $2.50 S & H.
Qiu, Residents add %% PST,

RAINBOW
CEflTIf ICATIQH

Disk chains unlimited amount of program
sections or data.

Includes Demo Program and Manual.

S24.95 U.S. or $28.95 CDN. + S2.50 S & H.
QiU. Residents add %% PST

DANOSOFT
Box 124, Station "A"

Mississauga, Ontario L5A 2Z7

10% Discount
on purchase of

3 or more items

at the same time.

Order by Phone or Mail ^v/sa

(416) 897-0121

Shipped Airmail Same Day



The Quickdraw terminal emulator was
noi finished at show time, so we did not get

to see the Mac run OS-9 on iis own screen

in Chicago. However, both Bill and I have

signed up as Beta testers of the new OS-9
implementations, This means we should

have plenty to say sometime soon. In the

meantime it's a great step forward for our

favorite operating system.

Dr. Erich Gibbs, president of Gibbs
Laboratories, the company that designed

these new OS-9 products, is on the right

track. His goal? "To greatly enhance the

productivity ofpopular personal computers

conveniently and inexpensively."

Gibbs believes his contributions will

"'go a long way toward restoring a healthier

compel itive balance between the comput-

ing power ofsmall organizations and that of

large organizations." He noted that the

benefit of his new products will be "espe-

cially significant on the broad lower rungs

of the economic ladder where getting the

most from a personal computer is a matter

of practical importance."

The OS-9 approach just may be appeal-

ing. The alternative is networking. When
computers are networked, companies must
buy a full-fledged computer for each work-

station. Many small companies cannot af-

ford to buy a half dozen computers.
CL

But
they could afford to buy one computer and

a halfdozen inexpensive terminals," Gibbs
said. "OS-9 can handle the job nicely. We
think we have a winner."

For OS-9 users, Gibbs Laboratories'

innovation could be a boon. OS-9 may
suddenly be available on machines thatyou
can buy off the shelf at any computer store

anywhere. We just may see some new soft-

ware. I'll keep you posted.

Color Canvas
Mike Holland's MVCawas will more

than likely be shipping by the time you read

this column. It's a fantastic new package

that should make RS-DOS users sit up and

take notice. It's 100 percent mouse- and
menu-driven and offers support for most
primers,

MVCanvas supports Files, Edit, Good-
ies, Tools and Font Menus. It needs Mulii-

Vue, a 512K CoCo 3 and one disk drive.

Essentially it's an easy-to-use VEF format

graphics editor that features a clipboard,

palette switching and multiple fonts. It can
import digitized pictures and edit full 320-

by-200, sixteen-color VEF pictures.

Give Haaland a call at Hyper-Tech Soft-

ware, 4341 Gannet Circle, Suite 174, Las

Vegas, W' (702)-362-5346. This one re-

ally sings!

That's it for November. Enjoy your tur-

key and keep on hacking. Q

00D7 (* Is it to the printer
00EE IF Name-"/p" THEN
00FC (* yes so let's print out a name
011C PRINT tfpath USING "s40"\Tname
0120 ENDIF
012F (* write 1t 1n steps Of 2

0148 FOR x:-l TO 144 STEP 2

0150 PRINT #path USING "h?" .fiytestx)
0174 PRINT tfpath USING "h2'\ Bytes U+l ) ;

018C (* with a blank space between them
0IAE PRINT #path." "!

01B9 (* move it up by one
01CD xx:-xx+l
0109 (* did we reach number 8 yet
01F5 IF xx-8 THEN
0202 (* yes so send a chrt(13) out
021F PRINT tfpath
0226 (* move 1t back to
0239 xx;-0
0241 ENDIF
0243 NEXT x
024E PRINT #path
0254 CLOSE tfpath
025A END
025C 10 ON ERROR GOTO 20
0265 (* did not find a old file so make a

0291 CREATE tfpath.NameiWRITE
029D (* and do the same thing here
02BA xx:=0
02C2 FOR x:=l TO 144 STEP I

02DA PRINT #path USING "h2".Bytes<x)

:

02EE PRINT #path USING "h2'\ Bytes ( x+1 )

;

0306 PRINT #ath," ":

0311 nx:-kx+1
03 ID IF xx-8 THEN
032A PRINT if/path

0330 xx:-0
0338 ENDIF
033A NEXT x

0345 CLOSE tfpath
034B END
034D 20 ErrNum;-ERR
0356 (* report error
0365 RUN errmsg(ErrNum)
036F END

Listing 6: editor

PROCEDURE
mm
0049
0052
0077
0080
0087
0093
0099
0065
00B7
00D6
00E9
00EB
00 F6

0103
010F
011D
0128
0130
013F
015E

0192
01AC
01CD
01 E8
0203

0230
0251
0264
026F
0271
0273
0290
02A1
02AB
02C5
02C9
02CB 10

editor
TYPE MicSys-Dname.Iname(48!;STRING; by t( 144) ,GrpId , BufNo. number
.MenSel .MenNum, ErrNum.col or ,scount:BYTE; horiz, vert: INTEGER

PARAM Ms:MicSys
TYPE reg1sters-dp.a.b,cc:BYTE: x.y . u : INTEGER
DIM regs; registers
DIM Callcode:BYTE
DIM RatPaek(32):8YTE
ON ERROR GOTO 10
(* let stay here for a while
LOOP

t* use small cross hire pointer
RUN gfx2C'gcset".202,7)
REPEAT

C* mouse info
regs.a:-0
regs.b:-t89
reg5.x;-ADDR(RatPack)
reg5.y:-0
Cal lcode:-$BD
RUN syscoll (Cal Icode.regs)
C* set horiz pos for cross hire
Ms.hor1z:-RatPack(25)*256-i-RatPack(26) \Hs .horiz :=Ms . horiz
+Ms.horiz/l7+3
(* set vert for cross hire
Ms.vert;-192*(RatPack(31)*256+RatPaek(32))/176+3
Ms. horiz :-( Ms. horiz -32 3/9*9+32
Ms. vert: -(Ms. vert -60) 75*5-1-60

IF Ms.horiz<30 OR Ms. hoi-iz>246 OR Ms.vert<66 OR Ms. vert
>177 THEN
(* we are out of bounds so end 1t
RUN gfx2("gcset",0,0)
Ms.hor[z:-l
END

ENDIF
UNTIL RatPackC9X>0
(* button down so so let's update
RUN updatbuf(Ms)
(*" and look for a new spot

ENDLOOP
END
Ms. ErrNum:-ERR
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02Dfi (* report error
02E7 RUN ernnsg(Ms.FrrNum)
02 F4 END

I islin« 7; updatbuf

PROCEDURE updatbuf
0000 TYPE MicSys-Dname, Inante(48)sSTRING; bytC 144) .GrpId.BufNo. number

.MenSel .MenNum.ErrNuro.colQr. scount :BYTE ; hori^.vert- INTEGER
0049 PARAM MS:MicSys
B05Z DIM PixNum.Ph.Pv, pixel : INTEGER
0066 DIM BU.BtNum:BYTE
0070 DTM xcor.ycor: INTEGER
00 7 R ON ERROR GOTO 10
00B1 xcor:-(MS.horiz-32)/9
0092 ycor:-(Ms.vert-60)/5
00A3 BASE
00A5 (* get the pixel out of the byte
00C5 P1xNum:-xcor+ycor*24
00D4 BtNum:=PixNum/4
00OF Bit:-3-MOD(PixNum,4)
00ED pixel ;-4*Bit
00FB Bit-LAND(MS.byt<BtNum) ,pixel*3J
0110 (* row put 1t back in the byte with the selected color
0146 MS.byttBtNum):-M$.byUBtNum)-Bit+pixel*Ms.color
0L6A (* and let" 3 show it on the editor in big size
0198 Ph:-xcor+9+32
01A6 Pv:-ycor* 5+60
01B4 RUN gfx2("bar",Ph.Pv.Ph+8,Pv+4)
Biu/ (* now update the buffer
0IEF RUN gfx2{"logic","off")
0202 RUN gfxZC'gpload". MS. Grpld. 49,6.24.24,14-4)
0227 FOR x:-0 TO 143
0239 PUT #MS.GrpId.MS.byt(x>
024E NEXT x

0259 f* and put back on the update window
0Z7D RUN gfx2("put". MS. Grpld. 49,26,13)
0299 END
029B 10 MS.ErrHum:-ERR
02A3 RUN errmsg(MS.ErrNum)
32B5 END

Listing 8: errmsg

PROCEDURE errmsg
0000 PARAM errnum:BYTE
0007 DIM key: STRING
000E DIM horiz,vert:lNTEGER
0019 RUN gfx2('*propsw","on")
002C RUN gfx2(

,

*owset",l,10,10,20.10.1.3)
004E RUN wfnsetd)
0056 RUN gfx2("curxy",1.0)
0069 (* what was the errnum
007 F PRINT "Error ": errnum: "• Incounted"
amc (* ff not the break key
00B3 IF errrtum<>2 THEN
00BF C* can't find error or errmsg goto 1

00E3 ON ERROR GOTO I

00E9 SHELL "error ,,+STR$( errnum)
00F8 1 RUN gfx2("curxy",5,4)
010E PRINT "Press Key"
01 IB (* stay hare till response
0135 RUN getkey(key.hoMz.vert)
0149 END IF
014B RUN gfx2{"owend")
0166 END

Listing 9: loadbar

PROCEDURE loadbar
0000 f* fill the editor and show the name
0024 PARAM name;STRING
0028 RUN gfx2("color".1.0)
003E RUN gfx2 ("bar", 32, 60. 245. 174)
0055 RUN gfx2t"curxy".5.5)
0068 PRINT USING "sl5*" .name
0076 RUN gfx2("color".0.1)
008B RUN gfx2("curxy",3,10)
009B print "Loading Icon"
00AB END

/^

About
Your

Subscription

Your copy of the RAiNaow is sent

second class mail. You must notify us of

q new address when you move. Notifica-

tion should reach us no later lhan the 1 5th

of the month prior to the month in which
you change your address. Sorry, we can-

not be responsible for sending another

copy when you fail to notify us.

Your mailing label also shows an ac

count number and the subscription expi-

ration date. Please indicate this account

number when renewing or correspond-

ing with us. It will help us help you better

and faster.

For Canadian and other non-U. S. sub-

scribers, there may be a mailing address

shown that is differem from our editorial

office address. Send your correspondence
to our editorial offices at Falsofl, inc.,

The Falsoft Building, P.O. Box 385, Pros-

pect, KY40Q59. This applies toeveryone

except those, whose subscriptions are

through our distributor in Australia.
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Protect and highlight

your important

magazine collection

with sturdy

RAINBOW binders

YES, Please send me

Distinctive, Durable RAINBOW Binders
the rainbow is a vital resource to be referred to

again and again. Keep your copies of the rainbow safe

in our quality, distinctive binders that provide com-
plete protection.

These attractive red vinyl binders showcase your

collection and ensure your rainbows are in mint

condition for future use. Each binder is richly em-
bossed with the magazine's name in gold on the front

and spine. They make a handsome addition to any
room.

Put an End to Clutter

Organize your workspace with these tasteful bind-

ers. Spend more time with your CoCo and eliminate

those frustrating searches for misplaced magazines.

A set of two binders, which holds a full 12 issues of

THE rainbow, is only $13.50 (plus $2.50 shipping and
handling).

Special Discounts on Past Issues

To help you complete your collection of the rain-

bow, we're offering a special discount on past issues

of the magazine.
When you place an order for six or more back issues

of the rainbow at the same time you order binders,

you are entitled to $1 off the regular back issue price,

To order, please see the "Back issue Information"

page in this issue.

Know Where to Look
You may purchase the "Official And Compleat Index

To THE RAINBOW" for $1 when you purchase a set

of binders, This comprehensive index of rainbow's

first three years (July 1981 through July 1984) is

usually priced at $2.50.

set(s) of RAINBOW binders

Take advantage of these special offers with your binder purchase:

Save $1 off the single issue cover price for back issues. Minimum order of 6 magazines. Please

enclose a back issue order form from a recent issue indicating magazines wanted.

Purchase the "Official and Compleat Index to THE RAINBOW" for $1 .
(Regular price $2.50.)

(These offers good only with the purchase of a rainbow binder set)

Name _
Address
City _ State ZIP

My check in the amount of

Charge to: VISA

Account Number
Signature

is enclosed. (In order to hold down costs, we do not bill.)

MasterCard American Express

__ . Expiration Date

Mail to: Rainbow Binders, The Falsoft Building, P.O. Box 385, Prospect, KY 40059.

Binders are $13.50 per two-binder set plus $2.50 shipping and handling. If your order is to be sent via U.S. mail to

a post office box or foreign country, please add $2. Kentucky residents add 5% sales tax. U.S. currency only, please.

In order to hold down non-editorial costs, we do not bill.

For credit card orders call (800) 847-0309, 8 a.m. to 5 p,m. EST

All other inquiries call (502) 228-4492.



Wrapp ing the RA INBOW

Join the

Chorus!

n

Several years have passed since a

reader survey appeared in the
rainbow, We have received

thousands of letters with indi-

vidual opinions over the years.

And we have read and taken to heart each
suggestion. Bui relying on reader mail

doesn t al low us to see the complete picture

very readily. To help us determine what
you want, a comprehensive reader survey

is in order,

On the following page you wdl find

several questions regarding your Color

Computer setup, your personal background,

and your CoCo and RAINBOW habits. As
you complete the survey, keep its purpose

in mind. Answer all the questions as hon-

estly as you can. It is also important to make
the answers your own. We want your per-

sonal information and opinions. This is the

only way we can effectively use the infor-

mation you provide.

As with any poll or survey, it is most

important that everyone take the time to

respond. If the results indicate 90 percent of
our readers want to see a lot of OS-9 ar-

ticles, do I need to say what direction The
rainbow will take?' Obviously, lop-sided

results won't serve any of us well.

When you have finished, remove the

page from the magazine, fold it and mail it

to us at:

Reader Survey

The Rainbow
P.O. Box 3R5

Prospect, KY 40059

Alternatively, if you want to keep your
rainbow magazine intact, photocopy the

page after finishing

and mail us the copy.

Then you will have a

record of your re-

sponses.

bowtech section of the magazine. No. this

doesn *1 mean we are planning to cancel the

columns that usually appear there {specifi-

cally "Barden's Buffer" and "KISSable
OS-9"). Rather, we feel the Rainbowtech
designation has outlived its purpose. We
publish technical articles relevant to sev-

eral aspects of the CoCo throughout THE
RAINBOW.

The removal of the Rainbowtech desig-

nation also allows us to standardize the

format of rainbows features and columns.

This gives the magazine a more flexible yet

consistent layout.

Remember, our goal is to make THE
RAINBOW as easy to read and as enjoyable

as possible. You'll see many minor changes
in the physical presentation of the maga-
zine. On a larger scale, we depend on you to

tell us the direction we need to take. Fill out

and return the reader survey, and let your
voice be heard.

— Cray Augsburg

. ni. '
.

' H.'.n. 1

^! %t 5^ jj; jf;

Hold the presses!

Last month I reported

cur selection of a

Courier typeface for

the listings we pub-

lish. Further experi-

mentation has pro-

vided a solution that

makes rainbow list-

ings even easier to

read. Beginning with

this issue we are us-

ing a Letter Gothic

Bold typeface. This

font is tight enough

for us to use three-

column listings and

heavy enough that you

shouldn't need to

squint. Thanks for

bearing with us as we
undergo these

changes.

Another change

some of you may have

noticed is the elimi-

nation of the Rain-

COMPUTER ISLAND EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
PROGRAMS OK SALE THIS MONTH

$15 each-tape or disk

Moneypack

Math Invaders

First Games (Ages 3-6)

Arrow Games (Ages 3-6)

Cocowheel of Fortune (for Coco 2)

Cocowheel of Fortune (Coco3/RGB)

Spanish Baseball

French Baseball

.Y.Y .-

.:.......•

. :
:-:

.

.:;,
.

Computer Isj^Stj

22? Hampton Own
Statai Mand,NY 1G312 ;

Add $1.00 postage, >'Y res. add tax

VISA, MC - Send for free catalog
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Rainbow Reader Survey
Describe any other computers you have and use:

Except where indicated, circle the appropriate response.

Where text is required, please print legibly.

About Yourself

Gender: Male Female

Age:

Under 15 26-35 46-65

16-23 36-45 Over 65

Occupation:

Agricultural business person Clergy

Educator Engineer/Tech Laborer

Professional Retired Skilled trade

Student Writer/Editor Other

Household income:

Under S 1 0,000 $21,0OC)-$3O,000 $41,000-550,000

$11,000-520,000 S31.000-S40.000 Over $50,000

About Your CoCos (circle all that apply)

Computer:
CoCo 1 CoCo 2 CoCo 3

Color BASIC Extended BASIC Disk BASIC
4K 16K 32K
64K 128K 512K

Printer:

C.Itoh Epson Okidata

Radio Shack Star/Gemini Other

My printer Is compatible with:

IBM Epson

Do you have a hard drive? Yew

If so, how do you use it?

Disk BASIC only OS-9 only

Tandy

Monitor:

B/W Television Color Telev sion Monochrome
Color Composite RGB RGB/Cuiupusile

Alternate DOS:
Flex ADOS RGB DOS
JDOS CDOS Hyper-I/O

No

Disk BASIC and OS-9

What percentage of the time do you use Disk BASIC?
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

What percentage of the time do you use GS-9 Level I?

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 K0 90 100

What percentage of the time do you use OS-9 Level II?

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Describe your main system:

Your Wish List

On a scale of 1 to 5 (5 being the highest), rate your interest in each

of the following:

Topics Rainbow Columns
Amateur radio Barden's Buffer

BAS1C09 _BASIC Training

Beginner's info BASlC'ally Speaking

Business CoCo Clubs

C language CoCo Consultations

Desktop publishing _CoCo Gallery

Education Database Report

Games Delphi Bureau

Graphics Education Notes

Hardware projects KISSablcOS-9
Home finance Letters to Rainbow

Home help One Liners

Interviews Print#-2

Machine language Received & Certified

_OS-9 Scoreboard

Reviews Scoreboard Pointers

Sound and music Turn of the Screw

..Technical Q&A _Wishing Well

_Telecommun i cations Wrapping the Rainbow

Tutorials

Utilities

u receive Rainbow On Tape? Yes No

u receive Rainbow On Disk? Yes No

Do you type in Rainbow listings?

Frequently Sometimes

Are Rainbow listings

Too long Too short

Never

Just right

Regarding the listings, are there

Too many Too few Just right

Do you use Rainbow Check Plus? Yes No

Do you use Rack sellers to locate The Rainbow? Yes No

Comments and Suggestions:

Name

Address

City _
State Zip.

Send completed survey to: Reader Survey, The Rainbow, P.O.

Box 385, Prospect, KY 40059.
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ar.

ftware O" New Calligrapher Graphics Clipix! *o
Introducing 8 disks of graphics pictures I call Clipix. Each disk has over 60
pictures. The introductory price of just $49,95 (save $30) for the complete set
is available through Dec. 31st, 1989. Specify RS-D OS, OS9 or MS-DOS format.

CALLIGRAPHER
CoCo Calligrapher - Turn your
CoCo and dot-matrix printer into
a callijjrapher's quill. Make beau-
tiful invitations, flyers, certif-

icates, labels and more. Includes
three lk inch high fonts. Works
with many printers such as Ep-
son, Gemini and Radio Shack.
Over 135 additional fonts are
available (see below}, Tape /Disk
{RS-DOS); $24.95.

Calligrapher V2.0 - Prints all the
same fonts as the CoCo Calligra-
pher, It reads a standard text file

which contains text and formats
ting codes. You specify the fonts,
centering, left, right or full justi-

fy, line fill, margin^ line width,
page size, page break, page
numbers, indentation, multiple
columns, macros, headers,
footers and more. Includes the
same 3

_
fonts with additional

fonts available below. Disk only;
Specify OS9 or MS-DOS; $24.95.

Calligrapher Fonts - Requires
Calligrapher above. Each set on
tape or disk with 8 to 10 fonts;
Specify RS-DOS, OSS or MS-DOS
format; $14.95 each:

Set #1 Reduced and reversed originals;

Set #2 Old Style and Broadway;
Set #3 Antique and Business;

Set #4 Wild West and Checkers;
Set #5 Stars, Hebrew and Victorian;

Set #0 Block and Computer;
Set #7 Small; Roman, Italics, Cubes, etc;

Set #8 Novelty fonts;

Set #0 Gallant and Spartan;

Set #10 Several Roman fonts;

Set #11 Gothic and Script;

Set #12 More Roman and Italic;

Set #13 Several Courier fonts;

Set #1-1 Modern and Screen;

Set #15 TektrOn and Prestige.

Economy Font Packages avail-
able on disk only, with 25 to 30
fonts; Specify RS-DOS, OS9 or
MS-DOS format; 29.95 for any
one or save by buying two or
more at $19.95 each:

Pkg#l
Pkg#2
l*kg #3
Pkg #4
Pkg #5

Above font sets 1, 2 and 3;

Above font sets 4, 5 and 6;

Above font sets 7, 8 and fl;

Above font sets 10, 11 and 12;

Above font sets 13, 14 and 15.

Calligrapher Combo Package - Includes the Calligrapher
and any two Economy Font Packages (your choice) for
only $59.95. Specify RS-DOS, OS9 or MS-DOS.

New! Calligrapher Graphics Clipix
The Calligrapher may now include graphics pictures, known as Cli-
pix, along with the text it prints. There are currently 8 different Cli-
pix disks available, each one has over 60 different graphic symbols
While the OS9/MS-DOS Calligrapher (especially V2.0) may easily com-
bine both text and Clipix, the RS-DOS Calligrapher may also print out
the Clipix. Clipix #1) Sports, #2, Miscellaneous/ #3) Occupa-
tions, #1) Occasions, #5) Vehicles, #6) KidStuff. #7)
Astrology/Mythology, #8) Animals. Each Clipix disk is $9.95.
See special offer above.

.;.;a,a

The Font Massager - This pro-
gram allows you to do many
things to Calligrapher font and
Clipix files. Create new fonts,
modify existing fonts, invert
and compress fonts, double the
height and/or width, halve the
height and/or width and con-
vert between RS-DOS and
OSS/MS-DOS formats. Specify
QSQ or MS-DOS; $19.95.

This is a saiple of the

doi-iatrix printer

output froi the QS9

KS-DOS Calligrapher set

to full-justify the text lithk a 2.2

inch vide coluin. The font used is

the 12-point Courier font froi the

font set 115 (or package I5)

.

For a complete catalog of Sugar Software products and fonts, send a stamp and a label.

RAINBOW
|
Mi- ...J.I.. ...

KM,

VTSA

"TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

SUGAR SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 7446

Hnllvwood, Florida 33081
(305) 981-1241

Ait program* run on the CvQv 1, 2 untf S, $£K
Extended Basic, iitleiii otherwise unfed. Add
$1.60 per tape or disk for shipping and han-
dling. Florida residents add 6% salrjs tax, COD
orders add $5. Dealer inquiries invited. Orders
generally shipped in 24-48 hours. No refunds
or exchange? without prior authorisation.



Racksellers

The retail stores listed below carry THERAINBOW on a regular basis andmay have
other products of interest to Tandy Color Computer users. We suggest you
patronize those in your area.

ALABAMA FLORIDA(coo't) MARYLAND(con't)
Birmingham Jeflerson News Co. Plantalion Bookstop Silver Spring Capital Classics

Little Professor Book Center Starke Record Junction. Inc.

Brewton McDowell Electronics Radio Shack Dealer MASSACHUSETTS
Florence Anderson News Co, Sunrise Sunny's ai Sunset Boston Eastern Newsstand
Greenville USB Electronics Tallahassee Anderson News Co. Cambridge Out of Town News
Montgomery Trade N' Books West Palm Beach Great American Book Greenfield World Eye Bookshop
Tuscaloosa Turtle's Records and Tapes Ipswich Ipswich News.

GEORGIA Lenox Book Maze
ALASKA Atlanta Borders Lexington Colonial Pharmacy

Fairbanks Baker and Baker Booksellers U.S. News 1nc. Littleton Computer Plus
Bremen Bremen Electronics/Radio Shack Lynn North Shore News Co.

ARIZONA Cornelia Electronic Connection Maynard Paper Store. Ine

Cottonwood A & W Graphic* Co. Forest Park EHers News Center Swansea Newsbreak, Inc.

Flagstaff McGaugh's Newsstand Riverdale Riverdale Book & News
Phoenix Houte Hooks Savannah Home Run Video MICHIGAN

Utile Prolessor Book Center Alien Park Book Nook. Inc.

TRI-TEK Computers IDAHO Battle Creek Mickey's Newsstand
Sierra Vista Livingston's Books Boise Book Shell, Inc. Birmingham Border's Book Shop
Tempe ASU Bookstore Moscow Johnson News Agency Durand Bobbins Electronics

Computer Library E. Detroit Book Center ol E. Detroit

Tucson Anderson News Co, ILLINOIS Merit Book Center
Software, etc. Belleville Software or Systems Grand Rapids Schuier Books, inc.

Centralis Books & Co.. Inc. Hillsdale Eleclronics Express/Radio Shack
ARKANSAS Champaign Bookmark Holland Fris News Company

Eldorado Howard's Newsstand Pages for All Ages, Inc. Interlochen Interlochen Bookstore

Fl. Smilh Hot Off the Press Newsstand Chicago Parkway Drugs Kalamazoo The Book Raft

Little Rock Anderson News Co, Radig's Book Market Lansing Read more News Center
LLI.C. Bookstore Lowell Lowell Electronics

CALIFORNIA Book Market Midland McCandtess. Inc.

Benieia Ryno Computer Systems World News Ml, Clemens Key Book Shop
Berkeley Dave's Smoke Shop/Lyon Ent. E. Peoria Books 'n Stuff Muskegon First Edition Bookstore

Whenlan's Smoke Shop Evanston Norris Center Bookstore' The Eight Bit Corner
Citrus Heights Software Plus Glencoe Rehn Heurbinger Pharmacy Niles Michiena News Service
Hollywood Lenity Distributors Lisle Book Nook Novi Borders Bookshop

Stef-Jen, Inc. Lombard Lmpire Periodicals Oscoda Readmore Book Store
Universal News Agency Orlando Park Book Link. Inc. Perry Perry Computers

Los Angeles Center Fold Newsstand West Frankfort Paper Place Ponllac Walerford Bookshop
Circus of Books (2 Locaiions.} Portage John Rollins Booksellers

Software, etc. INDIANA Riverview The Book Slop
Marysviile Bcokland Angola D & D Electronics Roseville New Horizons Book Shop
Napa Bookends Bookstore Radio Shack Sterling, Heights Booklover's Shop
North ridge Northnrjge Newsstand Berne White Cottage Electronics

Oakland DeLauer's News Agency Bloomington Book Comer MINNESOTA
Hancho Muneta Software Plus Franklin Gallery Book Shop Blaine Shinder's NorthcourtComm.
Sacramento Tower Magazine Ft. Wayne Michiana News Service Burnsville Shinder's Bumsvllte
San Diego Seventh Near B Garrett Finn News Agency, Inc. Crystal Shinder's Crystal Gallery

San Francisco Books mirh Greenwood Community NewscentOr Edina Shinder's Leisure Lane
Bookworks Indianapolis Borders Bookshop Minneapolis Baiter's Books
Castro Kiosk Community Newsletter Shinder's (2 Locations)

The Kiost on Clement Indiana News Minnetonka Shinder's Ridge Squar
San Joss Computer Literacy Bookshops Soutbside News Roseville Shinder's Roseville

Sanla Clara Computer Literacy Lebanon Gallery Book Shop St. Paul Shinder's Annex
San la Monica Midnight Special Bookstore Martinsville Radio Shack Shindor'3Maplewood
Sanla Rosa Sawyer's News, Ine Nappannee Richard's K-40 Electronic* Shinder's SI. Pauls

Stockton Harding Way News Richmond Voyles News Agency, Inc.

Sunnyvale Computer Literacy MISSOURI
IOWA Farmingfon Ray's TV 4 Radio Shack

COLORADO Davenport Interstate Book Store Flat River Rays TV & Radio Shack
Aurora Aurora Newsstand Des Moines Thaekery's Books, Inc. Florissant Book Brokers Unlimited

Boulder Eads News & Smoke Shop Jefferson City Cowley Distributing

Colorado Springs Hathaway's KANSAS Kirksville T&R Electronics

McKinzey-White Books Leawood Leawood Book Gallery St. Louis Book Emporium
Delia Roundhouse Books Liberal CDS Ventures World News — Westporl
Glehwood Springs The Book Train Topeka Palmer News, Inc.

Wellington Dandy's/Radio Shack Dealer NEBRASKA
DELAWARE Lincoln Nebraska Bookstore

Dover Plaza News, Inc. KENTUCKY Omaha Nelson News
Newark Newark, Newsstand Hazard Daniel Boone Gulf Man

Hopkinsvifle Hobby Shop NEVADA
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA Louisville Hawley-Cooke Booksellers Carson City Bookcellar

Washington. D.C. Ceniral Periodicals

News Room
The News World. Ine. LOUISIANA

(2 Locations) Las Vegas Hurley Electronics

Steve's Books & Magazines

World News, Inc. Baton Rouge City News Stand NEW HAMPSHIRE
Lafayetie Oil center Newsstand Newington Winebaum's Smoke Ring il

FLORIDA New Orleans Bookstore Salem Booksmith
Boca Raton BOOKSIOp Oliver's Newsstand West Lebanon Ve-rham News Corp.

Cocoa The Open Door Sidney's News Stand Uptown
Dania Dania News & Books Sikfeii The Book Shelf NEW JERSEY
Davie Books Unlimited Northstiore News Atlantic City Atlantic City News Agency

Software Plus More Cedar Knolls Village Computer & Software
Delano

1

the Family Bookshop MAINE Cliflside Park Garden Stale News
hi Lauderdale Bookstop Hanger Marjasines, ina Clinton Micro World II

C larks Out of Town News Brockton Voyager Bookstore Hackeltstown Bach's Drug & Surgical

Gainesville Goerlng Book Center Caribou Radio Shack Morristown Magazines Plus

Miami Bookstop Oxford Books-N -Things Plainsboro Cover-io-Cover Books, Ine.
*

Joe's News Sanford Radio Shack
North Miami Beach Alrnar Bookstore NEW MEXICO
Orlando Bookstop MARYLAND Albuquerque Page One Newsstand

Phoenix Books Baltimore Gordon's Booksellers Santa Fe Downtown Subscription

Pensacoia Anderson News Co. Gailhersburg News 2 U
Pinellas Park Woll's Newsstand Ocean City Hazel's Books
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NEW YORK
Amhersl
Brooklyn

Buffalo

Cortland

ansville

Elmira Heights

Fredonia

Hudson Falls

Huntington

Mamaroneek
New York

Rochester

Troy

NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Chapel Hill

Charlotte

Clemmons
Gaffney

Hickory

mgnpoint
Kernersville

Lexington

Marion

Wglkeriown
Winston-Salem

OHIO
Akron

Canton

Chagrin Falls

C harden
Cincinnati

Cleveland

Columbiana
Columbus

ayton

Dublin

Fairhorn

Flndley

Fremonl
Lakewood
Miamisburg
Tiffin

Toledo

Warren
Xenia
Youngslown

OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville

St ill water

Taklequah
Tulsa

OREGON
Beaverlon
Eugene
Newport
Portland
Salem

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown

Alloona

Ambler
Feasterville

King of Prussia

Laureldale

Philadelphia

West Chester
Wind Gap-
York

RHODE ISLAND
Newport

Village Green-Buffalo Books
Cromland, Inc.

Elmwood Buffalo Books
Reading World
Book Den
Southern Tier News Co.. Inc.

On Line: Computer Access Center
G.A. Wesl & Co.
Oscar's Bookshop
Reader's Marks!
Barnes & Noble Sales Annex
Coliseum Books
Eastern Newsstand
Grand Central Station, Track 37
200 Park Ave., [Pan Am#l)
55 Water Street

World Trade Center #2
First Stop News
Idle Hours Bookstore
International Smoke Shop
Jonil Smoke
Penn Book
State News
World Wide Media Services
Microram Software
Tandy UseisGiuup
Rochester Books. !nc,

Village Green
World Wide News
The Book End

News Center in Gary Village

University News & Sundry-

Newsstand Inn

Omnibus
Papers S Paperbacks
K & S Newsstand
Gaffney Bookstore
CBooks & Comics
K & S Newsstand
K & 5 Newsstand
Martin's News Stand
Boomers Rhythm Center
K S S Newsstand
Book NoDk
K & S Newsstand (3 Localions)

Rainbow News Ltd.

Churchill News & Tobacco
Manhattan Music. Inc.

Little Professor Book Center
Inside Slory

Thrasher Radio A TV
Cinsoft

Eneviaw News
Fidelity Sound & Electronics

Beechcrafl Newsstand
B5 Software
Headline Newsstand
The Newssiand
Books & Co.
Huber Heights Book S Card
wi ike News
Book Barn
Slbert Enterprises

News-Readers
Sandbox Micro Systems
Wilke's I Inivergity Shoppe
Open Book
The Open Book
Lakewood International News
Wrlke News
Paper and Ink

Owl's Bookstore

Book Nook, Inc.

Fine Print Books
Plaza Book & Smoke Shop

Betty's Book Rack
Caravan Books
Thomas Sales. Inc. dba Radio Shack
Steve's Book Store

Tech 'Books

Libra Books - Book Mark
Sea Towne Books, Int.

Fifth Avenue News
Capitol News Center
Checkmate Book

Owl Services

Newborn Enterprises

Ambler News Center
Global Books
Gene's Books
Software Corner
Popi, Inc. (2 locations}

Chester County Book Co.
Micro World
The Computer Center of York
Tollgate Bookstore

Belleuue News

RHODE ISLANDfeon'l}
Pawlucket Paperbacks Plus
Warwick Reader's Market
West Warwick A Novel Plaea, Inc.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston

Charleston His.

Clemson
Columbia
Florence

Greenville

Spartanburg

TENNESSEE
Brentwood
Chattanooga

Goodlettsville

Knoxville

Memphis
Nashville

Smyrna

TEXAS
Amarfllo

Arlington

Auslin

Big Spring

Dallas

Desoto
Elgin

Ft, Worth
Houston
San Antonio

VERMONT
Esses Junction
Manehaster Center

VIRGINIA
Alexandria

Falls Church
Franklin

Hampton
Lynchburg
Richmond

Springfield

Woodbridge

WASHINGTON
Port Angeles
Seattle

Taccma

WEST VIRGINIA
Huntington

Petersburg
South Charleston

WISCONSIN
Appleton

Cudahy
Green Bay
Kenosha
Madison

Milwaukee
Racine

Waukesha
Wausau

AUSTRALIA
Biaxiand

Kingsford

CANADA:
ALBERTA

Banff
BpnnyvillB

Brooks
Calgary

Clares holm
Drayton Valley

Edmonton

New Life Bookstore
Software Haus, Inc.

Clemson Newsstand
Capital Newssiand
Ray's #1

Falmelto News Co.
Pic A Book. Inc.

Software City

Bookworld #5
Anderson News Co.
Guild Books & Periodicals

Bookworld
Anderson News Co.
Davis-Kidd Bookseller

Computer Cenler
Bookworld {locations)

Davis-Kidd Booksellers
Floppy's Disc Software
Mosko's Place

R.M. Mills Bookstore
Delker Electronics

Haslings Books & Records
Bookstop
Bookstop
Poncho's News
Bookstop
Maxwell Books
Maxwell Books
The Homing Pigeon
Trinily News
Bookstop
Bookstop

Gingeric, LTD
Nortbshire Bookstore

King Street News
MTV Central Newssiand
Skyline Newsstand
The Bookhaven
Benders
Sell Serve Software
Book Gallery

Volume 1 Rnnkstore

Springfield Central

Potomac Mill Central News

Porl Book 8. News
Bulldog News
O'Lsary's Books

Nick's News
Valley News Service
Spring Hill News

Badger Periodicals

Cudahy News & Hobby
Bosses, Inc.

R.K. News, (nc.

Pic A Book
20th Century Books
University Bookstore
Schwartz Bookshop
East Side Emporium
U-W-IVt Bookstore
Holt Variety

Janke Book Store

Biaxiand Computers
Paiis Radio Electronics

Banff Radio Shack
Paul Tercier

Double "D" A.S.C. Radio Shack
Billy's News
Radio Shack Associated Stores
Langsrd Electronics

CMD Micro

ALBERTA(con't)
Fairview D.N.R. FurnitureS TV
Few Creek Fox City Colors Sound

A.S.C. Radio Shack
Ft. Saskatchewan Ft. Mall Radio Shack, A.S.C,
Grande Cache The Stereo Hut
Grande Centre The Book Nook
Hinton Jim Cooper
Innlstail L S S Stereo
Leduc Radio Shack Associated Slores
Lelhbridge Datatron
LloydmlniSter Lloyd Hadio Shack
Okotoks Okotoks Radio Shack
Peace River Radio Shack Associated Stores

Tavener Software
St. Paul Walter's Electronics

Stettler Stottler Radio Shack
Slrathmore Wheatland Electronics

Taber Pynewood Sight & Sound
Wesl lock WestlOCk Stereo
Wetaskiwin Radio Shack

BRITISH COLUMBIA Burnaby Compulit
Burns Lake VT. Video Works
Campbell River TRS Electronics

Chillfwack Charles Parker
Coquitlam Cody Brooks LTD
Coortenay Rick's Music & Stereo
Dawson Creek Bell Radio & TV
Golden Taks Home Furnishings
Langley Langley Radio Shack
Nelson Oliver's Books
New Westminster Cody Books LTD
Parksville Parksville TV
Penticlon DJ.'s

Four Corner Grocery
Sidney Sidney Electronics

Smithers Wall's Home Furniture

Squamish Kolyk Electronics
Vancouver Aclive Components

Friendlywam Computers
Granville Book Co,
Silicon nections Books LTD

100 Mile House Tip Top Radio a TV

MANITOBA
Altsna

Lundar
Mordon
The Pas
Selkirk

Virden

NEW BRUNSWICK
Moncton
Sussex

NEWFOUNDLAND
Botwood
Carbonear

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax

ONTARIO
Angus
Aurora
Concord
Exceler

Hanover
I luntsville

Kingston

Lislowel

South River

Toronto

QUEBEC
LaSalle

Pont, Rouge

SASKATCHEWAN
Asslniboia

Eslevan
Moose Jaw
Nipiwan

Regina

Saskatoon

Shellbrooke
Tisdale

Unity

YUKON
Whitehouse

LAWrebrLtd.
Goranson Elee.

Central Sound
Jodi's Sight & Sound
G.L. Enns Elee.

Archer Enterprises

Jeffries Enterprises

Dcwitt Elee

Seaport Elee,

Slade Realties

Atlantic News

Micro Computer Services
Compu Vision

Ingram Software
J. Macleane & Sons
Modem Appliance Centre
Hums','illy Elee.

T.M. Computers
Modern Appliance Centre
Max TV
Dennis TV
Gordon and Goieh

Wtessageries da Presse Benjamin
Boutique Bruno Laroehe

Telstar News
Kolyk Electronics

DSS Computer Place
Cornerstone Sound
Regina CoCo Club
Software Supermarkel
Everybody's Software Library

Gee. Laberge Radio Shack
Paul's Service

Grant's House of Sound

H & O Holdings

Also available at all B. Daltort Booksellers, and
selected Coles and W. H. Smith in Canada, Waldenbooks,
Pickwick Books, Encore Books, Barnes & Noble, Little

Professors, Tower Book & Records, Kroch's & Brentano's,
and Community Newscenters.
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Advertisers Index

We encourage you to patronize our advertisers — all of whom support the Tandy Color

Computer. We will appreciate your mentioning the rainbow when you contact these firms.

Alpha Products 21

Alpha Software Technologies ...... 11

3

Arizona Small

Computer Company 41

Burke & Burke 63

Cer-Comp 65
Cinsoft .41

CoCo Gallery on Disk 76
Colorware 19

Computer Island 123
Computer Plus 3

CRC/Disto 105
D.P. Johnson 117
Danosoft 119
Dayton Associates

fW.R. Hall, Inc ..103

Delphi 77

Dorsett Educational Systems ..84

Dr. Preble's Programs ...53

E.Z. Friendly Software 29
Everso ft Games, Ltd 23
Frank Hogg Laboratories .,, ,...115

Gilbralter Software 51

Gimmesoft ...81

Granite Computer Systems 92

HawkSoft, Inc 67
Howard Medical IBC
Howard Medical 130
JR & JR Softstuff 100
JWT Enterprises 66
Metric Industries 109

Microcom Software 7

Microcom Software 9

Microcom Software 1

1

Microcom Software 13

Microcom Software ..15

Microcom Software 17

Microdeal BC
Microtech Consultants, Inc. 59
NRI Schools Insert

Oblique Triad 27
Orion Technologies 99

Owl-Ware 69
Owl-Ware 70
Owl-Ware ........71

P&M Products 45

Paul & Tony's 79
Perry Computers ...,93

r3 Systems .,,,.. 55
Rainbow- Binder .122

Rainbow on Tape & Disk 91

Rainbow Gift Subscription .89

Ramco Computer Supplies 75

RGB 29
RRA & Company ,. 61

Rulaford Research 37
SD Enterprises ...25

Second City Software 129

Simply Better Software 1 06

SpectroSystems 101

SPORTSware .43

STG 62
Sugar Software 125
Sundog Systems IFC

Supersoft, Inc 51

T & D Software 31

T&O Software 75

TS D Software.. 55

T& D Software 97
T & D Software 107
Tandy/Radio Shack 33
Tandy/Radio Shack 1 08
Tepco 87

Tothian Software 85

True Data Products 57
Wasatchware 60
WBD Software 25
Zebra Systems ...79

Call:

Belinda Kirby

Advertising Representative

(502) 228-4497

D Call:

Kim Vincent

Advertising Representative

(502) 228-4492

The Faisoft Building

9509 U.S. Highway 42
P.O. Box 385
Prospect, KY 40059
FAX (502) 228-5121
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> The Ultimate Music Editor for the CoCo 3 *r

"What if...

all CoCo music programs were this good?"

UltiMusE III is a MIDI 'Notation Sequencer'. It lets you write and edit
sheet music on a 640x192 graphics screen using the mouse, play it on
ANY MIDI equipped synthesizer(s), and print out the score,.. Written
by an experienced computer professional who is also a serious ama-
teur musician and composer. With UltiMusE III, there is no more "faking'

to play what you want to hear! Perfect for the trained musician,
UltiMusE Ill's natural notation also helps a beginnerto copy a favorite
piece of sheet music just as it looks. Why should your music sound like

a machine? UltiMusE III has a wide pitch range, from 4 octaves below
Middle C to over 3 above. Each staff has a 4-octave range centered on
one of four clefs - Treble. Guitar, Bass, and Double Bass. Staff place-
ment, clefs, and part and MIDI channel assignments can ALL be
edited... Professional software should use a professional Operating
System. UltiMusE III uses the advanced features of OS-9 Level II and
does not interfere with its windowing and mufti-tasking in any way.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: CoCo 3
with at least 256K memory, OS-9 Level 2,

Mouse or Joystick (Hi-Res Joystick Adapter
recommended), Synthesizer's) with MIDI-
ln jack, plus a Serial to MIDI cable. Tandy's
DMP printer, a MIDI Interface Pak, and a
Multi-Pak are optional equipment. $54.95

CASIO MT-240 MIDI KEYBOARD.. $149 95
A/C POWER ADAPTER

, $1495
SERIAL TO MIDI CABLE $1g95

Newspaper jjs§

FINAL EDITION

DeskTop Publishing forthe CoCo 3 just got

better! With the ALL NEW NEWSPAPER
PLUS - FINAL EDITION, you can create
complete and sophisticated Banners,
Headlines along with Text Columns and
Graphics. Bring in different pictures, fonts,

fill patterns, and text from disk and create a
publication with that pro-look to it. Comes
complete with 22 fonts. 50 NewsArt pic-

tures and fill patterns. 128k or 512k Disk

STILL ONLY $48.95

X
'FINAL EDITION" is just a news
print slogan meaning the very

latest published issue, in the

caseof Newspaper Plus -Final

Edition, it means thelatestup-

grade is NOW available. Here
are some of the added fea-

tures being offered;

"Text import with Left, Right,

Centered & Justification

* Ram Disk Utility (512k)

'Stretch, Shrinks, Com-
press picture utility

*A new "Design Your Own'
layout feature

"Full Font import ability

* Text to Picture wrap-around
* Disk Transfer Utility (512k)

WORD SEARCH: $22.95
A Word Search Puzzle Generator Utility

program. CoCo 1 ,2.&3 Disk

MORSE CW: $19.95
A complete Morse CodeTotonal program
CoCo 1.2.&3 Disk

SPACE RAIDERS: $16.95
A FAST ACTIONARCADE GAME. Test your
skills! CoCo 1,2,&3 Disk

BSTARPIC UTILITY: $19.95
DMP-PIC UTILITY: $19.95
GEM-PIC UTILITY: $19,95
A complete Graphics Printing Utility pro-
gram forthe Star NX-1000or Tandy's DMP
or the Gemini Dot Matrix printers. Works in

an easy to use Point "N Click pull down
menuenvironment.AMUSTHAVEprinting
utility. CoCo 1.2.&3 Disk

CheckogMV; #2.1 $25.95
Check09MV interacts with MultiVue for

FAST & EASY checkbook balancing. No
more waiting for your bank statement for

an ending balance. CheckQSMV will pro-
duce a check-by-check running total of

your account in an easyto use format, End
those monthly surprizes! 512k

MASTER CATALOG; $1 9.95
MASTER CATALOG 3: $1 9.95
Organize your floppy disks with Master
Catalog, Supports single & double sided
drives, alphabetize

, sort, and search & find

up to 3,000 filenames, Program supports a

Column Format Hard Copy and is 100%
MLfor lightning response. When ordering,
please specify CoCo 1 ,2, or 3 version.

START OS-9 $32.95
An Enjoyable, Hands-On Guide To OS-9
Level 2 On The Color Computer 3, Work
from a step-by-step easy to follow tutorial

book and program disk. Requires 2drives.
512K and an SQ-column monitor.START
OS-9...NOW NO MORE EXCUSES.

Basic Screen Editor, . , , $1 9.95

ADOS3 $34.95
MY-DOS $14.95
EPROM BURN SERVICE $15,00
Ram Disk Lightning $16.95
PrinterUghtning $15.95
BackUp lightning $1 6.9t>

VIP Library $1 49.95
VJP Writer III

,

, $79.95
VIPCalc III $69,95
VIP DataBase III. $69.95
OS-9 Solution $24.95
Schematic Drafting Processor $24.95
TapetoDisk/DisktoTape ....$19,95
Multi-Pak Crack $24.95
TelePatch $24,95
Blackjack Royale .,,.,.. $16.95
CoCo CatcndcrDcluxe

, , , . . $19.95

NewsArt A thruZ
26 disks filled with useable clip art for

Newspaper Plus & Newspaper Plus - Final

Edition. $100.00 for the complete set

5™g£Xw: 30000 SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE OF $39,95
UUEbTION: Have you ever wondered how someone can sell and support two different BBS
programs while claiming both to be the BEST? Good question you ask., .we think so too 1 " With
theexclusiveSCScommercial release of Mike Guzzi'sAPBBS program we end a years quest for
a POWERFUL, HIGH QUALITY, and AFFORDABLE BBS program. Besides these three require-
ments. we also demanded full author assistance to help answer your questions and lend
technical support, Mike Guzzi has not only written such a program in APBBS but has also offered

nlT
e
c:

X
I??S

Se
c.
and knowled9 e as ,he programmer and a SYSOP. Giving you FULL SUPPORT

AFTLRTHE SALE! APBBS requires a CoCo3w/512k memory, at least two double sided floppy
drives (a hard drive is strongly recommended), OS-9 Level2, and RS-232 pak APBBS is not for
everyone. It is designed and intended for the SYSOP who demands performance and support

MASTER CARD -VISA

C.O.D, ^ MONEY ORDERS

ADD $2.50 SHIPPING
($4.50 FOREIGN) AND
AN ADDITIONAL $2.50

FOR CO D. ORDERS

Allow 1 to 3 weeks delivery

M
D

V".J

Y

P.O. BOX 72956
ROSELLE, IL

60172
Nole:Asof 11/89

Area Cade will be 700

ORDER
312-653 5610

BBS
312^307-1519



STAR NX-1000L COLOR
> Built in back tractor paper feed

converter add $40
$249, 5shio)

^

DRIVE PLUS
Double sided 36DKMPI 52
Disto Controller and cable

$178.45 (5 ship)

DISTO DC-7
• Mini Disk Controller for CoCo 1,2,3
• Includes RS 1.1 Modified to access

Double-sided Drive $75 (2 ship)

VIDEO AMPLIFIER VA-1

required in CoCo 1 or 2 to drive

monitor $29.45 (2 ship)

MAGNAVOX 7622 AMBER
• 80 Column OR 7652 GREEN
• Built in Speaker d,nQ ,_ . . ,

iJ>9o (7 ship)

RS1.1 DOS
1 ROM Chip for Disk Controller

Works tor CoCo 2 or 3
$25 (2 ship)

HARD DRIVE
20,000,000 Bytes or the equivalent to 1 25
R.S, 50 1 s on line are packed into this hard
drive, pre installed and ready to run. This

complete easy to use package includes a

Seagate 20 Meg Hard Drive, a DTC 5150
Controller and interface.* heavy duty case,
power supply and fan and a 1 year war
ranty. This 20 meg Hard Drive will also
work with Tandy and IBM clones. Basic
driver, $29.95, lets you access this hard

drive without need for OS-9.

See Rainbow Reviews 8/69

(9 ship)

HD-1 10 Meg*
HO-2 20 Meg
HD-3 30 Meg
HD-4 40 Meg

*Burke & Burke

$349
$499
$549
$598

*CDC drive

DOUBLE DRIVE +

• Two double side 360K Teac 55B
• Disto controller & cable

$310 (8 ship)

Howard Medical Computers
1690N.EIston

Chicago, Illinois 60622

Order Status and Inquiries

312-278-1440

Show Room Hours
8:00 - 5:00 M-F
10:00- 3:00 Sat.

Order Line

800-443-1444

PAL UPGRADE PAL - 1 or 2

Makes multi pack interface work
with CoCo 3. Specify 26-3024 or

26-3124. $14.95 (2ship)

30 Day Money Back Guarantee

Howard Medical's 30-day guarantee

is meant to eliminate the uncertainty

of dealing with a company through

the mail. Once you receive our

hardware, try it out; test it for

compatibility If you're not happy

with it for any reason, return it in 30

days and we'll give your your money
back (less shipping.) Shipping

charges are for 48 states. APO,
Canada and Puerto Rico orders are

higher.



STAR NX 1000
Dot Matrix; 144CPS
Back Tractor & Friction Feed

Needs SP-C $189 (5 ship)

HOWARD SP-C
Serial to Parallel Converter

Connect CoCo to Parallel Printer

$68.45 (2 ship)

DISTO DC3
Original Disto Controller

2 ROM Slots; Gold Platted Contacts

$98 (2 ship)

DifSTCi

m

A. DISTO 3in1 Board

B. DISTO MEB

C. DISTO RS 232

$69.45

$30.00

$49.95

BROTHER M-11 PRINTER
Built-in Serial & Parallel Interface

Dot Matrix: Tractor/Fricton Feed

$156 (5 ship)

BURKE & BURKE
BOX

Hard disk Interface 69.45

with clock 99.45

RSBveri.3 39.45

Hyper I/O ver 2.6C 29.95

XT-ROM ver 2.3 19.45

File repack 29.45

MICRO WORKS DIGITIZER
• DS-59B Color 1.5 Second/Picture $150
• DS-&9 B&W 2 Second/Picture $100

MULTI BOARD ADAPTER $70
EPROM PROGRAMMER $49

ml;
Mi

M * L~wA

TEAC55B
• 360K Double Sided Half Ht. Floppy

• Fits R.S. 501 & 502
CA-2 cable $29.50 $98 (2 ship)

|

MAGNAVOX 8CM515 COLOR
SO Column

• Use with Coco, Tandy 1000's, IBM PC
CC-3 RGB cable 19 95,.,,,,,,

$269f14ship)

^^BBBEr '"^H|

MEMORY
• 512K Bare Board $40
• Populated 51 2K & Software $119i
• 64K 8 Chip for CoCo 2 $30 |

Howard Medical Computers

1690 N. Elston

Chicago, Illinois 60622

Order Status and Inquiries

312-278 1440

Master Card • Visa Discover

American Express

C,0,D. » School P.O.'s

Order Line

800-443-1444



Slots & Cards

VGA Graphics Depicted
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Did \m\ ever dream olvKitin^ Mil AS, but you weren't sure whai i

tfOUld be able to afford it? Well, now you fiui play your favorite slot m
down ill the blackjack table without even leaving the comfort of your Ik
through different style slot machines ( many different Multiplier slots I. Vi
booth if - or is that when? - you run out of cash, without feeling a pain ii

Walk around the corner and sit dou n at any of an urn her of different sh Ii

Knjoy video live card draw poker - where it takes jacks or better to v

iMuck jack against the e^er treacherous house dealer. I'lay Hi-Low and w
-e^ery chance yoirSet. Doyou like Keno? if so, choose your numbers, thei
wait to see if they are drawn!

All versions display ^h id true to VKCAS graphics. Whatever your |Cards has it for you! Slots & ('ar'(l's\is available for the IBM PC &T

<

( ommodore Amiga. Atari ST and the (V.'o HI,


